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INTRODUCTION

In the oration delivered on his appointment as praefectus urbi of
Constantinople under the emperor Theodosius I in 383 Themistius took the
occasion to remark on the role of philosophy in public life.

The fact of

his own signal honor, the appreciative appointee declared, marked the return of philosophy to " the administration of public affairs " ; 1 for, by
having promoted a philosopher to a major post in the imperial goverrunent,
"the emperor confers on it {philosophy} public power and exhorts it to become
actively engaged in affairs which up to now he expected o f others.

.. 2

Not unlike his own career heretofore, Themistius remarks, philosophy under
previous emperors was more often praised than employed for public service
in any substantial capacity;

3

the present government, on the contrary, has

1

Oration XVII, from the text of Themistii Orationes, ed. Wilhelm
Dindorf with the notes of D. Petau and J. Harduin (a reprint of Themistii
Orationes ex codice Mediolanensi emendatae, Leipzig, 1832; Hildesheim-:~
Georg Olms Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1961), 213c = 260,3-4.
The Dindorf edition,
since it is the standard text and there is yet no other complete corpus
available, will be used in this work unless otherwise noted.
The dual
reference citation indicates the recension of Harduin (incorporated by Dindorf) and the pagination of Dindorf.
The translation throughout is that
of the writer.
(See Appendix I for a bibliographical essay.)
2

~·'

213d = 260,8-10.

3

Ibid., 213c = 260,4-8.
This is not quite accurate or fair.
Themistius, for example, held the proconsulship of Constantinople under
Constantius, an emperor whom he constantly lauded for introducing philosophy likewise into "the administration of public affairs" (cf. infra.
chap. i).

1

2

brought about the involvement of philosophy in the arena of political
activity and has encouraged it to prove the meaningfulness of its full
participation in the conduct of public business:
And indeed in the past it was possible for philosophy, which had
trained the combatants, to watch the public games quietly and without care. But now, instead of being a spectator, the emperor leads
it down into the arena and permits it to persuade the majority of
mankind that philosophy is not, as one may conclude, reason independent of deeds, but that it is the achievements of deeds guided
by reason, and that its teaching of precepts proper for government
4
is not capricious, but rather is the performance of what it preaches.
Themistius closes his exordium with a complimentary reference to Theodosius,
remarking that his own era was experiencing a regime which had brought to
reality what the ancients had taught:

"the public business would be well

with the city-states when the power of managing public affairs coincided
with excellence in speaking, and both political power and philosophy came
together in the same man."

5

In these remarks acknowledging his gratitude for the ·imperial commission Themistius has touched upon three principles that characterized
and governed his long and varied career of public service.

First, his ci-

tation of ancient authority in referring to Theodosius as the embodiment
of the Platonic ideal is typical of his constant conviction of the relevancy of the classical tradition to the conditions of his own day.

For The.-

4

Ibid., 213d-214a = 260,10-17.
___,

5

~., 214a = 260,19-23. Cf. Plato Republic 473c, 40le; Politicus
295b, 266c for similar expression concerning the ideal union of philosophy
and power. Invaluable as a concordance of Platonic quotations and paraphrase
in the orations of Themistius is the first part of Guilelmus Pohlschmidt's
dissertation, Quaestiones Themistianae (Typis Roberti Noske Bornensis,
MCMVIII), pp. 5-48.

-·
3

mistius, who wanted "only to publish the wisdom of the ancients,"

6

this tra-

dition of the ancients, as developed and transmitted over the centuries of
the Hellenic cultural experience, constituted a continuum -- "the great arc
of potential human purposes and motivations, • . . selected and capitalized
in their traditional institutions."

7

What he had to say in his many ora-

tions on the contemporary situation of education, philosophy, and politics
was suggested and determined by this orientation to the legacy of the past.
Glanville Downey, commenting upon the challenges facing the classical curriculum in the crisis-ridden fourth century A.D., has noted that, "as a
consequence of the barbarian invasions and other factors, conditions of
private and public life in the fourth century were radically altered, and
the Roman empire was following new directions in both internal and external matters.

,,8

This state of transition posed a critical dilemma for

thoughtful contemporaries:

How to meet the new conditions without destroy-

ing the patterns of the past?

Themistius without hesitation insisted upon

renewed identification with the classical heritage, instinctively recognizing that "when the continuity of the traditions of civility is ruptured, the
community is threatened.

,.9

Thus, when charging his fellow philosophers with

dereliction of duty, Themistius declares,
6

schmid-StKhlin, p. 1012.
25ff.; or. XXXIII 364b
440,lff.

Cf. Themistius, or. XXIII 298b-c

7 Ruth Benedict, Patterns of Culture (New York:
Library, 1953), p. 219.

= 359,

New American

8

Glanville Downey, "Education in the Christian Roman Empire,"
Speculum, XXXII (1957), p. 61.
9

Walter Lippmann, The Public Philosophy (New York: The New American
Library, 1956), p. 104.

4

I earnestly try to lead them back to the ancient model (archaia taxis)
. who do not allow themselves to peep outside the pallet and the
secluded corner.
Thus, they have utterly forgotten their predecessors,
the fact that they used to converse with the many at the factories,
in the porches, the baths, and the theaters.
And because of this they
procured and got into their hands not only those who regularly went
to school, but they also made the shoemaker quit his hides, the moneychanger his table, and the courtesan her chamber. 10
Such concerned commitment to the archaia taxis prompted as well as
justified the second conviction directing Themistius' career:
cality of philosophy.
its insistence:

the practi-

This was fundamental to his thought and recurrent in

"the teachings of philosophy do not bury themselves in an

auditorium, but realize themselves in practical life and act upon the pub. 1111
1 lC.

His firm belief that "philosophy is nothing more than the perform-

ance of virtue (to ergazesthai areten)"

12

disposed Themistius to throw off

the inertia that generally characterized the philosophical profession of his
day and to engage in intellectual activism.

In whatever capacity he served

-- whether as university professor or tutor of princes, philosopher or court
orator, ambassador or magistrate -- he continued to insist that philosophy
properly and efficaciously contribute itw own valuable and responsible services to the betterment of society on all levels.

As he told Theodosius at

the climax of his own career when he accepted the urban prefecture, to persuade the majority of mankind of the validity of this contention had been
the ambition of his life.
10
Or. XXVIII 342b

13

=

413,13-14; 34ld-342a

=

412,22 - 413,6.

11

Stegeman, RE, p. 1649.
This conviction was often stated by
Themistius:
or. XX 239d = 294,5-6; or. XXVI 320b = 386,15ff.; and or.
XXVIII 34ld = 412,lSff.
12

Or. II 3ld = 37,28-29.
He goes on (32a
Aristotle (EN 1105b 9-18) in support.
3

or. xv II

213 -

38, lff. ) to cite

passim.

p
5

Finally, for Themistius the ideal of philosophy as "the performance
of virtue" found its most complete expression in government service.

Pursu-

ing this ideal, Themistius in his own lifetime achieved the union of power
and

philosoph~

under every emperor

with the rather surprising exception

of Julian -- from Constantius II to Theodosius I.

This third governing

conviction led him to active involvement in the major problems that confronted
contemporary society.

"The aim of Themistius is the penetration of the imper-

ial government with philosophical thought, a penetration which has been made
possible by the fact that for him (in contrast to the Neoplatonists) philosophy is not abstract mulling over metaphysical problems, but is the practical
participation of philosophical norms in public life."

14

Defending. himself

and his political career against the attacks of his adversaries in the twilight of his life, Themistius explained why he considered his activities outside the lecture hall consistent with the profession of philosophy:
For that famous Solon, Lycurgus, Pittacus, Bias, and Cleoboulos were
proclaimed wise men by their contemporaries not because they spun syllogisms high and low, • • • but because they fixed laws and because
they taught what must be done and what must not be done • • . and because they taught that man himself is not solitary and autonomous,
but rather is social and political; and accordingly it becomes each
man to give heed to his homeland, his laws, and government. Not only
did they not hesitate to teach these very §hings, but they also did
1
not hesitate to become actively involved.
14

Richard Laqueur, "Das Kaisertum und die Gesellschaft des Reiches,"
Probleme der Sp~tantike, gehalten von Richard Laqueur, Herbert Koch, Wilhelm
Weber (Stuttgart: Verlag W. Kohlhammer, 1930), p. 12.
15

or. XXXIV ch. iii = 446,9-24. The definition of man as naturally
social and political rather than solitary and self-controlled is, of course,
more than an echo of Aristotle Pol. 1253a-3-9.

6

Themistius' own extensive activity in

educa~ion,

philosophy, and statecraft

amply testify to the depth of his conviction formed by these prescriptions
of the classical traditions.

Tenure of office was for him not a violation

but rather a vindication of the philosophical canon.

His activism was but

the consequence of what he interpreted as the Socratic imperative, namely
16
"that ph i• 1 osop h y must pre f er not t h e wor d , b ut t h e d ee d • II
These three ideals, then, -- the tradition of classical humanism, the
practicality of philosophy, and the union of

p~ver

and philosophy -- consti-

tuted the imperatives that governed the thought of Themistius.

Arid just

as these intellectual characteristics, related and complementary, unfolded
one from the other in logical sequence, so too did the pattern of Themistius'
career develop.

The initial stage of his career was· in education.

As a

professor of philosophy at Constantinople, where his popularity as a leeturer and his reputation as a scholar attracted offers of teaching positions
and drew students from other parts of the Greek East, he developed and
defined the fundamental attitudes toward education as a social responsibility
which later earned him imperial approbation~
begun to move from pedagogy to politics.

In the meantime he had already

This transition, however, was not

unattended by criticisms from his colleagues in the academic community.
To counter hostility among his associates, Themistius was obliged to defend
himself publicly and seriously on the standard schoolboy theme, "Should the
16

Or. XX 239d = 294,5-6. Like his father, Themistius regularly
referred to the life of Socrates as the model par excellence for a
philosopher who would be true to the dictates of his calling (cf., or.
II 27b = 32,6ff., or. XVII 215b = 262,lOf.).

F
7

wise man enter public life?"

(h@

politeuet~~

ho sophos).

17

The substance

of his affirmative reply, as expressed in a series of apologetic orations
that spanned intermittently the rest of his career, was simply that philosophy, as its history demonstrated, was practical, and that

he therefore

could hardly decline opportunities which his predecessors in philosophy had
considered legitimate and obligatory.

The continuing ire of his critics did

not forestall, much less interrupt, Themistius' advance in the ranks of
government.

Thus, the final stage of his life was spent in the corridors

of power, where he served as a senator, magistrate, and diplomat.

These

offices, though peripheral to the effective center of power and policy in
the Empire, did nonetheless offer Themistius opportunities for observation
not readily available to others.

Capitalizing on this advantageous situation

he addressed himself in his logoi politikoi to current problems according to
the directives of his philosophical tenets and from the orientation of his
political experience.
Quite evidently Themistius was a member of that order of fourthcentury imperial society which R. Pichon has described as "an aristocracy
. . . of

f

•
I
man d arins
. I! 18

The description is quite apposite.

This group,

17

cited as a typical rhetorical theme by Fritz Schemmel, "Die
Hochschule von Konstantinopel," NJbb., XXII (1903), p. 159.
"Politeuesthai
means 'to take part in communal life'; but besides that it simply means 'to
live' -- for the two meanings were one and the same."
(Werner Jaeger,
Paideia~
The Ideals of Greek Culture, Vol. I: Archaic Greece - The Mind
of Athens, trans. Gilbert Highet {2d English ed.; New York: Oxford -University
Press, 1965 }, p. 113)
18 Ren6 Pichon,~tudes sur l'histoire de la litterature latine dans
les Gaules.
Les derniers ~crivains pro~s: les pan~gyristes, Ausone, le
Querolus, Rutilius Namatianus (Paris: E. Lerous, 1906), p. 79.

jiP
8

like that which governed China for centuries according to the canons of classical Confucianism, looked back to the culture of classical Greece for direction and inspiration in the exercise of its virtual monopoly of the cultural
life of the Empire.

Almost every society, to be sure, is dominated by the

presence of some aristocracy and the peculiar ideals it cherishes.

Yet the

aristocratic literati of the Graeco-Roman world, not unlike their counterparts in Chinese civilization, occupied a unique position in society and
played a singularly effective role in its affairs not at all commensurate wit
their numbers and means.

Admission into this privileged class was based on

fluency in classicism as much as family or fortune.

The Christian bishop, St.

John Chrysostom, speaking in the last quarter of the fourth century on the
necessity of a conscientious and comprehensive education for the moral and
intellectual well-being of Christian youth, underscored this criterion when
he interrupted his address to declare most emphatically, "I am not speaking
of trifles, we are discussing the governance of the worlct." 19

This essen-

tially aristocratic tradition, which so impressed Chrysostom and to which
Themistius was so devotedly loyal,
was the special prerogative of the senatorial class of great landed
proprietors, and it is remarkable how the delight in the things of
the mind and the classical tradition generally remained alive in
them, persisting in spite of all the profound changes that took place
in the social and economic structure:
after each storm, after crises
and revolutions that decimated their numbers, this class always revived,

19

John
for Parents to
and notes by M.
C11lture in the
1967)' p. 117.

Chrysostom, "An Address on Vainglory and the Right Way
Bring Up Their Children," 74, translated with introduction
L. W. Laistner, "Appendix," Christianity and Pagan
Later Roman Empire (Ithaca: Cornell University Press,

9

and the newly-rich did not rest until th~y assimilated the intz6lectual traditions of which their predecessors had been so proud.
The credentials which Themistius earned and exhibited as a private person
and public official fully warrant his certification as a mandarin of Late
Antiquity.
20 Henri-Ir:ne Marrou, A History of Education in Antiquity, trans.
George Larr,b (New York: The New American Library, 1964), p. 413. Compare
this description with that by the sixteenth-century Jesuit missionary Matteo
Ricci of Chinese mandarin society, whose monopoly of powers and privileges had
obtained since the Han dynasty: "Another remarkable fact and quite worthy of
note as marking a difference from the West, is that the entire kingdom of
China is administered by the Order of the Learned, commonly known as The
Philosophers. The responsibility for orderly management of the entire realm
is wholly and completely committed to their charge and care. • •• the Philosophers far excel military leaders in the good will and the respect of the
people and in opportunities of acquiring wealth. What is still more surprising to strangers is that these same Philosophers, as they are called, with
respect to nobility of sentiment and in contempt of danger and death, where
fidelity to King and country is concerned, surpass even those whose particular profession is the defense of theo fatherland. Perhaps this sentiment has
its origin in the fact that the mind of man is ennobled by the study of letters. Or again, it may have developed from the fact that from the beginning
and foundation of this empire the study of letters was always more acceptable
to the people than the profession of arms, as being more suitable to a people
who had little or no interest in the extension of the empire." (China in the
Sixteenth Century: the Journals of Matthew Ricci, trans. Louis J. Gallagher,
S.J. {New York: Random House, 1942}, pp. 55-56)

p

CHAPTER ONE

A MANDARIN OF LATE ANTIQUITY

Themistius was born about 317.

1

His family seems to have been quite

well-to-do landowners in Paphlagonia, probably living in the vicinity of the
seaside city of Abonuteichos.

2

His father Eugenius, who "united the duty

1 In or. I 18a = 20,7 Themistius says that he is "an equal in age" of
the emperor Constantine, who was born 7 August 317:
cf. Otto Seeck, "constantius II," RE, IV, 1, p. 1004, and J.-R. Palanque, "Chronologie constantienne," Antiq~te classique, XL ( 1938), pp. 248ff.
2 References to personal and family wealth:
or. II 28d = 33,26ff.;
or. XX 243a = 286,5ff.; or. XXIII 288d = 349,15ff., 29lc = 352,15ff.
Even
Constantius, in appointing Themistius to the Senate of Constantinople, was
not unmindful of his financial independence:
Constantii Oratio 2ld-22a
= 25,3-6, 22b = 25,21-22. Themis.tius (or. XX 236d = 290,5ff.) makes much
of his father's love for his Paphlagonian estates.
All authorities agree with the multiple references in Themistius
(e.g., or. II 28d = 33,28f.) to his family's Paphlagonian origin; but the
place of his birth is contested.
Otto Seeck (Die Briefe des Libanios zeitlich [~ordnet {a reprint from Texte und Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der
altchristlicher Literatur, N. F. XV Leipzig, 1906); Hildesheim: Georg Olms
Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1966}, p. 291) contends that Themistius "was born and
brought up in Byzantium." However, F. Schemmel ("Die Hochschule van Konstantinop·sl im Jahrhundert P. Ch. N.," NJbb., XXII, pp. 153-154) marshals convincing evidence against Seeck's position and for the more common opinion
that he was born and raised in Paphlagonia.
F. Wilhelm ("Zu Themistios Or.
27," Byz.-neugr.Jahrb., VI, pp. 451-452) argues that the native city of
Themistius could very well have been Abonuteichos, a site which E. Baret
(De Themistio, Sophista et apud Imperatores Oratore {Paris: Didot, 1853},
pp:-s:-6) had suggested and with which Stegemann (RE p. 1612) agrees.
Abonuteichos, fronting on the south shore of the Black Sea, had likewise been the
home of the notorious charlatan, Alexander, whose career of f akery in the
middle of the second century A.D. has been delightfully described in Lucian's
Alexander the False Prophet.

10

$2
11

of agriculture with the study of philosophy

and classical literature," 3

enjoyed the respect and recognition of such major figures of the next generation as Libanius of Antioch and the future emperor Julian.

4

Familiarity

with the prominent personalities of the period did not result merely from his
success as a squire in northern Anatolia.

Like his father before him, Euge-

nius had gained wide-spread reputation as a teacher of philosophy, for a whilE
at least, even in Constantinople.

5

Aristotle was his special delight; and,

as Themistius proudly recalled, Eugenius' major contribution as a scholar
had been to free the wisdom of Aristotle from the obscurity and obfuscation
of the commentators by making it more easily intelligible to the general pub3 schmid-StHhlin, p. 1004.
Other than Themistius' or. XX, cf. O.
Seeck, Die Briefe des Libanios, pp. 132-13·4 for a biographical sketch of Eugenius.
Stegemann, RE, p. 1643: ''{Eugenius} seems to have been lmore a
philosophus rusticus-. . . , his son Themistius a philosoe_hus ur~anu~."
4 Both Libanius and Julian wrote extant letters to Themistius' father:
Julian, "To Eugenius the Philosopher": Letter 60 (Wright, III, pp. 210-213).
O. Seeck (Die Briefe des Libanios, p. 134) accepts the letter as genuine and
dates it no earlier than 6 November 355; yet, as Wright (III, p. 211, n. 3)
indicates, "Schwarz, Cumont, and Geffcken reject it on the ground of its
sophistic mannerisms." Libanius Ep. 1192 (XI, pp. 277-278) is addressed to
Eugenius.
5Even Constantius was cognizant of Eugenius' career, and so presumed
that the Senate of Constantinople was also:
"Nor are you ignorant of who thi~
man is, by mentioning whose name it is sufficient to designate the most excellent philosophy; and there is no place, no nation, no city which has not
heard of the reputation of Eugenius" (Constantii Oratio 23a = 26,9-12).
"How would the senators of Constantinople have kn0wn this and could have testified to it, if.{Eugenius} had not lived there?" asks Schemmel (NJb., XXII,
p. 153).
Themistius' paternal grandfather appears to have been a-Philosopher,
too, associated with the court of Diocletian (cf. Themistius, 01. V 63d =
75,22ff. and or. XI 145b = 173,7f.).
Schemmel (p. 152) thinks hat "it is
very probable that this Byzantine philosopher is the man -- men1ioned by
Lactantius -- who appeared so hostile toward the Christians in '03."

-

12
· 6
lie.

Preference for Aristotle, however, did not inhibit his interest in

.
,,7
"all the temples of t h e wise men.

The range of Eugenius' interests in-

eluded the doctrines of Pythagoras, Zeno, and Epicurus, whose elegance, he
believed, still did not compensate for the absurdity of his atomic theory.

8

He evinced a special regard for Plato, whose school
he always pointed out was adjacent to and in the same circuit {as the
temple of Aristotle}. And, when passing from the Lyceum to the Academy, he did not put on another robe, but he often completed the sacrifice which he had begun to Aristotle in the precinct of Plato.
For he maintained that the philosophy of Aristotle was both the genuine initiatory rite of the Bacchic revelry of Plato and its copingstone and preservative.
And in fact neither did he ev9r gainsay Plato the wise man nor did he think lightly of Aristotle.
This philosophical eclecticism stemmed from Eugenius' conviction that all
systems of philosophy, regardless of their
run together toward the same end."

respectiv~

differences, "still

10
, The sustaining source of his versa-

tility was his continuous devotion to classical literature.

Homer he fondly

considered "as the forefather and first author of the words of Aristotle and
Plato."

11

His own lectures were so liberally.spiced with refe ences to Me-

6 .

Or.

XX

234d

.287,5 (ta sa paidika) and 234d-235b =

7

Ibid., 235c
288,9-10.
cf. 235c-237a = 288,8 - 290,2.
8

rbid., 236a

For the scope of Eugenius'

21~7,10

- 288,7.

VE~rsatility,

= 289,4-10.

9

rbid., 235d-236a = 288,20 -289,4. The emendation sughested by Henricus Valesius -- bakcheias for kakias (235d = 288, 20) -- has 1 een adopted
by the writer. Lo.uis Meridier (Le Philosophe Themistios devant l 'Opinion de
ses Contemporains {Rennes: Francis Simon, 1906}, p. 75) has ju~tly described
this entire passage as a "long sequence of images, veritably a .legory."
10
11

or.

236b

289' 13-13.

Ibid., 236b

289' 16-17.

XX

ii
13

nander, Euripides, Sophocles, Sappho, and Pindar that "neither was he singletongued, nor was he suitable for only a philosophical audience and unintelligible to rhetoricians or grammatists.
stricted to the classroo:n:

1112

Eugenius' concerns were not re-

"he discussed the business of governing with the

magistrates, civil affairs with the official, and whatever is connected with
.

agriculture with the farmer.

1113

His last years were spent at his Paphlago-

nian villa, for "he believed agriculture was the only retirement proper to a
philosopher after his labors." 14
The education of Themistius did not vary from the traditionally prescribed pattern.

According to a remark of Libanius, 15 he received his gram-

matical training from a certain Hierocles of Cilicia.

Instead of continuing

his studies at At h ens or Antioch " as one would have expected, ,,16 Themistius
attended the same rhetor-school which his father had:
And I culled rhetorical principles not even in civilized Greece, but
on the edge of Pontus, near Phasis.
But nevertheless the wisdom and virtue of one man made so barbaric and wild a country Greek and
1 2 rbid., 236c

289,24-26.

13 Ibid., 236d = 290,2-4.

14~.' 236d
15

Libanius

!e·

= 290,6-7.
517 (X, pp. 491-492).

16Baret,· De Themistio, p. 7.

pa
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a temple of the Muses -- a man who, though settled in the midst
of Colchians and Armenians, did not teach archery or the javelin
or mounting a horse in the manner of the education of the neighboring barbarians, but how to perfect the art of speaki?g and to
be conspicuous in the sole,nn assemblies of the Greeks.
So schooled in the fundamentals of enkyklios paideia
advanced to the study of philosophy.

18

, Themistius next

He undertook this final stage of his

17

Themistius, or. XXVII 332d-333a = 401,19 - 402,2. In typically sophistic fashion, Themistius names neither the city nor the teacher either
here or in or. XX 237b = 290,17-22, where he states that Eugenius was also
schooled on the frontier of Pontus. Seeck (Die Briefe des Libanios, p. 292)
would identify the place of rhetorical education as Sinope.
18

H.-I. Marrou, A History of Education in Antiquity, pp. 303-304:
"It is from the Ancients that we have inherited our ideas of a 'general cultur'
-- which, as we have seen, is one of the meanings of the ambiguous term
enkyklios paideia. Classical education flattered itself that it could provide a standard training in all subjects for every type of student. It aimed
at developing all his potentialities without mutilating a single one, so
enabling him to fulfill to the best of his ability whatever task should later
be imposed upon him by life or the demands of society or his own free choice.
Ideally such an education was supposed to result in a kind of indeterminate
human product of very high intrinsic quality, ready to respond to any demand
made upon it by the intellect or circumstance -- kairos. The Ancients were
very much alive to the value of this kind of latent potentiality, which was
never better described than in a lyrical passage by Julian the Apostate, in
which the traditional 'Hellenism' is contrasted with what he believed was the
barbarism of the Christians. Any gifted person, he says (C. Galil., 299 E),
who has received a classical education, is capable of great things in any
direction: he can take the lead in science or politics, just as easily as
he can become a man of war, an explorer or a hero: he comes down amongst men
like a gift from the gods.
"This education embraced all subjects, and could be embraced by all
types; since it was concerned with everything, it was suitable for all. It
was thus a powerful factor in promoting unity amongst men. Hence what seems
at first sight its surprising emphasis on the idea of Speech -- Logos: its
predominantly literary tone. The Word was regarded as the prime instrument
of any culture and civilization, the best means of ensuring contact and communication between men; for it broke through the enchanted circle of solitude in which any specialist inevitably tends to be enclosed as a result of
his very accomplishments.
"
the culture that arose out of classical education was essentially aesthetic, artistic and literary, not scientific."

15
education at Constantinople in 337 under the tutelage of his father. 19

There-

after Themistius never quit either philosophy or Constantinople.

About 344 20 Themistius commenced his career as a professor of philosophy, soon becoming "the most famous and the most interesting personality among the teachers of Constantinople at this time." 21

The major reason

why this relatively young teacher became, within less than a decade, a celebrity in the academic world, drawing students from the established universi ty centers of Greece and Ionia, was the publication of his

~~i::_aphrases

of

19 Themistius (or. XX 240c-d = 295,3-10) says that he was educated in
philosophy by his father.
That this training occurred in Constantinople, cf.
or. XVII 214c = 261,13; or. XXXIV ch. xii= 45.6,7ff. and ch. xvi= 460,17-20.
Themistius in or. XXIII 298b = 359,24-26, declares that he has been studying
in Constantinople for twenty years.
Since or. XXIII was delivered in 358 or
359 (its dating is very disputed: cf. infra, n. 161 for a full discussion),
his philosophical education must have begun no earlier than 337 and no later
than 338.
20

rn or. XXXI 353c = 426,20, Themistius says that he has been engaged
in teaching and public service for forty years.
Or. XXXI was delivered in 384
or 385 after his appointment by Theodosius to the urban prefectship of Constantinople: df. H. Scholze, De temporibus librorum Themistii, pp. 57-58 (3
January 384); Seeck, Die Briefe des Libanios, p. 306 (Easter~ 385); Stegemann,
RE, pp. 1665-166 (prefers Scholze's chronology); Schmid-St~hlin, p. 1010 (during latter part of prefectship, held from spring 383 to autumn 384).
At approximately this time (344) he married the daughter of a philosopher:
or. XXI
244b = 297,9-11 and Constantii Oratio 22a = 25,6 (references to his fatherin-law).
Presumably-thi;-wffe died for, about 360, Libanius in Ep. 241,2
(X, p. 227,1-6) congratulates Themistius on his recent marriage to a Phrygian.
21 schemmel, NJbb., XXII, p. 152.
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Aristotle.

22

The pedagogical innovation of the continuous paraphrase

23

was

developed from the earlier efforts of Eugenius to render more intelligible
the thought of Aristotle; and the technique itself as employed by Themistius
admittedly owed much to the joint influence and contributions of his father
.
24
and father-in-law

In later life Themistius recalled

25

that as a young

man he had composed some notes (syggrammata) in an attempt "to make clear
the thought of Aristotle and to set it free from the verbiage in which he
26
.
d h"imse lf . "
had con f ine

These notes -- which "I never supposed would have

any advantage for anyone else or would be worth serious attention" 27 -- were
22 Themistius, or. XXIII 294b-295b = 355,10 - 356,10.
The extant Paraphrases of Aristotle by Themistius appear in Commentatia in Aristotelem Graeca,
edi taconsilio et auctori tate Academiae li tterarum regiae Borussicae (23volB:"°
in 29 parts; Berlin: Georg Reimer, 1882-1909), Vol. V: Pars 1, Themistii Analyticorum Posterioru~ Parap~rasis, ed. Maximilian Wallies (1900); Pars 2,
Themistii Physicorum Paraphrasis, ed. Heinrich Schenkl (1900); Pars 3, Themistii in libros Aristotelis De Anima Paraphrasis, ed. Richard Heinze (1899);
Pars 4, Themistii in libros Aristotelis De Caelo Paraphrasis: Hebraice et
Latine, ed. Sa:nuel Landauer (1902-L903); ibid., ~istii Metaphysicorum
Paraphrasis: Hebraice.
According to Photius, Bibliotheca 74 (quoted in Dindorf, Themistii Orationes, p. 489), Themistius also published commentaries
on Plato.
23

Schemmel, NJbb., XXII, p.
gemann, RE, p. 1650.

162; also Schmid-St~hlin, p.

1005 and Ste-

24

Themi~tius, or. XX 234d = 287,4ff.; cf. or. XX 240c-d = 295,3-16,
"'
"' pateron.
"'
or. XXIII 294d = 335,27-28: pa~ ton~
Cf. or. XXI 244b = 297,
10 and 244c = 297,18.
25 In or. XXIII 294d-295b = 355,26 - 356,10.
The date of composition
of the Paraphrases is in dispute:
the period 337-355, according to Schemmel,
NJb., XXII, p. 154; the period 345-360, according to Schmid-St~hlin, p. 1005;
the period 345-355, according to Stegemann, RE, p. 1652. H. Scholze, in his
De temporibus librorum Themistii, pp. 81-85 =the most thorough account on
ti1'edating of the Paraphrases-= reckons the period of composition between
345 and 360.
26

or. XXIII 294d

=

27 Ibid., 294d-295a

355,30,31.

= 355,33

- 356,1.

~-··------=·------------,
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originally intended only as private memoranda for his own work, but apparently they f?und popularity among his students and others, for, despite his efforts to keep the notes reserved for use only in the lecture-hall, "they were
earnestly circulated from one person to another." 28

Such wide-spread cir-

culation of his notes and the vogue they won persuaded Themistius to publish the

Paraphrase~.

teriora Themistius
---

In the introduction to his work on the

A~alytica

Pos-

gave a more precise definition of the purpose of his para-

phrasing of the Aristotelian corpus:
To publish explanations of the Aristotelian books with so many already
at hand seemed to me an entirely useless ambition. For it is not possible to discover that previous (commentators) had omitted much; and
to spend one's entire efforts in encroaching on other people's works
because of a few omissions is like the man who wants to alter the
Athena of Phidias because he thinks that he can make the straps of
the boot better.
Nevertheless, to summarize and to_ render with the
conciseness of a philosopher as far as possible his meanings by sele~t
ing from what has been written in his books seemed to be new and to
offer some merit. For we assumed that throµgh such a means our work
would be a popular reminder for those who had once been acquainted
with the works of Aristotle, but who were unable to take up again
continually the same because of the magnitude of commentaries.
To be sure, many of the books of Aristotle appear to have been put
together for concealment, not least the book in hand i.e. ,{Analytica
Posteriora}, first, because of his habitual brevity of speech, and
then because the order of chapters has not been separated.
So that
it is necessary to excuse us if we appear sometimes to interpret in
more detail (for it is impossible to speak more clearly in equal measure) and if we appear sometimes to transpose and substitute so that
each of the chapters appears defined.29
28

~.,

295a = 356,2-5; 295a-b = 356,8-9.

29 Themistii Analyticorum Posteriorum Paraphrasis, ed. M. Wallies
(Berlin: Georg Reimer, 1900), p. 1.1-22.
Cf. Also the introduction of Themistius to Themistii in libros Aristotelis De Anima Paraphrasis, ed. R. Heinze
(Berlin: Georg Reimer, 1899), p. 1.
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When P

ublished

'

the Paraphrases even reached Sicyon, where Celsus, a student

of Libanius in rhetoric at Nicomedia and later a colleague of the Cappadocian
brothers Gregory and Basil in the study of philosophy at Athens, was teaching.

30

Themistius' Paraphrases made such a favorable impression on Celsus

that he decided to remove his pupils as well as himself to Constantinople.
His enthusiasm, however, received skeptical response from his students.

But

their hesitation was dispelled when the oracle of Delphi, whom the students
consulted at the behest of Celsus, "rendered the same judgment {about Themistius} as it had long ago concerning Socrates," namely, that he was the wisest
of all Greeks.

31

The polythryl~to~ doxa

32

of Themistius, however, was also a conse-

quence of his effectiveness as a teacher of philosophy..

In a letter address-

ed to Themistius, Libanius refers to his friend's estimable reputation in
the classroom:
When reckoning your many students, you say that the majority are fortunate, who are able to comprehend truth and with this to advance in
fluency of speech.
For, of course, both of these qualities which
they have learned from you are Plato's -- to teach not only noble
things, but .to teach them also in a beautiful voice.
Neither am .I
ignorant of these qualities, nor do I keep silent about them; but
as many as have come to me for advice go away having heard such reports as the foregoing.33
30

Themistius, or. XXIII 295b = 356,9-10.
Cf. 0. Seeck, "Celsus aus
Antioch," RE, III, 3, pp. 1883-1884 for a biographical sketch of Celsus.
31

or. XXIII 296a

=

357,7-8; cf. Plato Apology 2la.

3 2 Thus did the emperor Constantius (Constantii Oratio 19a
describe the success of Themistius in scholarship and-teaching.
33 Libanius Ep.

793,4 (X, p. 714,7-12).

= 22,5)

jP
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Themistius' critics, on the other hand, attributed his popularity with the
students to what might be termed a reverse of the venality practiced by the
sophists.

To charge Themistius with the all too ordinary vice of sophistry

was simply out of the question since, as he himself declared to his adversari es, "you all know that I have never yet sought out any rich youth or
extracted any wage for my instruction."

34

Indeed, although he did accept

the~~~ guaranteed by law for citizens of Constantinople ("and if this

were proof of being a sophist, all of you would be sophists.") 35 he refused
34 or. XXIII 288c

= 349,8-10.

3 5 Ibid., 292a = 352,29-32.
"At both capitals a daily free issue of
bread was made to certain categories of the population.
At Rome there had
been a monthly dole of corn to citizens since 58 B.C.
On 18 May 332
Constantine inaugurated a similar dole of bread at Constantinople.
Here too
the bread was issued from 'steps', which according to the Notitia numbered
117: it was not, however, known as panes gradiles but as annonae populares .
... Constantine and Constantius II encouraged the growth of their new capital by granting a bread ration to anyone who built a house in the city. Thes
rations (pa~ .~edium) went with the house, .
All these types of ration
seem to have been known as annonae civicae."
(A. H. M. Jones, The Later Roman
Emp::i_re: 284-602.
A Social, Economic and Administrative Survey { 3 vols. ; Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1964}, II, pp. 696-697).
Cf. CTh. xiv. 17: ("De
annonis civicis et pane gradili") (Pharr. pp. 418-420~ "The actuaJ, Quantity
of a single~~ is difficult to detennine, as it might vary from time to
time.
But if it was intended to represent the basic needs of one individual
per day (hemeresio~, as Gothofredus and T. J. Haarhoff say), then, in so far
as its grain-content was concerned, we might compare the Greek dry measure,
the choinix, which, according to (e.g.) Diog. Laert., VIII, 18, was
hemer€'sia t"rophe ·{"the daily ration"}.
The choenix (absurdly translated
1
bush~by the Loeb editor) was 1/48 of a medimnus, and was rated in the
4th cent. as rather more than two ~i:_rii (Epiph<lri'ius, De mens. , p. 101 H).
Thus a single annona would give well above 60 sextarii, or at least four
modii a month (16 sextarii to . the modius)." (Stanley F. Bonner, "The Edict
of Gratian on the Remuneration of Teachers," AJPh., LXXXVI, 2 {April, 1965},
p. 128, n. 59.) Eunapius (Lives of the Philosop~ers 462) bitterly complained
that Constantinople, once the rich granary for classical Athens, had become
a gluttonous parasite on the produce of Asia and Egypt.

p
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the salary of two hundred measures of corn and two hundred jars of oil to
which he was entitled as a professor of philosophy in the capital.

36

Yet it

was precisely his financial independence that exposed Themistius to the
charge of buying students to fill his lectures.

37

He not only did not ac-

cept fees from his students, but even supported indigent students from his
own purse; and this was exploited by his critics to impugn his professional
integrity.

38

The pains that Themistius took to refute the accusation that

he had introduced bribery to secure students indicates the degree of hurt
he suffered from such an attack.
Both praise and censure of Themistius resulted also from what, for
the fourth century at least, were rather unconventional views on philosophical education.

In these Themistius followed his father.

Eugenius had been

convinced that the primary purpose of training in philosophy was to make men
practice as well as know what is good.

For him, the man who does not exer-

cise what he has learned is as ridiculous as the physician who neglects the
prescriptions of Hippocrates, Erasistratos, and D'iocles in the actual treat36

Themistius, or. XXIII 292a-b = 353,1-3. For a succinct survey of
teachers' salaries in the Late Empire, cf. Clarence A. Forbes, Teachers' Pay
in Ancient Greece ("Studies in the Humanities," n. 2; Lincoln: University
of Nebraska Press, 1942), especially pp. 41-60. Themistius could afford to
forego his salary because of his rather substantial independent income.
Moreover, it is not unlikely that he also was a recipient of imperial
bonuses, as was Libanius when he taught at the capital of the East; during
his two years at Constantinople (350-352), Libanius later boasted in his autobiographical oration, "the emperor . . • adorned me with myriad gifts,
some of which carried rank, while others produced revenue, so that I was
without the cares about land that possess those who till the soil." (Or. I
80 {I, 1, pp. 122,20-123,2}).
37

such a charge is mentioned twice by Themistius: or. XXIII 289b =
349,33 - 350,4 and or. XXIV 30la = 362,9-10; in the latter instance, although
speaking of the bribery alleged of Socrates, Themistius is clearly intimating
his own problem with similar detraction.
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ment of sickness, or the well-trained athlete who never leaves the bath for
the arena.3 9

Themistius likewise subscribed to the conviction that the

proper end of education was moral and that, therefore, practice should not
be divorced from principle; the only satisfactory stipend he expected from
his students was " propriety, a sense of duty, and temperance. n40
Themistius, of course, was quite aware that such a pedagogical theory
as his frequent references to Homer-

did not want for historical grounding
ic and Socratic examples prove. 4 l

It was, in short, a strongly aristocrat-

ic point of view, and one that tended to strengthen the self-consciousness
of a mandarin class.

Yet Themistius considered education in the traditions

of high culture to be a stimulant rather than a sedative for society.

For

the Greeks, as Werner Jaeger has pointed out, "were the first to recognize
that education means
with an ideal. "4 2
class accent.

delib~rately

moulding human character in accordance

And that ideal historically was articulated with an upper-

But by the time of the Late Empire the methodology and curric-

ulum of the classical school system, the trainer and transmitter of paideia,
had deteriorated to a great extent in their capacity to produce what.Peleus
had charged Phoenix to make of Achilles:
39

or. XX 238a-d

40or. XXIII 289a

=

"both a speaker of words and a

291,18 - 292,22.

=

349,23.

41 For example, or. XX 239a-d
or. XXVIII 224a = 274,4ff.

293,4ff.; or. XXII 264c-d - 323,lff.;

42 werner Jaeger, Paideia, I, p. xx11.
Cf. also Marrou, A History
of Education, particularlyPart Two, Chap. i ("The Civilization of the
'Paideia' '') and the Conclusion ("Classical Humanism").
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doer of deeds." 43

In the opinion of Themistius, the fundamental failure of

philosophical education (and more generally of education itself) was its
divorce of action from speculation, that is to say, its total preoccupation
with "the exhibition of formulae" at the expense of "noble practice." 44

Two

centuries earlier Lucian of Samosata had scornfully ridiculed philosophy for
the very same shortcoming in his Hermotimus.

45

Although Lucian despaired

of its recuperation, Themistius sought confidently to reform philosophical
education and to restore its former glory by a return to its ~:r:chaia ta.xis. 46
The restoration promoted by Themistius was based on the dual

assum~-

tion that education is an intrinsically civilizing process and that philosophy alone is its properly constituted agent.

Education is natural to and

necessary for human development simply because man is a rational being.

For

what distinguishes man from the beast and indeed makes him superior to other
forms of life is his reason (logos);

and this "privilege of nature itself"

demands special attention insofar as its excellence (aret~) constitutes the
aret€ peculiar to humanity,
for man's excellence (aret'e) is not strength of body or sharpness of
perception; but in all these things it is impossible to say how far
distant we are from the beasts and birds.
Consequently, this advantage of man, if it gains a good education, provides a divinely-begotten life on earth; but if it gains a bad education, it creates a beast
more unruly than bears and boars.
For the reason which aids and abets
43

Homer .!_liad ix. 443.
"The later.Greeks were right in believing
this verse to be the earliest formulation of the Greek educational ideal,
of its effort to express the whole of human potentialities." (Jaeger, Paideia,
I, p. 8).
440 r. XX 238d - 239a

= 292,22

- 293,3.

45see Appendix II for Lucian's indictment of philosophy's moral
bankruptcy.
46Themistius, or. XXVIII 342b

= 413,14.

p
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evil is by far the weapon hardest to overcome. For the sake of education, l~'j was required, and art (techn~), the inventor of law, was required.
Themistius' identification of the

aret~

of logos with human

aret~

is, then,

essentially a recognition of the traditional Greek educational ideal voiced
in the maxim of Phoenix.

For, as man's superior faculty, logos should govern

not only human speech but also human behavior;

48

and its success, expressed

in the formula to eu legein kai to eu prattein, constitutes

aret~.

Thus, the

kind of education a man's reason receives is a significant and serious cancer
of the community, since the conduct of man is as social and collective in its
realization as it is personal and private in its potentiality.

The well-

educated man, then, is civilized, while the ill-educated man is worse than
the beasts.

Accordingly, society, for its own welfare. and survival, must

determine the means most suitable and effective for insuring the achievement
of "good education."

In the view of Themistius, this meant philosophical

education, "for to philosophize is nothing more than the p_ractice of g_rete. 114
Themistius reasoned that if the practice of philosophy is the exercis
of virtue or excellence, then philosophy must provide the directives for huma
activity.
47

Philosophy, as he conceived it, was really a system of ethics or,
or. XXXIV ch. ii

445' 10 - 446' 3.

48

or. XXXII 360a-c
434,17 (this is one of the very rare passages
in the orations where Themistius directly handles fundamental philosophical
problems); cf. or. XVII 214c - 215a = 261,17-30.
49

or. II 3ld

=

37,28-29.

j
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perhaps more exactly, the tradition of civilized conduct as established by
the ancients and transmitted through the generations of the Classical experience.

It was, as Glanville Downey has said, "an eclectic synthesis of the
•t•

classical tra d i ion.

1150

But the synthesis was practical rather than theo-

retical in nature; didactic rather than speculative in purpose.

Themistius

was quite conscious of this difference between scientific and pragmatic
philosophy, and readily identified himself with the latter:
Since I follow the most excellent of ancient philosophers, who interpret two ways of philosophy -- one that is more godlike, another that
is more useful for the community --, I have therefore preferred the
latter, which can bring you advantages, to the former, which inquires
into me as a private person; and I chose the philosophy concerned with
the administration of the State.
In this I follow Socrates, Aristotle,
and the famous Seven Sages, who, by mixing deed with words, proved
that philosophy is neither unprofitable nor useless for the public.51
As a result, his description of the philosophical system of Aristotle emphasizes its ethical character:
And we do not philosophize, {Aristotle} says, in order to know what
is right, but in order to accomplish what is right as far as it is
possible.
And he says human happiness is desirable even for
one man, but it is better and more complete for an entire city. For
this reason he calls his system "political", and he says that "doing
well" (to ~ pratteir2) is impossible without action. 52
The inculcation of this value system, then, constituted the unique duty of
the philosopher,

Criticizing popular belief and common practice, Themistius

50 Glanville Downey, "Education and Public Problems as Seen by Themistius," TAP~, LXXXVI (1955), p. 306.
5lor. XXXI 352b-c
52or. XXXIV ch. vi

=

426,11-19; cf. or. VIII 104a

= 448,24

- 449,6.

124,18ff.
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denied that the true philosopher is he "who argues high and low about syllogisms and who can scrutinize worthless arguments''; those so engaged, he
believed, were involved in "useless knowledge." 53

Instead of such vacuous

enterprises, the true philosopher is committed to the dissemination of the
principles of social morality and their implementation.

For fundamental to

all the thought of Themistius is the basic certainty that "only philosophers
are the witnesses of aret~. ,,54
Themistius held, moreover, that the canons of civility which the philosopher must profess and promote demand by their very nature a wider currency
ru~ong

the public than the method of contemporary philosophical education

provided.

Hence, the philosopher who would be true to his genuine calling

must quit the privacy of his cubicle and go out among the people.

For he is

no philosopher "who frequently expounds on virtue, confidence, and bravery to
three or four boys while sitting oh his pallet."55

Unlike medicine, phi-

losophy benefits not only one person at a time but the citizen body all at
once.

56

By all means, if· {the words of philosophy} are able to benefit an individual, they will also be able to benefit the majority at the same
time. For they are not like food -- which is sufficient for one, even
two people, but would never satisfy more guests; rather they are like
the rays of the great god which shine upon numberless eyes no less
than upon two,57
530 r. II 30b

=

54 or. I 3d

3,27,28.

=

550r. II 30b-c

35,21-23,28.

=

35,30

-

36,2.

56or. XXVI 320b-c

386, 14-25.

57or. XXII 265c-d

324,14-19.

The insistence of Themistius on the popular nature and need of philosophy
characteristically found justification in the practices of the ancient phi1oso ph

ers

'

particularly Socrates. 58

Themistius' advocacy of a public

p~ilosophy

based on the inherited

traditions of civility and transmitted through philosophical education was
not without contemporary recognition and approval.

The emperor Constantius

frequently called the philosophy of Themistius the kosmo~ _tes _!:ea~ _£~

-

leias59 and, in appointing him to the Senate of Constantinople, publicaly elab

orated on his esteem for the kind of philosophy Themistius taught -- a con-

dition, in fact, that had made Constantinople the koinon paideuseos
gion:

katag~-

60

{Themistius}, whom the present speech extols, is not identified with
a philosophy that is unconcerned with society, but he combines the good
with work, and he imparts this wi.th greater effort to those who want it.
He is the spokesman of the ancient and wise men as well as the hierophant of the chapels and temples of philosophy.
He does not let the
ancient teachings die away, but makes them flourish and become fresh.
And his own life is a model of living according to reason and of paying attention to education.
You also see at the same time, conscript fathers, that no function
in human life would be discharged most auspiciously and best without
virtue, either privately or publicly.
Because of their training and
educating of youth, those who are well chosen as the leaders of philosophy should be considered the common fathers of all mankind.
These
men teach both the individual fathers how it is necessary to be treated
by their sons and the children what kind of attention it is necessary
to get from their fathers.
And since I say these things briefly, the
truth is that the philosopher is the judge and overseer of all.
For
58

Cf. expecially or. XXVIII 34ld - 342b = 412,18 - 413,6 (translated
in part supra, p. 4).
59 or. XXXI 354d = 428,34.
60
constantii Oratio 2la = 23,32.
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he is the proved and precise standard of how one must deal with the
public, how one must treat the Senate -- in a word, the standard of
the entire civil polity.
Thus, if it were possible for all men to
philosophize, meanness would be snatched away from the life of men,
every pretense of injustice would be banished, and there would be no
need of the compulsion of laws.61
Although Constantius was accused by contemporaries of a lack of culture
that bordered on boorishness in his private life,62 in his official capacity, at least, he strongly encouraged and generously promoted the maintenance
of the traditional learning as the basis for the governance of the Empire. 63
.
rt64
By officially endorsing philosophy as " the noblest o f t h e sciences,

c on-

stantius was making the point that even the State is faced with the critical
choice between civilization and barbarism, and that ultimately its o·.vn self...

interest is served best by supporting the cultural values contained in
61
!bid., 20a-c

=

22,31 - 23,24.

62

cf. the very antipathetical declarations of Lipanius toward the only surviving son of Constantine the Great, as summarized in R. A. Pack, Studi.e
in Libanius and Antiochene Society under Theodosius (Dissertation, Unive'rsity
of Michigan, 1934), p. 5.
Ammianus Marcellinus (xxi. 16,4) also rather curtly
dismissed Constantius' cultural pretensions:
"Doctrinarum diligens affectator, sed cum a rhetorice per ingenium desereretur obtunsum, ad versificandum
transgressus, nihil operae pretium fecit."
63

cf. CTh.xiv. 1,1 (Pharr, p. 405):
"In the distinguished order
of the decuries which bears the name of either copyists or fiscal clerks or
tax assessment clerks, by no means shall any person obtain a place of the
first order, unless it is established that he excels in the practice and
training of the liberal studies and that he is so polished in the use of letters that words proceed from him without the offense of imperfections, and
it is Our will that all men shall be so informed.
Moreover, in order that
its rewards may not be denied to literature, which is the greatest of all
the virtues, if any man should appear to be worthy of the first place on account of his studies and his skill in the use of words, Our provision shall
make him of more honorable rank . . . or Your Sublimity shall report his
name to Us, so that We may deliberate as to the kind of high rank that should
be conferred upon him."
64 c
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26, 29.
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philosophy.

Concomitantly, by admitting the philosopher Themistius to the

Senate the emperor publicly acknowledged his agreement not only with the
nature and purpose of philosophy as expounded by Themistius, but also, more
significantly,with his attempt to reinforce the traditional partnership
between the representatives of high culture and the ruling class.

Consistent with Themistius' denial of any divorce between theory and
practice for a philosopher was his actual participation in the affairs of
society.

"The role of public educator which Themistius assumes," Louis

M~ridier observes, "is logically extended by the acceptance of a polit-

ical. role.''

65

The identification of the excellence of practical logos with

human arete, of philosophia with paideia, required such public involvement;
nor did Themistius ignore the logical consequences of what he taught.

Perhaps

just as weighty an influence, too, was the liberal exemption granted by the
imperial government to the teaching profession from military and other compulsory services, a privileged status, however, that did not preclude the
.

.

acceptance o f h onors an d magistracies.

66

At any rate, without severing his

connection with or interest in philosophy, Themistius within a few years afte
beginning his teaching became actively engaged in political service.

The

scope of his political role increasingly expanded during the next three
decades under various imperial governments.

Yet neither the demands nor the

ambitions of office ever eclipsed the essentially altruistic convictions that
65Meri'd'ier, Le Philosophe Themistios, p. 115.
66

cf. the decrees of Constantine the Great which relieved professors
of many of the munera increasingly incumbent upon the citizenry, yet without forfeiting their privileges: CTh.xiii. 3,1-3 (Pharr, pp. 387-388).
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motivated his career.

Near the end of his life, Themistius still affirmed the

permanence and superiority of his allegiance to philosophy, "an office which,
because of its teachings, I consider loftier than chariots overlaid with silve
and grandiloquent heralds, and which can neither be given nor taken away by
.
,,67
kings.

Ii

Appointment to the Senate of Constantinople in 355 ushered in the
political career of Themistius.

This honor, however, owed as much to the

resourcefulness of the appointee as it did to recognition by the Emperor
Constantius of his educational value to the State.

The attention of the

emperor was first drawn to Themistius in the summer of 350 when Constantius
was traveling from Antioch to the West against the usurpers Vetranio and
Magnentius.

68

Themistius met the imperial train at Ancyra in Galatia, where

he delivered his first political oration in the presence of Constantius himself.

According to Seeck, the reason Themistius chose Ancyra rather than

Constantinople for the delivery of the first of his logoi politikoi "may
have been that on the Bosphorus more renowned orators awaited the emperor,
while in the smaller city there was less competition to fear.

1169

Such op-

portunism alone might have proved insufficient without contact at court; but
this, too, Themistius possessed.

In 383, on the accession of Saturninus to

the consulship, Themistius delivered an oration in which he acknowledged
his indebtedness to Saturninus for more than thirty years.
67

"For even when

or. XXXI 353d = 427,27-29.

68

Scholze, De temporibus, pp. 9-10,and Seeck, Die Briefe des Libanios,
p. 294Jplace the oration in the summer of 350; Stegemann, RE, p. 1657 concurs.
69

Seeck, Die Briefe des Libanios, p. 294.
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I began for the first time to frequent the palace, he escorted me as his
guest. 1170

Nor did the patronage of Saturninus cease after Ancyra.

71

This

convergence of opportunity and influence, then, enabled Themistius to catch
the ear -- and later the favor -- of the emperor, who found the style and
substance of his panegryic congenial as well as flattering.
This first oration is the prototype of Themistius' political orations.
It is, says Downey, "in many ways the most characteristic of his political
Many (though not all) of the political ideas which The-

discourses.

mistius developed in orations delivered later in his career .
this oration." 72

. appear in

The central notion of the oration -- as its title announces

A

-- is philanthropia, that special virtue which "is characteristic of an emperor, and is imperial before all the others. 1173

In his elaboration of this

theme, Themistius treats rather substantially those qualities associated
with this peculiarly imperial virtue:

justice, which is "the fairest posses-

.
f or an emperor, " 74 and l"t s t emper1ng
.
s1on
a tt r1"b u t e, mercy (4 c- 8 c = 4, 21
9, 10); the humane emperor as the imitator of God on earth (8d-9c

= 9,

11 -

10, 9); the image of the Good Shepherd, whose "subjects do not fear him, but
fear for him"
70

75

(lOc-llc = 10, 12-12, 15); the balancing of justice through

or. XVI 200b = 245,11-13.

71 Ibid.
72 Glanville Downey, "Themistius' First Oration," {a translation, with
introduction and notes} G&BSt., I (1958), p. 50.
73

Ibid., p. 55 (Sc

74 Ibid. , p. 56 (6a

5, 27).

= 6,9-10).

75 Ibid., p. 61 (lOc-d

= 11,

16-17).

p
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the virtues of clemency and equity by the emperor as the Law Animate (12c16b

=

13, 24-18, 2).

Each of these qualities, accordingly, is interrelated

and interdependent one on the other; none is fully realizable outside the
centripetal focus of philanthropia; compositely, they define and delineate
the

~hilanthropos

basileus.

Future orations did not diverge from the fundamental premises of
political thought Themistius proposed in this initial political address.
Rather, they essentially conformed to and often amplified its leading ideas,
according to the circumstances of their delivery.

The qualities of justice

tempered with mercy, universal concern for the condition of mankind, and
the critical role of equity

all characteristics of the truly philanthr6-

foreshadow, moreover, the attitude which Themistius would
later assume in his more explicit suggestions for the conduct of imperial
policy toward the barbarians.

Most characteristic of his political thought as

directed toward the problems of religion, government, and empire was this
notion of philanthropia.

Appropriately enough, then, this concept, which

later so guided and governed his thoLght on matters of civil polity, was the
major concern of his maiden speech before the imperial court.
Whatever success Themistius achieved in his panegyric at Ancyra did
not immediately bring political recognition or reward.

The five-year hia-

tus between the delivery of his first political discourse and his admission
into the Constantinopolitan Senate was devoid of political activity on his
part.
future

In the meanwhile, the silence of the palace regarding Themistius'
if, indeed, he did then entertain political ambition -- did not

curtail his philosophical activity.

He continued to teach at Constantinople;

32
and it is quite probable that the Paraphrases of Aristotle were completed
.
1 • 76
.
published d uring
t h.is interva

~nd

The fame which this work generated brought

not only students to Themistius from all over the Greek East, but also at77
.
tractive o ff ers t h at h e emigrate
e 1 sewh ere.

Such competitive "raiding" of.

other faculties was not uncommon, particularly among the cities of Asia.
Eunapius reports that Aedesius, the disciple of Iamblichus and the teacher of
Julian, was not even allowed to retire from the city to the countryside in
obedience to an oracular dream:
But so great was his previous renown and so widespread that this purpose could not be hidden from those who longed for training in eloquence, or for learning. They tracked him down and beset him like
hounds baying before his doors, and threatened to tear him in pieces
if he should devote wisdom so great and so rare to hills and rocks
and trees, as though he were not born a man or with knowledge of human life. He was forced by speeches and actions of this sort to return ::o • • • th7 province of Asia, for all Asia was holding out her
8
arms in welcome.
Themistius was especially wooed by Antioch and Ancyra.

A few years later,

in an oration defending himself against the charge of sophistic rapacity,
he admitted that very attractive overtures had been made for his services
by these cities:
76

Stegemann, RE, p. 1652.

77

seeck, Die Briefe des Libanios, p. 293 suggests that these offers
-- as well as the fame that provoked them -- came as a result of Or. I.
There is no evidence to substantiate this conjecture, however plausible. Not
unlike their modern counterparts, professors of the rank and prominence of a
Themistius or Libanius were quite peripatetic: cf. M. K. Hopkins, "Social
Mobility in the Later Roman Empire," C.9...i_ N. S., XI (1961), p. 247.
78

Eunapius, The Lives of the Philosophers 465, in Philostratus and
Eunapius: The Lives of the Sophists, trans. W. C. Wright (The Loeb Classical Library"; Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1952), p. 393.
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And I do not mention the city of Antioch, nor the men with whom I
conversed there who were anxious to acquire my "wares," nor those
with whom I negotiated in Greek Galatia. 79
Libanius seems to have been instrumental initially in the efforts of Antioch
to gain Themistius.

At first this most famous rhetorician of the day enthu-

siastically promoted the cause of Themistius among his fellow citizens of "thE
fair crown of the East" 80

("I describe your character as good-natured and

your speeches as marvelous

and that your friends are those who are also

devoted to the gods, while your enemies are those who are hostile to the
go d s. ")81

But Libanius later expressed doubts to Themistius about the advis-

ability of quitting Constantinople.

Rather he urged Themistius to remain

where he was, cryptically adding that "I cannot very well write down the
cause of the change, but if one of my intimate friends comes to you, you will
hear the reason from his own mouth. '' 82

Ancyra, the capital of Galatia, was

79

Themistius, or. XXIII 299a = 360,14-16; the reference to Greek Galatia must mean Ancyra, its capital and a leading educational center.
80

..
Ammi anus xxi i. 9, 14:

"orien tis apex pulcher. "

81 Libanius Ep. 402, 1 (X, p. 396,12-16).
The reference to Christian
hostility toward Themistius is incongruous, especially since in the very year
of this letter, 355, Themistius was appointed to the Senate by the Christian
Constantius.
More likely than not, Libanius is simply referring to the representatives of the classical tradition as "those who are devoted to the gods."
82 Ibid., 4 (X, p. 397,1-3).
H. F. Bouchery (Themistius in Libanius'
Brieven {Antwerp: "De Sikkel," 1936 }, p. 40) believes that these lines are
a veiled allusion to the upcoming appointment of Julian as Caesar, then being
debated by Constantius and his intimates (Ammianus sv. 8,1-3), and that
Libanius wanted Themistius to remain in Constantinople to use his influence
in furthering Julian's cause.
Although it is an "ingenious interpretation"
(Andre Piganiol, L'Empire chretien: 325-395 {''Histoire generale: Histoire
romaine," Vol. IV, 2; Paris: Presses universitaires de France, 1947}, p. 117,
n. 17), there is no conclusive proof.
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83
.
.
also, according to t h e testimony
o f L"b
i anius,
a vigorous patron o f t h e
Muses, and not without its advantages.

Although the city could not boast

of metropolitan status, Galatia was nonetheless renowned for men who were
"keen, shrewd, and quicker at learning than those who are completely Greek." 84
And, the generous offer tendered by the city led Themistius to wonder aloud
whether Ancyra would not have paid Plato, Demosthenes, or Thucydides the
.
Th emistoc
.
1 es. 85
equiva 1 ent o f wh at Xerxes h a d given
It is doubtful whether Themistius seriously considered these offers,
which he compared to the Sirens' wooing of Odysseus.

86

He admitted dis-

cussing the matter with the interested parties of both cities, and he even
.
.
. h • 87
ha d an interview
at Antioc

His vacillation ended, however, with the

imperial appointment to the Senate in 355.

In the most flattering language

the letter of Constantius, "read in the Senate on the first of September
83
_§£. 1517,3ff. (XI, p. 540,8ff).
84
85
86
87

Tuemistius, or. XXIII 299a
Ibid., 299b

or. II 26b

360, 18-19.

= 360,21-26.
= 30,20f.

or. XXIII 299a

= 360,14-16.

He expressly says ekei.

i

I'
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when Arbetio and Lollianus were consuls,

1188

reviewed the credentials of

Themistius who
is rich in words, nor is he poor in wealth, and who has voluntarily
chosen the city, which he dwells in not by necessity and from which
he would be separated by necessity only.
I have presented to
you a most illustrious man, a unique philosopher, a remarkable citizen
of our community, a m~~ whom someone could reasonably address as a
citizen of the world.
The emperor, apparently aware of the efforts to lure Themistius away from
his capital, stated with particular emphasis his high regard for the new
senator's educational contributions to the city, which now as a result
"prides itself in its companies of young philosophers. 1190
the successor of his family and of philosophy.

1191

In this, "he is

Small wonder, then, that

Alf8ldi has termed this letter "a formal confession of faith in the higher
culture."

92

88

Dindorf deleted this Latin postscript from his edition of Constantii
Oratio: "Allata est epistula pro Themistio, clarissimo philosopho, lectaque
in Senatu Kalend. Septembribus, Coss. Arbetione et Lolliano. Legit autem
Iustinus clariss. Proconsul." (Harduin 23d). Seeck (Die Briefe des
Libanios, p. 294) would accept the postscript as well as the Greek version
which H. Schenkl gave him from the Codex Salmanticus. He also contends that
this imperial pronouncement was originally in Latin when delivered to the
Senate and that it may well have been translated into Greek by Themistius
himself (Themistius, however, did not know Latin well enough to speak it
fluently: cf. or. VI 7lc = 85,7f., where he regrets that he cannot speak in
a language more familiar to the emperor; cf. also Schemmel, NJbb.,XXII,
p. 147).
89

constantii Oratio 22b-c

9 0ibid., 20d
91
92

Ibid. , 23b

25,21-26.

23, 31.
26,19-20.

Andrew Alf8ldi, A Conflict of Ideas in the Late Roman Empire: The
Clash between the Senate and Valentinian I, trans. Harold :Mattingly (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1952), p. 115.

Themistius, though refusing the salary of a senator as too luxurious
for a philosopher, 93 eagerly accepted the nomination.

The appointment, of

course, was especially conducive and proper to his role as a public philosoph r;
the senate chamber provided a ready and influential forum for broadcasting hi
ideas on a variety of issues.

AlfBldi's description of the Roman Senate of

the same era is applicable to its counterpart in the East:
The curia was commonly regarded as
ethical tradition of the ancients,
tertained of national morality was
persons and grades of society that

the true guardian of the canonical
and so the conception that it enin many respects binding on those
counted in pqlitics. 94

This concept of the institutional continuity of the Senate with the past
was not lost upon Themistius.

Quite often he chidingly reminded his fellow

members of their obligation to maintain and uphold the inherited conscience
of the past which they collectively represented. 95

Themistius frankly at-

tributed his Senatorial appointment to the fact that he was a representative of that tradition.96

Indeed, Constantius had not disguised his pleas-

ure in declaring to the senators that Themistius shared his conception of
what kind of philosophy should characterize the Senate:
For, of course, you acknowledge that true philosophy does not entirely
banish itself from the life of the community, nor does it completely
abhor attention to public affairs; but you know that he who especially
pays attention to the commonwealth and who prepares the best men always makes the best citizens.97
93 or. II 25d = 29,26 - 30,2; confirmed by Libanius Ep. 434,3
(X, p. 424,22 - 425,2).
9 4 AlfBldi, A Conflict of Ideas, p. 97.
95 For example, or. XVII 215c-d
or. XXXI 355a = 429,llff.
96or. XXVI 327d

=

262,21-31; or. XXVI 327d

= 393,lSff.

97constantii Oratio 22b

= 25,14-19.

393,lSff.
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A few weeks after his appointment Themistius delivered his maiden

speech in the Senate to thank Constantius for the ~onor and privilege granted
him and to congratulate the emperor for strengthening the union of crown and
culture.

This oration, therefore, as a grateful reply to the imperial letter

of commission, focuses principally on the natural relationship between philosophy and power and its culminating identification in the person of the
emperor himself.

Themistius maintains that Constantius, embodying the com-

plementary combination of philosopher concerned with knowledge and king
concerned with action, brings to realization the political ideal of Plato,
who "almost everywhere assumes that the true king and philosopher go running
together."98

The emperor so appreciated this oration that he rewarded

Themistius with a bronze statue. 99

98All the authorities place or. II in the middle of November 355: cf.
Scholze, De temporibus, pp. 12-13;
Or. II 34b = 41,8-10; cf. Plato Republic
473c-d, 50le.
Themistius' conception of kingship will be treated in Chapter
III.

99

Or. IV 54b-c = 65,18-19.
Libanius Ep. 66,5 (X, p. 66,11-12) mentions an inscription on its base.
Although Schmid-Sthlhlin (p. 1008) maintains that the statue was a reward for Or. III, delivered at Rome in 357,
there are two facts that contravene that position: first, Or. IV was delivere
several months prior to Or. III (cf. Stegemann, RE, pp. 1658-1659 and Seeck,
Die Briefe des Libanios, pp. 296-297 against the dating of Scholze, De
temporibus, pp. 13ff.); secondly, Themistius himself (Or. IV 54b = 6~16-19)
states that the bronze statue was awarded him for a speech which he had
delivered "in this very same hall." Later on another statue was erected
in his honor by the emperor Julian:
Or. XXXIV ch. xiii = 456, 22 - 457,1,
Or. XVII 214b = 261,8-9, and Or. XXXI 353a = 427,8-9.

I
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1

About this time his father died,lOO and Themistius with his children
rushed home to Paphlagonia. 101

Here Themistius delivered Oration XX,

a fu-

neral oration which interpreted the life of Eugenius as a living witness to
the viability of Classicism.

During this absence from Constantinople he

seems also to have delivered two other orations.

Oration XXVII, as its title

indicates, is a diatribe "about paying attention not to places but to men"l02
in the choice of an education, and, as proof, Themistius cites the fact of
his own excellent training in rhetoric on the frontier of Pontus.103
plan

"Its

. . includes two developments, the first carrying over that idea

that education can be received anywhere, and that it is not necessary to
let oneself be guided by the renown of a country; the second exposing the
"104
.
moral conditions necessary f or a good e d ucation.
(XXIV) was delivered at Nicomedia. 105

The other oration

In it, Themistius attempted to dis-

tinguish between philosophy and rhetoric without denying or depreciating
the validity and the value of the latter discipline. 106

The themes of these

lOOEugenius is mentioned as alive in Constantii Oratio 23a = 26,9ff.
101Themistius, Themistii Physicorum Paraphrasis, p. 185,13-16.
l0 2 or. XXVII 33ld = 400,1-2.
Cf. F. Wilhelm, "zu Themistios Or. 27
(p. 400 Dindorf)," Byz. -neugr. Jahrb., VI (1927-1928), pp. 451-489 for translation and commentary.
l0 3 or. XXVII 332d = 401,18ff.
104

Meridier, Le Philosophe Themistios, p. 64.

10 5 cf. Scholze, De temporibus, p. 73 and Stegemann, ~. p. 1663.
106cf. especially or. XXIV 300d = 362,3ff., where Themistius contrast
Socrates with the sophists Prodicas and Gorgias.
The restraint of this treat
ment stands in marked contrast to his later, more caustic thinking on this
topic of the relationship between philosophy and rhetoric (cf. ors. XXIX,
XXIII, and XXVI).
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three orations evidence a continuing concern for education and philosophy
on the part of Themistius even after his admission to the Senate.

In fact,

a year after his return to the capital he travelled to Antioch, where he
gave a series of lectures.

107

While in Syria he witnessed negotiations

with Persian ambassadors, the result of which he considered a great victory
for the Empire in its continual conflict with the Sassanid monarchy.

108

On the first of January in 357 Themistius celebrated in Oration IV
the assumption of the consulship by Constantius, whose colleague that year
was Julian.

Although both the surviving heirs of the Constantinian house

entered their joint office in Milan, Themistius was compelled to deliver his
panegyric before the Senate of Constantinople, apparently because the coincidence of ill health and bad weather made an intended trip to Italy imposs1.bl e. 109

Themistius' celebration of the consular inauguration emphasized

the contributions of Constantius to the embellishment of the city founded
by his father.

With particular relish Themistius lauded the establishment

of the library of Constantinople, to which institution he promised a gift
of his own speeches.

110

A few months later the opportunity to journey to

10

\ibanius !£_. 518 (X, pp. 492,493), written about 356/357, speaks
very favorably of the strong impression that Themistius made among the
Antiochenes.
108Th em1st1us,
. .
or. IV 57b = 68,21-29.
109

In the exordium of Or. IV (49a - 5la = 59,2 - 61,24) Themistius
likens the occasion of his address to the festival of Sais in Egypt and
thereupon makes over-wrought allusions to the difficulties that prevented
personal attendance, comparing them to the trials of Odysseus in journeying
to the west. At any rate, it seems probable that Themistius had intended
to travel to Italy from Syria (where he had been lecturing) via Egypt.
llOibid., 60d - 6lb

=

72,13 - 73,10 and 6lc-d

=

72,18ff.

. ,:
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Italy was realized, and "the trip to Rome in the spring of 357 made an epoch
in his life." 111
The occasion of Themistius' first visit to Rome was the vicennial
celebration of Constantius' reign.

No doubt Themistius experienced the

same awe and amazement which Ammianus Marcellinus has described of Constantius' first and only visit to "this most majestic abode of all the world."11 2
The Senate of Constantinople had charged Themistius with the delivery and
presentation of a golden crown for the anniversary of.its first citizen's
accession to the purple and, as the herald of the Oriental kallipolis, Themistius pronounced Oration III in the presence of his patron. 113

This ful-

somely congratulatory discourse reached its highest pitch in its identification of the emperor with the ideal ruler of Plato, who is "young, temperate, attentive, brave, magnificent, and quick at learning,"114

In consequenc

of this rather common-place attribution of Platonic virtues, the philosophersenator "was now valued as the favorite of Constantius."ll5

His reputation

was no less estimable among the Romans, who made extravagant offers of land
and money if he would remain at Rome.

116

Nor was Themistius unaware

lllschmid-Sthlhlin, p. 1007.
Scholze (De temporibus, pp. 14ff.)
doubts that Themistius made a trip to Rome in 357 and maintains instead that
Or. III was delivered at Constantinople.
112 Ammianus xvi.

10,1-17, 20.

Themistius, or. III 44~ = 53,26ff.A The title of this oration explicitly declares (40c = 49,2) rhetheis en Rhomei.
113

114Ibid. , 46a = 55, 21-22.

Cf. Plato Laws 710c, 709e; Republic 487a.

11 5 schmid-Sthlhlin, p. 1008.
1 16Themistius, or. XXIII 298a-d

359,11 - 360,7.
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of the significance which this first of ten embassiesll7 held for the furtherance of his career.

In his penultimate oration he expressly states that

the Rome trip of 357 marked the turning point of his political life.118
On his return to Constantinople, Themistius reported to the Senate
on the successful conclusion of his embassy in an oration that is now lost.11
About this same time the first collection of his orations was published and,
Libanius reports,120 obtained popular currency and respect among his contemporaries.

All this activity in the year following the Rome trip, how-

ever, was eclipsed in importance by what was the climax of Constantius'
favor towards Themistius -- appointment to the proconsulship of Constantinople during 358/359. 12 1
Constantinople

Themistius, in fact, was the last proconsul of

For this magistracy was replaced by Constantius with.the

office of city prefect as more befitting the imperial rank of the Eastern
capital; its functions became effective on 11 December 359. 122
117 In Or. XVII 214b = 261,3 Themistius explicitly mentions ten embassies in the course of his political career.
Elsewhere he simply refers to
the fact-that he had served on embassies without citing their number: Or.
XXXI 352d ~ 426,2lf. and Or. XXXIV ch. xxix = 470,12.
118

rbid., ch. xiii = 456,16ff.

119Libanius Ep. 368,3 (X, p. 353,4f.) says he has come into possessio
of the speech "whichpointed out how much you benefitted the City on your
embassy." Also cf. Libanius Ep., 376,5 (X, p. 365,2lf.)
Both letters date
from 358.
120

Ibid., p.

365,17f.

121Themistius, or. XXXIV ch. xiii= 456,16f.
Cf. Libanius Ep.
(X, p. 38,3ff.), 68,5 (X, p. 69,2ff.), 77,2-3 (X, p. 77,16ff.), 112-;2'
(X, p. 111, 2ff. ) , and 62, lf. (X, p. 60, 3ff. )

40,1

12 2 cf. Ernest Stein, Histoire du Bas-Empire,~Edition francaise par
Jean-Remy Palanque (Bruges: Desclee de Brouwer, 1959), I, _2, p. 492, n. 89.
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As proconsul, Themistius "restored the corn allowance 11123 of the city
to its f ormer 1 eve 1 •

.
Accor d ing
to s eeck , 124 t h"is act was the restitution

of the original 80,000 measures of corn granted Constantinople, half of
which had been withdrawn as a retaliatory penalty for the anarchy that had
marked the abortive attempt of the Athanasian bishop Paul to seize the vacant see of Constantinople in 342, in which melee the magister equitum dispatched by Constantius to quell the disorder was killed and the proconsul
forced to flee.

125

But the major responsibility discharged by Themistius

in his first magistracy was the recruitment of senators for Constantinople.
In this task he was highly successful, increasing Senate membership from
three hundred to two thousand in number.

126

So pleased was the emperor

with the extraordinary accomplishment of his proconsul in increasing the
senatorial census that "he thought it necessary," Themistius later confessed,
.
. 11 127
"to make me his very own chariot companion.
Seven months before his
123

Themistius, or. XXXIV ch. xiii

=

456,20.

124

seeck, Die Briefe des Libanios, p. 297; accepted by Schemmel,
NJbb., XXII, p. 154f. and Stegemann, RE, p. 1645.
125 s

.
H.istoria
. ecc 1 esiastica
.
.
. . 12 ; Sozomenus,
aerates S c h o 1 asticus,
ii.
Historia ecclesiastica iii. 7; Ammianus xiv. 10,2.
126

Themistius, or. XXXIV ch. xiii = 456,21-22. Cf. Seeck, Die Briefe
des Libanios, p. 299 for Libanius' recriminative notice of this development
and of Themistius' role therein. It may be asked whether Themistius' success in augmenting the senatorial census by seventeen hundred members and in
restoring the original amount of the City's corn supply represented a collusion of economic interests and political ambitions. Two facts, however,
weaken the probability, if not the plausibility, of any such putative quid
~ quo arrangement:
first, Themistius only restored the grain supply to
its original level, an increase that compensated for former losses but one
that hardly contributed to future profits; secondly, the bulk of the grain
requisitioned for· the provisioning of Constantinople, as Eunapius (Lives of
the Philosophers 462) complained, came from Asia and Egypt.
127

or. XXXI 353a = 427,8-9; cf. Libanius E_p__E.. 66,
(x, p. 77 , 16
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death Constantius again expressed his abiding regard for the senator-philosopher, decreeing expressly that in the designation of praetors by the
senate "Themistius, the Philosopher, whose learning enhances his rank,"
must be present along with other ranks of the imperial nobility. 128

The active involvement of Themistius in public affairs,
earned imperial praise and favor,
demic peers.

though it

aroused the envy and hostility of his aca-

The philosophical community of the day spurned direct politi-

cal participation as much as it recoiled from immediate contact with the
masses.129

The cardinal characteristic of Themistius' conception of phi-

losophy, on the other hand, was the conviction of its practicality for all
1 28 cTh. vi. 4,12 (Pharr, p. 122).
129Eunapius (Lives of the Philosophers 480) recounts how the theurgist Maximus, upon his release from confinement under Valens, tried to delive
public declamations but, having failed in this effort to reach the public
directly, returned to the more congenial, and successful, discussions with
his own students.
The emperor Constantius (Constantii Oratio 20a-b = 23,5-7
and 22b = 25,14-19), of course, had praised Themistius' teaching career for
its involvement with the people and public affairs.
Even while he was in
office and under attack from his philosophical peers for consorting with the
people (cf. or. XXVI 313d - 314a = 379,2-14), Themistius took his defense
directly to the people:
or. XXIII 283a-b = 343,14-23 and or. XXVI 319a 320a = 385,9 - 386,13.
This is not to argue, however, that Themistius
entertained democratic notions on the educational, much less the political,
level.
Far from it.
On the contrary, this aristocrat seriously believed
that the servile population was incapable of profiting from education (or.
XXI 248d - 249a = 302,22 - 303,10:
interestingly and appropriately enough
he begins this passage with a reference to Theognis).
"However, Themistius,
believing (as has been mentioned already) that philosophy was the road to
virtue, and that the people of his own day were wanting in education, .
set out to make philosophy useful to. the whole population, so far as this was
possible (or. XXVI 320b). "In this, he pointed out, he was following the
example of the philosophers of ancienr times, like Socrates, who taught
ordinary people from all walks of life (or. XXVIII 34ld)."
(Glanville Downey,
"Education and Public Problems as Seen by Themistius," TAPA, LXXXVI 1955
p. 296).
His concern in this matter stemmed essentially from a sense of
noblesse oblige toward the hoi polloi.
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levels of society.

His dissociation from the more theoretical and specula-

tive temper of philosophy then current had incited criticism early in his
career.

The most damning accusation leveled against Themistius had been

that he was really a sophist, not a philosopher.

In one of his earliest

130 Th emistius
.
. .
.
orations,
attempte d to re f ute t h.is c h arge b y s h owing
t h at t h e
touchstones (basanisteria) 131 of true philosophy more properly fitted him
than his critics, who were really "the counterfeits and charlatans. 11 132
For his accusers, while decrying the fact that he occupied himself with
paraphrasing Aristotle and that he even discussed this matter with "some
. own time
.
.
i ons b estranger, 11133 squan dere d t h eir
an d e ff orts on f ut il e d"istinct
tween "dioti and kathoti and other such. utterly obscure and baneful expression
in the argumentation of Aristotle."134

Worse yet, charged Themistius in his

"satiric review of the philosophers of Constantinople, 11135 many of those

130 seeck (Die Briefe des Libanios, p. 291) considers or. XXI "the oldest of [Themistius'] preserved orations." Scholze (De temporibus, pp. 7375) and Schmid-Stlihlin (p. 1005f.) place it in the winter of 355/356; likewise Stegemann, RE, p. 1662. Although Schemmel (NJbb., XXII, p. 157) and
Seeck (Die Brief;-des Libanios, p. 291) contend that the critics of Themistius
are Christian, Meridier (Le Philosophe Themistios, pp. 1-8) proves that the
hostility stemmed from rival philosophers.
131or. xxr 247b

=

301,l and 248a

=

301,27.

132 rbid., 255d = 311,17.
133rbid., 255d - 256a = 311,17-29. The "stranger" would most likely
be Celsus :::-Cf. or. XXIII 295b = 356,llff.
134or. XXI 247c = 301,9-11. The prevalence of such obscurities in
Aristotelian scholarship was, of course, the major reason why Themistius composed his Paraphrases.
135 '-t
.. "d"ier, Le Ph"l
... ti os, p. 8 •
~eri
i osoph e Th emis
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who calumniated him were themselves guilty of the most notorious of sophistic vices:
ment.

136

vacuity of pretty phrases and cupidity for personal aggrandizeThemistius, to be sure, would have been the last person to deny

a working relationship between style and substance in communicating philosophy.

137

Yet he did insist upon a distinction in function and priority

between philosophy and its sister disciplines, rhetoric and grammer.

Heed-

ing the Platonic dictum that "one man cannot perform several tasks well,"138
the philosopher must recognize and maintain the demarcation.

"Philosophers

must be set over some teachers and lessons (such as rhetoricians and schoolmasters), but they must not engage in rhetoric or elementary teaching."139
This response proved to be only the first phase of the continuing "polemic
of Themistius with the philosophers."140

For Themistius' proconsulship pro-

voked another outburst of atfacks from the philosophical colleges and,
gentially, the sophists.

tan-

His reply was given in a series of three orations

136or. XXI 25la-b

=

305,18-25 and 26lb-c

=

318,15ff.

137rn Or. XXIV, which belongs to the same early period as Or. XXI,
Themistius spoke to this issue:
"The abode of philosophy is not entirely
destitute of the Graces, nor are the goddesses encamped somewhere far apart
from our Muses; nor would we ever establish for you a chorus that has no
share in sober pleasure, but we will always be eager to combine Aphrodite
with the Muses. For they are sisters of one another and cling fondly to
their fellowship."
(302d - 303a = 364,28 - 365,3).
138or. XXI 250d
1 39 rbid., 25la

= 305,3-4.
=

305,15-18.

1 4 oMeridier, Le Phi losophe Themi stios, p. 1.
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(XXIII, XXIX, and XXVI).

141

The first apologetic oration, Sophist~s, was delivered before the
public, whom Themistius called upon to act as judges concerning the validh"im. 142
.
ity of the c h arges b rough t against
141

"It is a response," Mifridier

These three orations are ascribed to the period 377/378 by all the
authorities (cf. Scholze, De temporibus, p. 77) with the notable exception
of Seeck (Die Briefe des Libanios, p. 300), who dates this polemic series to
358 /359. Seeck disagrees with the commonly accepted dating for two reasons:
first, Themistius' boast in Or. XXVI (326c = 393,15f.) of his benevolent governance of Constantinople indicates that he was then holding office and, since
he held no office under Valens, he must be referring to the proconsulship under Constantius; secondly, in Or. XXIX (347a = 418,31 - 419,1), where Themistius mentions "the Egyptian youth who has just now come to stay" as "someone who is able to compose tragedy, epic poetry, and dithyrambs," Seeck sees
a clear reference to the Egyptian poet Andronicus whom Libanius (.§.E.E_. 77 and
78 {X, pp. 77-79}), writing in 359, says traveled to Constantinople at that
time. Other factors also tend to support and strengthen Seeck's position.
Themistius' reference to a trip to Rome in Or. XXIII (298b = 359, 23-25) is
generally conceded to mean his trip to Italy in 377 to celebrate Gratian's
decennial (thus, Mt:fridier, Le Philosophe Themistios, p. 23, for example).
Such an interpretation of the passage,however, is premised on the erroneous
assumption of Harduin (Dindorf, Themistii Orationes, p. 683) _and Scholze
(De temporibus, pp. 14ff.) that the trip to Rome of 377 -- and not of 357 -was Themistius' first trip to the ancient seat of Empire. In the same passage
cited Themistius says that "I brought to the Romans, in addition to my
natural gifts of persuasion; those which I have acquired here among you for
twenty long years." If, then, Themistius were speaking in 377 as most
authorities contend, one would have to conclude that his residency at Constantinople dates from ca. 357 -- which is patently absurd. On the other
hand, the mention of twenty years' experience at the eastern capital is
intelligible. The. rather detailed account of the coming of Celsus to Constantinople in Or. XXIII (295b - 296c = 356,11 - 357,27) as a result of the
publication of the Paraphrases bespeaks a contemporary situation rather than
one almost two decades old; for according to Libanius (~. 86 {X, pp. 85-86}),
Celsus came to Constantinople from Sicyon about 359. Furthermore, to maintain 377/378 as the date for these three orations invites inconsistency:
although Meridier (Le Philosophe Themistios, p. 14) says that or. XXIII
"appears in effect to date from that period of rhetorical activity to which
orations XXI and XXII are notable connected," he goes on (p. 23) to accept
the common date -- despite the fact that even Scholze places orations XXI
and XXII under Constantius!
The most thorough and rewarding interpretation of Orations XXIII,
XXIX, and XXVI is in Meridier, Le Philosophe Themistios, pp. 14-46.
142

or. XXIII 283a-b

= 343,14-23.
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has said in his summary of the plan and purpose of Oration XXIII,
not to the sophists, but to the philosophers already attacked by
Themistius, who have retorted by accusing him of being a sophist.
The entire argumentation of Themistius intends to prove that he
is not a sophist, and that that accusation turns around exactly
against his adversaries. He does not limit himself then to replying; he attacks in his turn, and we find in these retorts most of
the criticisms already formulated by him against the philosophers. 143
The complaint lodged against Themistius by men who "do not want to come for. t h at the
. t h e mi"ddl e wit h you . • . 11144 is
ward into t h e open an d stan d in
activities of Themistius have been such as to deserve the sobriquet
" sop h"ist. 11145

But his shadowy accusers do not mean "sophist" in the sense

that contemporaries had called Solon and Pythagoras sophists, "for they do
not want to h onor me, b ut to revi· 1 e me. 11146

What, then, is the pejorative

connotation of the word, and does it apply to the defendant?

Themistius,

arguing his defense in a public forum in the absence of the plaintiffs, arbitrarily accepts the five-fold definition of a sophist made by Plato as
the norm by which to measure the accuracy of the charge.

147

His line of

argumentation in order to prove the absurdity and falsity of the indictment
is twofold.

First he devotes the major part of his rebuttal to demonstra-

ting that there are no grounds for accusing him on the first count in the
Platonic definition, namely, that he is

11

a mercenary hunter o f rich b oys. II 148

143M~ . d. •
eri ier' Le Philosophe Themistios, p. 24.

144

or. XXIII 284b
the "plaintiffs."
145
146
147
148

rbid. , 286b
rbid., 286c
Ibid., 288a

= 344,26-27.

A neat device to cast suspicion on

347 ,lff.

= ,347,9-10.
348,27-31.

Ibid., 288c - 297a

Cf. Plato Sophist 23ld.

= 349,8 - 358,13.

I
I',!
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Then the other four counts, under which falls the accusation that Themistius_ has spent too much time on trips abroad, are summarily dismissed as
likewise baseless, especially since his trips, such as the one to the city
which "rules the other cities," were to the advantage of Constantinople. 149
The public debate of Themistius with the hostile philosophers resulted in "an unexpected consequence -- that of stirring up the party of sophists
. ..150
against him.

If the attack of the sophists was unanticipated, their

opposition was certainly not unaccountable.

Themistius' conception of phi-

losophy as a public and practical discipline ingratiated him with the rhetoricians as little as with the philosophers, "since the sophists regarded
him as an undesirable competitor, while the philosophers regarded his kind
of lecture as profanity elevated to philosophy."151

Yet Themistius was

anxious to blunt the attack, and therefore hastened to respond within a
few days after Oration XXIII in order to clarify his previous remarks.1 52
The substance of his defense (Oration XXIX) is to repeat that he is not a
sophist.

153

The supporting evidence introduced, however, is not the deroga-

tory definition of Plato employed in Oration XXIII, but the rather banal argu
ment that he lacks the sweeping command of the arts and sciences which
1 49 rbid., 297b - 299c

=

358,14 - 361,2.

1 5 oM~ridier, Le Philosophe Themistios, p. 25.
151

Stegemann, RE, p.

1647.

152Themistius, or. XXIX 344c-d

= 416,6-14.

153 rbid., 345c = 417,6-7; 346c = 418,13.
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characterized Hippias and awed Socrates.

154

As a result, Oration XXIX is as

unsatisfactory in execution as it is implaJsible in argumentation.

Com-

promise produced contradiction.
Once again Themistius returned to public disputation with the philosophers in Oration XXVI.

155

His·critics, who want "to hide what they

might know in their hearts and neither publish nor share it, just like those
who hoard their wealth,

11156

I

have accused him of radically unconventional

I

and improper behavior for a philosopher:
I

He is guilty, they say in speaking of me, of innovation in philosophy, of introducing strange gods. For he does not sit quietly in
his own house, nor does he confer only with his disciples, but he
goes forth in broad daylight and presumptuously appears in the middle of the city, and he tries to speak among all sorts of people.
And this is not yet the worse, although it is serious. But he even
gathers his audience and tells them three days before to assemble
in a court of justice, and he allows himself to be praised and he
visits those who have clamored for him. Besides, what other likelihoods and proofs would you need that the man is a genuine sophist,
when you see the chy~7 of state and the tribunal, the damning evidence of his crime?
154

1bid., 345d

= 417,12-19.

155

According to Hubert Kesters (Plaidoyer d'un Socratique contre le
Phedre de Platon: XXVIe Discours de Themistius, Introduction, Texte establi
et traduit {Louvain-Paris: Nauwelaerts, 1959}), Or. XXVI is simply a modernization by Themistius of one of the writings of Antisthenes, the Cynic and
contemporary of Socrates. This theory was first advanced by Kesters in
"Platoor.s Phaidros als strijdschrift," Philologische Studil:!n, n. 3 (Louvain:
1931) and received a skeptical review by H. Krhlmer in Philologische Wochenschrift, XI (1932), pp. 1465-1469. Reaction to his Plaidoyer has not measurably differed (cf. P. Louis, Revue de Philologie, XXV {1961}, p. 157 and
R. Bambrough, Classical Review, XI {1961}, p. 163).
156
157

Th emistius,
· ·
or. XXVI 312d - 313 a
Ibid., 313d - 314a

= 379,2-14.

378,6-8.

1

,

I

Themistius answered this bill of grievances "with a clarity and frankness
that contrast with the cunning dialectic of Oration XXIII. "158

Themistius

immediately rejects out of hand the accusation of sophistry, arguing that,
according to the definition of Plato, he cannot be a sophist.159

With re-

spect to the charge of innovation, Themistius first points out that the
same charge has always been levelled at leaders in the arts (Daedalus, Harmonides, Terpander, Thespis, Aeschylus) and philosophy (Thales, Anaximander,
Anaxagoras, Socrates, Plato, Aristotle) for exploiting the progressive tendencies inherent in their respective fields.160

Then, curiously, he unex-

pectedly shifts his argument, denying that he has innovated at all by leaving the privacy of the classroom for the public forum since in this he is
following the teaching of Aristotle, whose "uniqueness was not to suppose
that the same speeches are advantageous for the majority of men and for
philosophers": 161
What novelty, therefore, do I accomplish, or what new-fangled
thing do I find out, if, when I come upon a philosophy that stays
at home and is peevish and avoids the marketplaces, .
. I prevail
158
1\Ieridier, Le Philosophe Th:mistios, p.
159or. XXVI 314d - 315b

=

37.

380,4-22.

160

1b1" d. , 315c - 320b = 381,5 - 386,13.
Themistius identifies the
critical point in the development of philosophy with Socrates:
"For while
nearly everyone before him was concerned about the firmament and the earth's
position and shape and the origins of animal and plant life, {Socrates} did
not believe that these things could be discovered by man, but that they were
a waste of time and prevented useful researches.
He first considered and
proposed these questions:
Why is it necessary that man be noble and good?
What is human virtue, and how can it be achieved? What is evil, and how can
one escape it?" (ibid., 318a = 383,27 - 384,7).

•

I

1'
!

161

Ibid., 319b

= 385,16-18.
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upon it to go·forward in public and not to begrudge the majority
of men its beauty, and when I accustom it to benefit not only the
individual person, like medicine, but also the people as a whole,
as much as it can?
Philosophy does not take care of bodies,
in which there are mostly distinct kinds of maladies and sicknesses
which need the pallet and bedchamber, but it is the helper of souls,
in which there are mostly common kfg2s of illnesses whose nature is
that they can be cured everywhere.
The sudden shift in argument proved successful as well as sensible for his
case.

Quite dexterously and shrewdly, Themistius turned the cri-tics' charges

in his favor.

In the first place, by demonstrating historically that the

general trend of the arts and sciences is innovative and that the major innovation in philosophy was the transition from physics to ethics, he disarmed the force of his adversaries' claim that innovation was heretical for
philosophers.

In the second place, by pointing out that his kind of philoso-

phy stands in the tradition of Socrates, Themistius proved himself, not his
enemies, to be the genuine conservative.
This defense of a larger involvement for philosophy is elaborated
further by an imagined dialogue between Philosophy and the City which con-

.
.
.
.
.
163
stitutes
t h e maJor
an d more interesting
part o f t h e oration.

Philosophy

opens the debate with a general evaluation of its own merits and advantages;
the City in turn closes with a specific critique of Philosophy's shortcomings.

Thus does Themistius cover both the positive

of contemporary philosophy.

and negative qualities

The substance of Philosophy's position is that

its teachings
162
163

Ibid., 320b-c

=

386,14-29.

Ibid., 320c - 331c

386' 30 - 399' 10.
I

,I

I'
111
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would make the statesman and general and private citizen, the impoverished as well as the rich youth, the man in his prime and the elder
both better and more confident. For its remedies and benefits are
available to all men 16 ~nd they do not belong to only the aristocracy,
gentry, or yeomanry.
Implicit in this conviction of the relevancy of philosophy as a social directive and corrective for all levels of society is the superiority of philosophical education over rhetoric for the general welfare:

"For we do not

find fault with the flute-players because they perform in public nor with
the rhetoricians because they declaim in public, but because they sing of
and speak of what is useless and what does not lead to excellence

"165

I

'!I

(aret~).

In reply, the City pointedly rebukes Philosophy for its present disreputable image among men; though Philosophy professes competency and availability
for public service, the City asks, "how can you still be vexed, if someone
considers you useless for human life • • • when you yourself wish neither
to hold office nor to bear arms nor to give counsel?

11166

The fundamental

fault lies in the fact that, although Philosophy is composed of two
16
principal parts ("one of which leads to the divine, the other to the human"),
most contemporary philosophers have restricted their attention to the for-

1'
''i
I•

164
165
166

Ibid., 320c - 33lc
Ibid., 325a

=

386,30

-

I!

I

399,10.

391,23-26.

ii
i'

Ibid., 326a-c

392' 30 - 393,7.

i

167

Ibid., 327a-b
394,5-6. The route of philosophy which is concern
with human affairs is further subdivided into three functional categories:
"And the first function is fixed by you for each individual separately, so
that a noble and good man could be formed; the second, in what manner a single household could become completely happy; and third, the most important
and to which they say the rest are joined and adjust, in order to pay attention to the city and its public." (Ibid., 327b = 394,7-12).

. !

·I
I
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mer at the expense of the latter, and the citizen body as such is simply not
interested in cosmological ruminations. 168

Instead, argues the City, the

general public demands a practical and ethical education:
Why do you not teach in public and even, if possible, by mounting
a lofty watchtower, how an individual man becomes happy, and how an
entire household and a city endowed with customs of such a kind could
flourish? For whatever you speak, a majority of us will listen.169
Neglect of the ethical and political content of Philosophy is compounded by a related failure to utilize fully the instruments of communicatio
which Philosophy itself had developed -- rhetoric and dialectic.

17

°

Con-

sequently, says the City in its critique (which "is at the same time an
eloquent apology of the theory of Themistius and a vigorous condemnation of
the inertia of the philosophers"),

171

as the rival of Lysias and Thucydides,

not only has Philosophy lost its repute
172

but it has also abandoned the publi

to the meaningless frivolity "of those who fight again on the dais the battle
of Cimon or Nicias or Miltiades, and of those who warble in their introductor
monologues the praises of spring and swallows and nightingales.
168

1bid., 327c - 328a

169 Ibid., 328a-b

=

= 394,16

,.173

Such

a

- 395,7.

395,8-12.

170
Ibid., 328c - 329a = 395,18 - 396,11:
"
. . and you say that bot
· {rhetoric and dialectic} belong to you and are your tools, the one to subdue the individual, the other to become master of the people as a whole" (328
= 395,22-24). "
Why, then, do you who furnished these weapons for your
own use put them down as useless?" (329a = 396,3-4).
171
111eridier, Le Philosophe Themistios, p. 43.
172
173

Or. XXVI 329c
Ibid., 329d

=

=

396,21-23.

397,3-6.
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sorry situation can only be ameliorated if Philosophy follows the example
of Pythian Appolo, who, "dwelling in the middle of the earth at its navel,
teaches not only each individual separately, but also peoples collected to174
gether."

Again, it is l\ieridier who has very acutely and cogently express-

ed the tone and thrust of Oration XXVI:
This discourse, then, is something other than a reply or an apology.
It is the clear-sighted exposition of the situation in which philosophy found itself in the fourth century, the estimation of the
forces at its disposal in facing its rival, sophistry, and the plan
of reforms that would allow it, in triumphing over that rival, to
175
revive a glorious tradition for the gre~test welfare of the city.

The most efficacious as well as the most proper means by which to revive that "glorious tradition" was, in the opinion of Themistius, the practice of politics.

After the death of his generous patron, the Emperor Con-

stantius, however, the momentum of imperial favor that had characterized
Themistius' political career seems to have tapered off.

This is indeed sur-

prising and curious since the new emperor was Julian, an avowed protaganist
of the old order which Themistius cherished so,
174
175

a former student and corre-

Ibid., 330d = 398,6-8.

hl~ridier, Le Philosophe Th~mistios, p. 46.

I
II

we

m

spondent of Themistius.

176

Even under Constantius, ever suspicious of and

never sympathetic toward his nephew, Themistius had not refrained from
praising Julian's propensity for philosophy as a fitting qualification
for the rank of Caesar.

177

The accession of Julian to the imperial throne

so whetted Themistius' enthusiasm that, in a protreptic letter to the new
Augustus in December 361, now lost, he declared "that God has placed
ian

Jul-

in the same position as Heracles and Dionysus of old who, being at

once philosophers and kings, purged almost the whole earth and sea of the
. f ested them. rrl78
evils that in

Yet, despite the reciprocal affection between

176
Julian twice refers to Themistius as his teacher:
''Letter to Themistius the Philosopher," 257d and 259c (Wright, II, p. 213 and p. 217).
Mor
than likely Julian was a student at Themistius' school in Constantinople in
the period after Julian had been released from confinement at Macellum by
Constantius and before he departed for Nicomedia.
The influence of Themistiu
on Julian is not minimized by J. Bidez:
"
. Themistius is in the number o
those who have provided Julian with his erudition and inspired his philosophical zest." (L'Empereur Julien: Oeuvres compl~tes, texte ~stabli et traduit
par J. Bidex, I, 2 {"Collection des Universit~s de France"; Paris:
"Les Bell s
Lettres," 1932}, p. 112).
In the same letter (260a {Wright, II, p. 219}) Jul
alludes to earlier correspondence which "I wrote you," signifying thereby a
rather regular exchange of letters between the former pupil and his teacher.
Although the date of Julian's "Letter to Themistius" has been the
subject of much controversy -- Seeck (Die Briefe des Libanios, p. 296), fore ample, assigns it to 355, just after Julian had been made Caesar (6 November)
-- the traditional date of 361 seems to have been securely established by
Bidez, in his La Tradition manuscripte et les~Editions des Discours de l'Empereur Julien (Recueil des travaux publies par la Faculte de Philosophie et
Lettres de l'Universite de Gand, 6le fasc., 1929), pp. 133-134.
177
Themistius, or. II 40a = 48,13-16:
"For thus in reality the philosopher is a noble man, so that you made a philosopher your co-ruler, not
because it belongs to him by birth, but because it is his right of inheritance by merit."
178
Quoted in Julian, "Letter to Themistius," 253c (Wright, II, p. 203
Cf. Stegemann (RE, pp. 1666-1667) for a summary of the various arguments concerning the nature and dating of the lost protreptic letter of Themistius to
Julian on the occasion of his accession to power.
He accepts December 361.
Libanius similarly reacted to the promise of Julian's inauguration:
Or.
XVIII 39 (II, p. 253,6-11).

Julian and his

"

.
..179
dearest friend
and their common faith in the promise

of renovation through reaction, something went awry in their relationship
during what should have been its most fruitful period.
The cause of that cooling of rapport involved questions of policy
rather than personality, and it was Themistius who became somewhat disenchanted, though not to the extent that he dissociated himself completely
from the Julian program.

Although Suidas

180

reports that Themistius served

as city prefect of Constantinople under the apostate emperor, it is quite
evident that the Byzantine lexicographer was in error.

181

Julian, to be

sure, had nominated Themistius for the urban prefectship, but the philosopher-senator declined the imperial offer, a refusal for which his critics
later taunted him when he accepted the same office u·nder the Christian regime of the stringently orthodox Theodosius:
And if anyone asks me the reason why at that time I refused {the
prefecture offered by Julian} and why now I no longer refuse it, I
will answer without dissimulation and reticence.
That emperor is
certainly held in esteem by me and worthy of every favorable recollection.
For he omitted none of those things, neither the small nor
the great, that raise philosophy on high, but he of ten reckoned me
as his councillor in the frayed coat {of philosophy}, as his dinner
companion, and as his fellow-traveller, and he gently tolerated me
when I advised him and he was not vexed when I unbraided him.
179
Julian, "Letter to Themistius" 263c (Wright, II, p.

227).

180
Quoted in Dindorf, Themistii Orationes, p. 489.
Both Petau ("Note
to or. XVIII 488 = p. 634) andHarduin ( Index Chronologicus: annum 362," =
p. 492) accepted Suidas' testimony.
However, neither was aware of or. XXXIV
ch. xiv, wherein Themistius explains why he refused the prefectship of Constantinople offered him by Julian.
181

cf. the comments of Angelo Mai to Or. XXXIV ch. xiv = pp. 457-458
concerning the question of the city prefectship.
Also M!ridier, Le Philosophe Themistios, pp. 102-103.
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Often, however, the circumstances of thI ~uman condition bring results
8
quite different from what was expected.
While admitting his rejection of the tendered magistracy and stressing their
warm regard for each other, Themistius is cautiously enigmatic in his explanation.

Yet it is very apparent that Themistius did entertain reserva-

tions or differences of opinion about matters closely identified with the
last member of the Constantinian dynasty.

His own conception of philosophy

as an active agent in society, of course, was diametrically opposed to the
Iamblichan Neoplatonism of Julian who, in fact, chided Themistius for maintaining in an earlier letter that Aristotle had even approved "a life of
action rather than the philosophic life.

11183

Themistius' theory of king-

182

or. XXXIV ch. xiv= 457,12 - 459,10. Massimiliano Pavan (La Politica Gatica di Teodosio nella Pubblicistica del suo Tempo {Roma: "L'Erma" di
Bretschneider, 1964}, pp. 31-32) maintains that "the opposition to Themistius came from circles more faithful to the memory of Julian and therefore
from men of culture 'resisting' any compromise with the Christian emperor."
Julian, "Letter to Themistius" 263c (Wright, II, p~ 227). Evidently, Themistius had urged Julian, now that he was responsible for governing
the Empire, "not only that {he} must emulate those famous men Solon, Lycur~
gus and Pittacus, but also that {he} must now quit the shades .of philosophy for the open air." (ibid. 262d - 263a {Wright, II, p. 225}). Whether
this was an implied allusion to the company Julian was then keeping (Maximus
and Priscus, for example) is uncertain. The emperor, at any rate, disagreed
with the advice, criticizing in turn Themistius' interpretatidn of Aristotle's
discussion of "the difference between the statesman's life and the life of
contemplation" (cf. Pol. 1325b 14ff.) as incorrect (ibid., 263d - 264a {Wright
II, pp. 227-229})
rebuff all the more pointed since Them:i'.stius was the
Aristotelian scholar. Julian then proceeds to a discussion o~ why there is
a divorce between philosophy and politicsJ concluding that he himself acutely recognizes and resignedly accepts such a separatior,: "And the main point
{of this letter} is that it is not because I would avoid hard work or pursue pleasure, nor because I am in love with idleness and ease that I am averse
to spending my life in administration. But, as I said when I began, it is
because I am conscious that I have neither sufficient training nor natural
talents above the ordinary; mcreover, I am afraid of bringing reproach on
philosophy, which, much as I love it, I have never attained to, and which on
other accounts has no very good reputation among men of our day." (ibid.,
266c-d {Wright, II, p. 235}).
183

--a
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ship was also inconsonant with what Dvornik has termed "the Emperor Julian' ·s
'reactionary' ideas on kingship,

"184
. a fact that prompted the corrective

tone of the emperor's letter to Themistius.

185

The imperial admonishment

seems to have had a tempering effect on Themistius, though, for in a letter
that has survived only in an Arabic version 186 his "political Hellenism" is
184Francis Dvornik, "the Emperor Julian's 'Reactionary· Ideas on Kingship," Late Classical and Mediaeval Studies in Honor of Albert Mathias Friend,
Jr., ed. Kurt Weitzmann (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1955), pp.
71-81.
In this characteristically lucid essay, Fr. Dvornik identifies Themistius as "one of the most prominent propagators of political Hellenism"
(p. 75), a political creed grounded in the Hellenistic idea of the divinely granted absoluteness of royal power and against which Julian reacted "by
reverting to the old Roman ideas on the origin of political power and the
subjection of all, including the Princeps, to the law, and to the functions
of the Senate." (ibid. , p 73)
185

J u l'ian, "L e t ter to Them1st1us
.
. " 260 c - 2 6 2d (''\rig
. h t, II, pp.. 221 225).
Julian ironically uses Aristotle against Themistius· advocacy of absolute monarchy, particularly its most characteristic feature of legal absoluti
by emphasizing the Aristotelian definition that "law is reason exempt from
desire" (Pol. 1287a 34).
186
This letter was first published by Louis Cheikho, "Risalat de
Damistiyos, vizir d'Ely~n, c'est-~-dire le roi Youliyanos, sur la Politique,
traduite du syriaque par Ibn Zour 'at" Al-Machriq, XIX (Beyrouth, 1920),
pp. 881-889. For an extensive summary of the Arabic version, together with
introductory remarks, cf. M. B.' Bouyges, S. J. , "Notes sur des traductions
arabes": Epitre de Themistius
Julien sur la Politique," Archives de Philosophie, II, 3 (1924), pp. 15-23.
The most complete interpretative study
available is that of Jeanne Croissant, "Un nouveau Discours de Themistius,"
Serta Leodiensia (''Bibliotheque de la Faculte de philosophie et lettres de
l 'Uni versi te de Liege," fasc. xli v; Imp. H. Vaillant-Carmanne, n. d. ; Paris:
E. Champion, 1930), pp. 7-30, a study which, according to Dvornik (Late
Classical and Mediaeval Studies, p. 78, n. 45), "is the best so far written
on this problem and, judging from my own researches, correct in all its
conclusions."
(See Appendix I for further details concerning the Risilat.)
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conspicuous b y its a sence.

Neither of these differences, the philoso-

phical and the political, however, were of such a degree so as to rupture
relations between the two men, as Thernistius himself indicated.

188

But

there was another area of friction -- religion, and here very probably is
the reason why the philosopher who longed to participate failed to play a
significant role in the government of the prince who longed to contemplate.
It is somewhat anomalous, at first glance, that the religious question should have been the cause of dampening Themistius' enthusiasm for Julian
since both were avowed adherents of the ancient rites.
the former lacked the latter's militancy.

Yet the paganism of

For Themistius loyalty to the

traditional cults was a patriotic posture rather than zealous sectarianism.
Thus, "if Themistius occasionally praises the sun or Helios . . • , this has no
thing to do with Julian's fanatical Helios-cult.
enlightened pagan.''

189

Themistius is an

Julian's aggressive reaction to the recalcitrance

187

nvornik, Late Classical and Mediaeval Studies, p. 78: "The main
difference between Themistius' treatise and his other writings is its lack
of any statement on the divine origin of the king's power and on his superhuman character, on the philanthropy that makes him akin to God and on the
Law Animate. These beliefs are not denied, they are simply omitted, possibly
as a concession to the new fashion. The author must have
realized that
Julian meant what he hq.d written, and, being an actual witness of the change
of policy, considered it discreet to ignore the differences.'' Cf. Croissant,
Serta Leodiensia, pp. 20ff.
188

or. XXXIV ch. xiv = 459,5-6: "
and he gently tolerated me
when I advised him and he was not vexed when I upbraided him."
189
1.nlhelm, _!?yz,-neugr. Jahrb., VI, p. 459. Wilhelm, commenting on
the mention of the Helios cult in Or. XXVII (334b
403,7ff.), cites other
references to the same in Themistius: Or. IV 5la = 61,17ff., Or. XI 150b =
178,18ff., and Or. XXVI 330d = 398,13ff.
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of Christians in 362 could have occasioned the disquietude of Themistius
with respect to his emperor's program.

An Arabic manuscript tradition, ac-

cording to M. Bouyges, "says that Themistius 'composed a Kit.'.lb liyodl:ty.'.lnos

..

. and a Risalat to him besides, in which he diverts him from persecut-

'" 190
. .
ing the Ch r1st1ans.

A few months after the death of Julian, moreover,

Themistius in an address congratulating the new emperor Jovian for his policy
of toleration remarked that "the time past has supplied {Jovian}clear examples11191 of the mischief and grief that plagued the Empire because of religious intolerance.

This seems an obvious allusion to the abortive attempt

of his predecessor to refound paganism.

Whatever reservations Themistius

had concerning the radicalism of the Julian reaction, however, did not
alienate him altogether from his former pupil.

On the occasion of Julian's

entrance into his fourth consulship (1 January 363), Themistius addressed
190

Bouyges, Archives de Philosophie, II, 3, p. 17, quoting from the
Arabic text of Aboulfarage (Bar Hebraeus), Histoire abregee des Dynasties,
p. 139. Since there is no mention of religious tolerance in the Risalat,
the Kitab, now lost, must have dealt with the problem.
191

Themistius, or. V 69c = 82,20-21. (A translation of selected passages of Or. V is in Jrom Alexander to Constantine: Passages and Documents
Illustrating the History of Social and Political Ideas: 336 B.C. - A.D. 33?,
translated with introductions, notes, and essays by Ernest Barker {Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1959}, pp. 377-380). The fact that Themistius only alludes to this still sensitive period rather than gloating over its failure
strongly indicates, it seems, that he was not simply exploiting the situation of the restored Christian Empire for his own political advantage.
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the oration Philopolis (of which only the explanatory preface has survived) 19
to the emperor at Antioch.

Six months later Julian -- with his reactionary

ambitions -- was dead.
The advent of Jovian into the imperial office -- "as if by some blind
decree of fortune," Ammianus Marcellinus tersely noted 193 -- evoked an irresolute response from Themistius, who realized that the former commander
of the ~lite household troops was the compromise choice of East and West. 194
When the Senate commissioned Themistius, its articulate and experienced
spokesman, to convey the official congratulatory greetings of the city to
Jovian on his formal entrance into government at Antioch, he hedged.

He com-

posed an appropriate address, but this was delivered by Clearchus to that
192

The text, translation, and commentary were published by Otto Seeck
and Heinrich Schenkl, "Eine verlorerie Rede des Themistius," Rhein. Mus., LXI
(1906), pp. 554-566.
The address, according to the tneoria, had "no other
purpose than to obtain advantage for the City together with honor." (ibid.,
p. 557).
As an instance of Julian's concern for the metropolis on the Bosphorus Themistius cites his "revival of public books," an act which Seeck
(ibid., p. 559f.) and Schenkl (ibid., p. 565) attributed to the liquidation
of the public debt as evidenced in CTh. xi. 28,l (Pharr, p. 318).
Libanius (Ep. -1430, lf. {XI, p. 468, 10-14Dcalled it "a noble speech about a
noble"""'IDan,
For even if {Julian} is dead, still Truth, which is strange
than lying mouths, lives on." So enthused was Libanius that he "was ready
to compose an essay about {Themistius'} essay."
(ibid
XI, p. 469,1-2 ).
The loss of this oration, contends Seeck (Rhein. Mus., LXI, p. 560),
"could hardly be an accident"; it was destroyed, he believes, by the Christians because of its frankly pagan tone.
Seeck"s continual effort to find
Christian animosity toward Themistius has no point in fact; it is sheer
assumption unsupported by any evidence whatsoever.
Neither Libanius' report
of this oration nor the Risalat, the only extant writing of Themistius under
Julian (and of which Seeck was apparently unaware), contains the slightest
hint of intemperate paganism, much less of strongly anti-Christian feelings.
193Amm1anus
.
xxv. 5 , 8 :

I

I

"caeco quodam iudicio fortunae."

194 Themistius, or. V 66b = 78,3lff.

Cf. Ammianus xxv. 5,1-7.

"unfortunate man.

.. 195

A few months later, however, Themistius greeted Jovian's elevation
. 11y f u 1 some panegyric.
. 196
to the consulship wit h a typica

In Oration V he

warmly applauded the edict of toleration promulgated by Julian's successor:
"I consider this law to be no more trivial than friendship with the Persians.
Because of the latter, we will not be at war with the barbarians; because
of the law

of toleration , we will live free from factions among our-

195 Libanius ~· 1430,4-5 (XI, p. 469,11-18). H. Schenkl ("Beitr!ige
zur Textgeschichte der Reden des Themistios," Akademie der Wissenschaften in
Wien: Sitzungsberticht der philosoph.-hist. Klasse., CXCII. Band, 1 Abhandlun
{1919}, p. 79) doubts the genuineness of such an oration. Seeck (Die Briefe
des Libanios, p. 301) believes that Themistius "may have expected to find no
well-disposed hearer in the Christian Jovian and refused" to deliver the
oration personally. Such an explanation is accepted by Scholze (De temporibus
p. 23), Stegemann (RE, pp. 1646 and 1668) , and Schmid-Sdihlin (p. 1008). Yet
Libanius does not even hint at the supposition advanced by Seeck. Rather it
seems more likely that Themistius, like Libanius, may have been too bereaved
by the death of Julian to participate immediately in public functions.
196

The installation of the new emperor in the consulship took place
at Ancyra (not at Dadastana, as the church historians report: cf. Scholze,
De temporibus, p. 24) on 1 January 364. Present also at the delivery of Or.
V was Jovian's six-month old son, Varronianus (or. V 64d - 65b = 77,8-24),
who was made the colleague of his father (Ammianus xxv. 10,11). Apparently,
Or. V was repeated in Constantinople (cf. Scholze, De temporibus, p. 24).

selves." 197

The brevity of Jovian's tenure of office forestalled any fur-

ther rapprochment between these two champions of restraint and forebearance
198
.
in imperia 1 po 1 icy.
The accession to joint sovereignty of the Pannonian Augusti, Valen197or. V 69b = 82,14-17.
Although Jovian initially restored the restrictive measures against paganism which had characterized the religious
policy of Constantius (cf. Otto Seeck, Geschichte des Untergangs der antiken
Welt, IV foerlin: Franz Siemenroth, 1911 }, p. 517 ad p. 367, 2-5), a radi~ shift occurred a few motnhs later toward general tolerance, a change of
policy evident in two laws ascribed to Jovian (CTh. xiii. 3,6 {Pharr, p. 388}
and v. 13, 3 {Pharr, p. 112}).
The first law, dated 11 January 364, allows
"any man .
. found equally suitable in character and eloquence for teaching
the youth" to open a school.
The second law, dated 23 December 364, demanded
all property given by Julian to pagan temples be returned to the imperial
treasury.
Not surprisingly, however, Jovian's tolerance stopped short of
countenancing magical practices (Themistius, or. V 70b = 83,19-25; CTh. ix.
16, 7 {Pharr, p. 238} ) -- a revulsion and fear shared by the Constantinian,
Valentinian, and Theodosian regimes (CTh. ix. 16, 1-6, 7-10, and 11-12,
inter alia).
Jovian's distaste for any dissension or strife that threatened
~quilibrium of the Empire is perhaps best represented in his verbal rebuk
to Christian heretics:
''I abominate contentiousness; but I love and honor
those who exert themselves to promote unanimity."
(Socrates, Historia
ecclesiastics iii. 25, in Select Library of Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers
of the Christian Church, Vol. II, Socrates, Sozomenus: Church Histories,
"The Ecclesiastical History of Socrates Scholasticus," revised, with notes,
by A.C Zenos {2d Series; New York: The Christian Literature Company, 1891},
p. 94).
Ammianus, himself a member of the disastrous expedition into Mesopotamia begun by Julian and ended by Jovian, could scarcely conceal his contempt for Jovian's acceptance of what he thought amounted to terms of unconditional surrender imposed by the Persian settlement (xxv. 7,1-13), a pea~
he bitterly termed ignobile decretum (ibid., 7,13).
198

Jovian rules for hardly nine months.
He was proclaimed Augustus
on 27 June 363 and died on 17 February 364.
Curiously, Themistius, in his ev 1uative survey of the emperors under whom he had served (Or. XXXI 354d 355a = 428,33 - 429,11) omits Jovian.
This survey, however, does emphasize
principally the honors which he had received from various emperors, and so
the almost interim nature of Jovian·s government as well as the fact that the
emperor never even arrived at Constantinople precluded any possibility of
recognition for the philosopher-senator by the successor of Julian.
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tinian and Valens,
accelerated the tempo of Themistius' political career,
which had flagged considerably since the death of Constantius.

Although

· d no magis
· tr acy u nder the g overnmen t o f Va 1 ens, 2oo h'is services
·
he occupie
were extensively used for a variety of imperial business.

Themistius headed.

several embassies from the Senate to the peripatetic imperial camp-court
on its circuit from the Danubian to the Mesopotamian frontiers.

201

After

199

Flavius Valentinianus, scholae secundae scutariorum tribunus under
Jovian, was the unanimous choice of the civil and military leadership to succeed to the purple, a decision heartily ratified by the army encamped at Nicaea. On his arrival from Ancyra to accept personally the acclamation of
the soldiers on 25 or 26 February, however, Valentianian was forced by the
assembled legions to agree to appoint a socia postestate collega (Ammianus
xxi. 1, 3-7; 2, 1-10). About four weeks later, after much vacillation, he
proclaimed his brother, Flavius Valens, Augustus of the East at Constantinople (ibid., 4, 1-3). In the following summer, "concordissimi pricipes, unus
nuncupatione praelatus, alter honori specie tenus adiunctus " (ibid., ·5, 1),
separated at Sirmium~ Valentinian going on to the court at Milan and Valens
returning to Constantinople (ibid., 5, 4). Never again did the brothers meet.
Andre Piganiol (l'Empire chreti"e!l, p. 152) sees more than a separation of
brothers at Sirmium: "There were without doubt dangers which had induced
Valentinian to accept the di.vision of power; the same necessity, in as serious
circumstances, was forced upon Diocletian. But Valentinian went further:
he really instituted a division of all the resources of the empire between
his brother and himself. For the first time an empire of the East is clearly
distinguished from an empire of the West."
200

Although Harduin, in his "Index Chronologicus: annum 368" (Dindorf,
Themistii Orationes, p. 493), lists Themistius as city prefect, Angelo Mai
(ibid., p. 458) conclusively shows that this is an error that Or. XXXIV (unknown to Harduin) corrects.
201

or. VIII was delivered at Marcianopolis on the Lower Danube in
March 368; Or. IX was also delivered there, on 1 January 369; and Or. XI was
pronounced at Antioch about March 373 (cf. Scholze, De temporibu~, pp. 29,
37, and 41 for the dating of the respective orations). All the authorities
agree that Themistius delivered at least one oration at the imperial campcourt on the Lower Danube in the summer of 369, now lost, in which he urged
peace between Valens and Athanaric. Cf. reference in Themistius, Or. X
123d - 133a = 158,21-32 and Or. XI 144a = 159,4. Other than Seeck (Die Briefe
des Libanios, p. 302) the authorities generally concede more than one oration:
cf. Scholze, De temporibus, pp. 37-38, and Stegemann, RE, p. 1668.
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the death of Valentinian in November 375, the emperor Valens instructed
Themistius, who had arrived at the imperial court to express the condolences
of the Senate, to journey "from the Tigris to the Ocean" with dispatches
•
Va 1 entinian
• • I s son an d successor statione
•
d at Treves in Gaul. 202
for Gratian,
From Gaul Themistius accompanied Gratian to Rome, where he delivered Oration XIII to celebrate the nineteen year old's tenth anniversary as Augustus of the West.

203

Valens also found Themistius' educational philosophy

and experience useful and sound, for he entrusted the senator with the edu202

Or. XIII 163c = 200,26ff., 166a = 203,22f., 168c = 206,25ff.; or.
XV 198a = 242,26ff.; or. XXXI 354d = 429,5ff. In 367, at the age of nine,
Gratian had been made Augustus by his father who, in danger of death from a
severe illness, sought to prevent a military decision hostile to the Pannonian dynasty (cf. Ammianus xxvii. 6, 1-lu).
203 Th

· ·
d e l"ivere d t h'is panegyric
. b e f ore t h e S enate o f Rome
emistius
(Or. XIII 162c = 199,24, passim). Its date is controversial; Stegemann (RE,
p. 1660) prefers July-August 377, as does also Scholze (De temporibus, p. 48),
rather than the summer of 376 proposed by Seeck (Die Briefe des Libanios,
p. 303).
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cation of his son, Valentinian the Younger. 204

11

:]I

The popularity and promiI 1

1

nence of Themistius at court incurred the displeasure of Libanius, whose last

I!

I

letter in a long though sporadic correspondence is dated March 365. 205

I:

Nonetheless, Themistius remained in the service of the emperor ''who often

I

yielded under the influence of my speeches." 206
204

Themistius grandly compares his relationship with Valentinian the
Younger to that of Phoenix and Achilles in Or. IX 123c = 147,25ff.
Later on
in the oration, he defines the unique nature and purpose of imperial education:
"For there are in literature, my dear boy, some parts that are absolutely royal and cherished by Zeus and other parts that are fitting for subjects and private citizens.
Those which lift up the soul to greatness, fill
it with majesty, and cause him who is going to be the king of others to be
also the master of himself are the instructions and lessons proper for a
king, whereas those which cultivate the tongue but leave the soul disorderly are all pedestrian, petty, and prerequisite for a king only for a little
while.
Just as, therefore, you will not take up the same weapons as your
subjects, nor will you wear clothing re·sembling theirs or live in a similar
residence, but, in comparison with your subjects, everything you possess -your horses, dogs, servants, and car~iages -- will be more illustrious, so,
too, you must get the best and most extraordinary education, by means of which
we shall prove true your divinity.
"For the fact that your own father does not speak Attic in his addres
ses did not prevent him from being considered milder than any emperor who
has ever yet lived; but in this he was very much different:
that he was a
philosopher in his actions rather than in his words.
Indeed, your
father demonstrates this, but you can also add understanding besides.
And
if at all events you commit yourself to Plato and Aristotle, they will, moreover, conduct you who walk on earth to the palaces of the kingdom of heaven,
show you around the arrangement there, and initiate you into that order."
(126a-d = 150,10 - 151,13).
Cf. Glanville Downey, TAPA, LXXXVI, p. 298ff. (cited above, note 70)
for an elucidation of Themisti~principles on princely education.
205

tt. F Bouchery (Themistius in Libanius' Brieven, pp. 268-269 and
282) dates Libanius' Ep. 1495 (XI, pp. 522-523) in March 365.
As Seeck
(Die Briefe des Libanios, p. 302) indicates, there was a resurgence in
correspondence between Antioch and Constantinople during the years 364 and
365.
Stegemann (RE, p. 1646) believes that the final rupture of correspondence between the rhetorician and the philosopher was "perhaps because
Valens had considered Themistius favorable, but Libanius hostile~
206Themis
. t·ius,
•
or. XXXI 354d

= 429,4-5.
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The disaster of 9 August 378 at Adrianople not only cost Valens his
life but, in the opinion of Ernest Stein and ?thers, "really signifies the
beginning of the end of the universal Empire of Rome. 11207

In its wake a

harried Gratian was constrained to confer the imperial rank on Theodosius, a
Spaniard whose service as magister equitum had checked the barbarian flood
in the Balkans.

208

The Senate of Constantinople almost immediately dis-

patched an embassy to Macedonia to recognize formally the inauguration of
Theodosius as Valens' successor.

Themistius, its most distinguished spokes-

. k ness. 209
.
b ecause o f seasic
man, was unabl e to comp 1 ete t h e Journey

In the

spring, however, Themistius visited the new emperor of the East at his ternporary residence in Thessalonica.

Here, in embattled Europe, he delivered

the first of several orations in the presence of Theodosius.

Oration XIV

can scarcely conceal the anticipation and promise that Themistius expected
of this new Achilles:
207

E. Stein, Histoire du Bas-Empire, I, p. 190; likewise A. Piganiol,
L'Empire chretien, p. 169 and Ferdinand Lot, The End of the Ancient World and
the Beginning of the Middle Ages, trans. Philip and Mariette Leon and
with an Introduction by Glanville Downey (New York: Harper & Row, 1961),
p. 195. Evidence that contemporaries considered the Gothic victory a "genuine crisis" has been gathered and interpreted by Johannes Straub, "Die
Wirkung der Niederlage bei Adrianopel auf die Diskussion Uber das Germanenproblem in der spatromischen Literatur," Philologus, XCL (1943), pp. 255-286.
208

Themistius, or. XV 188c = 232,4-6: "For Gratian extolled your
public service successively as a brigadier and general of the army with the
crown of empire." Theodosius was proclaimed Augustus by Gratian on 19 January 379 at Sirmium. Cf. Piganiol, L'Empire chrefien, pp. 209-210, for a
balanced, critical, and well-documented evaluation of Theodosius.
209Th emistius,
. .
or. XIV 180b-c

= 222,3-5.
11
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But I recovered my vigor again when I learned in the letter from
the best of our ministers that we will see the golden age which
has now just returned, that we will see the Empire secure, sound
of foot, resplendent in both beautiful objects -- those of the mind
and those of the body. And, more than that, it was not an empty
boast, but it is possible to see the emperor, concerning whom I
need the words of Homer:
Yet these eyes have never yet looked on a man so splendid
nor so lordly as this: such a man might well be royal.
And certainly I have come to celebrate the beginnings of the turning of the tide, toward which the eye ~5 justice leads back the Romans
2
and tips the scale toward the better.
The recovery of power over the imperial territory, so enthusiastically
anticipated on Theodosius' accession, did not soon materialize.

Instead

of attending to the immediate crisis of the barbarian rampage with prompt
and purposeful action, the emperor wasted a year at Thessalonica "legislating on the problems of faith or the privileges of bureaucrats."

211

Oration

XV, which Themistius pronounced on 19 January 381 before Theodosius, who
had only the previous November transferred his court permanently to Constantinople, evinces an uncharacteristic ambivalence concerning barbarian policy
that reflects almost certainly his dissatisfaction with the emperor's
210

Ibid., 180c - 18la = 222, 11-23. The Homeric citation is from_ Uiad
169-17G;t:rans. Richard Lattimore, The Iliad of Homer (Chicago: Universit
of Chicago Press, 1951), p. 104.
iii.
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Piganiol, L'Empire chretien, p. 212. Piganiol's testy judgment on
Theodosius here is perhaps too severe; he fails to realize apparently that
the bedeviling problems of disunity in the Church and disorganization in the
State had to be resolved before the barbarian threat could be successfully
met and mastered.

prosecution of the war against the marauding Goths.

212

But whatever uncer-

tainty or doubt Themistius may have harbored in 381 had been already dispelled two years later when in Oration XVI, honoring the consulship of his
old friend and patron Saturninus, he unreservedly applauded the peace treaty
which that veteran soldier had negotiated in the previous October to conelude the Gothic war.

This enthusiastic support for the Theodosian policy

toward the barbarians did not go unnoticed and unrewarded.

A few months

later a grateful emperor appointed Themistius to the prefectship of Constantinople.

As such, the philosopher-senator was also

It was, indeed, the climax of his career.

prince~ _senatus. 213

214

Elevation to the city prefectship did not prevent the resurgence of
the hostile criticisms which had bedeviled Themistius' acceptance of the
proconsulship twenty years earlier.

If he had thought to forestall or blunt

a renewal of these recriminations with pointed reference in his inaugural
address to the careers of other philosophers during the "golden ages" of
212

This problem will be discussed more fully in Chapter V •

213

Exactly when Themistius occupied this office is contested, although
the majority opinion would place it sometime in the period 383/384. Cf.
Stegemann, RE, p. 1646, for a summary of positions on the question. That
Themistius was also princeps senatus: Themistius or. XVII 216b = 263,15-16
and the note of Harduin thereto, 481 = 626.
(Stegemann, RE, p. 1646: "The
fact that Themistius, without being a master of the Latin language, became
city prefect of Constantinople is an exception.") In the same year, coincidentally, Symmachus, the Latin champion of mores maiorum, was Themistius'
counterpart at Rome.
21411 It is certain that with the grant of such office the political
engagement of Themistius reached its acme and that consequently also in his
person is completed the union between culture and politics." (M. Pavan, La
Politica Gatica di Teodosio, p. 29).

the city-state and world state in Mediterranean civilization, 215 it proved
to be a futile effort.

Once again, therefore, Themistius found it necessary

to defend publicly the active role of philosophy in public affairs.
In Oration XXXI, delivered soon after entering upon his second magistracy, Themistius, while vigorously maintaining that his own forty years
service to the State under several emperors was motivated and justified by
his commitment to practical rather than theoretical philosophy, 216 depreciated his political career in order to emphasize his enduring, higher regard
for the title of philosopher.

Jµst as the accomplishments of a Philip or

Alexander are transitory compared to the eternal teachings of a Plato or
Aristotle, so too, he insists (alluding to the official credentials appointing him to office), "the decrees of Plato and Aristotle are operative and
unharmed, and they remain immutable, unaltered, and unshaken during the
. .
.. 211
greatest changes of emperors and princes.

This attempt to reconcile

215

cf. Themistius, or. XVII 215a-c = 261,31 - 262,20, where, in order
to prove the natural and necessary relationship between philosophy and the
political order, Themistius cites, among others, Areius and Rusticus under
the Antonines, the Scipios and Catos during the Republic, and Xenophon, Socrates, and Plato in the world of the polis.
Themistius avows that he follows those "who engaged more in deeds than in books." (215c = 262,19-20).
In Or. XVIII, delivered a few days after Or. XVII (Scholze, De temporibus, p. 55), Themistius answered his critics who ascribed his political
career to lust for power:
"It is not because of ambition that I have accepte
election to the prefecture, but with the ardent desire of showing that the
emperor heeds the same ideas as the divine Plato concerning human happiness."
(224a-b = 273,11-15).
216

Themistius, or. XXXI 352b-d = 426,11-24.
Cf. M~ridier, Le Philosophe Th~mistios, pp, 93-100 for a perceptive analysis of Or, XXXI.
217

Ibid. , 534b

=

428, 12-16 ..

}1is adversaries by demonstrating that power had not corrupted his principles failed.

Undaunted by failure but stung by further reproach, Themis-

tius again tried to defend his dual role in philosophy and politics as natural and necessary in the semi-autobiographical Oration XXXIV, his most com.
prehensive and intense
apo 1 oge t"ic. 218
This final response to his antagonists was evoked especially by the
circulation of a pungent epigram from the acrid pen of Palladas.

It taunt-

ed Themistius for prostituting philosophy because of lust for power. 219
With a touch of irony Themistius argues that, although he agrees with those
critics of his who "suppose that even the greatest office is inferior to
philosophy, .

. the fact is that they have never considered the func-

218 This oration was discovered in the Codex Ambrosiana and published
by Angelo Mai (an archivist at the Vatican Library and later a cardinal of
Themistii philosophi Oration in eos a quibus ob
the Roman Church) in 1816:
praefecturam susceptam fuerat vituperatus, inventore et interprete Angelo
Maio (Mediolanum: Regiis typis, 1816).
It was reprinted in Classici auctores e Vaticani codicibus editi, ed. A.Mai. IV (Roma: 1831).
Both text and
notes by Mai were incorporated by Dindorf, Themistii Orationes, pp. 444-472.
All authorities agree that it was delivered in ,384, not very long after Or.
,
XXXI.
The best study of Or. XXXIV is that of Meridier, Le Philosophe Themistios, pp. 100-112.
219 Anthologia Palatina xi, 292, in The Greek Anthology, with an English trans. by W R. Paton (5 vols., "The Loeb Classical Library"; Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1948), IV. P 207:
"on a certain Philosopher who
became Prefect of Constantinople in the reign of Valentinian and Valens:
Thou, seated above the heavenly wheel, hast desired a silver wheel.
Oh,
infinite shame: Erst thou wast of higher station and hast straight become
much lower.
Ascend hither to the depths (kato); for now thou hast descended
to the heights (an8)." Petau, in his note~Or. XVIII 224a (Dindorf, Themistii Orationes~88 = 634), associates the "silver wheel" (or "chariot of
silver') with the regular insignia of the office of city prefect -- an office
which Themistius did not hold under Valens despite the claim of the epigram·s
heading.
Angelo Mai (ibid. , p. 444 and pp. 471-472) has proved conclusively
that Or. XXXIV -- and not Or. XVIII, as Petau thought -- is the reply of
Themistius to the epigram of Palladas.
For a concise and cogent sketch of
this lampooner's character, career, and context, cf. T. R Glover, Life and
Letters in the Fourth Century (New York: Russell & Russell, 1901), chap. xiii
("Palladas"), pp. 303-319.
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tions proper to the art nor have they condescended to learn."

220

The cri-

terion by which to judge the nature of philosophy as well as the validity
of his own career is the history of philosophy itself.

221

A constant, in-

variable characteristic of philosophy from its origin to its full maturation under Plato and Aristotle is ethical instruction and social involvement.

222

If contemporary philosophers have lost sight of the traditional

purpose and role of their profession, such an abnormal situation has been
recognized and redressed by the emperor, who, "by following those famous
2200 r. XXXIV ch. i

=

444,4-10.

221

Ibid., 445, 1-9: "Thus you will be able more easily to understand
whether I, by undertaking office, have guarded the limits fixed by our fathers
or transgressed them."
222

Ibid., chs. ii-vi.
445,10 - 449,16. This interpretative review
of the history of philosophy is quite different from that earlier stated in
Or. XXVI 317a - 320a = 382,22 - 386,13, where Themistius argued that innovation characterized the evolution of philosophy from the physics of Thales to
the ethics of Aristotle. "Here, then, are two theories, not only very different, but in fact even entirely contradictory, of the history of philosophical systems. We do not have to investigate which is the more exact; but
what we must note is the curious ease which permits Themistios to present
the same facts under two contrary aspects, following the needs of his case.
This virtuosity is properly sophistic. It is, therefore, like Maximµs of
Tyre who, after having recalled in his dialexis XXI the superiority of the
active life over the speculative, demonstrated in the following dialexis the
superiority of the speculative life over the active life." (Meridier, Le Philosophe Themistios, p. 107). Meridier's tart censure must be qualified, for
he is certainly overstating his case. That the accounts in Or. XXVI and Or.
XXXIV are different is obvious; that they are contradictory is not so patent
on closer scrutiny. Themistius does not really "present the same facts" in
Or. XXXIV as in Or. XXVI. Whereas his history of philosophy in Or. XXVI begins with the Milesian school, Or. XXXIV starts with Solon, Lycurgus, Pittacus, Bias, and Cleoboulos without any mention at all of the "physicists."
It would appear that Themistius in Or. XXXIV is concerned with the history
of "practical" philosophy in his defense. Moreover, Meridier's comparison
of Themistius' admitted "virtuosity" with that of Maximus of Tyre is more
facile than fair, for, although the latter argued both sides of a proposition, Themistius certainly did not; in both Or. XXVI and XX.XIV his conclusions, if not his arguments, were the same.
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men {the classical philosopher~ }, has brought forward philosophy, which
has stayed at home for a long time, into its hereditary and public engagemen t s.

11223

Corroborating the testimony of philosophical experience is the

philosopher-senator's own career, which explicitly belies the allegation of
Pallades:
Do you say, then, that I have "descended" by undertaking the government of the Fair City through ambition? If indeed I did anything against the precepts of that city, I have "descended." But
if I have heeded its laws in every way, I have not "descended" my
dear fellow, but rather I have "ascended" to my proper place.224
For, not unlike Socrates, Xenophon, and Parmenides

philosophers who did

not quite public service for fear of contamination or corruption -- "from
the first, while I was young, I did not choose the philosophy that was in
corners, .

. and I have gone up from the threshold of political virtue to

223 Ibid., ch. vii. = 449,18-20.
Because of Theodosius' efforts to
effect a reconciliation between philosophy and power, Themistius goes on to
declare that "if it is necessary to call anyone the heir of the teachings of
the di vine Plato," it is "the emperor {who } has presented to modern men a
spectacle which is still unexpected, that is, philosophy directing what is
just with the greatest power and showing off the vibrant and active principles which up to now it enjoined in its writings.
And successive men will
praise Theodosius for calling philosophy to public affairs, as did his forefathers Hadrian, Marcus, and Antoninus .
. "(ibid., 449, 22 - 450, 13).
In
the next chapter (ch. viii = 451,1 - 453,6) Themistius elaborates on the
fruitful relationship between prince and philosopher with references to Hellenic, Republican, and Imperial history.
The introduction of the emperor's role in advancing philosophy poses
a neat dilemma for Themistius' accusers:
if they attack Themistius for prostituting philosophy by engaging in public service, then they must also indict the emperor who, according to Themistius, encouraged that development.
"By a brusque tactic," notes M~ridier (Le Philosophe Themistios, p. 104),
"
{Themistius} takes at the beginning a very advantageous position
by confusing his cause with that of the emperor."
224

Ibid., ch. ix= 453,15 - 454,4.
verses of Palladas' epigram.

Obviously, a play on the last two
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its summit.

The prefectship of Constantinople, then, was not gratifi-

cation of political lust but reward for his long, continuous service to
society and the State.

226

In conclusion, Thcmistius, again alluding to the

spiteful verses of Palladas, declares that his philosophical commitment
which requires as well as allows political participation -- is midway between the rank worldliness of Epicurus and the idealistic other-worldliness
of Plato:
But we are in the borderland {between the materialism of Epicurus
and the idealism of Plato}, being well pleased if we should sometimes be on high, sometimes below.
And the state of our being below is not altogether below, but it depends on and is guided from
above. 227
This peroration could very well have been his epitaph.
Other responsibilities than the prefectship were shouldered by Themistius during the reign of "the philosopher in the purple." 228

Shortly be-

fore appointment to the prefectship he had led a mission to Rome, where, as
on the previous two occasions, he won further respect and renown for him225

Ibid., ch. xii= 456,7-15; cf. ch x = 454,5ff., where he points
out that earlier philosophers did not shirk their duties to the commonwealth.
226

~., ch. xiii = 456,16 - 457,11 cites particular services render
ed -- embassies, increasing the number of the Senate membership, etc.
The
apparently embarrassing fact that this abbreviated curriculum vitae included
no mention of any service under Julian is explained in the succeeding chapter.
227

Ibid., ch. xxx = 471,16-19.
Themistius' identification with the
via media, philosophically speaking, no doubt stems from and is defined by
Aristotle's Doctrine of the Mean (EN 1106b - 1109b).
228

Ibid., ch. viii = 453,5.
This is a title that Theodosius shares
with Marcus Aurelius, Hadrian, and Antoninus Pius, emperors whom Themistius
constantly associates with the optimum period of Empire.

I
I
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self as well as for Constantinople.

229

The education of Arcadius, the elder

son of Theodosius, was likewise assigned to the charge of Themistius, a
commission more honorific than demanding since the Crown Prince was then
only six or seven years old.

230

Yet, even amid the press of public business,

229 Ibid., ch. xxix = 470,Sff.
Cf. also Or. XVII 214b = 261,4ff. and
or. XXXI 352d
426,2lff., 354c
428,30ff.
Meridier (Le Philosophe Themistios, p. 110) rightly insists that enagchos (Or. XXXIV ch. xxix = 470,11)
indicates that this embassy was very recent and therefore conducted under
Theodosius.
The flattering commendation of Themistius' service which Theodosius sent to the Senate of Constantinople (Or. XXXI 355a = 429,8ff.) possibly refers to this third ambassadorial trip to Rome.

=

=

230Arcadius was born in 377; Honorius in 384.
On 19 January 383 the
elder son of Theodosius was proclaimed Augustus as a fillip to the celebration of his father's fifth anniversary in the imperial office,
The supervision of Arcadius' education provided Themistius with another opportunity to speak to the matter of the proper and peculiar training
needed for a ruler.
In Or. XVIII, delivered during his prefectship and
in many ways appropriately (although mistakenly with respect to chronology)
termed his "swan song" by Baret (De Themistio, p. 12), Themistius repeats
the special advantages of philosophical education for the future emperor:
"Come here then, my dear child, sit on my lap so that I may give you a taste
I
of those lessons and educate ~ou -- not in the manner Phoenix educated Achilles, by providing bread and meat, but by furnishing the subsistence which
philosophy alone provides for you princes.
. . . I mean the words that are
fruitful, noble, and useful and the glorious deeds of former emperors, on
which Cyrus the Great was raised, and Numa the Roman, and the famous Marcus,
and the noble Titus -- to whom belongs that magnificent and great expression: J
'I did not rule today, for I did nothing good for anyone' {Suetonius Titus
8. l}.
But both the illustrious Plato and the marvellous Aristotle, who
instructed the great Alexander and made him who was from an ignoble country
the master of the world, will educate you together.
If these men bring you
up and shape you -- you who are surnamed from a divine oracle -- the prayer
of your parents will be quickly fulfilled,
'Let him be better by far than his father.'
or the more moderate and likelier prayer,
1
Let him follow in his father's footsteps.•
And then your mother will not only rejoice over you when you return from bat
tle with spoils, but also when you address the people, and when you lay down
laws and make justice your coadjutor, with which she herself first fills the
palace. " (224d - 225b = 274, 4-26).

I

I
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the perspective of philosophy was not eclipsed by political ambition or
considerations.

Defending his premature resignation from the urban pre-

fectship, Themistius, although insisting upon the contribution of his tenure of office, minimized longevity in the exercise of power:
For the length of time {in office} does not produce the goodwill
of subjects, but consideration, patient industry, etc.
He
who protects the laws does not need length of years, but indeed
dreads it. For it is difficult to preserve moral beauty (.!:£ kalon)
inviolate for long. But both a
months and a day are sufficient
for the demonstration of virtue.

23Y

His last known official act was the delivery of Oration XIX in the
Senate chamber before the emperor himself.

Most appropriate to the conclu-

sion of Themistius' public career was the coincidence of setting, audience,
and topic for his final logos politikos so familiar to and characteristic
of this "mandarin" of Late Antiquity.

231

232

Themistius died a few years later.

23

or. XXXIV ch. xi= 455,7-15.

232

The topic was the philanthropia of Theodosius. Except for Seeck
(Die Briefe des Libanios, pp. 304-306) who places Or. XIX as Themistius'
penultimate address sometime in the first nine months of 384, all authorities
accept Or. XIX as the last oration of Themistius. Late 385 or early 386
seems the likeliest date (Scholze, De temporibus, p. 63).

233 Themistius is mentioned as alive by Libanius in 388 (E~. 18,
3 {X, p. 11,1}). There is no further mention of Themistius in the succeeding
correspondence of Libanius, which ends in 393.
According to a report quoted in Dindorf (Themistii Orationes, p. xii),
the body of Themistius was interred in what is now the church of Rimini in
the Peloponnesus.

CHAPTER TWO
PHILOSOPHY AND POLITY

In the explanatory preface of the Philopolis Themistius is described
as a politikos philosophos.

1

Such a title he would have found congenial, for

he had moved familiarly and successfully in both the philosophical and politi al
circles of his day.

Likewise, since he never entirely restricted his activit·es

to one or the other professions during a long and close association with the
intellectual and governmental orders of the fourth century, it is a label tha
aptly fits the dual character of his career in the lecture hall and at court.
As a teacher of philosophy Themistius evinced a stronger interest in ethics t an
in metaphysics, while in government he served more in an advisory.than an exe
utive capacity.

Yet in each of his roles, the political as well as the philo

1 otto Seeck and Heinrich Schenkl, "Eine verlorene Rede des Themistius "
Rhein. Mus., LXI (1906), p. 557.
The only modern work devoted entirely to
a critical examination of Themistius' political philosophy in terms of its
roots, rationale, and ramifications is Vladmir Valdenberg's "Discours politiques de Themistius dans leur rapport avec l'antiquit~," trans. from the
Russian by Henri Gr~goire, Byz., I (1924), pp. 557-580.
Although this monograph, as its title indicates, is primarily concerned with the debt of Themistius to his predecessors (especially Plato, Aristotle, and Dia Chrysostom)
Valenberg presents a concise, though somewhat cursory, outline and analysis
of Themistius' thought.
The writer is particularly indebted to Valdenberg's
seminal essay on the political philosophy of Themistius insofar as it suggest d
a workable topical division of the material which this paper has generally
followed.
A more recent but no less concise presentation and interpretation
of Themistius' political thought is in Francis Dvornik, Early Christian and
Byzantine Political Philosophy: Origins and Background (Washington, D. C
The Dumbarton Oaks Center for Byzantine Studies, 1966), II, pp, 622-626, 666669.
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sophical, there was the same imperative at work, namely, that the business of
politics was simply an extension of the study of philosophy.

Accordingly, if

as a philosopher, he repeatedly reminded his colleagues that their discipline
was as much a public as a private concern, so, too,

as an officer of the Stat ,

did he urge the governments under which he served not to disregard the dictat s
of philosophy in the exercise of power.

During the more than three decades

of his public life, Themistius sought to relate the general principles he
advocated as a philosophos to the particular problems he observed as a politikos.
The controlling assumption of Themistius' political thought was his
belief in the natural relationship between philosophy and power.

Indeed, it

was this confidence in the necessary convergence of philosophy and politics
that gave drive to his career and direction to his convictions.

In his first

appearance before the Emperor Valens, only just recently installed in office
and charged with the governance of the East by his elder brother Valentinian,
Themistius took the opportunity to declare that
There is a certain goodwill and relationship between kingship and philosophy, and God has sent both from above onto earth for the same purpose
-- to take care of and to correct man: the one teaching what is good and
the other providing what is good. 2
Sharing both an identical origin and a common purpose, kings and philosophers
must coordinate their energies and efforts in pursuit of their community of
2

Or. VI 72a = 85,19-23.
Richard Laqueur ("Das Kaisertum und die Gesellschaft des Reiches," In Probleme der Sp'atantike: Vortr'age auf dem 17.
deutschen Historikertag, gehalten von Richard Laqueur, Herbert Koch, Wilhelm
Weber {Stuttgart: Verlag W. Kohlhammer, 1930 } , pp. 27-31) proves on the
basis of internal evidence that this oration, while drafted for delivery to
both Valentinian and Valens, was pronounced only before Valens due to the
unexpected absence of Valentinian.

~-·-------~~
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Yet, unless each techn~ realized its proper functions, the end for

interests,

which they had been divinely ordered could not be achieved.

Themistius, there-

fore, considered it his role to advise, or perhaps more accurately, to admonish
both kings and philosophers on their appropriate responsibilities.
_Philosophy, in the opinion of Themistius, was especially blameworthy
in failing to carry out its responsibilities toward society.

In seclusion,

philosophers speculated on questions of no practical application and with
shallow loquacity developed a sophistry devious as well as dexterous in its
techniques.

3

The successors of Socrates had forgotten what the master's most

famous pupil had recognized: "We are not born for ourselves alone, but also for
our fellow-citizens, friends, and, in a word, mankind."

4

Anxious to convince

contemporary philosophy of the truth of this dictum, Themistius propounaed a
view of the philosopher as the conscience of the community.

Not unlike the

physician who prescribes what learning and experience have proved to be best
for the health of the patient, the philosopher is obliged to diagnose the
condition of the body politic and to recommend the suitable remedy for its
welfare.

5

However, Themistius points out that, unlike medicine,

3
orations XXIII, XXIV, XXVI, XXVII, XXVIII and XXIX particularly reviewed their vices and shortcomings.

4Or. VIII 104b = 124,25-27.

In order to demonstrate the validity of
this maxim, Themistius goes on (104c-d = 125,1-18) to recall vividly Plato's
observation (Republic 496c-d) on the anarchy of a society from which the
philosopher is absent. Themistius, however, had misconstrued the causality
of the condition: for Plato the fact that the philosopher must retire
useless to both himself and to others -- is the effect, not the cause, of
rampant madness in society.
5

The simile of physician and philosopher is recurrent in his orations:
cf. or. V 63b = 75,Sff. and or. XXIV 302b = 364,3ff.

philosophy does not take care of bodies, in which most of the ailments
are peculiar (idia) and need the pallet and bedchamber, but it is beneficial for souls, most of whose illnesses are common (koiga) and for
which it is the natural condition to be cured everywhere.
If, in order to bring about a cure for individual sickness, the physician relie
on the remedial powers of pharmaka, the philosopher who would treat maladies
endemic to the social order must resort to the efficacy of paideia.

His remedy

is the normative canon of traditions which, passed down from one generation to
the next, make up the coherency of a social organism and maintain its consistency.

These constitute the essential stuff of philosophy, and the elucidation

of their continuing relevance for the needs of human society represents the
proper task of the philosopher.

In short, the philosopher, versed as he is in

the cumulative experience of civilization, must adopt the role of public educator.
To educate, however, is not to execute.

The clarification of social

values necessary to the shaping of public policies is essentially a didactic,
not a decision-making activity.

Philosophy is but the comrade of kingship.

7

In that mutual partnership dictated by their common source and function the
basileus rather than the philosophos is the active agent: while the latter perceives and prescribes "what is good" for mankind, only the former can act upon
and apply that advice.

The health and welfare of the commonwealth ultimately

depended upon the quality of its ruler.

Themistius recognized kingship as the

critical factor in the success of any society, nor did he delude himself in
believing that the exercise of power -- even when attended by philosophers-in-

6

or.

XXVI 320c

7
Or. I 18a

= 386,25-29.

= 20,7.
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residence -- always accorded with the tenets of civility.

Had not Plato's

personal efforts to mold Dionysius, the tyrant of Syracuse, proved grimly
futile, and was not history rich in similar, if less ambitious, failures?
The danger of defeat, however, should not breed despair of success.

8

For the

reigns of other kings did include a cordial compatibility with philosophy and
so more than encouraged the promise of the tandem relationship of advisor and
activist for the general welfare. 9

Thus, the compliment which Themistius pai

Jovian for "holding the authority of traditions in no less honor than the
command of troops

.. 10

stands as a genuine affirmation of his political thought.

In their official capacities at least, most of the emperors before
whom Themistius spoke did not take exception to his constant advocacy of the
common cause of philosophy and politics.

Julian, however, responded very

negatively to his former mentor's view of the complementary purposes of philo
opher and king, quarreling with the very premise of Themistius' demand that
philosophy become actively engaged in society.

He found quite disconcerting

what his predecessor had considered most commendable in Themistius' teaching,
that is, the acknowledgment "that true philosophy does not banish itself enti
ly from the common life, nor does it completely abhor attention to public
8 In Or. XXXIV ch. xv = 460,5-9, Themistius cites, besides the case
of Plato, those of Solon, Musonius, and Demetrius.
9 The somewhat standard instances used by Themistius to prove the fact
of the interaction between ruler and intellectual are that of Alexander and
Aristotle (or. X 130b = 155,19ff., or. XI 145b = 173,3ff. or. XXXIV ch. viii
= 451,2ff.), that of Augustus and Areius (or. VIII lOSb = 129,14ff., or. XIII
173c = 212,22ff., or. XXXIV ch. viii= 451,5ff.), that of Trajan and Dia (or.
V 63d = 76,lff., or. XI 145b = 173,5, or. XIII 173c = 212,24), and that of
Marcus Aurelius and Rusticus (or. XIII 173c = 212,24, or. XVII 215a = 261,
3lff , or. XXXIV ch. viii = 451,lOff.).
10
Or. V 63c-d = 75,21-22.

•

affairs.

II

11

The notion that the life of action is better and more productive

than that of contemplation, observed Julian in trenchant criticism, is as unsound historically as it is philosophically.

"Then will you assert that sine

Socrates had no authority over anyone he accomplished nothing?'' asked Julian
in his letter to Themistius.

/

on the contrary, I maintain that the son of Sophroniscus performed greate
tasks than Alexander, for to him I ascribe the wisdom of Plato, the generalship of Xenophon .
Who, I ask, ever found salvation through the
conquests of Alexander? What city was ever more wisely governed because
of them, what individual improved?
. . .
Whereas all who now find
their salvation in philosophy owe it to Socrates.12
Moreover, the brilliant general and administrator who proudly wore the ph:iloso
pher's beard maintained that Themistius' citation (in an earlier letter) of t
careers of Areius, Nicolaus, Thrasyllus, and Musonius as evidence of the gain
ful conjunction of philosophy and power misrepresented their actual roles.
stead, these intellectuals earned their fame not because of political partici
tion (Areius, as a matter of fact, had even refused the offe~ of Augustus to
his viceroy in Egypt:) but because each refused to compromise his integrity a
a philosopher through too intimate an association with the palace.

13

Contrar

to Themistius 1 interpretation, Julian underscores independence rather than in
volvement as their common characteristic, and implicitly suggests that this
is most becoming and beneficial for other philosophers to emulate.
11 constantii Oratio 22b

=

25,15-17.

12Julian, "Letter to Themistius the Philosopher," 264b-d (Wright, II,
pp. 229-231).
13 Ibid., 265b - 266a (p. 233).
Themistius mentioned rather regularly
Areius (or~II 108b = 129,14ff., or. XIII 173c = 212,22ff., or. XXXIV ch.
v111 = 451,5ff.), Thrasyllus (or. V 63d = 76,1, or. VIII 108b = 129,15, or.
XI 145b = 173,6), and Musonius (or. XIII 173c = 212,23) in his orations, but
there is no mention of Nicolaus in those extant .

...
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Julian, of course, was in no way hostile to philosophy.
Straub notes in' commenting on this chiding letter to Themistius,
manifested a higher regard for philosophy than for politics.

Indeed, as
14

the emperor

Rather his dis-

pleasure with Themistius' call for philosophical activism stemmed from his own
idealistic conception of the philosopher's role.

The last heir of Constantine,

forced to exchange the philosopher's cloak for the imperial purple, harbored
an over-protective attitude toward his forgone profession.

15

Yet, as Julian

was quick to point out in concluding his criticism, the demarcation which he
had established between political action and philosophical contemplation was
neither absolute nor inflexible.

For he conceded:

To no trivial province is the philosopher appointed, and, as you said yourself, he does not only direct counsels or public affairs, nor is his activi y
confined to mere words; but if he confirm his words· by deeds andshow himself to be such as he wishes others to be, he may be more convincing and
more effective in ma~~ng men act than those who urge them to noble actions
by issuing commands.
Julian, then, essentially agreed with Themistius' view of the educative task of
philosophy; where they differed was on the question of how best to exercise th
function.

If the emperor was of the opinion that the philosopher operated mor

effectively and enduringly in a private capacity, the philosopher thought otherL
wise.

Association with kingship, Themistius believed, was conducive to, not

corruptive of, the final realization of philosophy's ·purpose.
Johannes A. Straub, Vom Herrscherideal in der Sp~tantike (Stuttgart:
Verlag W. Kohlhammer, 1939), p. 173. Straub's essay on Themistius' political
thought in this volume ("Das Herrscherideal des Themistius," pp. 160-174) is
short but stimulating.
14

15
16

cf. Julian, "Letter to Themistius," 266c-d (Wright, II, p. 235).

Ibid., 266a-c (pp. 233-235).
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At the root of this conviction was his belief that government was no
mean thing.

lfuat Themistius later said in his defense against the attacks of

palladas, the barbed spokesman of his enemies in the philosophical colleges,
may equally apply to the reservations which Julian entertained about the prac
ticality of philosophy.

Thus he cautioned Theodosius:

Do not hold fast to the expression that it is a slight thing to hold publ"
office, and do not suppose that it is so because Plato in his Republic
mocks those who descend from divine contemplation to human contemplation
this pet phrase.
But consider what is above and what is below, because i
is no simple matter.17
By seeking instead to place his philosophical commitment "in the borderland" 1
between Epicurean worldliness and Platonic other-worldliness -- both of which
sought to obtain the release of the individual from the distracting activity
the polis by their respective espousals of impassivity and transcendentalism
Themistius admitted, implicitly at least, his Aristotelian bias.

With Arista

("whom I took," Themistius confes.sed, 19 "as an example for life as well as
dome.") he concurred in the proposition "that the end of philosophy is not
.
.,20
knowledge, but action.
17
Or. XXXIV ch. xxx
18

Ibid.,

Themistius further recognized that, since " man him

471,9-13.

Cf. Plato Republic VII, 517a-e.

= 471,17.

19or. II 26d = 31,15-16.
Cf. or. VIII 107d = 128,19-21 and 108b =
129,llff.
In or. VIII (107c-d = 128,14-25) Themistius calls on Aristotle to
correct the Platonic conception of kingship, arguing that good deeds -- and n t
noble expressions -- should characterize kingship.
20

Ibid., 3lc = 37,13.
The citation is from Aristotle's EN (1095a 5-6),
where he isexplaining why a young man's inexperience makes him unready and
unfit for the serious study of political science (politike episteme)
Themistius goes on (3lc = 37,13-19) to cite twice more from EN (1103b,27-28, 110
203) to substantiate further that ethike arete consists in action.
Yet, whil
Aristotle, to be sure, is speaking of only one branch of philosophy, i.e., th
practical science of ethics, Themistius simply means that " ... to philosophiz
is nothing more than the practice of arete."
(3ld = 37,28-29)

I

I

111
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self is not solitary and autonomous, but rather is social and political," 2 1 h
must perforce act in the context of society and not retreat from it.

In hold

ing this conception that the state is an intrinsically natural society, Themistius subscribed to the classic statement of Aristotle that "he who is with
. is either a poor sort of being, or a being higher than man.

out a polis .

As a result, he held that the philosopher, no less than the prince and the
people, cannot deny or escape involvement with the comprehensive reality of t
commonwealth.
The establishment of a society in which "philosophy coincides and con
sorts with kingshi~' 23 would likewise correspond to the cosmic pattern, he
believed.

For the divine order, like its earthly counterpart, "pursues a

practical and political philosophy, maintaining the whole of nature steadfast
.
. 1 a t e th roug h ou t e t ernity.
.
..24
and invio

The very security and serenity of huma

society, therefore, depend upon the observance of those laws which regulate as
well as maintain the life of man on earth.

Particularly since "it is an all-

hallowed and sacred commonwealth (panages kai hiera politeia) which {the emper
or}, together with God, governs daily and for all seasons in behalf of the human race,"

25

it

su~ely

follows that the terrestrial State, like its celestial

archetype, is bound to obey the normative imperatives of existence.
21

or. XXXIV ch. iii

And, as

= 446,20-21.

22

.
Aristotle, The Politics of Aristotle 1253a 3-5, ed. and trans.
Ernest Barker (New York: Oxford University Press, 1962), p. 5.
23
24

or. II 40a

= 48,18-19.

or. XXXIV ch. vi

25or. XIII 178b

=

= 449,7-9.
219,3-5.
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the philosopher is the divinely appointed interpreter of these canons, he mus
be included in the political effort to maintain the viability of the human co
dition.

To be sure, only the king rules; but, in order to govern most effica

ciously for the general welfare, he needs an advisor to point out the moral
frameowrk prescribed by the archaia taxis for the exercise of his authority.
This was the role Themistius adopted and cherished most especially.

Styling

himself the spokesman of the collective will as it was somewhat randomly expressed by the citizenry ''in the market-places, in the theaters, in the homes,
while sailing, while journeying, while at leisure, while at work," 26 he sough
to impress upon the sovereigns whom he served the ideal to which they should
direct their actions and ambitions.

The inculcation of such a purpose would

thereby produce a statesman who, in Protagoras' words, "would be most able to
speak and to act in the affairs of the State. " 27
The polis, of course, was· the common context of philosophy and kingship.

Although variously translated as "city-state," "the State," or soceity,"

generically it also corresponds to the modern sociological-anthropological
definition of a culture:

"a way of life common to a particular people and ba ed

2 6or.

I 3d - 4a =·3,31 - 4,2 trans. by G Downey, "Themistius' First
Oration," G&BSt, I (1958), p. 54.
Also cf. or. SVI 200d = 245,28ff.
27Plato Protagoras 319a 1-2, in Platonis Opera, III, ed. J
(Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1961).

Burnet
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a social tradition which is embodied in its institutions, its literature

and its are." 28

As a political thinker Themistius often used the institution 1

denotation; yet, particularly since he was a philosopher, its essentially societal connotation was never entirely absent.

For, since paideia constituted

the conscious, articulated "social tradition" that informed and defined Mediterranean civilization, the polis was in a very special way the peculiar concern of philosophia.

Unless those "traditions of civility" -- whose prophet

was the philosopher and whose protector was the king -- were sustained, neith r
the unity nor the continuity of classical civilization could long survive.
Political thought, then, had to mean more than just deliberating about ordina y,
day-to-day governmental operations; it must be attuned to the central, underlying principles of the social order, and must relate them to current trends
in historical development.

Themistius was quite conscious of that responsibi ity

and consistently tried to interpret contemporary conditions in light of the
traditional wisdom.
In the Risalat Themistius provides his most concentrated and cogent
28 christopher Dawson, "T. S Eliot on the Meaning of Culture," The
Month, I (March 1949), p. 2 (reprinted in Christopher Dawson, !he Dynamics
'O:fWO'rld History, ed. John J. Mulloy {New York: The New American Library,
1962}, pp. 108-114). Nor was the ancient world entirely unaware of this
conception of culture.
Herodotus in fact seems to have been the first to
anticipate the modern sociological-anthropological definition of a culture
when he (Histories viii. 144) defined Hellas as a community of ethnic, linguistic, religious, and social ties.
These four criteria he ably employed
in his historical reviews of the contemporary non-Hellenic world (cf. J. L.
Myres, "Herodotus and Anthropology," {Lecture V}, Anthropology and the Classics: Six Lectures Delivered before the University of Oxford, ed. with a
preface by R. R. Marett Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1908).
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. · 1·ization.
.
29
analysis of the natura 1 c h arac t er o f c1v1

The premise of his think-

ing is that the nature and condition of man, whom God has created as "the most
perfect of ani~als~" necessitate the existence of an organized and ordered
environment.

For, on the one hand, human nature is so composed that each

individual, because of his innate inclination to follow more readily the
demands of his passions, possesses a potentially self-destructive beastiality,
and it is a constant, unremitting struggle to realize fully one's humanity
by mastering these omnivorous appetites.

The existential condition of mankind,

on the other hand, "is necessarily subject to • . . change and flux," an inescapable fact of life that hinders full human development and threatens its
continuity.

Yet the brutish tendencies and the anarchic mutability of human

life can be subjected to a discipline and direction that will allow mari to thri e
29 M. B. Bouyges, S. J . ,

Notes sur d es tra d uctions arabes: ,,,.,r..pi') tre de
Themistius
Julien sur la Politique." Archives de Philosophie, II, 3 (1924),
pp. 20-23, provides a resume etendu of the Risalat (to be cited hereafter
as "Risalat"). The following is a translation of the French paraphrase of
the first four paragraphs of the Risalat which define man psychologically
and politically (Risalat, p. 20):
"I .say then that God, the Blessed, the Host High, has created man the
most perfect of animals. He has put in him three powers: the 'nutritive'
power, which certain people call 'concupiscible' and others 'vegetative';
the 'animal' power; and the 'elocutive,' 'discriminative' power.
"If he abandons himself to the passions of the body, man makes himself an animal; if he denies himself the corporal delights, he makes himself
divine and leads a life agreeable to God and worthy of man insofar as he is
man.
"But, man, having been made with the same elements, is necessarily
subject, in his body, to the accidents which affect them -- I mean, change
and flux. In order to replace that which decomposes within himself, therefore, he needs nourishment, drink, and breath.
"Since God has created the very powerful sense of touch in man, with
a very fine and plain skin, man has need for clothing. Again in order to
protect himself,he needs housing. He also needs to take care of himself.
Likewise, in order to gain these things, he needs the arts and sciences."

a

II

hnn

in a secure and stable order.

The imposition of such regulation, so vital to

man's maturation as well as integral to his make-up, constitues, however, a
task far too formidable for individual means alone

~o

undertake and accomplish.

Since men cannot do everything, they have had need of one another: they
have gathered in large groups, assisting one another, having relations
of exhange, and they have established themselves in cities in order to
communicate more ea~bly among themselves. For God has created man
naturally sociable.
Society, then, exists for fue purpose of securing and satisfying the most fundamental physical, psychological, and environmental needs of man, which cannot
be otherwise realized.

This natural association of men and means operates on

twin levels to effect its purpose.

Both formally and functionally the human

community embraces the moral and material orders of human existence.

The

moral order affords an ethos that governs human nature;. the material order an
environment that controls the human condition.

By means of the coordinated

working of social mores and technics within a common context man, both as an

.

individual and a member of the group, finds freedom through collective security
to become truly human.

This integration of traditions and institutions which

is society or culture has, therefore, as its raison d'etre what Aristotle
ascribed to the polis: "while it comes into being for the sake of life, it
30

1b1°d., p. 20 ( par. 5) •

exists for the sa k e o f

th e goo d 1 1. f e. .. 31

Although Themistius faithfully subscribed to the traditional rationale
of civilized society as canonically enunciated in the Politics of Aristotle,
the range of his own political thought encompassed a much larger and far more
different world than that of his classical mentor.

The autarchic, autonomous

polis which constituted the form and substance of political philosophy in the
fourth century B.C.

(when alr.eady, it seems, it was anachronistic and in atro1hy,

a chronic condition which perhaps more than anything else may have elicited tle
diagnostic analyses of Plato and Aristotle) no longer existed as such in the
fourth century A.D.

Too much history had occurred in the meantime.

Superseding

the parochial polis was the ecumenical kosmopolis, a vast conglomerate of varied
geographical, ethnic, and cultural composition and complexion.

However, this

heterogeneous mass that had been originally conquered by Macedonian arms and
was eventually consolidated by Roman laws did achieve a cohesiveness not

impo~ed

31
Aristotle Politics 1252b 30-31.
Robert Redfield, a distinguished
cultural anthropologist, has defined this twofold function of a human society
from a different perspective, but with the same result: "Technical order and
moral order name two contrasting aspects of all human societies.
The phrases
stand for two distinguishable ways in which the activities of men are co-ordinated.
The moral order is therefore always based on what is peculiarly
human -- sentiments, morality conscience -- and in the first place arises in
the groups where people are intimately associated with one another.
The word
'values' is a related conception, but the phrase 'moral order' points to the
nature of the bonds among men, rather than to a category of the content of
culture.
The technical order is that order which results from mutual
usefulness, from deliberate coercion, or from the mere utilization of the same
means.
In the technical order men are bound by things, or are themselves
things.
They are organized by necessity or expediency.
"Civilization may be thought of as the antithesis of the folk society.
It may also, and consistently with the first antithesis, be thought of as
that society in which the relations between technical order and moral order
take forms radically different from the relationships between the two which
prevail in precivilized society." (The Primitive World and Its Transformatiors
{9th printing; Ithaca: Cornell University Press, l966}, pp. 20-22).
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by military and political settlement alone.

The city remained the epicenter

existence in the imperial as well as the republican phase of antiquity, fort
aenerations of expansion, exploitation, and exposure during the Hellenistic

0

age had neither expended its energies nor exhausted its ~lan.

If the politic

sovereignty of the city languished under the Diadochoi and the Caesars, its
cultural paramountcy flourished.

And the contents, if not the context, of

that culture consisted of the same principles and paradigms which had control
too the life of the classical community.

d

Themistius, therefore, while quite

conscious of the changes that had come about in the course of the centuries,
considered contemporary Mediterranean civilization to be a continuance of, ra
than a conversion from, the historic, polis-oriented world of Hellenism.
The transition from city-state to world state, since it was essential
evolutionary rather than revolutionary, did not nullify, then, the classical
canons of corporate thought.

So long as the city continued, their viability

and validity remained in force.

But the aggrandizement of political power

beyond the circumscribed control of the individual polis did require a corresponding amplification of political philosophy.

Aristotle, for example,

had conceived of the polis as the final, most perfect form of association
natural to man; anything outside of it could not command a citizen's allegian
Yet in the post-Alexandrian world this conception of society was incongruous
politically and inadmissable philosophically.
justed.

It had to be abandoned or ad-

Themistius took the latter course, for in his view the obvious in-

adequacy of Aristotle's conclusion did not invalidate its premise of the
organic evolution of human society from the family,

through the village, to

er

the city.

32

Consequently, he accepted this political application of Aristotle'

"genetic method,

1133 b
.
ut a dvance d its
scope f urt h er so as to inclu d e t h e h.ig h er

level of cosmopolitan society, a societal stage hardly anticipated by Aristotle
Accordingly, the scale of human relationships was extended beyond the narrow
confines of the polis, so that
the man who loves his family comes after the man who loves his brother,
while the man who loves his country follows upon the man who loves his
family, and the man who loves mankind succeeds the one who loves his
country. And it is not possible that anyone who has been taken into the
34
vestibule of nature will not also become attentive to it as it advances.
The Aristotelian doctrine, though intact, did not remain static for Themistius.
Invoking the principle of growth, Themistius attempted to reconcile past idealogy and present institutionalism as both consistent and compatible.

According

to this organic interpretation, historical change does not necessarily cancel
cultural continuity, nor does the passage of time always arrest the progress
of thought.

Just as the Empire was a development of classical civilization, so

too, Themistius believed his political philosophy was but the logical ramification of classical principles.
By carrying forward the progression of human loyalties from the local
to the universal level, Themistius did not break either theoretically or histor
ically with established principles.
32

Man's relationship with those outside the

Aristotle Politics 1252al - 1253a29.

33

According to the provocative thesis of Werner Jaeger in his seminal
study, Aristotle: Fundamentals of the History of his Development, trans. with
the author's corrections and additions by Richard Robinson (2d ed.; Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1962), the "genetic method" was the approach of Aristotle himself and characteristic of his advance, and it must be applied in
Aristotelian scholarship in order to appreciate fully Aristotle's work.
34

Or. VI 76d

=

91,22-25.
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more immediate fatherland represented for him only a natural unfolding of that
innate social tendency which had earlier evolved by stages as humanity passed
from the tribal to the urban condition.

In Aristotelian terms, the world state

might be described as the actualization of a natural potency for international
human association.

At any rate, the universal state was a reality.

Although

Aristotle himself seems to have advised, on the eve of Alexander's conquests,
against any assimilation of Greek and non-Greek lest the barbarian be treated
more than his natural slavery deserved,
counted such alarm.

35

Alexander and his successors dis-

Indeed the historical result proved the statesmen's

resourcefulness souneer than the philosopher's reservations.

The sheer ir-

relevance of insular attitudes on the p!lrt of the conquering Greeks toward the
aliens who had come under their hegemony was voiced by Eratosthenes in the
century after Alexander's incursions.

As a citizen of outlying Cyrene and as

a geographer of the inhabited world, this Hellenistic scientist had perhaps a
better realization of the folly and futility of Hellenic parochialism.

Instead

Eratosthenes felt it more proper to congratulate Alexander for having spurned
the advice of those who urged him to treat Greeks as friends and barbarians as
enemies; in his opinion "it would be better to make such divisions according
36
• •
· •
II
to goo d qua l ities
an d b a d qua i ities.

For in the individualistic and cos-

35

Plutarch De Alexandri fortuna I, 329b and Strabo Geography I, 4,9
(by inference only); cf. Aristotle Pol. 1252b 9 and 1285a 20. By no means,
however, was Aristotle alone or unique in harboring contempt for the barbarians
cf. Plato (Republic 470c - 47la) and Isocrates (Panegyricus 184, Panathenaicus
163).
36

Strabo, The Geography of Strabo, with an English trans. by H. L.
Jones (rev. ed., "Loeb Classical Library"; Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1949), I 1 p. 249.
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mopolitan society of the Hellenistic world the only common denominator was
humanity itself.
Themistius endorsed such a criterion for his own times, recognizing
"that there are as many types of constitutions (politeia) as there are of the.
human soul.

For constitutions are not created anywhere 'from oak or rock,' bu

the fact is that the traces and seeds of all are in the human soul. 1137

Within

a social and political context, of course, Themistius was faced with the omnipresent philosophical problem of the One and the Many, and his solution was
typically Aristotelian.

For him the pluralistic character of Mediterranean

society did not preclude unification under the imperial form or constitution,
for the accidents of history had not altered the substance of humanity.

As

a result, Themistius would strongly advocate a policy of integration rather
than of segregation for the barbarians, since mankind, along with the gods,
shares a common origin and therefore common interests.

"If, therefore, we

are all by the same father and the same mother and are from holier begetters,
love of one's brother (philadelphia) does not differ, it seems, from love of
mankind (phflanthropia). 1138
The multiplicity of cities under the single rule of a Mediterranean
world state did not render, then, the organic conception of society obsolete
or untenable.

The individual city, which both Plato and Aristotle had viewed

37or. II 35a

= 42,4-8.

The quoted phrase is from Homer Iliad xxii,

126.
38or. VI 78a = 93, 6-8. Themistius prefaced this observation on the
universal communion of mankind with a quotation of the opening two verses
of Pindar's sixth Nemean ode: "There is one race of men, one race of gods,
but we are both of us born of one mother."
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as the ultimate social aggregate,
empire as an integral member.

39

was subsumed into the larger whole of

Like his classical predecessors, Themistius

continued to use the simile of the beehive to express the organic nature of
human society.

40

Yet his emphasis on the unity of civilization did not exclude

regard for its diversity.

Themistius realized that the vitality and well-being

of the empire -- which "at its height assumed the appearance of a vast aggre. . 1141 -- sti· 11 d epen d e d upon t h e continuing h ea 1 t h o f its
.
gate of cities
constituent parts.

"For there is nothing that the emperor must value so highly,"

he reminded Valens at his quinquennial, "as the body of the empire (~ s~ma
t~s

basileias)."
And if someone should say that the subject earth is the body of the empire, he would not be mistaken. Therefore, just as in our bodies if any
part suffers, it transmits the pain to the whole, sp it is for the entire
empire: ~1 one city fares ill, it does not allow the whole dominion to be
healthy.

39

see Appendix III.

40

or. II 36a-b = 43,13ff. and or. XIX 233c = 284,1-8. Seven centuries
earlier Xenophon (Cyropaedia V, i. 24, 25) had likened the Persian monarch to
the queen bee; cf. J. H. Glock, Die Svmbolik der Bienen und ihrer Produkte in
Sage, Dichtung, Kultur, Kunst, and Br~uchen der Volker (Heidelberg, 1891).
41

Naphtali Lewis and Neyer Reinhold (eds.), Roman Civilization: Selected Readings, Vol. II: The Empire ("Records of Civilization: Sources and
Studies," n. xlv; New York: Columbia University Press, 1959), p. 135.
42

or. VIII 117b-c = 139,28 - 140,6. The emperors of the period also
evinced concern for the multiplicity of cities that made up the unity of Empire in their legislation and decrees: cf. CTh. xv. 1, passim. Ernest Barker,
in his Greek Political Thought,has lucidly and soberly interpreted the organic
conception of the State found in modern as well as ancient authors: "The meaning and bearing of the line of criticism here indicated {with respect to Plato'
notion of communism in the Republic} may be realized more clearly if we place
ourselves at a point of view suggested by Plato himself, and regard the State
as an organism -- that is to say, as a whole of which the parts are organs for
the attainment of a single end. Of such a whole, the human body, whose members
are all organs for the purpose of life, had generally been taken as a type.
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The integrity of the Empire, in other words, is indivisibly and necessarily
coupled with that of the City, and vice versa.
To admit the unity of mankind is not to deny the diversity of men.

No

one can gainsay the basic schism that separates the civilized way of life from
the folk society.

Both materially and morally the two orders, despite the fact

that one is as human as the other, represent quite different stages of human
development.

Of fundamental importance, of course, is the city.

As the matrix

of civilization, its maintenance is a matter of the highest priority; otherwise
the consequence could very well be barbarism.

For the culture of the city,

though natural to man -- indeed the most natural state since it is the most
complete -- is not an innate, but an acquired condition.

As such, civiliza-

tion is neither spontaneously generated nor automatically transmitted.

The

preservation of a civilization requires the same constant and conscious effort
that Virgil recognized in its foundation: "Tantae molis erat Romanam condere
gent em.

,,43

The application of the category of organism to the State is necessary and valuable. It is necessary, because it gives a true idea of the kind
of unity which exists in the State; it is valuable, because it is an antidote
to false ideas of the unity of the State as legal in its essence and contractual in its form. Modern political thought has borrowed from biology an organic conception of the State, which it has opposed to the legal conception
of a contract entertained by thinkers like Hobbes and Locke, exactly as Plato
drew from his teleology a similar conception, and opposed it to the 'conventional' view of the Sophists.
The organic view . . . substitutes a
vital for a voluntary tie. It teaches that the unity of the State is not one
made by hands, and by hands to be broken, but an inevitable outcome of human
nature and human needs.
The conception of a common weal and a vital
union supersedes that of self-interest and a casual nexus." (pp. 270-271)

43 v
. 33.
erg1·1·ius Aene1'd os i,

Almost intuitively anticipating what V. Gordon Childe later defined
as the Neolithic Revolution, Themistius attributed civilization to the convers_,_40 n of society from a food-gathering to a food-producing economy.
cause

Of

Be-

agriculture, "those men freed from the necessity of subsistence .

built themselves cities, established shrines, practiced justice, and laid down
laws. 1144

In stark contrast stands the barbarian, such as the Scythian or

Goth who is "without the hearth, a vagabond, following the way of life of the
beasts. 1145

The difference, in both quantitative and qualitative terms, was

very real and significant -- and not something to be underestimated or overlooked.

Thus it is at least understandable if Themistius, himself a ranking

member of the landowning class as well as a spokesman of a culture whose
aristocratic values and manners were rooted in an agrarian context, posited
the reciprocity, if not the synonymity, of agriculture and virtue in the
opening lines of his ponderous encomium on husbandry.

46

Although this strongly

romantic treatment of the rural-urban symbiosis of ancient civilization, presented in bucolic montage, seems more characteristic of Roman than Greek
thought, his moralistic interpretation nonetheless took into account the
genuine connection between economic and social structures.

Indulgence in

overstatement does not impair his conclusion that "if the effects of agri44
45

or. XXX 350c-b
Ibid. , 349d

=

423,4-10.

422,26.

46 Ibid., 348c
421,4-9.
cially The~y 30) in support.

Themistius makes reference to Hesiod (espe-

98
1147
culture fell short, there would be no future in life.
Thernistius saw that the specific responsibility for securing and maintaining the material order most favorable to the general welfare of society
is the State's.

Through its concentration of resources and powers the State

ought to provide ample opportunity for human development and to guarantee
maximum protection for its realization.

As a divinely-established institution,

equipped with laws and governors "in order that good order, justice, and concord be assured," the State possesses the authority and power to safeguard
each of its subjects from hazards "corning from either himself, or his fellowcitizens, or another city.

1148

Internal security, or protection from harm at

the hands of one's fellows, is the function of the laws, while security
against foreign threats is maintained by sound defense measures and, if need
be, by war.

49

The State, however, is more than just a policeman.

47

On a more

Ibid., 35ld = 425,8-9. Earlier in the same oration (349c-d = 422,
19-23) he made a more explicit association of the good life with agriculture:
"Even if you visited the Ethiopians . . . and the Celts, • . . and those who
live between them, you would find farmers, ploughmen, and gardeners. And
those who are more engaged in agriculture are happier." This Arcadian outlook leads Themistius to identify townspeople (astikoi andres) with injustice and farmers with honesty, uprightness, and sobriety (350d - 35la = 423,
27 - 424,9) -- a judgment which Heridier (Le Philosophe Themistios, p. 83)
rightly terms a "fantastic conclusion based on a puerile confusion between
the general effects of agriculture and the particular situation of agriculturalists." Such an identification was all the more curiously contradictory since Themistius had just stated (350a-b = 423,4-10) that the city was
an effect of agriculture. Yet it is a prejudice not at all atypical of the
landowner value system that prevailed in antiquity, as both Roman law (e. g.,
the lex Claudia of 218 B.C. {Livy xxi. 63, 3} which prohibited the nobility from possessing ships of sea-going capacity) and literature (e.g., Trirnalchio who plowed back his capital profits into land rather than industry) testify.
48R.isaAl at, p. 20 (par. 6 and 7).
49

rbid., p. 21 (par. 9 and 10).

positive and productive level it should also serve the interests of the comma
wealth by providing beneficial public works projects and by adhering to
50
.
fiscal po 1 icy.

In short, the State must achieve an organized, ordered envi

ronment which will permit man to acquire those practical arts and sciences
needed to meet the ordinary demands of everyday life. 51
Yet the material condition of man is but one aspect of civilization.
No less than Aristotle, Themistius stressed the moral dimension of human asso
ciation.

The mandate that "every government, the larger as well as the small

aims at the good'-' 52 still obtained, and to ignore this injunction would be ta
tamount to jeopardizing the very integrity of the State.

For the State is

fundamentally a corporation of individuals whose end, as Aristotle recognized, 3
50 Ibid., p. 22 (par. 19) and p. 23 (par. 25).
Themistius possessed
a keen sense of finances, and his attitude toward governmental costs and
expenditures was quite conservative.
Thus, he praised Valens in or. VIII
(113c-d = 135,20-24) for having held the line successfully against the trend
of liberal fiscal policies which had doubled imperial taxation in the past
forty years.
Because of first-hand, practical experience in the economics
of both the private and public sectors, Themistius told Valens (114a-b = 136, 11), "you can foresee from afar, as if this great Empire were a single household, what are its revenues_ and expenses for each year, its deficits and its
surpluses, and where the situation is comf,ortable, where troublesome." Gratian's fiscal policy was also praised because the input of taxes resulted
in an output of services advantageous to the people, a condition in government usually as unexpected and far more difficult to achieve than restoring
someone from Hades to life (or. XIII 174b = 213,27 - 214,3).
Financial integrity and responsibility, therefore, are proof of an emperor's philanthropia in action (or. XV 192d = 236,29-34), for, because of prudent husbanding
o:r-resources and handling of revenues, Theodosius proved that not only could
taxes be reduced (or. XVIII 22la-b = 269,19-24), but that services such as
the congiaria and annona could be more efficiently and efficaciously managed
(222a = 270,24-28).
The sound management of finances and the meeting of social responsibilities, in Themistius' view, go hand in hand.
51 Risilat, p. 20 (par. 4).
52 or. XIII 175b
53

= 215,3-4.

Aristotle EN 1094b 7-10; Pol.

1278b 18-30.
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is the same as that of its single members.
But what is that end?
determined his goal.

According to Themistius, the psychology of man

Man, constituted by nature a member of society, is com-

posed of three forces: "the 'nutritive' power, which some call the 'concupiscible' and others the 'vegetative'; the 'animal' power; and the 'elocutive,'
•
54
'discriminative' power."

The purpose of man is to establish the dominance

of the rational element within this triad of faculties.

"If he abar:.dons him-

self to the passions of the body, man becomes an animal; but if he denies hinself corporal delights, he becomes divine and leads a life agreeable to God
and worthy of man insofar as he is a man."

55

More than twenty years later

Themistius reiterated this conviction of the equivalence of rationalism and
humanism when he identified reason (logos) as the peculiarly human excellence
(arete), adding that "this advantage of man, if it gains a good education,
provides a divinely-begotten life on earth. i• 56
This "divinely-begotten life on earth," because it is the end toward
which each individual must strive, likewise constitutes the ultimate aim of
society.

Adopting Plato's assumption (Republic 544e)that the character of the

State corresponds to that predominate among its members, Themistius viewed
the political constitution as the analogue of man's psychological constitution.
54

Risalat, p. 20 (par. l); cf. ibid., pp. 20-21 (par. 8) and or.
XXXII 359d - 360 c = 434,18 - 435,17 wherein Themistius elaborates the tripartite psychological division of the human personality. This division, of
course, is taken from Plato (Republic 439d - 440b).
55
56

rbid., (par. 2).

or. XXXIV ch. ii= 445,17-19. Cf. the rest of this chapter, which
develops further the theme of the relationship between education and progress.
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"For the soul, just like the State, is a variegated and manifold; in it there
iS something royal, something passionate and pugnacious, and a large commons
which is either money-grubbing or lazy and fond of pleasure." 57

Depending on

which of the three elements gains full play, the effect politically is either
democracy, timocracy, or monarchy.

The latter form of government, in The-

mistius' opinion, was by far the best and most welcome, since it represented
the sovereignty of reason in the State.

58

It would be difficult, then, to

fault Croissant's judgment that the moral order as conceived by Themistius
"consists in making reason prevail in the State, as in the indi victual, that
is to say, in assuring the reign of virtue. "

59

57

Or. II 35a-b = 42,9-11.
Themistius, in other words, is identifying
the king, nobility, and commons with the three elements of the hierarchy of
the soul respectively: nous, thymos, epithumia (cf. Plato Republic 544d-e
for similar classification of the social order according to the psychological
scheme).
The lucid comment of Ernest Barket (Greek Political Theory, p. 187)
on the Platonic correlation of polis and psych~ is quite instructive:
"Before we examine the 'republic' which Plato proceeds to construct, it is allimportant that we should be sure of the meaning of the parallel which he
suggests between the State and the indi victual.
The use of physical analogies,
as we have seen, is characteristic of the Republic; but this is no physical
analogy.
It is a parallel between the consciousness of man, whether
acting as a whole or in its several capacities (of appetite, for instance,
and of reason), and the consciousness of a State, as expressed in the whole
mind of the community or in that of its separate classes.
But the word parallel is misleading, even with the proviso that it is to be understood spiritually. For it implies that the State and the individual are separate
things, which can be conceived apart, and compared together.
They are not.
One cannot draw a distinction between the consciousness of man and the consciousness of the State.
The consciousness of the State is just the conscious
ness of its members when thinking as members."
58 Ibid., 35b-c
59

= 42,12-23.

Cf. Plato Republic 550c, 58la, 586e.

Jeanne Croissant, "Un nouvean Discours de Themistius," Serta Leodiensia ("Bibliotheque de la Faculte de philosophie et lettres d'Universite de
Li~ge," fasc. xliv; Liege: Imp. H. Vaillant-Carmanne, n.d.; Paris: E. Champion, 1930), p. 10.
The writer is very indebted to her analysis of this aspect of Themistius' thought.
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If the philosopher is charged with the duty to achieve "the reign of
virtue" in individual men, the statesman is obliged to establish it in society
as a whole.

Themis ti us, of course, saw the task of the philosopher to be the

education of as many individuals as possible in the normative canons of
civilized conduct, and their liberation, through rational discipline, from
the anarchy of insatiable appetites.

The cumulative result of a true philoso-

phical education would be the good society.

But to maintain the predominance

of the rational in the individual citizen and in the general community demands
a continuing, sustained surveillance.

Here philosophy yields to politics.

For while philosophy essentially proposes the proper norms to men in society,
the State alone imposes a general pattern on a society of men.

It is the

State which must assume responsibility for guaranteeing the continuity of the
corporate "reign of virtue" because only it has the necessary means to do so
at its disposal.

This moral obligation requires that the State support

liberally the arts and sciences for the internal governance of the empire, and
that it maintain constant vigilance against attrition of either the material
or moral order by external agencies.

In his second address before the Emperor

Theodosius, Themistius, although speaking to the more immediate matter of
defense preparedness, underscored the critical role of the State as the
guardian of the classical tradition.

The moral superiority of the Empire

he unequivocally identified as the sine qua non of military supremacy over
the lawless, irascible barbarian tribes then menacing Mediterranean civilization.

Victory without virtue, Themistius counseled, is impossible.

For the barbarians have not yet conquered the Romans. On the contrary,
order (taxis) has proved superior to chaos (ataxia), discipline (kosmos)
strongerthan disorderliness (akosmia), confidence more powerful than

terror, and obedience better than disobedience. For these are the weapons by which men subdue men.
And it is not surprising that the
"' aretes
"' hopla ) are superior to and more befittin
weapons of virtue (ta tes
than those which the shield-makers and smiths manufacture.
You must restore order, boldness, and obedience in the phalanx, and victory will also return straightway with their restoration.
For these victories are
related to each other, are comrades-in-arms, and usually dwell together
in the camps. And it is rare if virtue and victory ever encamp apart. 60
The Empire, in other words, stands as the defender of reason and virtue, but
the uncivilized Goths on its frontiers represent a threat that is "passionate
and unreasonable" (thym~des te kai anoeton). 61

Consequently, argues Pavan,

"the taxis-ataxia antithesis is the quintessence in ethical-cultural terms of
the civilization-barbarism antithesis.

,,62

But in viewing society fundamental

as a moral order, and the State as the preserver of that order through its
employment of "the weapons of virtue," Themistius was echoing what Phocylides
nine centuries earlier had observed:

"A little state living orderly {kata

kosmon } in a high place is stronger than a blockheaded Nineveh."
Yet the ideal community of Phocylides' epigram does not entirely carrespond to the historical reality of Themistius' era.

The lapse of centuries

had produced instead a civilization which by the fourth century A.D.
60
61

tica

or. XV 197b-c

=

represen

241,25 - 242,7.

or. XI 148d = 177,4.

62 Massimiliano Pavan, La Politica Gatica di Teodosio nella Pubblicisdel suo Tempo (Roma: "L'Erma di Bretschneider, 1964), p. 16.
63

Phocylides, fr. 5, in Elegy and Iambus, ed. and trans. by J. M.
Edmonds ("The Loeb Classical Library ; Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1954), p. 175.
Interestingly, in paraphrasing this verse (or. XXIV 307c =
370,18-20), Themistius substitutes the phrase meta phroneseos for kata kosmon.

r:=---
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ed an ironic metathesis of the Occidental-Oriental antithesis voiced in the
sixth century B.C.

Though rooted in the traditional framework and ethos of

the city-state, Rome had become transformed in the course of time into a world
state whose inexorable demands slowly but surely spawned a totalitarianism
that dwarfed even the despotism of Nineveh.

Perhaps Augustus, the contriver

of the Principate, had indeed played his part in "the farce of life" much too
well. 64

The precarious amalgam of republicanism and imperialism which he had

bequeathed his successors could not long survive the thrust of its own momentum
Under the pressures of internal and external crises the facade of civil constitutionality collapsed, giving way to an undisguised autocracy of the sword
after the Antonines.

And by the fourth century, through the titanic efforts

of Diocletian to arrest the disintegration of a crumbling Roman world, the
fiction of a princeps had been replaced by the fact of a dominus; concomitantly
the corporate identity of the individual civitas had been swallowed up by the
transcendent dominatio.

The metamorphosis from city-state to world state was

finally completed.
Themistius, living in the wake of the Tetrarchic revolution catalyzed
by Diocletian and crystallized by Constantine, did not question the nature,
much less the necessity, of a centralized monarchical State in which individuals and the natural civic organisms in which they were grouped
more and more seemed to disappear into the massive and monotonous formations envisioned by the centra1 3dministration as supporting walls for
6
the Dominate's state structure.

64 suetonius Divus Augustus 99.
65 H. P. L'Orange, Art Forms and Civil Life in the Late Roman Empire
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1965), p. 6.
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His political thought, therefore, was uncompromisingly monarchical and rested
on the firm conviction that an empire should be governed by an emperor.

With

Qdysseus he believed that, "since the plurality of leaders harms government and
produces division, it is a necessity . . . to have a single leader. 1166
. hf or t h e care o f men,
emperor, sent f rom on h ig

67

For the

necessari·1y d ominates the

VJhole body politic, and "the rest {of mankind}, just like organs, depend upon
{his} command."
or unwanted.

68

Nor did Themistius think this absolute autocracy unnatural

"The imperial office," he told Constantius, "is something volun-

tary and not forced.

The proof is that men instinctively require it on the

ground that they could not live without it.

1169

For him both human nature and

historical necessity require this kind of _rule; no other type is satisfactory.
Fourth-century monarchy, then, had neither an unsympathetic nor reluctant advocate in Themistius.

But he did belong to the nobility, and membership

in this privileged order contributed to the conservative bent of his political
thought.

This traditionalism, with its orientation immutably fixed on the pat-

terns of the past, was certainly reinforced by his social background as much
as it was inspired by his intellectual indebtedness to the classics.

If, as

was indeed true, the pedigree of Themistius' family suffered the same handicap
of newness as the prestige of the Constantinopolitan Senate in which he sat,
still he unquestionably met those qualifications which the patrician Symmachus,
66
67
68
69

Risalat, p. 21 (par. 12); cf. Homer Iliad ii. 204-206.
or. I 3b = 3,13-14; or. VI 72a-b = 84,19-24.
or. XI 152c
or. I lOd

= 181,9-10.

= 11,19-22.

~

contemporary of his in Italy, deemed sufficient for the admission of a young

protege into the Roman Senate: "Nature has given Synesius a good character,
his father an excellent education, fortune adequate wealth. 1170

Yet Themistius'

relatively late adoption into the imperial patriciate did not preclude a proud
consciousness of class and culture that colored even his evident enthusiasm
for monarchical rule.
This aristocratic prejudice naturally affected Themistius' notion of
the Senate and its role in the affairs of State.

In his opinion, the auctorita

of the Senate -- that charisma of presence and prestige as?ociated with the
corporate personality of the elders in council -- derived from its institutiona
identification with the traditions of the past.

Failure to observe or maintain

its historical relationship with the canons of civility"would threaten the
Senate's integrity and identity.

Themistius admonished his senatorial col-

leagues accordingly:
But if we are openly and eagerly for holding philosophy in esteem and for
placing virtue in the first rank, then we will not prove faithless to our
title of 'fathers.' Rather, the Senate at that time will be the most
distinguished grade, the temple of the Muses -- a sanctuary not stuffe1
1
with bronze statues, but filled instead with the archetypes themselves.
Because of its collective experience and wisdom as a continuing body, then, the
Senate in its deliberations can provide the commonwealth with a sense of direc70

symmachus Aurelius, Or. VII, quoted in A. H. M. Jones, The Later
Roman Empire: 284-602 (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1964), II, p. 524. In appointing Themistius to the Senate of Constantinople, the emperor Constantius
cited these very same credentials (Constantii Oratio 19c-d = 22,4-25; 23a
26,9-20; 22b = 25,21-22), adding besides the meritorious contributions of
Themistius in having made Constantinople a flourishing educational center
(20d-2la = 23,26 - 24,4) and in having restored philosophy to its rightful
place as the teacher of good citizenship (22a-b = 25,3-21).
71

or. XVII 215d = 262,26-31; also cf. or. XXXI 355a
429,11-16, where
Themistius says he would not want to have any part in a group indifferent to
the Muses.
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tion and purpose consonant with long-term interests as well as immediate needs.
The pr:ipceps senatus told Theodosius:
one must not suppose that the great Senate differs from a healthy animal,
in which it befits the rest of the body to follow the eyes and in which it
is proper that neither the hands nor the feet start before the eyes. But
whenever each of the parts is content with its 9"in due measure, then also·
is it necessary that the entire animal do well.
This historical perspicacity which Themistius attributes to the Senate deserves
then, the respectful and responsible attention of the ruler.

In his decision-

making function the emperor cannot afford to neglect or ignore its perspective.
In a monarchical system,though

"it is good for this will {of the emperor}

to

be acting at its own discretion and self-working, it is also no less good for
it to comply with those who lead the way.
stronger for having been confirmed by more votes."

For the good decision is
73

·Even the strong-headed

Diomedes, Themistius notes, had ackno~ledged that
a man by himself, though he be careful,
74
still has less mind in him than two, and his wits have less weight.
72

Ibid., 216b-c

263,18-23.

7

~or. XIII 171d 210,24-30. In support, Themistius quotes (171d 210
27-28) Zeno Citeus to the effect that "ready obedience is more royal than
ready wit" for the king. Valdenberg (~., I, p. 578) believes that "the
roots of this doctrine are outside the limits of ancient philosophy." That
may be so philosophically, but it certainly is not the case historically:
cp. the boule of basileis in Homer (e.g., Iliad ii. 48ff.), the gerousia at
Sparta, and, even under the Empire, the Roman Senate which on occasion refused
-- albeit posthumously -- an emperor apotheosis and ratification of his decrees. Themistius, without intending to circumscribe, much less curtail,
the imperial monopoly of power, is simply pointing out the historical character of the council of elders or lords as the deliberative institution of
government whose opinion both principle and precedent (as well as prudence)
urge be consulted.
74

Homer Iliad x. 225-226, quoted in or. XIII lild = 210,31-32 and
trans. Richard Lattimore, The Iliad of Homer (Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 1961), p. 224. Themistius goes on (172a = 211,2-3 and
211,6-7, 172c = 211,16 and 23-24) to cite four other Homeric passages (Iliad
ix. 74ff., ii. 371-372, ix. 116, and i. 3ff. respectively) to substantiate his
that the advisory capacity of the Senate must not be neglected by
ing.

The validity of this judgment, Themistius clearly implies, is no less true fo
contemporary monarchy.
The indispensability of the Senate's advisory role in the governing o
the state was more explicitly linked to its cultural pre-eminence in Themistius' initial address before Valens.

Undoubtedly encouraged by an earlier

speech to the Senate in which the newly appointed Augustus Orientis apparentl
promised or confirmed senatorial privileges, 75 Themistius took advantage oft e
imperial deference to declare with a measure of unwonted frankness that "the
principal proof" of Valens' imperial nature was his recognition of the natura
alliance between power and philosophy and his association with its legitimate
representatives. 76

The emperor's enlightened rule (".

. you have not ex-

eluded the short cloak {of philosophy} from the palac~, nor is it less honore
by you than the rank of general and the office of viceroy.")

77

recognizes tha

cooperation between crown and culture is necessary for a genuine government.
It is this which distinguishes the true emperor from the tyrant, for, as Themistius goes on to say, "philosophy is not well-disposed toward tyranny, nor
are those very great opposites, virtue and depravity, of the same character.
75

Explicit reference to an address recently delivered by Valens in th
Senate chamber is made twice by Themistius in Or. VI (8la = 96,3lff. and 82d
99,6).
Themistius is grateful that in this oration the emperor "has granted
surety of a future happiness" (8la = 97,1-2), a grant of security to the Sena
that seems to have been financial in nature, since, a few paragraphs later (8
= 99,11-12 and 83a = 99,15-16), the spokesman of the Senate declares Valens
much more deserving of the gratitude and goodwill of the City than even its
founder Constantine, who "increased his empire out of our incomes." The rath r
presumptuous tone of these remarks in this first of several orations to be pr nounced in Valens' presence (really quite unlike Themistius' generally pliant
manner before an emperor) may be traced perhaps to two facts:
first, the new
ness of the Valentinian dynasty, and, secondly, the fact that Valens did not
know Greek.
76

or. VI 72a-b

=

TI51d. , 73c =

"'8~

85,19 - 86,4.

.
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Thus tyranny does not tolerate sound judgment (sophia). 1178

Even the

obliqueness of the philosopher-senator's phrasing cannot disguise his meaning.
The Senate, because it is the time-honored custodian of culture, quite rightly
corrunands a moral authority which the monarchy dare not ignore or alienate. 79
Themistius' lack of ancestral social and political position, while not
weakening his consciousness of rank, yet modified its expression.

Because of

his appointment and promotion through imperial favor, Themistius could not
very well evince that inveterate antipathy toward absolute monarchy prevalent
among many of his Italian counterparts.

At Rome, "even under changed con-

ditions, the Senate could continue to dream of the res publica and its own
sovereignty.

The institution of the monarchy with its four hundred years of

existence was still, in its eyes, a usurper."

80

Not so at Constantinople.

Here everything was the creation of the monarchy, and the life and career of
Themistius typically bear the imperial stamp.

The enrichment of his family,

the ennoblement of his rank, the enfranchisement of his city, the empowerment
of its senate -- all this derived from the pleasure of the emperor.
78

Ibid., 72c-d = 86,15-16. In the next few lines (86,19-24) Themistius
cites Dionysius of Syracuse (who did not heed Plato) and Nero (who turned against Musonius) as typical tyrants who prodigally squandered the opportunities
offered them by philosophy.
79

The epigrammatic comment which Tacitus used to describe succinctly
the twenty years of violence that ensued between the death of Pompey and the
victory of Augustus may also be employed to sum up the attitude.of the Senate
toward a succession of principes ruling contrary to the mores maiorum: non
~. pon ius (Annales iii. 28).
Augustus recognized the force of this dictum,
and, unlike Caesar, outwitted and outlived his enemies.
80

Andrew Alfl::lldi, A Conflict of Ideas in the Late Roman Empire: The
Clash between the Senate and Valentinian I, trans. Harold Mattingly (Oxford:
The Clarendon Press, 1952), pp. 96-97.
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But there was an exception to the imperial ownership.

It was culture.

rea of achievement, anterior to empire but not alien to government, conThiS a
stituted the peculiar province and special distinction of the aristocracy.
upp e

The

r classes of both the Latin West and the Greek East relished their unique

cultural ascendancy with jealous pride, and not infrequently flaunted their
role as trustees of the mores maiorum in contrast to the mean origins and manners of the military monarchy.

81

Themistius, to be sure, did not emulate the

priggish haughtiness of many of his peers, no more than he experienced the
frustration of lost power that lay behind it.

Never having possessed even the

memories of senatorial republicanism as his personal or political heritage, he
could not very well complain of those vestigial privileges which others of his
rank considered hardly compensatory for their reduced political power.

On the

other hand, he was quite aware that paideia was not, like the other spheres of
senatorial concern, an imperial function.
The conservative nature of Themistius' intellectual and social background, however, did not substantially prejudice either his conception of polit
ical

absolutism or his confidence in its capacities.

The centralized monarchy

he readily conceded, should be ultimately responsible for the control and
direction of the Empire.
81

Neither the Senate nor the People,the other principal

Alf8ldi especially has treated the tension between the aristocracy
and the monarchy at this time with particular sympathy and precision in chaps.
IV, V, and the Appendix of his above-cited work. In one telling sentence (p.
109) he pinpoints the source of the Senate's fierce pride in its cultural
superiority during the fourth century: "It was just the decline of culture
that made it appear so precious in the eyes of the late Romans: 1~1at had once
been the common property of so many, the everyday baggage carried by the broad
masses of men of any education, had now become a rarity and therefore bore
good interest." To paraphrase Tacitus, the Senate had much mos, but little
ius.
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comp one
"You mu

nts of government, may operate independently of imperial supervision.
st " Themistius informed Theodosius without any compunction, "restore
'
nd discipline in the Senate, require of its leaders a respect for the

or der a
office which they have set up, and demand ready obedience on the part of the
commons.

11

82

This admission of the absolute sovereignty of the ruler and the

consequent subordination of the other constituent organs of the State not only
corresponded to the political realities of the fourth century, but in no way
violated what Themistius considered the proper roles of the philosopher and
the senator.
action.

The function of each was to advise, not to effect, a course of

As such, both philosophy and the Senate played passive rather than

active roles in the political scheme of Themistius.

Although he always recog-

nized and insisted upon the value as well as the necessity of their services to
the commonwealth, Themistius realized. that both orders were but the auxiliaries
of the monarch in his governing.

Like the rest of the Empire, the scholar and

,I

the noble were actually in clientage to the emperor, a patron whose monopoly
of power was incontestable.

The palace, then, -- and not a latter-day Academy

or Acropolis -- attracted the attention and consideration of Themistius, and
so his political philosophy had to concentrate almost exclusively on the
prince instead of the philosopher or the patrician.

Given the totalitarian

character of Late Antiquity, Themistius quite understandably and correctly
defined politics (he anthropokomike techne) as a craft or an art "which it is
necessary to call imperial (basilike) as well as political

82 or. XVII 216b
83 or. XV 186d

=

263,15-18.

= 230,9-10.

(politik~). 1183

I
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The political orations of Themistius reflect this satisfaction with a
"d nee in the prevailing order; in them theory did not challenge history.
conf1 e
These

discourses are addressed to emperors as the ultimate authority, treat

atter ·as the special province of the imperial will, and conclude with
every m
unquestioning faith in the imperial purpose.

Thus the tone and tenor of the

speeches of Themistius assume unequivocally that the fount and focus of all
power and policy rest solely in the imperial person.

Although the regular

representative of the Senate of Constantinople and the self-styled spokesman
of the popular will at court, Themistius, even if (as is doubtful) he recognized that "massive simplification and mechanical crystalliz~.tion" of society
which had characterized "the structural transition from the principate to the
dominate, "

84

never actually sought nor apparently de.sired to caution against

the concomitant concentration of power in the imperial office.

The Senate an

the People must submit to the emperor, just as their psychological analogues,
spirit (thymes) and appetite (epithymia), are naturally subject to the direction of reason (logos or nous) in the individual human organism, 85

The em-

peror, in sum, is the keystone of the total structure that comprises the Stat
and the constituent members depend upon his strength and endurance for their
security.

Unfortunately, of course, in far too many respects the society of

Late Antiquity had really become (to use a modern rather than a classical
simile) more like an anthill than a beehive.
84 Mason Hammond, Review of Art Forms and Civic Life in the Late Roman
Empire, by H. P. L 1 0range, AHR, LXXI (July, 1966), p. 1305.
85

Cf. or. XXXII 359d - 360c
(para. 1 and 8).

= 434,18

A

- 435,17 and Risalat, pp. 20-21
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Themistius' vision of the emperor as the embodiment of power strikingly
recalls the historian Ammianus' famous description of Constantius' entrance into Rome: an imperturbable personality so immersed in authority and bounded by
majesty that he seemed more a symbol than a living person (tamquam figmentum
hominis).

86
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Indeed,

his orations bespeak the same awe and reverence before

a transcendent presence that one finds in contemporary imperial portraiture.

87

Yet, not unlike his contemporaries in the plastic arts, Themistius found the
classical canons of his discipline somewhat wanting in their capacity to artic
ulate · adequately the underlying ideology and spirit of the new order.

But,

while the artists of Late Antiquity had responded to the challenge of revolution by breaking with traditional conventions for freer and more radical forms
of expression, he proved more cautious and circumspect in converting old. principles to meet new conditions.

Adaptation rather than innovation characterized

86

Ammianus xvi. 10, 19; cf. Xenophon Cyropaedia VIII. i, 40-42 for a
similar description of Cyrus.
87

[

The colossal busts of Constantine and Constantius in the Palazzo dei
Conservatori in Rome, for example, are typically representative of the Dominate's ideology. Concerning the former L'Orange (Art Forms and Civic Life,
pp. 123-124) has said: "The eyes, being supernaturally large and wide-open
and framed by the accentuated concentric curves of the deepcut lids and brows,
express more clearly than ever the transcendence of the ruler's personality.
In this gaze he travels far beyond his physical surroundings and attains his
goal in a higher sphere, in contact and identity with the governing powers.
Providence in person, the irresistible controller of fate, fatorum arbiter,
rises before us, with all the future on his knees. The imperial ideology of
the time is crystallized in this face. It makes us think of those representative scenes in art or in life, where the emperor appears as judge of the world,
as cosmocrator, as moira and fatum. His throne is set in the hub of the
universe, he is the very law of cosmic motion, rector totius orbis, with
the wheel of the zodiac in his hand. The head is an expression of the emperor'
divine power, his divina maiestas, rather than a portrait of an individual man.
We are ·confronted with the 'holy countenance' of this power, and we experience
ourselves the significance and reality of such terms as sacer vultus, sacrum
os, divinus vultus, generally applied to the effigy of the emperors of Late
Antiquity."

I

I
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his efforts to construe the autocratic State in philosophical terms.
Themistius himself frankly disclaimed any innovative purpose, maintaining instead that since philosophy was the archaia taxis, his role as a philoso.
.
pher was mere 1y to interpret
t h e ancient
precepts. 88

Traditional philosophy,

moreover, had not experienced any drastic interruption of its continuity with
the past archetypes commensurate to that which the visual arts experienced in
the third century A.D.

89

Neo-Platonism, to be sure, did appear in the same

century and likewise exhibited "this withdrawal into the realm of abstraction
which characterizes art of the transition from Antiquity to the Middle Ages."

90

However, despite the obviously transcendental character which it shared with
contemporary art forms, "this last attempt of ancient thought to fashion our
knowledge of the world into a philosophic system bore from the beginning the
88

Or. XXVI 320b-c = 386,14-29, or. XXIII 298b-d
or. XXXIII 364b = 440,lff.

359,25 - 360,7, and

89

"For about fifty years in the middle of the third century monumental
building virtually ceased in the provinces, and was greatly reduced at Rome itself. At the same time the demand for statues abruptly ceased.
By the
time that monumental building was revived under Diocletian and Constantine,
mainly in the capitals and the other great cities of the empire, architects and
skilled craftsmen were very hard to find.
'There is a demand for as rriany arch.itects as possible, but none exist.' proclaimed Constantine {CTh xiii. 4,1} . . .
The break in architecture was a science enshrined in books, but here too the
practical tradition whereby the theoretical rules were applied was largely broken ..
"The apparent disaster proved a blessing in disguise. Freed from a
tradition which had run dry, artists were able to develop a new style and, as
their skill increased, to refine it." (A. H. M. Jones, The Decline of the
Ancient World{ "History of Europe Series"; New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1966}, pp. 356-358).
In order to gain a fuller awareness and deeper appreciation of the metamorphosis of Late Antiquity, at least insofar as it became evident in the plastic arts, one should couple Jones' historical account of the critical period of
impoverishment with the penetrating aesthetic analysis by L'Orange (Art Forms
~nd Civic Life, pp. 105-125) of the radical evolution of portrait sculpture
from realism through impressionism to abstraction.
90

L'Orange, Art Forms and Civic Life, p. 30. Yet L'Orange (ibid.)

p
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!Tlarks of senility upon its countenance."

91

Even more to the point, in the

political field the school of Plotinus -- who, as a modern authority has noted,
"ignored the chaos which surrounded his peaceful lecture room 1192 -- could
provide Themistius with no really systematic coordination of thought and action
particularly since "it did not find a valid relation between its metaphysical
and its practical philosophy.
originality and practicality.

1193

Its very name, in fact, belied both its

At any rate, the weight of the archaic norms

lay too heavily on the thought-world of the third and fourth centuries, and
the influence of the antique on speculative thought remained too pervasive to
permit, much less encourage, radical departure from the established patterns.
Lacking alternatives, therefore, Themistiu8- remained a traditionalist, and his
philosophy inherited almost by default its eclectic character.

He was,. in

likewise admits that even "Plotinus saw in the tangible reality of nature a
beautiful reflection of the Ideas."
91

Eduard Zeller, Outlines of the History of Greek Philosophy, ed.
Wilhelm Nestle and trans. L. R. Palmer (13th ed. rev.; Cleveland: The World
Publishing Company, 1955), p. 311. "The shrewdness which it exhibited in its
attempt to harmonise all that is thought into a comprehensive unity should
not deceive us as to its lack of real originality. Nee-Platonism is the direct
continuation of neo-Pythagoreanism and middle-Platonism, with which it is
allied by its eclectic combination of Platonic, Aristotelian and Stoic ideas."
(ibid.).
92

William R. Inge, The Philosophy of Plotinus (3d ed., "The Gifford
Lectures"; London-New York: Longman, Greens, & Co., 1929), I, p. 27.
93

Arnold Ehrhardt, "The Political Philosophy of Nee-Platonism," Studi
in Onore di Vincenzo Arangio-Ruiz nel XLV Anno del suo Insegnamento (Napoli:
Editore Jovene, 1953), I, p. 476.
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a political thinker, not a political theorist.

94

What his logoi politi-

tcoi o ff ere d ' then, was the immemorial tradition of a political science whose
~

roots lay in the Aegean city-state and whose ramifications developed in the
Mediterranean world state.

Yet, precisely because of its antiquity, it kept

itS value and validity as the only truly royal science, for, "since it has

always been oriented with respect to the archetype {of the eternal heavenly
kingdom}, it recognizes and investigates without difficulty its image {on
earthL 1195

And this contribution of his, Themistius admitted, the emperor who

"is possessed by the confidence and knowledge that truth is sufficient honor
alone invites, knowing that falsehood has been banished as far

for him

away as possible from it, and does not hesitate to exact this alone, like
some annual tax on work."

96

94

The very real difference between political thought and political
theory has been cogently stated by Ernest Barker ("Greek Polit.ical Thought and
Theory in the Fourth Century," Macedon: 401-301 B. C. {New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1927}, Vol. VI of The Cambridge Ancient History, ed. J. B. Bury, S. A.
Cook, F . E. Adcock, p. 505): "A distinction may perhaps be drawn, which is
based on a real difference, between political theory and political thought.
Political theory is the speculation of individual minds (though it may well
become, and in the process of time often does become, the dogma of a school);
and, as such, it is an activity of conscious thought, which is aware both of
itself as it thinks and of the facts at.out which it thinks. Political thcught
is the thought of a whole society; and it is not necessarily, or often, selfconscious. It is an activity of the mind; but one naturally thinks of it as a
substance or content rather than as an activity. It is the complex of ideas
which is entertained -- but not, as a rule apprehended
by all who are concerned in affairs of state at a given period of time. It is such thought which
makes history; and history is the mirrored reflection, or the reverse side, of
such thought.
There is thus a political thought which is immanent in
each historical process; and there is a political theory which is distinct
from the process, either in the way of attraction, or in the way of repulsion."
95
96

or. XI 143a

170', 24-25.

Ibid., 143b

1 70' 31 - 171, 2.

CHAPTER THREE
THE PRINCE AND HIS POWERS

During his tenure as urban prefect of Constantinople under Theodosius
Themistius, sorely stung by detractive comments concerning his imperial appointment to office circulating even in the Senate, in an attempt to defend
his integrity went before his senatorial colleagues and disclaimed any ambition other than the desire to make accessible the wisdom of the past to the
present generation of government:
If, therefore, I were to desire any human honor, I would pray that
you, whom I hold in the highest esteem, be fair Judges of virtue~
But since conditions are otherwise, 'There are others with me who
will do me honor' -- most of all ·your fathers and leaders, the
Romans, whose words I have presented before you in which they,· while
striving toward heaven, confess a need for ~ur treasure, and certainly in addition to the Romans, the emperors.
But in addition to defending his career as a philosopher in politics while
rebuking the shortsightedness and meanness of some of his fellow senators,
Themistius also in this passage admitted that the primary object of his
logoi politikoi was the emperor himself.

The Senate and the people were of

secondary importance, for in the fourth century A.D. it was the imperial
1

Or. XXXI 354c-d = 428,25-33; the quoted line is from Homer, Iliad i.
174£., as trans. Richard Lattimore, The Iliad of Homer (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1961), p. 63. The pointed mention of the Romans' appreciation for his "treasure" most likely refers to his recent trip to the capital
of the We.st (cf. or. XXXIV ch. xxix = 470,8ff.), where apparently he was
warmly received by the Roman "fathers" (in marked contrast to their counterparts in the East), and for which embassy Theodosius seems to have acknowledged genuine gratitude in a recent letter to the Senate (or. XXXI 355a =
429,8ff.). Themistius goes on (354d - 355a = 428,33 - 429,11) to list proudly
the emperors whose esteem he has earned.
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office which in fact contained the sovereignty, commanded the authority, and
controlled the power that constituted the Empire.
and so Themistius frankly confessed.

The emperor was the State,

Thus, the ultimate compliment and com-

mendation, in his eyes, were the words of the autocrat Constantius, "who often
said that my philosophy was the ornament of his own empire. 112
The substance of Themistius' political thought quite understandably
evoked the approbation of Constantius.

Recognizing the fact that the emperor

was indeed the fount and fulcrum of power, Themistius made the monarchy the
focus of his philosophy.

Polity and prince were identical.

The purpose of

Themistius was to give theoretical formulation to this real fact.

To this

end, he characteristically drew upon what was available in the teachings of
the past and applied it to the present.

In his hands the political science

taught by his philosophical mentors became the imperial science tutoring his
political

master~.

Themistius sought to transfer the ideals of the fourth

century B.C. to the institutions of the fourth century A.D.
Certainly, it may be argued, the imperial State of Themistius' day had
in practice realized to a great extent Plato's theoretical observation on
government:
king.

3

the synonymity of statesmanship and kingship, of statesman and

The institution was ahead of the idea, and it was the philosopher

2
3

Ibid., 354d

·=

428,34 - 429,1.

Plato Politicus 259d 3-4. A few lines earlier (259c 2-4) he declared that there is no essential difference between the royal, political,
and economic sciences.
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who had to catch up with the politician in order to correlate history and
theory satisfactorily.

Yet, in trying to formulate this manifest historical

condition of contemporary politics in philosophical language, Themistius face
something of a dilemma on two counts.

In the first place, his principal au-

thorities were in fundamental disagreement on the nature of monarchy, and
neither of their interpretations of this vital center of his political though
quite satisfied his need.

On the one hand, Plato, whose wording Themistius

plainly borrowed to express the equivalence of State and emperor, was much
too idealistic to provide a realistic framework.

Had not Plato himself

finally confessed that he did not expect the philosopher-king synthesis to
materialize, although, to be sure, he never repudiated the ideal?

4

Aristotle,

on the other hand, proved even less amenable for Themistius' purpose . . "They
are mistaken," he said in the introduction of the Politics, "who believe
that the statesman, the king, the steward of a household, and the master of
the house are of the same nature.

,.5

Overcoming these reservations of both

of the classical systematic philosophers was made more difficult by another
apparent impasse, a problem directly related to the contradiction of the
sources and the inadequacy of either for his purpose.

As a political thinker,

Themistius could neither ignore the cardinal political reality of absolute
autocracy nor abandon the tenets of orthodox thought.
qualified loyalty.

To both he gave un-

But the ideology of the contemporary world state, if it

was to be at all meaningful and convincing, could not be just dressed up in
4

Plato Laws ix. 875c 3 - d, 6.
He is speaking in the context of the
necessity of law because of the incorrigible selfishness of human nature.
5 Aristotle Pol. 1252a 8-9.

l
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the un

reconstructed formulas of the archaic city-state.

In typical fashion,

therefore, Themistius resolved the twin dilemma by accommodating principle and
practice.
The compromise he worked out proved feasible as well as expedient.
What it essentially involved was the adjustment of traditional theory to meet
the actual condition of the Constantinian monarchy.

The basic material for

constructing a workable political philosophy was at hand in the writings of
Plato and Aristotle.

Both philosophers had considered the question of mon-

Plato in the Politicus, Aristotle in the Politics -- and, despite

archy

the fact that they held divergent views on the nature of kingship (a differenc
chiefly due to the one's speculative and the other's empirical approach),

6

they had concluded that monarchy was ideally the best' form of human government.
The reservations which each entertained about royal rule as a historical
reality sprang from the city-state context they shared.

7

But Themistius, thei

6

"The general answer of Plato f to the question, 'Is it more expedient
to be ruled by the one best man, or by the best laws?'} had been in favour
of the free philosophic intelligence of the individual ruler (or rulers)
properly trained for the work of government: • • • The answer of Aristotle,
as it develops, is more balanced, and, on the whole, more favorable to the
rule of law; • • . It may be noticed, however, that Plato was less concerned
with the problem of one man, or sole monarch, than Aristotle appears to be.
His interest is in the rule of free intelligence, whether of one or more than
one (cf. the famous passage on the rule of 'philosopher kings' -- in the
plural -- in the Republic 473c-d); while Aristotle's interest is an interest
in monarchy as such, or the rule of a single person.'' (The Politics of Aristotle, ed. and trans. Ernest Barker {New York: Oxford University Press, 1962},
~4, n. CC).
7
very interestingly and significantly both Plato (Politicus 299d 303b; Laws ix. 875a-d) and Aristotle (Pol. 1287a-b) balk at the monarchy as
the most desirable form of actual government when the question of law is
raised. This antithesis between the rule of law and that of monarchy -what Barker (The Politics of Aristotle, p. 148, n. DD) nicely terms aut rex
aut lex -- Herodotus classically defined in the speech of Demaratus to Xerxes
Mthe irreconcilable opposition between polis and basileia: "So it is

l
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eclectic disciple, was not encurrbered with such a scruple.
solved that.

History had re-

As for the reconciliation of the Platonic and Aristotelian

interpretations of kingship, he tended to adopt Plato's terminology while
keeping Aristotle's thesis.

Themistius' scheme of the kingly office, in

short, was Platonic in form and Aristotelian in function.
This distinction, though something of a simplification, seems nevertheless valid.

Plato describes monarchy in terms of personality.

The quality

of government is related directly to the quality of the governor.

The best

possible State, he says, would be that which is ruled by an absolute sovereign
(tyrannos) who is "young, prudent, quick at learning, ever-mindful, courageous
and magnificent." 8

The major arts or skills commonly identified with and

usually considered intrinsic to monarchy -- those of the general, judge, and
orator -- Plato refused to accept as authentically royal.

Instead, he relegat

ed them to a subordinate rank, subject to that art "which weaves all into one
web," politics or the truly royal art.9

Aristotle, on the contrary, describes

the Spartans; fighting singly, they are as good as any, but fighting
together they are the best soldiers in the world. They are free -- yes -but not entirely free; for they have a master, and that master is Law, which
they fear much more than your subjects fear you. Whatever this master commands, they do; and his command never varies; • • • " (Herodotus, The Histories
vii. 104, 14-19, trans. with an Intro. Aubrey de Selincourt [Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1965], p. 449).

with

8
Plato Laws iv. 710c 5-6; cf. ibid., 709e 7-8.
9

Plato Politicus 303e 7 - 305e, 6.
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his concept of kingship in terms of power, that is to say, his description
is much more institutional than personal.

Thus, in his classification of

che forms of kingship, five constitutional types are determined according
to the power or powers exercised:

Spartan (hereditary life-long generalship),

barbarian (hereditary despotism), tyrannical (non-hereditary, elective dietatorship among the ancient Greeks), heroic or Homeric (hereditary, limited
rule over willing subjects), and absolute (he Eambasileia:

a plenipotentiary

governance akin in essence to but larger in extent than patria postestas). 10
Aristotle, then, described monarchy as the exercise of power by one man, and
its variations were distinguished by how much or how little power he exer. d • 11
cise

Perhaps, in summarizing their ,differences in describing monarchy, it

would not be inexact to say that Plato's king reigned, "While Aristotle's
ruled.
What Themistius did was to meld the abstract and the concrete, the
personal and the institutional presentations of his masters.

Plato's par-

trait of the ideal ruler was prima facie quite germane to the transcendental
character of kingship in the Late Empire.

The accent on the personality of

lOAristotle Pol. 1284b 35 - 1286a, 8.
11Aristotle (ibid., 1285b 34ff.) in recapitulation admits virtually
only two kinds of kingship, the Spartan and the absolute; the other three lie
in between in that they have more powers than the former but less than the
latter. Even so, this modified generic classification might be misleading
historically if one reads Aristotle as emphasizing here (though not elsewhere:
cf. 1285a 3-7) the military function of Spartan monarchy to the exclusion of
its other roles. No doubt generalship was its major and most obvious characteristic, but the severely circumscribed institution of Lacedaemonian dual
monarchy was not entirely without other functions. Thus, the kings held the
priesthoods of Zeus Lacedaemon and Zeus Uranios, as well as exclusive jurisdiction over certain legal matters (Herodotus vi. 56, 1-2 and 57, 17-20; also
cf. Xenophon Constitution of the Lacedaemonians xiii and xv).

the emperor, however, was also coupled with the all-encompassing functions of
the office he occupied.

Themistius recognized these sovereign functions no

less than Aristotle who, in describing heroic kingship, had enumerated the
proper roles of the king (basileus) as those of "general (strat~gos), judge
"
"
.
) "12
(dikastes),
and master of religious rites (ton
pros tous th eous kyr1os.
: I

By extension as well as implication this triad of duties likewise belonged
to Aristotlefs absolute king (ho pambasileus), especially since he is explici
ly said to be of the same nature as the iokodespotes (the Latin pater f amilia
a position which Fustel de Coulanges has shown naturally possessed these thre
powers. 13

The Aristotelian pambasileus, who seems patterned after the Great

King of Achaemenid Persia (a monarchy resurrected in contemporary Sassanid
Persia),

14

would have at least approximated, if not exactly corresponded to,

the functional character of Themistiusf emperor.
12

Thus, in Themistiusf politi-

Ibid., 1285b 20-23; more explicitly stated in ibid., 1285b 10.

~ 3 Ibid.,

1285b 32ff.
Cf. Numa Denis Fustel de Coulanges, The Ancient
City: A Study on the Religion, Laws, and Institutions of Greece and Rome, tran
William Small (Anchor Books ed.; Garden City: Doubleday & Company, n. d.),
pp. 85-94.
This triple function was more marked on the next level of ancient
social organization where "each gens had its chief, who was at the same time
its judge, its priest, and its military commander" (ibid., p. 104).
With the
advent of republicanism in the ancient city the unity of these functions in
one person ceased, but not their necessity.
At Athens, for example, what had
been the exclusively royal functions in law, war, an.ct religion were parceled
out to an equal number of magistrates: archon eponymous, polemarch, archon
basileus.

14

Erwin R. Goodenough, "The Political Philosophy of Hellenistic Kingship," YCSt., I (1928), p. 84:
"Persia, then, seems to be the race of people
referred to by Aristotle {Pol. 1288a, 15-30} which claimed to be able to
produce a kingly race of a different sort from the rest of the citizens; for
Aristotle's language is perfectly fitted to the Xenophontic-Persian fking bee'
Plato knew and rejected the figure, and Aristotle did the idea, as impossible
for Greeks, because so exalted a race or individual was simply not to be found
in Greece."

"

cal philosophy there emerged a convergence of Plato's omniscient overseer and
Aristotle's omnipotent overlord.

It was his synthesis of philosophical tradi-

tions that proved congruous, too, with that personification of power quite
evident in the legal absolutism of imperial government ("Quod principi placuit
legis habet vigorem. ")

15

Although Aristotle and Plato constituted the major sources of Themistius' political thought, his preference for their works does not mean that
other resources were neither available nor used.

A modern authority has ob-

served that undoubtedly "there was much philosophical discussion of the kingly
office.

For example, Demetrius Phalereus is reported to have said to Ptolemy

the king that he ought to prize and read the book peri basileias kai hegemonias
.
16
'For what friends do not dare say to kings they write in books."'

This lit-

erature whose volume swelled from the time of the Hellenistic Diadochoi through
the age of the Roman Caesars further developed as well as promoted the concept of kingship as an actually existent and operative institution.

Unlike

the political scientists of the post-Homeric, pre-Alexandrian Greek world
15ulpianus, Digesta i. 4. 1, in Corpus Iuris Civilis, I, ed. P. Krliger
and T. Mommsen (15th ed.; Berlin: Verlag Weidmann, 1928). The frankly absolutistic tone of this oft-quoted sententia, however, is somewhat modulated by
its following (and less cited) interpretation: "utpote cum lege regia, quae
de imperio eius lata est, populus ei et in eum omne suum imperium et postestatem conferat; quodcumque igitur imperator per epistulam et subscriptionem
statuit vel cognoscens decrevit vel de plano interlocutus est vel edicto praecepit, legem esse constat. haec sunt quas wlgo constitutiones appellamus."
Cf. Gaius, Institutiones i. 5: (ibid.) "Cons ti tutio principis est quod imper a tor decreto vel edicto vel epistula constituit. nee unquam dubitatum est
quin id legis vicem obtineat, cum ipse imperator per legem imperium accipiat."
All the same, whether citing the lex de imperio with (Ulpianus) or without
(Gaius) the regia, the lawyers' phrases cannot deny the absolute autocracy of
the imperial government.
16 Stobaeus, Anthologium, iv. 7, 27, as quoted in trans. in Goodenough,
Yest., I, P• 58.
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for whom monarchy was mostly an unfamiliar experience, the authors of these
treatises on royalty lived under the system that provided them their topic.

17

Without this material the gap that separated Themistius from his canonical
authorities would never have been bridged.
Just one instance of this debt can be found in a document which, although purporting to be of Pythagorean origin, obviously dates from the Hellenistic or, even more likely, the Roman period. 18

In it the author, Dioto-

genes, considerably amplified the traditional tripartite division of royal
functions with a frankness and clarity that belie merely theoretical consid-

17Cf. Goodenough, YCSt., I, passim and From Alexander to Constantine:
Passages and Documents Illustrating the History of Social and Political Ideas
336 B.C. - A.D. 337, trans. with intro., notes, and essays by Ernest Barker
(Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1959), pp. 361-373, for a random sampling of
the themes and tones of this Neo-Pythagorean literature.
18
Diotogenes, Peri basileias, in Stobaeus, Anthologium, iv. 7, 61-62.
"stobaeus, who compiled (probably in the fifth century A.D.) a collection of
excerpts as an Anthologion or Florilegium arranged under a variety of heading ,
has a number of such excerpts with the heading of 'Counsels on Kingship'.
Among these are passages, written in a Doric form of Greek which seems to be
artificially archaic, from two authors, both described as 'Pythagoreans',
who go by the names of Diotogenes and Ecphantus.
These passages are curious,
and even mysterious.
Their authors are unknown; we know nothing of Diotogenes, a name which never occurs in any connexion in the rest of Greek litera
ture; and though there was an actual Ecphantus, who was a Pythagorean, he belonged to the fourth centure B.C. and wrote in Attic Greek, and he must thus
be a different person from the 'Pseudo-Ecphantus' (as he is perhaps better
called) who wrote in Doric Greek. Even the dates at which the two so-called
'Pythagoreans' wrote are uncertain and disputed among scholars; some regard
them as exponents of Hellenistic ideas of Kingship, and assign them to the
third century B.C.; others assign them to the second or third century A.D., a
regard them as exponents of the ideas of Kingship current in the Roman Empire
before the triumph of Christianity." (Barker, From Alexander to Constantine,
p, 361). Barker (ibid., pp. 361-363) prefers the third century A.D. dating
established by Louis Delatte (Les Traites de la Royaut~ d 1 Ecphante, Diogogene, et Sthenidas {"Bibliotheque de la Faculte de Philosophie et Lettres de
l'Universite de Liege"; n. xcvii Liege: Faculte de philosophie et lettres,
1942}, pp. 285-288) rather than the early third century B.C. dating which
Goodenough (YCSt., I, pp. 64-65) had maintained, arguing (with special reference to Ecphantes, ibid., pp. 82ff.) that the Persian and Egyptian models pro

12
eration.

He maintained:

The duties of the king are threefold, military leadership, the dispensati n
of justice, and the cult of the gods.
So then he will be able to lead we 1
in arms if he thoroughly understands the art of war; and to dispense justice and to hear out his subjects if he has studied well the nature of
justice and law; and to worship the gods in a pious and holy manner if
he has reasoned out the nature of deity and virtue.
Accordingly the perf
king must be a good commander, judge, and priesti for these are fitting a
9
proper to the king's supremacy and virtue alike.
With its emphasis on the functional character of the kingly office the treati
stands firmly in the Aristotelian tradition but, by not discounting the need
for the ruler to be trained completely as to carry out most effectively his
obligations, it likewise follows Plato.

It was precisely this conception of

kingship that Themistius took up as the keystone of his own political philoso
phy and which he sought to communicate as the most important desideratum to
his special audience.

For at the root of his conviction that philosophy and

politics make up a mutual and viable partnership for the well-being of mankin
lay this idea.

Consequently, when urging upon the young Arcadius a proper

respect and appreciation for the values of philosophical education, Themistiu
pointed out to the prince that as the result of this peculiarly royal trainin

vided Hellenistic thinkers with enough institutional examples for their ideas.
(After the appearance of Delatte's work, Goodenough, in a review thereof
{Classical Philology, XLIV (1949), pp. 129-131}, allowed that the later datin
might be better, but insisted nonetheless that the ideas go back to a Hellenistic setting.)
19

Diotogenes, in Stobaeus, Anthologium, iv. 7, 61, as quoted in trans.
in Goodenough, YCSt., I, p. 66.
"This {division of functions}," notes
Barker (From Constantine to Alexander, p. 363, n. 1), "is borrowed from, or
based upon, Aristotle's account of the kingships of the heroic age."

I

''your mother will not only rejoice when you return from battle with spoils,
but also when you address the people, and when you lay down laws and make jus-

tice your coadjutor
Themistius, then, certainly thought of kingship principally in terms of
its dominance in the major areas of the community's life.

The emperor, he

recognized, in fact and in theory governed as cult-lord, law-lord, and warlord, and because of the exercise of these roles he became for his subjects
truly dominus orbis terrarum.

Furthermore, since it was impossible to divorce

personal morality from public activity, he concluded that the nobility of the
emperor's nature was related in great part to his mastery of the function of
the sovereign office.

Thus, three of the cardinal imperial virtues which

Themistius catalogued -- piety, justice, and mildness (eusebeia,
.E._ra1otes
'

A

21
)

and war.

dikaiosyn~,

'
' 1 act1v1t1es
' ' '
'
1 aw,
-- d'1rect 1y re 1 ate to t h e 1mper1a
o f re l'1g1on,

An emperor's personal excellence was inextricably linked to his

institutional functions as priest, judge, and protector.

The first function of ancient kingship was the maintenance of what the
Romans called the pax deorum.

Through the dutiful performance of the divine

rites at the public hearth the community guaranteed the continuation of the
sacred order existing between the heavenly macrocosm and the human microcosm.
This religious service, so central to and crucial for the life of the State,
20

or. XVIII 225b

=

274,23-25.

21

or. XVI 212c = 258,19-20. Their Latin equivalents were pietas,
iustitia, and clementia respectively: cf. M. P. Charlesworth, "The Virtues
of a Roman Emperor: Propaganda and the Creation of Belief," Proceedings of the
British Academy (London), XXIII (1937), pp. 105-133.

L~--------a

was

O

riginally the sole responsibility of the king, a fact which is evident i

.tles of the major priestly offices of classical Greece and Rome:
the tl

at

Athens the archon basileus and at Rome the pontifex maximus, whose residence
was the Regia on the Via Sacra.
bore the title rex sacrorum.

Another dignitary of the Roman sacral order

The survival of the regal title for this sacred

function in post-monarchical states (particularly in Rome where the word rex
carried a strongly pejorative connotation in the vocabulary of political invective) indicates the depth of association between kingship and priesthood
in the tradition.
The demise of republicanism saw the reincorporation of sacerdotium an
imperium in one person.

From the time of Augustus (itself an assumed cog-

nomen intrinsically charged with superhuman meaning)

22
. to the reign of Gratia

the emperors had regularly undertaken the pontifical office.

23

If the Chris-

tian Caesars thereafter no longer held a formal priesthood in their official
capacities, they certainly did not -- indeed, could not: -- divorce themselve
completely from the sphere of religious affairs.

As a result, there develope

22

Cf. C. T. Lewis and C. Short, A Latin Dictionary (Oxford: The Clare
don Press, 1962), s.v. augustus (1) and Augustus (2), p. 205.
For an elaboration of the meaning and significance of this surname, also see Mason Hammond,
The Augustan Principate in Theory and Practice during the Julio-Claudian Period (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 193'.'::), pp .. 110-111, 266, nn. 6, 7.

23 Gratian relinquished the title and office in 382 (Zosimus, Historia
~' iv. 36).
Initially at least, the Christianization of the Empire had
posed no insuperable barrier to the continuation of this practice.
"Nor did
Constantine -- or for that matter his Christian successors for two generations
-- feel any qualms about holding the pagan title of Pontifex Maximus.
It was
a traditional part of the imperial titulature, and involved no participation
in pagan cult."
(A. H. M. Jones, The Later Roman Empire 2.84-602 {oxford:
Basil Blackwell, 196~, I, p. 93).
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in the Christian Roman Empire what has become commonly but inaccurately known
.
,,24
as "Caesaropap1sm.
24 cf. the cogent comments of Deno John Geanakoplos, in his Byzantine
East and Latin West: Two Worlds of Christendom in Niddle Ages and Renaissance.
Studies in Ecclesiastical and Cultural History (New York and Evanston: Harper
& Row, 1966), pp. 56, 60-61: "A primary reason for the wide currency of the
term Caesaropapism -- which by the way is of modern western coinage and is not
to be found in the Byzantine sources -- is that scholars have too often attempted to define Byzantine political theory from the western point of view.
In the west, at least after the year 800, sacerdotism and regnum were in the
hands of two different persons, pope and western emperor, separated geographically by the Alps and who, after the mid-eleventh century, were at times in
violent conflict for political supremacy . . . In Byzantium, on the other
hand, there was no such sharp dichotomy between the religious and secular
spheres. Though two individuals, emperor and patriarch, held different offices, they resided in the same place and more often than not worked together •

...

"According to Byzantine theory as based on Eusebius, the source of all
authority in the universe, both religious and secular is God. The Divine
Logos, that is Christ, is the supreme priest and king on earth, uniting in
himself both regnum and sacerdotium. When Christ left the world the power
was divided into two spheres, the spiritual being assigned to his apostles
and the civil authority to Caesar. And throughout their history the Byzantines
believed that the emperor derived his authority directly from God; hence the
title Christos Kyriou. It was the Byzantine view, furthermore, that the churc
hierarchy derived its authority from Christ through the Apostles. But this
seeming indirection was, for the clergy, not a mark of inferiority; on the
contrary, they could, in a certain sense, be considered even superior to the
emperor because of the purely spiritual nature of their ecclesiastical authority ..

"
As the representative of God over God's Kingdom on earth (Basileia) the emperor is responsible for the organization of the empire, for
the establishment of justice of law and the maintenance of peace within the
realm. He is the source of law, but as a Christian he must at all times base
the laws of order and justice he establishes on Christian principles. As Euse
bius envisioned it, the emperor was to frame his earthly government according
to the model of the divine original in heaven. Following this conception, the
emperor was a kind of mediator between God and man on earth, as it were the
Vicegerent of God." (For a selected bibliography on Caesaropapism see ibid.,
App~ndix, Note B, PP· 195-196.)
--.Geanakoplos' analysis, based principally on Eusebius' Triakontaeterikos,
has been quoted liberally in order to show the broad common ground in political philosophy (e.g., the divine archetype of kingship) between Christian and
pagan thinkers; Themistius, of course,· flourished in the generation after
Eusebius.
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Yet the advent of a Christianized Empire marked a drastic break with the
·t"onal union of cult and crown in Antiquity.
tra d i i

Instead of the one, all-in-

elusive communal order wherein the sacred and secular were distinct but not
sep ar

ate categories of human existence, there emerged the now historical di-

chotomy of Church and State.

The citizen of the post-Constantinian Empire,

Ernest Barker has shrewdly observed, "was 'an ecclesiastical animal' (zoon
~lesiastikon),

as well as, and more than, 'the political animal' which Aris-

totle had defined the Greeks of his time being.

1125

Christianity in its triumph

bad rendered the Aristotelian definition of man incomplete, though not obsolete.
The final victory of Christianity which modified the unitary nature of
Giaeco-Roman civilization did not occur, of course, until the last two decades
of the fourth century.

26

But the inherent conflict of jurisdictional claims

between the Kingdom of Christ and that of Caesar was already evident in the
25

Ernest Barker, Social and Political Thought in Byzantium From Justinian I to the Last Palaeologus (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1957), p. 41.
2611

The example of Julian the Apostate shows the potential insecurity
of Christianity in the Empire and, more important, the fallacy of speaking
of a Christian Empire until long usage together with law had firmly establishe
Christianity as the religion of the whole Empire.
Its clear beginning
came when Gratian divorced the imperial office from paganism by rejecting the
office and functions of pontifex maximus (382) and when, by the decrees
Cunctos populos and Episcopis tradi, he, Valentinian, and Theodosius commanded
the adherence of all peoples within the Empire to the Nicene profession."
(Karl Frederick Morrison, Rome and the City of God: An Essay on the Constitutional Relationships of Empire and Church in the Fourth Century,{ "Transaction
of the American Philosophical Society," N.S. LIV, l; Philadelphia: The American Philosophical Society, 1964}, p. 27).
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earlier decades of the same century, most especially during the reign of Constantius.

27

While the problems that resulted from the Christian insistence

upon the duality of basileia and ekklesia in the pre-Theodosian period almost
exclusively enga5ed the energies of

Christi~n

paganism was not entirely unaffected.

emperors and bishops, contemporar

The pagan political thinker particularl

found himself in an awkward position in the debate over primacy.

Confrontatio

of Church and State as autonomous orders seemed both unimaginable and inexplicable to him.

On the one hand, to a pagan the Christian concept of the

City of God, so radically violating the corporate theory of the ancient city,
was quite unfathomable; on the other hand, neither principle nor precedent in
the classical tradition envisioned, much less warranted, separation of patriot
ism and piety.

Compounding the intellectual discomfort of the non-Christian

commentator on politics, moreover, was the ambiguity of imperial policy toward
Christianity on the part of the emperors from Constantine to Gratian.

Al-

though officially heading and supporting the state cults, each of the emperors
(with the exception of Julian, naturally) favored the foreign religion over
the native worship.

But even this favoritism was marked by inconsistency and

contradiction among their respective policies, which varied with a particular
ruler's fancy for orthodoxy or heterodoxy.

If the Christians themselves were

confused and dispirited by the heated wrangling that accompanied the working
27

Ibid., p. 6: "When, under Constantine, Church and Empire acknowledged each other as legal and independent institutions, the potentiality
for conflict between them was present. The first crisis in their constitutional relationship came under Constantius II, Constantine's son and successor, and it derived precisely from Constantius' attempt to assume the ecclesiastical headship in law which his father had dis claimed. 11

hurch-State spheres of a.uthori ty,
out o f C

28

how was a pagan to formulate a co-

herent concept of the cult-lord consistent with political, if not constitutio
al, reality?

Themistius, on his part, tried to get around the problem by

shifting the context of the imperial function from the cultic to the cultural,
from the theological to the philological.
Nowhere in fact does Themistius speak of the emperor as a priest in t
normal sense.

As in his exhortation to Arcadius, he invariably associates

learning with the juridical and military roles of the imperial office. 29
What Themistius meant by learning is not merely the ability to communicate
effectively and felicitously (though a most necessary skill, it goes without
saying), but also the capacity on the part of the ruler to recognize and patronize the ancient cultural inheritance.

This constituted the res sacrae fo

him, and its observance was open to all who claimed membership in classical
civilization.

Accordingly, Themistius viewed the emperor as the high priest

•

of what Marrou has termed "the religion of culture," namely the "metaphysical exaltation of cultural values" that occurred in Hellenistic times and
28

Ibid., p. 7: "{Constantius} had taken the first step toward the
stage where the two institutions would be commingled, and where Hellenistic
concepts concerning divine kingship would become Caesaropapism.
But the
Fathers protested his abuse of the Church's liberties and institutions, which
were derived, not from Rome, but from the Synagogue.and from theological necessity, and they maintained that he had exceeded the legitimate powers of
his office.
Shaped in Judaic practice and hardened under persecution, their
thought admitted no concept of Church-Empire relations other than that of
true separation.
And Hilary of Poitiers {Contra Constantium, c. 4 (Migne,
Patrologia Latina, X, 580f.) }went so far as to denounce Constantius for
enslaving the Church, and to yearn for the time of the ancient persecutors,
Nero and Decius, when torture and death led to freedom."
29 or. XVIII 225b = 274,23-25.
In this identification of rhetoric
with kingship Themistius is following Plato (Politicus 303e 10 - 304a 2)
who joined rhetoric -- which, "by persuading what is just, jointly governs

I

I
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. ued down through the Roman hegemony.
contJ.n

30

By modifying the traditional

function of kingship, Themistius to a great extent neutralized the
anoma 1Y

of a Christian emperor reigning over a still nominally pagan empire.

WithOU t sacrificing the integrity of the historical plenitude of royal power,
'!'hemistius envisioned a Maecenas-r-ole for the emperor which may have satisfied
the more moderate Christians insofar as it was not flagrantly offensive to
their monotheism.

Even St. Jerome, a younger contemporary of Themistius and

a zealous defender of orthodoxy, for example, found it most difficult, if not
impossible, to repudiate unreservedly and entirely the classical experience.

31

what is transacted in the cities" -- to generalship and judgeship in constituting the royal science. Yet, while Plato saw it as an extrinsic function,
Themistius views it as intrinsic.
30

H. I. Marrou, A History of Education in Antiquity, trans. George
Lamb (New York: The New American Library, 1964), pp. 144, 145. "This kind
of mysticism was not of course professed by all the men of letters with the
same consciousness and the same intrepid faith, but to some degree it affected
the culture of them all: paideia -- a thing divine -- a heavenly game, a
nobility of soul, was invested with a kind of sacred radiance that gave it a
special dignity of a genuinely religious kind. In the deep confusion caused
by the sudden collapse of ancient beliefs, it was the one true unshakable
value to which the mind of man could cling; and Hellenistic culture, thus
erected into an absolute, eventually became for many the equivalent of a
religion." (ibid. , p. 146).
31

cf. the famous "dream" of Jerome: (Ep. xxii, 30ff.) "Many years ago,
when for the kingdom of heaven's sake I had cut myself off from home, parents,
sister, relations, and -- harder still -- from the dainty food to which I had
been accustomed: and when I was on my way to Jerusalem to wage my warfare, I
still could not bring myself to forego the library which I had formed for
myself at Rome with great care and toil. And so, miserable man that I was,
I would fast only that I might afterwards read Cicero. . . . {Having come
down with a fever} Suddenly I was caught up in the spirit and dragged before
the judgment seat of the Judge.
Asked who and what I was I replied:
'I am a Christian.' But He who presided said: 'Thou liest, thou art a follower of Cicero and not of Christ. For "where thy treasure is, there will
be thy heart a]. so."' . . • rr- A Select Library of the Nicene and Post-Nicene
Fathers, VI, trans. W. H. Freemantle {New York: Christian Literature Co.,
1893}, p. 35). Yet Jerom~ elsewhere (Ep. xxi, 13, in ibid., p. 149) sanctioned the use of the classical tradition by Christianity: "You ask me at

I
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Prominent in the litany of imperial attributes, therefore, was the
championing of the cause of paideia.

Constantius was eulogized because "he

is a lover of literature (philologos) no less than a lover of war (philopolemos), and he considers the friendly gifts of the Muses no less honorable than.
;;..---

.
,,32
those of Hep h aistus.

In his Risalat to Julian Themistius invested the idea

ruler with a genuine "sollicitude for the arts. 1133

Jovian merited commendatio

"because [he] res tores philosophy, which is not quite prospering among the

the close of your letter why it is that sometimes in my writings I quote
examples from secular literature and thus defile the whiteness of the church
with the foulness of heathenism. • • • Who is there who does not know that
both in Moses and in the prophets there are passages cited from Gentile books.
• • • That leader of the Christian army, that unvanquished pleader for the
cause of Christ skillfully turns a chance inscription into a proof of the
faith. • • • He had read in Deuteronomy the command given by the voice of the
Lord that when a captive woman had had her head shaved, her eyebrows and all
her hair cut off, and her nails pared, she might then be taken to wife. Is
it surprising that I too, admiring the fairness of her form and the grace of
her eloquence, desire to make that secular wisdom which is my_captive and my
handmaid, a matron of the true Israel?" The ambivalence of a Jerome was
often characteristic of the Christian response to the hard question posed by
Tertullian: "Quid Athenae Hierosolymis • • • ?" (De praescriptione hereticorum, 7) -- although "even he," says Christopher Dawson of the African apologist (The Making of Europe [Cleveland: The World Publiching Company, 1961],
p. 62), "for all his neglect of the classical tradition, was a rhetorician
to his very marrow, and appropriated the methods of the Roman barrister to
the service of the new religion." On the question of the relationship between
the Christian Church and Classical Culture, cf. Marrou, A History of Education
chapter IX, Jones, The Later Roman Empire, II, chapter XX.IV, and J.-R.
Palanque, G. Bardy, P. de Labriolle, De la paix constantinienne a la mort de
Theodose ("Histoire de l'Eglise depuis les origines jusqu'a nos jours," ed.
A. Fliche and V. Martin, 3; Paris: Bloud & Gay, 1950), Pt. II, chap, iv and
Pt. III, chap. iii.
32

Themistius, or. IV 54a-b

33 Risilat, p. 22 (par. 24).

= 65,8-10.
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during the present time, to the palace."
.

34

Themistius later congratula-

sp i

34or. V 63c = 75,18-20. In this passage not only does Themistius
nect the flourishing of philosophy -- or more generally culture -- with
~o~ian's
imperial patronage, but he strongly suggests that prior to Jovian's
0
cession culture -- and, by implication, imperial support thereof -- was
:~agging. Prof. A. AlfBldi (A Conflict of Ideas in the Late Roman Empire,
trans. Harold Mattingly {Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1952}, p. 117) reroaches Themistius here for sycophancy on two counts: 1) his praise of
~onstantius' cultural patronage "loses much of its value when we find him
singing the same praises of Jovian at the beginning of his reign"; 2) his
reference to the neglect of culture hardly seems consistent with "that great
reaction in favour of culture which he himself has been extolling under Constantine and Julian~" Two considerations may be offered against the severity
and sweep of Alf8ldi's censure. First, there is no reason why similar praise
~r ~ should be damning; the praise given Jovian may have been intended as
an encouragement for rather than a eulogy of imperial promotion of the arts.
Secondly, Alf8ldi's charge of inconsistency against Themistius rests on his
contention that there was no previous neglect of culture because Themistius
had extolled both Constantius and Julian for their cultural leadership. However, it should be pointed out that: 1) Themistius, according to the extant
evidence at least, did not praise the cultural patronage of Julian (in the
Risalat he is expressly speaking of the "ideal ruler" when the subject of
culture is broached); nor did he participate to any major extent in the
Julian "restoration" or "reaction" (cf. or. XXXIV ch. xiv, where he defends
himself for not having responded affirmatively to Julian's call for participation); 2) the "neglect" of culture is specifically linked to the present
time (or. V 63c = 75,19: kata ton paronta chronon), and therefore does not
include Constantius' reign. Themistius' reference to a lapse in cultural
activity, then, must apply either to Jovian or to Julian. But, as Alf8ldi
himself indicates, the fact that Jovian's reign had just begun would rule out
such a judgment against the newly inaugurated government. He is in fact
praising Jovian for the restoration of culture. This leaves Julian as the
target of Themistius' implied criticism. But why? To state it briefly,
Themistius, who admitted differences with his fellow pagan (or. XXXIV ch.
xiv= 459, 5-6), seems to have considered that the Julian program was much
too cultic rather than cultural (cf. the Julian laws on education prohibiting
Christians from teaching in the schools: CTh. xiii. 3, 5-17). Julian's intolerance hardly conformed to Themistius' concept of the emperor as neutral
cult-lord.
35

Or. IX 126b-c

=

150,26 - 151,2.

'I
I

lens for his recognition of and receptivity to the higher culture in
ted Va
35
te of his ignorance of Greek.
Theodosius, destined in the last years of

----
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biS reign to proscribe the practice of paganism, received the warmest praise
of "the heir of the teachings of the divine Plato" because his rule had proven it possible "to see political power and philosophy coinciding in the very
same person.

.. 36

Plato's philosopher-king, of course, stood readily available as the i
spiring prototype for Themistius' version of the emperor in his capacity as
cult-lord.

Indeed, the ultimate compliment which he could pay a sovereign wa

that he had brought to realization the Platonic ideal. 37

Yet, although The-

mistius for the most part concurred with the judgment of the Platonic writing
l . 1 osopher, " 38 h is own
which " maintains stout 1y that the king is above a 11 a p1i

definition of the king as a philosopher actually ran counter to Plato's.
Themistius conceived "the emperor to be a philosopher because most of all
he entrusts his actions to the guidance o f reason. ,,39

In this interpretation,

however, activism, not contemplation, is the distinguishing characteristic
of kingship; and it is precisely this executive activity of the ruler which
most sharply accentuates the fundamental difference between king and philosopher:

"In both of them there is a rivalry and an eagerness toward the same

model, but the latter is concerned only with reason and wisdom, while the
.
,,40
former is concerned with deed and action.
36

or. XXXIV ch. vii

= 449,22

37

Themistius, therefore, preferre

- 450,4.

cf. or. III 46a = 55,14-22 and or. IV 6lc - 62d = 73,11 - 74,28
(re Constantius); or. XVII 214a = 260,18-23 and 215a-c = 261,31 - 262,18,
as well as or. XXXIV ch. vii = 449,23 - 450,4 (~Theodosius).
38
39

Or. I I 32b-c
.
Ibid., 36a

38, 20-21.
43' 7-8.

4 oibid., 34b
= 41,10-14.

a modification of Plato's vision of the philosopher-king that would demand

the association of power and philosophy in the same person.

This modification

he found in Aristotle, whose more pragmatic outlook mitigated his master's
utopian belief "that evil will not cease for mankind until philosophers become kings or kings become philosophers.

1141

For Aristotle, according to

Themistius,
said that not only is it not necessary for the king to philosophize, but
that it is even a hindrance; on the contrary, it is only necessary for
him to meet with those who truly philosophize with a readiness to listen
and to obey. For he (the king) filled the kingdom with good deeds, not
noble phrases. Therefore, insofar as there is a need for what has been
said about not advancing without reason, to that extent it is proper that
he who is a king take advantage of him who is a philosopher. As it is, it
would be just as though someone thinks that having learned wrestling
from a book is sufficient for a crow~ at the Olympic games, and so handles
neither the dust of the arena Ibr the weights. For such a contestant, even
before arriving at the stadium, incurs the ridicule of the spec ta to.rs.
But, if there should never appear an emperor who is himself personally engaged in philosophy, we would be content w~zh one who is truly
obedient and attentive to those who do philosophize.
The king's primary responsibility, in other words, is to translate into action
what he has learned from the philosophers.

Those who faithfully observe and

efficaciously execute this obligation of their office will have merited the
uniqueness ascribed to Valens: "Because he is a philosopher in his deeds rathe
than in his words -- it is in this that he has excelled most
41

Or. VIII 107c

=

128,16-18.

greatly."

43

Cf. Plato Republic 413c-d, 50le.

Ibid., 107d - 108a = 128,21 - 129~13. The inversion of Plato's
dictum which Themistius cites here comes from Aristotle's now-lost pamphlet,
Peri basileias: cf. Aristotelis fragmenta selecta, ed. W. D. Ross (Oxford:
The Clarendon Press, 1955), pp. 61-62. Themistius goes on (108b = 129,1417): "Therefore, the famous Augustus was great, because he led Areius and
Thrasyllus about with him, not in order that they might expound for him the
compositions of buildings and interpret analyses, but in order that they
might stimiJlate him toward actions of virtue."
42

43

Or. IX .126b-c

=

150, 28-29.

l

138
Themistius modified, then, the Platonic archetype of the philosopherking.

But, if the emperor was not a philosopher in the formal sense, he

cer~

t;;:iinly qualified as one under Themistius' interpretation of Aristotle, which
held that "philosophy is nothing else than the practice of virtue. 1144

Hore-

over, the association of the palace with the schools was both natural and necessary, since theirs was a partnership ordained by Heaven for the salvation of
1

mankind. 45

Yet in this joint enterprise of kingship and philosophy for the

1

1,',,.

i

benefit of humanity the former ranked as the superior member, for the king
alone executed what the philosopher recommended.

46

At the root of this in-

sistence upon the paramount role of the imperial cult-lord, of course, was the
conviction on the part of Themistius that the emperor should exercise a moral
leadersJ:lip that goes beyond mere patronage and promulgation of cultural values.
Therefore, that which is in a ship the skill of a helmsman is in a
State the virtue of a statesman. And it is necessary that this quality
be both willing to comply and unwilling to compel, lest it stand aloof fro
the diligent attention to public affairs. But virtue, when it has been
drawn into public affairs, will wax instead and be brought to perfection.
For that which is honored is always practiced, while that which is held
in low esteem is slighted. It is evident, then, that the following was
wisely said: 'the people prosper under good kings.' For even among the
commons there was progress toward what is honored. Nor does esteem alone
nourish virtue, but also diligen~7, assiduity, and the continual practice
of the task which is undertaken.
44
45
46

or. II 3ld

37,28-29.

or. VI 72a

85' 19-23.

cf. or. XI 144c = 172,9ff., or. VI 8lc
138,22ff., and or. II 34b-c
41,16.

97,18ff., or. VIII 116b

=

47

or. XV 195d - 196a
240,3-14. The maxim which Themistius quotes
is a paraphrase of Homer Odyssey xix. 114.
11

I':
!1
'I

Themistius conceived the function of the imperial office as promoting the ult·mate end of the state which, as Aristotle holds, "exists for the sake of the
good l

i

"f

e.

,.4g

Themistius' emphasis on the cultural rather than the cultic nature of
the cult-lord function in effect secularized the religious role associated
with the throne.

Yet, by having identified the imperial office with the valu

system of classical civilization, he kept secure the moral authority and pres
tige of the emperor without antagonizing at the same time either the pagan or
the Christian population.

Neither segment of fourth-century society could

very well have quarreled with Themistius' characterization of the sovereign
as the patron and paladin of the Muses, for the culture of Antiquity was thei
common inheritance.

If its roots were pagan, its ramifications had become

historically ecumenical.

Consequenfly, too, the image of the king as the of-

ficial pastor of paideia provided a common symbol of unity and continuity in
a civilization increasingly torn by sectarian divisions.
This secularization of power sought to remove the government from any
thing other than nominal involvement in strictly religious affairs.

Except

for the generally perfunctory observance of traditional state ritual, Themistius considered it best for the Empire to dissociate itself from the imposi
tion of a particular cult or creed.

There were several compelling reasons why

Themistius advocated the adoption of a tolerant religious polity by the imperial government, almost all of which he touched upon in his address to Jovian.
In the first place, religious controversy and conflict, as stressed in praising the liberal attitude of Julian's successor, provoke dangers to the public

48

Aristotle Pol. 1252b 30-31.
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sa f e

ty and welfare worse .than foreign threats.

Thus, he thought Jovian's law

of toleration no less significant than the peace treaty negotiated with Per-

sia·

49

Secondly, political authority has neither the warrant nor the power to

impos e forcibly and unilaterally a standardized form of worship on its citizens.

Not only "is it impossible for the emperor to constrain his subjects

in everything, but there are things which have escaped constraint and are
superior to threat and injunction, such as all the virtues and above all rev.. so
. .
erence f or t h e Divine.

As a matter of fact, he argues, has not even God,

"who indeed created a suitable disposition toward piety as a common feature of
human nature, decreed that the manner of worship be left to the decision of
· d.ivi·d ua 1?. 1151
each in

cal

pow~r

Closely coupled with this objection to the use of politi-

to enforce religious uniformity overtly or covertly throughout the

49

or. V 69b-c = 82,14-24. Julian's reactionary religious program no
doubt showed that disunity sectarian factionalism could bring about. In the
aftermath of his failure, to be sure, "the spirit of the moment was favorable
to 'tolerance'." (Palanque, Bardy, de Labriolle, De la paix constantinienne
A la mart de Theodose {cited supra, n. 31}, p. 191).
SOibid., 67b-c = 80,10-14.
51

Ibid., 68a = 80,32 - 81,1. Cf. the words of Symmachus, Themistius'
Roman contemporary and counterpart, on the same issue in his Relatio: nEadem spectamus astra, commune caelum est, idem mos mundus involvit: quid interest qua quiaque prudentia verum requirat? Uno itinere non potest perveniri ad tam grande sec re tum" (in J. P. Migne {ed. } ,- Pa:trologiae curs us completw:;: Series latina, XVI {Paris: Vrayet, 1845}, p. 1008). Yet "the wellknown plea of the pagan Symmachus is really only for the remnants of Roman
paganism to be allowed to co-exist with Christianity." (N. Q. King, "Compelle
Intrare and the Plea of the Pagans," The Modern Churchman, N.S. IV, 2 {January 1961}, p. 113). Themistius, however, did not call for co-existence of
religions within the political structure so much as for their independence
outside it. According to Valdenberg (Byz., I, p. 579), with respect to his
idea of religious liberty "Themistius,7trictlY speaking, has had no predecessors. He exposes that idea with such a clarity, such a vividness, that
we will search vainly for anything similar in earlier literature."

,
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. e __ a policy which presumably the failure of Julian, still fresh in mind,
Emp1r
had proved to be ineffective as well as intolerable -- was Themistius' more
fundamental conviction that diversity of opinion was expected among men.

Ac-

cordingly, he told Jovian, "if by chance it should occur that you take away
and kill the body, the soul will escape, carrying away in its flight freedom
of opinion (eleuthera

gnom~)

. 52
· i· ts speech."
straine d in

together with the law, even if it has been conFor variety is a universal trait politically as

well.as religiously in the human condition, and something that cannot be denie
or derogated.
Consider the fact {he advised Jovian} that even the Author of the Universe takes delight in this diversity. He wants the Syrians to have one
form of government, the Greeks another, and the Egyptians still another;
nor does he even wish that the Syrians be all alike, but their form of
government has been divided into small parts. For no one assumed exactly
the.very same things as his neighbor: one und53takes this, and another
that. Why, then, do we force the impossible?
Since he believed that the new regime honored tolerance, it is not surprising
at all that Themistius declared that Constantinople had regained Constantine
himself in the person of the mild Jovian.

54

52

rbid., 68b-c = 81,9-12. In or. X (130a = 155,6-8) Themistius criticizes the treatment of Callisthenes by Alexander, "who did not allow freedom of speech (parresia)."
53 rbid., 70a = 83,8-14. "This argument of Themistius," remarks Barker
(From Ale~er to Constantine, p. 380), "recalls that which Celsus had already advanced in the second century {in Contra Celsum v. 25 and viii. 2}.
But it goes beyond Celsus in its sweep and range-:-"-----:rhis plea for diversity
within unity constituted, too, a major premise of Themistius' advocacy of a
liberal policy toward the barbarians, as well as his call for equity in law.
54

rbid., 70d = 84,8-9. Yet even the officially neutral Constantine
would not really have fitted Themistius' notion of a liberal emperor. As A.
H. M.Jones (Constantine and the Conversion of Europe {new rev. ed.; New York:
Collier Books, 1962}, p. 173) has observed, Constantine "warns the Christians
against intolerance, but he grants toleration to the pagans in contemptuous
language."

I
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The avowal which Themistius made of his preference for religious liber y
Empire did not hurt, to be sure, his standing as a pagan in a Christian
court.
more to

But, to charge, as some have,

55

that he owed this liberal attitude

a political circumspection than to personal conviction is unwarranted;

it mistakes a real correlation of principle and practice for connivance.

Sim-

ply because it happened that his advocacy of tolerance was personally convenient as well as conscientious need not imply crassness of motivation.

Themis-

tius' broadmindedness, so evident in the eclecticism he practiced as a philosopher, also led him to correspond with a Gregory Nazianzen no less than a
Libanius.

56

Furthermore, he twitted contemporary Christianity rather disingen

uously for the seemingly semantic controversy between Arians and Athanasians i
the presence of the dour Constantius himself;

57

and he felt strongly enough

about internal dissension within the Empire to convince Valens to restrain
considerably his persecution of orthodox Christians. 58

Such concern is hardly

characteristic of a chameleonic character.
cf. Schmid-St~hlin (p. 1007) and Stegemann (RE, p. 1647), both of
whom attribute Themistius' success under several emperors most of all to his
"adroitness and pliant adapt a bi li ty" (Stegemann).
55

56

Cf. the letters of Gregory Nazianzen to Themistius (Epp. 139 and
140, both of which are quoted in full in Dindorf, Themistii Orationes, pp.
487-488) in which the Cappadocian Father warmly praises the ~agan ~hilosopher
senator; in the second letter he calls Themistius basileus ton logon.
57

"Thus our mind ascribes supersubstantial substance and power of
higher power and superlatively good goodness to the fount of all things, but
does this hesitantly, and takes care over the association of the words."
(Or. I 8b-c = 8,27 - 9,2, as trans. in Downey, G&BSt., I, pp. 58-59.
In a
footnote to this passage Downey asks, "Could this be a reference to the disputed terminology involved in the Arian controversy?" It would certainly
appear so.
58

Both Socrates (Ecclesiastica historia iv. 32) and Sozomen (Ecclesias
tica historia vi. 36 and 37) report that Themistius delivered an appeal for

i

I
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Themistius' plea for religious toleration within the Empire was directed to the emperor in his capacity as law-lord as much as cult-lord.

He

saw the two roles related in a single purpose as they were joined in a single
person.

This complementary relationship between morality and legality The-

mistius underscored when he congratulated the Emperor Jovian for his grant of
freedom of belief:

"The law of God and your law remain unalterable for all

time -- that the soul of each and every man be set free in regard to what it
believes to be the way of worship." 59

•

The sanctity of liberty, he recognized,

requires the sanction of law.
At the root of Themistius' conception of justice and its administratio
then, was the principle of toleration -- defined by a modern political analyst
as ''a refusal to take an absolutist position, which requires a determination
to moderate differences and to reconcile opposing interests.

1160

But tolerance

toleration in the presence of Valens at Antioch, where the emperor was harassing orthodoxy.
It had been commonly supposed that or. XII (154c - 16lb =
184-197) was a survival of this oration given in Antioch (cf. A. C. Zenos,
"The Ecclesiastical History of Socrates Scholasticus," p. 115, n. 1, in
A Select Library of Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers, II {2d ser.; New York:
The Christian Literature Company, 1891} ), but Richard F3rster (Neue Jahrbliche
fllr PHdagogik, VI {1900}, pp. 73-93) has conclusively proved that or. XII
(entitled ad Valentem de religionibus) is a counterfeit published by Andreas
Dudith, a sixteenth century teacher at Breslau, in an attempt to strengthen
his own plea for religious toleration at that time.
Also cf. Stegemann, RE,
p. 1660.
59

Or. V 68b,5-7.
According to Barker (From Alexander to Constantine,
p. 378), this oration is"
. an oration which has something of the spirit
of J. S. Mill's Essay on Liberty."
~~---~~~~~~

60

walter Lippmann, "The Forgotten Principle," quoted in The Essential
Lippmann: A Political Philosophy for Liberal Democracy, ed. Clinton Rossiter
and James Lare (New York: Random House, 1963), p. 227.
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of course, presupposes tension.

Accordingly, in applauding Jovian for his

liberal effort to safeguard the liberty of belief and its practice, Themistius
approvingly noted that this had been accomplished without having simultaneously stifled

"

. .
1161
the noble strife of religion.

This phrase and its under-

lying thought strongly suggest the Heraclitan paradox that "justice is strife"

--

(kai dikgn erin),

62

for Themistius, like Heraclitus, perceived the equivalence

of variety and vigor.

More essentially, Themistius was applying on the socie-

tal level "Heraclitus 1 original contribution to philosophy . . .

{which} consist

in the conception of unity in diversity, difference in unity." 63

This tran-

scendental view of the concomitance of concord and conflict, however, constitu
ted only the metaphysical ground of Themistius 1 construct of justice.

Cor-

responding to the philosophical principle was the political phenomenon of
"unity in diversity" represented in the heterogeneous society of the late
Empire.

In legal terms the immense dissimilarity, both in degree and kind,

that characterized such a civilization could be controlled and contained only
by establishing and maintaining a mean between conflicting interests.
61

Or. V 68d

Such

= 81,21.

62

Heraclitus, fr. 80, quoted in Hermann Diels, Die Fragments der Vorsokratiker, ed. Walther Kranz, I (6th ed.; Dublin-Zurich: Weidmann, 1966),
p. 169.
63

Frederick Copleston, S.J., A History of Philosophy, Vol. I: Greece
and Rome, Pt. 1 ("Image Book" ed.; Garden City: Doubleday & Company, 1962),
p. 56.
Themistius consciously subscribed to the Heraclitean insight, quoting
approvingly the dictum of the sixth-century Ephesian that "nature is wont to
conceal herself" (or. V 69b = 82,10; quoted in Diels, Die Fragmente, p. 178,
s. v. fr. 123).
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balance would necessarily involve a dual operation, namely, satisfying the
jUS

t demands of one while sustaining another's rights, often simultaneously,

in order to maintain the equilibrium of society.
la\-1 and justice in a contractual context.

Thus, Themistius thought of

"What is just (to dikaion),"

he

declared, "consists in contracts and in the communications relating to those
who have concluded a contract.

1164

In the political microcosm, therefore, no

less than in the physical macrocosm, the plurality of interests and the multipliticy of differences must produce what Heraclitus had envisioned as "a taut
attunement (palintonos harmonie), just like that of the bow and the lyre.

1165

Themistius' definition of the just, grounded as it was in the Heraclitean vision of the essential uniformity of manifold reality, likewise conformed to the Aristotelian interpretation of justice as due. measure meted out
among men.

Working from his doctrine of the mean, Aristotle maintained that

"what is just, then, is something proportionate (estin ara
ti) .

~

dikaion analogon

but what is unjust is that which is contrary to the proportion (to

d' adikon

~

para

~

analogon)."

66

Accordingly, he proceeded to define jus-

tice (dikaiosyne) as "a kind of middle state between two extremes" (mesotes
tis),

67

and then distinguished in turn the three kinds of justice insofar as

each related to moral virtue:
64

65

0~.

I 8a-b

=

the complete, the particular (divided by scope

8,20-21.

Heraclitus, fr. 51, in Diels, Die Fragmente, p. 162.

66

Aristotle EN 113la 8 and 113lb 18. Cf. ibid., 1106a 14 - 1107a 26
for his demonstration and definition (especially 1106b 36 - 1107a 2) of the
doctrine of the mean.
67

Ibid., 1133b 32.
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into "distributive" and "rectificatory"), and, combining~ elements of the
prev

ious two, the political (differentiated according to source as "natural"

and "legal").

68

Finally, however, justice is but the striking and holding

of a balance that effects a harmony in man and his society and encompasses,
in Aristotle's words, "what is lawful and what is fair"(~ nomimon kai to

-

ison).

69
In developing his notion of justice Themistius most likely also drew

very heavily on the voluminous Hellenistic literature peri basileias.

70

This

rich corpus of political treatises, most of it now lost, bridged the gap in
political thought between the city-state condition of classical Greece and the
world state order of Rome, amplifying the old

theo~ies

new realities of the post-Alexandrian monarchies.

in order to meet the

Although Themistius never

directly referred to any of the authorities writing in this critical stage of
the evolution of ancient political philosophy (perhaps because of his almost
obsessive determination to fix the locus of his own philosophy directly within
the archaia taxis), his political thought often echoes surviving passages of
their works in both conceptualization and articulation.

Thus Themistius' con-

ception of justice strongly echoes the definition given by Diotogenes:
68

Ibid., 1129b 17 - 1130a 5 (complete justice); 1130a 14 - 1130b 2
(particular justice); 1134a 26 - 1134b 21 (political justice).
69
70

rbid., 1129a 34.

Although most of this literature is now lost, it can be reasonably
assumed that Themistius borrowed heavily from it, for certain of his own
statements strongly echo those few passages of the peri basileias corpus
now extant.
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For justice is the binding and holding together of the community
(of the soul), and such a state of the soul is the only basis for
harmony with one's neighbors. For justice bears the same relation
to communion {koinonia} as rhythm to motion and harmony to the voice;
for justice is a good shared in common between the rulers and the
ruled and }I accordingly the harmonizing principle in the political
community.
Themistius, of course, principally concerned himself with the justice
operative in the State and among its members.

But he recognized that, while

the harmony of opposites that is justice on the cosmic level may be immanent,
on the political level it must be imposed.

For such is human nature.

Unlike

the animals, for example, "who do not need courts of justice or legislative
decrees," men fight their own kind as well as those outside their group -and often more viciously; "therefore, one must no less guard against the
wild beasts inside the walls, which are both more treacherous and more difficult to handle than those wild beas.ts outside the walls."

72

Otherwise, man-

kind would descend into savagery, having destroyed the always delicate equilibrium

of social forces that make up civilized life.

The community, like the

citizen, represents a fragile balance between the rational and the irrational,
the civilized and the barbaric; it is the natural condition of humanity.

But

once the tension is broken, justice degenerates into a tyranny of brutality.
Consequently, as Aristotle had pointed out in his discussion of justice sub
71

Diotogenes, in Stobaeus, Anthologium, iv. 7, 62, as quoted in trans.
in Goodenough, YCSt., I, p. 72. "Koinonia, which I am consistently translating 'communion' here and in Ecphantus, {is} the only English word which is
even approximately intelligible in the various uses of the Greek term. The
word really means 'reciprocal relationship.'" (ibid., n. 62). Diotogenes'
general philosophy, with its emphasis on harmony, is, as Goodenough notes
(ibid., p. 64), "thoroughly Pythagorean."
72

Or. XV 187d - 188a = 230,11-18.
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gec1·e civitatis, "justice exists for those for whom there is law (_nomos)
in their relations to one another.

For the juridical process (dike) consists

in distinguishing what is just from what is unjust." 73

For this reason, too,

Themistius could hardly gainsay the unique nature and the urgent necessity of
the rule of law in the political order.
Empire and shares in its government

"For law

which presides over the

since it has come from heaven with the

Empire for the salvation of mankind (pros soterian anthropon), possesses autho
ity over those subjects within the Empire and those on its frontiers."

74

The

imposition of order through law, then, secures the uniform balancing of the
scales of Justice.

But its derangement invites disaster.

"Certainly there is

no greater evil," Themistius" king would agree with Sophocles' Creon, "than
lawlessness.

1175

Yet law is not merely the ballast of the ship of state.

To be sure,

at least it must police the community, protecting each citizen's rights and
redressing his wrongs.

76

But beyond that, it must prescribe ideals for societ

encouraging the quality of life as well as ensuring the quantity of livelihood.

For if the coercive role of law is its minimum function, the moral role

represents its most important function.

Thus Themistius could declare that la

was invented for the sake of man's education.
73
74
75

77

The law, in short, like the

Aristotle EN 1134a 30-32.
Or. XV 187a-b

= 230,19-22.

Sophocles Antigone 672:

anarchias de meizon ouk estim kakon.

76

Risalat, p. 21 (para. 9):
"As for the evils that come from fellowcitizens, they are prevented by the laws and remedied by legal sanctions;"
77

Or. XXXIV ch. ii

=

446,1-3.
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sta t e,

serves an educative, not merely a regulative purpose.

Otherwise, the

. raison d'etre of society is violated and vitiated, "and the law," as Aris
main .:--~~ ~~~tot le warned, "becomes a contract and just as Lycophron the Sophist said,

'a

surety of the lawful claims of men to one another,' instead of being fit and
78
able to make ci· t"1zens goo d and J Ust. "
0

The administration law under the sovereignty of Justice, therefore,
represents an indispensable condition for the maturation of man and for the
maintenance of his civilized way of life.

Only within a context of discipline

and order can the community and the citizen flourish.

For if culture provides

unity to a society, then justice alone secures its continuity.

In this vein,

Tbemistius would have endorsed the judgment of Aristotle concerning the essentially humanistic end of justice in the State:
For just as man is the best of animals when he is fully developed,
so, too, he is the worst of all when he is without law and justice.
Justice, then, is the property of the polis. For the juridical process, which consists in distinguishing what is right, is
the ordering of the human association (koin~nia). 79
78

Aristotle Pol. 1280b 11-14.
Simonides (fr. 53, in E. Diehl, Anthologia Lyrica Graeca,~I-{2d. ed.; Leipzig: G. G. Teubner, 1936}) put it~
succinctly:
The city is a teacher of men."
79

Ibid., 1253a 32-40.
Cf. Ernest Barker (Greek Political Theory,
p. 349) on the necessity of law as expressed by Plato in his Laws:
On the
necessity of law there is a noble passage in the ninth book (875), which in
form is a preface to the law on the infliction of wounds.
Law is civilization:
it is the slow-bought gain of the ages during which ben have striven
to life themselves above savage beasts; it is the differentia of humanity.
It is necessary to us for two reasons -- first, because our individual minds
are not adequate in themselves for the recognition of what is best for social
life; secondly because, even when such recognition is attained, our individual wills are not always able or willing to pursue the best.
We thus need
law, first of all, to precipitate, as it were, and to crystallize the good,
for which our consciences darkly grope.
Again we need law, and the
public enforcement of law, to supply a motive to our lagging wills.
If, indeed, by the grace of God, a man should arise among his people naturally able to recognize, and also, of his own motion, to pursue the good, such
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This is why, then, Themistius pronounced "justice, the virtue much80
in song, to be the noblest possession for an emperor."

In an oration

the exposition of "what is the most imperial of the virtues,

•

1181

he

that the emperor, as law-lord (tou nomou kyrios), was expected "to
defend justice and by reason of this safeguard to uphold government for all

roen.

.. 82

Accordingly, in the first part of Oration XV (written in the dark days

immediately followillgj the catastrophe at Adrainople), Themistius seeks to
demonstrate that
it is incumbent upon the man who rules much of the earth and sea, who has
innumerable subjects and cities and indescribable nations to take care not
only how he might expel the barbarians from that part {of the Empire} in
which they have caroused and rioted before his guardianship, but he must
also give heed to as much of his subject land which they have been watching
closely, an area which is now unharried and many more times unblemished
and which extends from the Bosphorus to the Tigris," so that he might set
this part of the Empire in order" and preserve it untouched and unravaged
by not only external but also internal infirmities. Just as I think it
necessary that shepherds and herdsmen take thought for dogs and javelins
against wild beasts, no less so -- if not even more -- do I think they
should give need to a healthy meadow and succoring spri§3s, and to milking
at the proper time, and to shearing at the proper time.
a man would need no laws for his guidance. There is no law or order greater
than wisdom; and genuine free mind is in its nature always sovereign and never
subject. But this is a dream -- the dream of a god among men. There is no
such mind anywhere, or at any rate only a little; and so we must take law
and order, •
"
80
81

or. I 6a

=

6,9-10.

or. XIX 227d

=

277,22.

82

or. XV 190a = 232,24-25. Similarly, Themistius had earlier told
Julian that the sovereign is the guardian of the law (Risalat, p. 20 {par. 6~.
This conception of the royal juridical role conforms to the Homeric view ("The
blameless king . . . sustains righteousness." { Odyssey xix. 109-111} ) and the
Aristotelian ("The ruler is the guardian of what is just, . • . " { EN 1134b 1 }) .
83

Ibid., 186a-c

=

229,18 - 230,1.

he nature of politics is such that "the shepherd of the people" (poim"en
for t
iaon) should be more concerned with the pursuit of justice than the prosecu:..---

tion of war, since "the former is his proper function and consequently he is
called basileus by men, while the latter, though necessary to be sure, is not
enviable." 84

The gist of Themistius' argument is that "the function of a king

insofar as he is a king, is this -- to become like Zeus (to~ homoiothenai),'
which means that "neither beauty nor greatness, neither swiftness nor prowess
makes the good king, unless he bear in his soul some appearance of becoming
like God(~ ton theon homoiosis)." 85

Both Homer and Plato concur in in-

84 rbid. , 186d = 230, 8 and 187b-c = 230, 28-31.
"shepherd of the people
is a common Homeric epithet for kings (cf. Iliad ii. 85, 105, etc.).
Themistius was anxious to impress upon Theodosius (who had just been raised to the
imperial rank because of his proven military abilities in a time of deep
crisis) that the war-lord function was not the only occupation of an emperor.
To this end, therefore, he sought to prove that even Homer, for all of his
emphasis on the hero as the warrior, realized that there was another, nobler
side to the exercise of kingship:
"rt seems to me," Themistius declared
(187b-c = 230,25 - 231,3), "that also the divine Homer, even if he is more
inclined toward Ares, at least recogpizes, just as we do, that the king, insofar as he is king, must be patterned more after Themis than Enyo {the goddess
of war (Iliad v. 333) and companion of Ares (ibid . ., 592)} .
For in
praising Agamemnon, he says that he is glorious for two things -- first, because he is a good king, and secondly, because he is a stout warrior.
But
by speaking so, he seemed to distinguish the royal art from the art of war
and not to associate the stout warrior with the good king." The divorce between war-lord and cult-lord that Themistius makes in the last sentence is
perhaps stronger than even he intended, for if, as suggested by Schmid-St~hlin
(p. 1009), the emphasis on justice in or. XV was meant to counteract the vigorous Catholic orthodoxy evident in Theodosius' acts of 380, then Themistius
was trying to show that without justice -- that is, the maintenance of harmony
especially in this context between paganism and Christianity -- the internal
unity so indispensably necessary for a successful program of external security
would be grievously weakened.
85

rbid., 188b = 231,27-28 and 188c-d = 232,6-9.
"The conception of
the imitation of God in Greek philosophy is clarified by a paragraph in Stobaeus {ii. 7, 3} which begins with the statement:
'Socrates and Plato agreed
With Pythagoras that the end of life is to achieve a likeness to God.' Plato
indeed went further and, like Sthenidas, said that when a true statesman (the
king) rules with knowledge, harmonizes the state, brings together the diverse

l

152

r;:::::sting that "justice and righteousness constitute the proper business of the
royal art, and therefore result
(~ theoeikelon kai theoeides)."

the royal appellations

'godlike' and 'divine

86
Consequently, concludes Themistius, jus-

tice, because it is so personal and, as such, independent of the normal powers
and paraphernalia of government, stands as the peculiarly imperial virtue and
its exercise represents the unique imperial responsibility.

In short, the

emperor as law-lord must draw more on internal than institutional resources
for the successful fulfilment of his task to maintain law and order.

"For

the security of this {condition of eudikia} which is incumbent upon you,"
Themistius advised Theodosius,

elements of the good and rejects the bad, he not merely imitates the reproduces the divine image.
. the conception of imitating God is a bit of
Pythagorian-Platonic mysticism .
. " (Goodenough, YCSt., I, p. 74).
Concerning the emperor's imitation of the divine in the thought of Themistius
see Jlirgen Kabiersch, Untersuchungen zum Begriff der Philanthropia bei dem
Kaiser Julian ("Klassisch-Philogishe Studien,
ed. H. Herter und W. Schmid,
Heft 21; Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1960), ch. II, ''Zurn Begriff der Philanthropie bei Themistius," in which he persuasively argues that not Gottgleichhei t but only Gott'ahnlichkei t is 'attributed to the emperor by Themistius
(p. 10).
That this is so can be seen in Themistius' own comment on the relation betw_een God and King:
"Therefore, God surpasses everyone in power and
virtue, and whoever is about equal to him on earth, this man is not a natural
creature but a heavenly one." (or. XIII 170a-b = 208, 27-29; cf. Plato Timaeus
90a).
To paraphrase the theological terminology of the Arian-Athanasian controversy of Themistius' own time, one could say that he was Homoiousian
rather than Homoousian. Fundamental to any understanding of the idea of pros
theon homeiosis (and, for that matter, of divinity in the ancient world),~~
~er, is the point made by Prof. Ulrich von Wilamowitz-Mollendorf in his
Der Glaube der Hellenen, Weidmannsche Verlagsbuchhandlus, I. (Berlin:
1931),
pp. 10-11, that the Greek word theos has primarily a predicative force.
86

Ibid., 189a = 232,21-22.
In support, Themistius (ibid. = 232,16-20)
quoted somewhat inaccurately Odysseus' description of the qualities of "the
blameless king" to Penelope (Odyssey xix. 109-113), and several lines later
claims that Plato "says that justice in alliance with prudence is homoiosis
pros theon." (189a-b = 232,24-25; cf. Plato Theaetetus 176b and Republic
362C, 363b).
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ur infantrymen are no.t necessary, nor, by Zeus, your slingers and

~~chers, nor your divisions of Armenians and Iberians; nor will you need
rooms and bodyguards, but you need to be sufficient in yourself. For
gnly your judgment has authority over this function {of law-lordship}. Nor
~s there for a king who slights justice any excuse -- either in the cowardice of his soldiers or in the carelessness of his generals. Instead, the
funct~ n is quite obviously the personal charge of you, and of you alone

... 9

a very special sense, therefore, the possession and practice of justice
is an imperial monopoly.

"How fortunate," exclaimed Themistius, "is he

who has justice and can do the very same things as Zeus:
not only of men but also of the elements •

he is the master

1188

But in his capacity as law-lord the emperor is more than just an
ordinary enforcer of the law or official of the court.

"For the function of

a judge (dikastes), I believe, is to obey the law in all ways; but it is meet

the true king also rule the law, and .it is his responsibility to temper its
wrath. 1189

Behind this concept of the sovereign as the moderator and mitigator

of the juridical process lay the conviction of Themistius that the basis of
imperial power is love (philia), not.force (bia),

90

and that in consequence

"inducement through goodwill (eunoia) -- and not mastery because of fear
(phobos) -- is best for an emperor.
87
88
89

Ibid., 189c-d

233,14-22.

Ibid., 189b-c

233,4-7.

or. XI 154a

1191

This is a recurrent theme in his ora-

182,24-27; cf. Plato Republic 440d, 73la.

90 or. I lOc-d
11,14-22: "Whoever, therefore, clearly exhibits in
himself the title of kingship . . • rules men who prefer -- not fear -- him,
and his kingship is something voluntary, not violent. This is the proof.
Men naturally (kata physin) seek it, as if they could not live without it.
And nobody seeks what he will dread, but what he will love." Cf. the entire
section, 9c - llc = 10,10 - 12,15.
91

or. VII 96b-c

=

115,2-4.
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an insistent thesis whose origin Themistius ascribed to "Socrates,

the son of Sophoniscus, {who} declared this kind of government
king loves all men

in which the

to be much more natural to those who are ruled.

1193

The juridical role of the imperial office as envisaged by Themistius,
then, emphasizes the need for a deep personal commitment rather than a merely
detached professional competence on_ the part of the sovereign.

His unique

responsibility is to see to it that the spirit and not the letter of the law
prevails in the administration of justice within the Empire.

This view

corresponds with traditional Greek thought that justice is as much an individual as a collective achievement, a conviction voiced by Aristotle when he
said that "all men mean by justice an acquired habit or condition (hexi s)
of such a nature, in consequence of which they are fit for doing what is just,
92

Cf. or. V 67c = 80,lOff, or. IX 122b = 146,lOff., or. XXXIV ch. xxvi
= 468,14ff., and or. XIX 228a = 277,28ff. and 23ld = 282,13ff.
Hence, love,
not force, distinguishes the true king from the tyrant (or. VIII 102a = 122,
7ff.); cf. Plato Politicus 276e, Xenophon Cyropaedia i. 1, 5, Aristotle Pol.
285a, 27, and Ecphantus, Peri basileias, in Stobaeus, iv. 7, 65 (quoted in
trans. in Goodenough, YCSt., I, p. 89).
93

Or. XXXIV ch. xxvi = 468,17-18.
"And this very Socrates admitted,
in ragard to the common saying concerning the just man and especially justice
namely, that it is necessary to do good to one's friends and to injure
one's enemies -- that he heeded half of the saying but that he corrected the
other half.
He agrees with doing good to one's friends, but he does not agree
with injuring one's enemies.
Instead he amends this latter part of the saying
to make friends of one's enemies." (ibid. = 468,19-25; similarly, or. VII
95a-b = 113, 9-19; cf. Plato Republic 332a - 335a and Cri to 49aff.).
"In the
realm of personal ethics, it seems equally clear that Themistius, with his
teaching of philanthropia, was attempting, to provide a pagan counterpart for
the Christian doctrine of agape.
It is characteristic that he lays weight
upon the claim that the doctrine of"'Love thy neighbor' and 'Love thine enemy'
was taught by Socrates (i.e. by Plato)." (Glanville Downey, "Philanthropia
in Religion and Statecraft _in the Fourth Century after Christ,' Historia,
IV 1955, p. 203).
According to Libanius (Ep. 60,1-2 X, p. 60,5-12), Themistius practiced the doctrine he preached.
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act justly, and they prefer what is just."

94

chological harmony any political harmony.
thiS Psy

Nor can there be without
As Themistius wrote Julian,

unless a man is able to govern himself, he obviously cannot govern his fellow
citizens.
such a view of the dual character of justice on the private and public
levels, moreover, dovetailed with the contemporary concept of the all-powerful
ruler developed in fourth-century absolutism.

As a result, Themistius could

unaffectedly picture the autocrat as the Good Shepherd, an image which, though
highly complimentary to the ruler, implies a strongly condescending attitude
. t s. 96
towards his su b Jee

This frank acknowledgment of a political stratifica-

94

.
Aristotle EN 1129a 7-9.
Cf. the maxim of Theognis of Megara, 147148:
"Righteousness{dikaiosyn"e} contafi1eth the sum. of all virtue; and every
Edmonds {"The Loeb Classical Library"; Cambridge:
Harvard University Press,
1954 }, I, p. 245).
95
96

Ris~lat,

p. 21 (par. 13); similarly, or. I 5b = 5,16-18.

Cf. or. I 9d - lOc = 10,20 - 11,14 for an almost Johannine (Gospel
of John 10) flavor.
This concept of the king is also found in Plato (Politi~ 265d, 268a, passim) and Xenophon (Cyropaedia i. 1, 2).
It is, of course,
a very
icient metaphor for kingship, indicative of the plenipotent authority
of the sovereign and the total subservience of the subjects:
"The Egyptian
texts use the same picture.
One of the pharaohs stated why the god had made
him ruler:
'He made me the herdsman of this land, for he discerned that I
would keep it in order for him; he entrusted to me that which he protected.'
Elsewhere the king is called 'the goodly herdsman, watchful for all
mankind whom their maker has placed under this supervision.' The sun-god
'appointed him to be shepherd of this land, to keep alive the people and the
fold.
The antiquity of this concept of the king is visible in the fac
that a shepherd's crook is one of the earliest insignia of the pharaoh and
is the origin of one of the words meaning 'to rule.'
"The concept of the herdsman has its negative pole in the implication
that men are simply cattle, property on a lower stage of existence.
At the positive pole, the herdsman's duty was to nurture and build up his
herds." (John A. Wilson, "Egypt:
The Function of the State," chapter III
of Before Philosophy:
The Intellectual Adventure of Ancient Man, by H. and
H. A. Frankfort, John A. Wilson, and Thorkild Jacobsen li3altimore:
Penguin
Books, 1966}, pp. 88-89).

5

tion which assigned superiority to the ruler and inferiority to the ruled -a situation already long recognized and reinforced socially by the legal distinction made between h?nestiores end humiliores, officially by the proliferation of a pretentious nomenclature for grading the imperial aristocracy (iliustris, spectabilis, and clarissimus) and philosophically by the equivalence
of the tripartite psychological and political divisions

97

-- naturally elicite ,

too, a paternalistic conception of the monarchy, and most especially in its
internal governance.

Thus, Themistius, speaking in his last oration about

the need for an emperor to be fair but sympathetic in governing, observed that
"justice makes a father, wrath a lord, and avarice a rogue.

And the surname

of 'father 1 is alone divine -- for even the poets call Zeus 'the father of
mankind' by name.

,,98
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Concerning the polarization by law of society into honestiores and
humiliores see Julius Paulus, Sententiae v. 23, 13 and 25, lff., in Fontes
Iuris Romani Ante-Iustiniani, ed. S. Riccobono et al., II (2d ed.; Florence:
G. Barbera, 1941) and G. Cardascia, "L 1 apparition dans le droi t des classes
d' honestiores et d 'humiliores," Revue Hi storique de Droi t Francais et ,..Etranger, XXVIII (1950), pp. 305-337, 461-485; concerning the graduated titulature see Otto Hirschfeld, "Die Rangtitle der r8mischen Kaiserzeit," Kleine
Schriften (Berlin: Weidmannsche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1913), pp. 657-f,>71;
concerning the tripartite division of psych~ and polis see Themistius, or.
XXXII 360a-c = 434,26 - 435,17 and Risalat, pp. 20,20-21 (pars. 1 and 8).
98

.
Or. XIX 233a = 283,20-23.
Cyrus, Cambyses, and Xerxes are identifie
respectively with "justice," "wrath," and "avarice."- (233a = 283,18-20).
Augustus' most prized title, of course, was pater patriae (Res Gestae Divi
Augusti, c. 35):
"This title, of course, is always regarded as purely honorific; and as a matter of fact it did not make any very precise or specific
addition to the positive powers of the Princeps.
Yet Augustus himself evidently attached the highest importance to it; he brings the Res Gestae to an
end with his citation as Pater Patriae.
Readers of that document are thus
left with the impression that Augustus reached the culminating point, the
peak and pinnacle of his career when the Senate, the Equestrian Order and the
Roman People named him Pater Patriae in 2 B.C.
. Just as a family is
in the potestas of the pater familias, so is the State in the potestas of
the pater patriae.
If any title or honour divulges Augustus' monarchical
status it is this one." (E. T. Salmon, "The Evolution of Augustus' Principate, '
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The historian Ammianus Marcellinus, a contemporary of Themistius and
shrewd observer of the imperial office, perhaps exemplifies best the attitude
prevalent among the literati of Late Antiquity regarding what was expected of
both the Empire and its emperor in the administration of a just society.
suring Valentinian because "he had ever upon his lips the saying,

Cen-

that malice

of severity is the inseperable associate of _rightful power," the Antiochene
Tacitus proposed instead a more ancient and nobler ideal for the conduct of
government:

"For the purpose of a just rule (as the philosophers teach) is

supposed to be the advantage and safety of its subjects.

.. 99

Yet the realiza-

tion of this ideal on the corporate level depends upon the personal righteousness of the ruler.

Elsewhere, in a passage severely critical of Valens' per-

verse cruelty, Ammianus inserted a parenthetical plea

~hat

a prince's passion

be controlled and guided by the prudence recommended by philosophy:
O noble system of wisdom, by heaven's gift bestowed upon the fortunate,
thou who hast often ennobled even sinful natures! How much wouldst thou
have corrected in those dark days, if it had been permitted Valens to
learn through you that royal power -- as the philosophers declare -- is
nothing else than the care for others' welfare; that it is the duty of a
good ruler to restrain his power, to resist unbounded desire and implacabl
anger, and to know -- as the dictator Caesar used to say -- that the recollection of cruelty is a wretched support for old age.
And therefore,
if he is going to pass judgment affecting the life and breath of a human
being, who forms a part of the world and completes the number of living
things, he ought to hesitate long and greatly and not be carried away by
headlong passion to a point where what is done cannot be undone . . . 100

Historia, · V {1956}, pp. 476-477).
The "father-figure" image of the emperor is
often used by Themistius: or. X 132b = 157, 27 - 158,2, or. XXXIV ch. x = 454,
15-16, or. XIX 233a = 283,21-24, and Risalat, p. 21 (par. 13).
99A mmianus
.
xxx. 8, 10 and 14 (Rolfe, III, pp. 367,369).
lOOibid., xxix. 2, 18 (Rolfe, III, pp. 224-226); cf. Themistius, or. I
7b-c = 7,19-28:
"It is dangerous, indeed, for a private citizen to be seized
easily by anger, but more dangerous in the case of a man in whose power it
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The philosophy of Ammianus' own day, however, not only admonished the
emperor to become a lenient law-lord, but indeed acknowledged the sovereign
to be the living law itself.

More to the point, leniency in law logically

flowed from the lordship of law; the exercise of restraint was a prerogative
of the emperor's omnipotence in the realm of law.

Themistius, no less than

Ammianus, appealed for reasonableness and forbearance in the conduct of° the
juridical function, as his rendering of philanthropia in terms of clemency and
equity (a matter to be treated in the following chapter) testifies.

Yet the

philosopher's appeal for leniency was predicated upon the acceptance of the
legal absolutism of the emperor in principle, whereas the historian's call for
clemency was prompted by the abhorrent arbitrariness of the emperor in practice.

While both agreed that leniency is a prerogative of power over law,

they disagreed on its priority.

Ammianus believed that philosophy's contribu-

tion to kingship is its capacity to moderate rather than stimulate the exercis
of the absolute power possessed by the prince.

Not so Themistius.

"But do

you want to know the contribution {to .the science of kingship} derived from
philosophy?", he asked the Emperor Jovian.
It says that the emperor is the Law Animate (nomos empsychos), a godlike
law coming from above in the course of time from him who is eternally
merciful, an eDanation of that {divine} nature, a providence that is closer to earth; it says that he is one who is everywhere looking towards
that {which is divine} and who has been disposed in every way toward its
is to do whatever he wishes ,.,hen he is angry. For myself, I consider that
anger is a brief period of madness, but even so the man who thus becomes
mad through weakness is less harmful to th~se about him than the man who
does so with force and vigor. The one might have to do only with himself,
but the disease of the other affects other people as well. How many people,
indeed, would Polydamas or Glaucus, when melancholy, beat or slay? Whole
tribes and nations, however, would feel the anger of Cambyses. 11 (trans. G.
Downey, G&BSt., I, p. 57).

l
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imitation, one who is, just as Homer says, utterly 'Zeus-born' and 'Zeuscherished,' sharing with God even in his other surnames -- 'guardian of
hospitality,' 'protector of suppliants,.' 'god of friendship,' 'producer of
fruits,' 'dispenser of good £~rtune,' 'patron of justice,' 'steward of re1
lief,' 'lord of happiness.'
Drawing on the living tradition of legal absolutism which had its roots in the
id.ealism of Occidental philosophy and in the institutionalism of Oriental
politics,

102

Themistius regularly attributed to the emperor in his concrete co -

text as law-lord this conception of the Law Animate -- which, according to a
modern authority, "means that the king is personally the constitution of his
realm, that all the laws of localities under him must be ultimately moulded
by and express h is w1· 11 . .. 103
101

This identification of the law with the person

Or. V 64b = 76,16-25.

102

on the general concept of Law Animate see Arthur Steinwenter, "NO
MOS EMPSYCHOS: zur Geschichte einer politischen Theorie," Anzeiger der Wei'iier
A"i{';demie, LXXXIII (1946), pp. 250-268,
The principles of Hellenic political
philosophy were not averse (at least theoretically) to legal absolutism.
Cf.,
e.g., Plato Politicus 303b, Laws 875c, and Aristotle Pol. 1284a 10-11, EN
1132a 20.
In the ancient Near East, particularly Persia and Egypt, the monarchy, in fact as well as in theory, was recognized as the personification of
law.
Cf. John A. Wilson, The Culture of Ancient Egypt, (Chicago:
University
of Chicago Press, 1963) pp. 49-50, 172-173), and A. T. Olmstead, History of
the Persian Empire (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1959),. pp. 119134. Abstract idea and concrete practice converged in Hellenistic kingship.
Cf. Goodenough, YCSt., I, 55-102; C. W. McEwan, "The Oriental Origin of Hellenistic Kingshi~Studies in Ancient Oriental Civilization, XIII (Chicago:
The Oriental Institute, 1934); W. Schubart, 'Das hellenisti sche K:1nigsideal nach Inschriften und Papyri," Archi v flir Papyrusforschung, XIII (1936), pp. lff, and id., "Das K8nigsbild des Hellenismus,' Die Antike, XIII
(1937), pp. 272ff.~This synthesis survived into the Roman period, becoming
a basis for the imperial absolute autocracy.
Cr. W. S. Ferguson, "Legalized
Absolutism en route from Greece to Rome," AHR, XVIII (1912), pp. 29-47, and
Ernest Barker, "The Conception of Empire,"The Legacy of Rome, ed. Cyril
Bailey (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1923), pp. 45-89.
103

Goodenough, YCSt., I, p. 91.
He continues:
"But more, he is the
saviour of his subjects from their sins, by giving them what the Hellenistic
world increasingly wanted more than anything else, a dynamic and personal
revelation of deity." In Themistius, however, this soteriological element
has lost its sacral character, though the secular survived.

!I
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of the emperor nonetheless was not viewed by the philosopher-senator as an
invitation to arbitrary rule, but rather as a sununons to reasonable exercise
of authority.

I

In fact, it represents a mandate for a discriminating benev-

olence, not intransigent enforcement, in fulfilling the law-lord function, as
Themistius emphasized when he identified the emperor with leniency and the
judge with legalism:
The lord of the law . . . knows that the virtue of the emperor is different from that of the judge, and that it behooves the latter to follow
the laws, but it is incumbent on the former to correct the laws and to
mitigate their severity and inexorability, insomuch as he is the Law
Animate and not a law defined in unchangeable and immovable letters. For
this reason, then, it seems, God has sent kingship down from heaven onto
earth so that man might 5~ve recourse from the inflexible law to the
1
animate and living law.
At the beginning of his career as a political panegyrist Themistius
voiced his ideal of the law-lord and the advantage this kind of monarchy
could offer the emperor as well as the State:

"The function of a true emper-

or, I believe, is certainly not to humble the upright but to raise the fallen,
in order that he, insofar as it is in his power, may be more fortunate than
Themistius stated this doctrine of the king as Law Animate under
every emperor whom he served (or. I 15b = 17,2f. {Constantius}, or V 64b
76,16ff. {Jovian}, or. VIII 118d = 141,23ff. {Valens}, or. XVI 212d = 270,
20ff. {Theodosius}) except Julian. There is no mention of nomos empsychos
in the Risalat. However, Themistius seems to have advocated this doctrine to
Julian in anearlier letter now lost, for in his "Letter to Themistius"
(260d - 262d {Wright, II, pp. 221-225}) the apostate emperor devotes a rather
lengthy part of his reply to a refutation of what he considered a very dangerous {as well as unorthodox) idea. The emphasis and extent of Julian's nega
tive reaction against the Law Animate concept was not lost on Themistius;
thereafter he remained silent on this issue while Julian lived.
l0 4or. XIX 227d - 228a

6

= 270,22-31.

I

I
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b

the fortunate.

To this end, therefore,

the sovereign must clearly recogni e

that the purpose of punishment under law is es.sentially rehabilitative rather
than merely vindictive ("every cure . . . will be of service not by destroy.
")106
ing, but by making better
and that correlatively law must not be allowed
to become so indiscriminately narrow in its enforcement as to fulfill uninten-

. . . 107

tionally Cicero's dictum summum ius, summa iniuria.

The strong emphasis on restraint in the exercise of the imperial jurid
ical role follows from Themistius 1 belief that the emperor by curbing his
passion through the control of his reason will effect the convergence of nomos
105

or. I llb = 12,1-4. This definition of the justice of the emperor
toward his subjects, while somewhat suggestive in style of the "song of Hannah" (I Samuel 2) and of Mary's Magnificat (Gospel of Luke 1, 46ff.), strikingly illustrates the very substantial difference between the "reactionary"
Hellenic concept of justice and the "revolutionary" Judaeo-Christian concept
of justice then competing (however unconsciously) for primacy as the criterion of the social ethic.
On the one hand, Themistius' idea of justice, insofar as it promises to protect "the upright" as well as to pick up "the falle ,"
is, so to speak, pharisaic; viewing history· and society as archaic (i.e., the
norm of the present is the idealized past), it is satisfied with insuring the
status quo.
The Biblical vision, on the other hand, with its apocalyptic
faith that the mighty will be ruined and the meek be raised up, is prophetic;
regarding history and society as dynamic (i.e., the norm of the present is
the emancipated future), it seeks to invert the status quo.
To put it another
way in modern idiom, the Weltanschauung of the pagan is "essentialist," while
that of the Christian is 'existentialist."
106

~bid.,

107Cicero

14c

=

16,4-6.

De Officiis i. 10,33.
In or. I (14d - 15b = 16,9-30) Themistius, attempting to demonstrate the impossibility of exact categorization o
crime and punishment because of the infinite variety of human affairs, concludes that "therefore even the law often puts to death him whom it would have
acquitted if it would have delivered another sentence, nor does it realize
how it is committing a transgression of law in a kind of lawful manner."
(15b = 16,28-30).

·1
1

[!
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and

~

in his own person.

Profusely commending Valens for his tolerance and

rnagnaminity in meting out just but equitable penalties to those implicated in
the abortive revolt of Procopius, Themistius drew the connection between legal
responsibility and human rationality thus:
For you have not reckoned wrath a judge, nor have you computed punishment
by the measure of anger, but instead you have imposed reason (logos) over
passion and have appeared milder than the laws. And although guided by
the penalties named in the indictments in every way, you have shown that
sometimes it is more kingly to transgress the code than to observe it,
and you have distinguished between an intentional wr6~g, an error, and a
mishap. For even if you do not repeat by heart the teachings of Plato
and do ~ot h~ve in hand.thosro§f Aristotle, nevertheless you confirm their
resolutions in your actions.
In short, as Goodenough has demonstrated about Plutarch's conception of the
Law Animate, "the true king is the incarnate representation of the universal
Nomos, and as such he is the incarnate representation· of the Logos."

109

.
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Or. VII 93a-b = 111,12-20. Procopius, a near relative and trusted
lieutenant of the Emperor Julian who had surf aced from hiding in order to
capture the throne by capitalizing on the various discontents of several segments of society, was treacherously handed over by his own captains and immediately decapitated. The historical accounts of Valens' penalization of
those involved, actually or by implication only, in the rebellion bespeak more
of cruelty than clemency. Cf. Ammianus xxvi. 9-10, Zosimus Historia nova iv.
8, 4f. Yet Themistius, while quite aware of the punitive measures taken
against the Procopians and their alleged sympathizers, does not consider the
punishment (nor in fact do the historians themselves) as ·a wholesale purge of
the opposition: cf. or. VII 98d - lOOb = 117,25 - 119,12. For a modern analysis of the revolt of Procopius (late 365 to early 366) see A. Solari, "La
rivolta Procopiana a Constantinopoli," Historia, IX (1931), pp. 383ff.
On the distinction between adikema, hamartema, and atychema see or. I
15c-16a = 17,11-27 and Aristotle EN 1135b 12ff. The ability -- indeed, the
obligation -- of the law-lord to distinguish between the degrees of crimes
and their corresponding penalties finds confirmation philosophically in Plato'
conviction that nomos and logos are intimately connected (Laws 957c).
109

Goodenough, YCSt., I, p. 95. Taking up the question of who will
rule the ruler in a monarchy where the king is the Law Animate, Goodenough
(~.) quotes the answer of Plutarch (A Discourse to an Unlearned Prince 3):
111
By the law, which is king of all, mortals and immortals,' as Pindar said.
Not by that law which is written externally in books and on tablets, but by
the Law which is animate in him, viz., the Logos, which dwells with him and

b.
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If the emperor as cult-lord gave Mediterranean civilization its unity
and as law-lord guarded its continuity, then it was in his capacity as warlord that the supreme sovereign guaranteed its security.

The province of thi

vital responsibility was the management of external affairs; its purpose the
maintenance of peace.

Indeed, as the title imperator itself suggests, the

exercise of this particular function was the most imperial task of all. 110
l\!oreover, the history of this title as the regular nominal prefix of the Caesars from the reign of Nero on had thwarted the attempt of a scrupulour Tiberius to maintain a distinction between chief-of-state and commander-in-chief. 1 1
Power and polity were in fact synonymous.

protects him, and never leaves his soul without guidance." Goodenough con"In Plutarch, the late Platonist, then, this Animate Law conception
eludes:
fully
identified with the Logos."
has been
110
cf. Mason Hammond, City-State and World State in Greek and Roman
Political Theory until Augustus (Cambridge~ Harvard University Press, 1951),
pp. 145-146, 200, n. 5 and 6 (major bibliography on the question cited).
By the time of Themistius, of course, history had vindicated time
and time again Tacitus' verdict on the army as the imperii arcanum (Historiae
i. 4, 9).
Indeed, even during Themistius 1 lifetime, the legions had conferred
the purple on Jovian and Valentinian.
Yet the secret itself that had been dis
closed upon the death of Nero, as Tacitus makes clear, was not that the army
could make an emperor,· but that it would do so elsewhere than at Rome (ibid.:
" . . . evulgato imperii arcano principem alibi quam Romae fieri. ").
Constitutional procedure as well as historical precedent supported in fact the election (though not the nomination) of the king by the army, the nation in arms.
Cf. the Spartan apella, the Macedonian phalanx, and the Roman Comitia centuriata.
But Themistius, while all too aware of the often decisive role of the
military in the making of emperors, still insisted that the ultimate choice of
the true emperor was made by God (or. I 3b = 2,13, or. VI 72a-b = 85,19-24,
73c = 87,15-20, and or. XVI 207b = 252,19-22).
The decision reached in heaven
was then ratified on earth in either of two ways:
through the instrumentality
of the army acting in accord to the divine will (or. VI 73c = 87,15-24, 73d =
87,28 - 88,2) or through the decision of the Augustus to appoint a colleague
(or. VI 73d - 74a = 87,28 - 88, 11 and or. XVI 207b = 252,20-24).
111cf. Suetonius Tiberius xxiv and xxvi, 2 and Dio Cassius !vii. 2, 1
and 8, 1. According to Suetonius (xxv, 1), the successor of Augustus to the
Principate likened his incumbency in the imperial office to "holding a wolf
by the ears" because of the military threats to his tenure.
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Cicero has perhaps most definitively stated the two-fold means to be

emP l

oyed in the conduct of foreign affairs:
Then, too, in the case of a state in its external relations, the rights
of war must be strictly observed. For since there are two ways of settling a dispute -- first, by discussion; second, by physical force -- and
since the former is characteristic of man, the latter of the brute, we
must resort to force only in case we may not avail ourselves of discussion.
The only excuse, therefore, for going to war is that we may live in peace
unharmed; and when victory is won, we should sparllZhose who have not
been bloodthirsty and barbarous in their warfare.

Themistius agreed in substance with this Ciceronian doctrine in the formulation of his own definition of the duties of the emperor as war-lord.

Quite

conscious of the constant need of the State to defend itself and its citizens
"against the evils which come from another city, . • . {even} by means of war
and battles.

11113

he outlined in the Risalat to Julian the defensive and diplo-

matic measures which he thought minimal for protecting the safety of the realm
and for insuring its peace.

114

However high a premium Themistius placed on

112

cicero De Officiis i. 11, 34-35, trarts. Walter Miller ("The Loeb
Classical Library"; Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1956), p. 37. Also
cf. ibid., i. 23, 80 (Loeb ed. 1 p. 81): "And so diplomacy in the friendly
settlememt of controversies is more desirable than courage in settling them on
the battlefield; but we must be careful not to take that course merely for
the sake of avoiding war rather than for the sake of public expediency. War,
however, should be undertaken in such a way as to make it evident that it
has no other object than to secure peace."

113
114

RisAlat, p. 21 (par. 10).

rbid., p. 22 (pars. 22 and 23): "{It is necessary for the sovereign} that~not employ as soldiers those who are habituated to a life of
ease. That the soldiers be forbidden to become artisans. That they should
be exercised without cease. That they should be passed in review once a
month. That they be provided with everything they need. That the impotent
be eliminated, unless they are good for serving as advisors . • •
"One thing that the king greatly needs to know are the bordering kingdoms. It is necessary that he place garrisons in the frontier towns; and
that he put facing each nation men who might be able to stand up for him.
That the measures he takes should be hidden from his enemies, and that he
put himself on guard against spies." J. Croissant ("Un nouveau Discours de
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and juridical functions of the imperial office,

115

he still had

to recognize -- especially in light of the immediate threats of the barbarians
to the integrity of Mediterranean civilization in the fourth century -- the
indispensability of the war-lord role in the effective governance of the Empi re.

"For even {Apollo}," he granted, "is a bowman (toxophoros) as well as

the leader of the Muses (musegetes), . . . and both roles are especially suit116

able for an emperor."
Like Aristotle

117

Themistius, too, acknowledged that the military con-

stitutes an essential and integral part of the State.

In Oration X, for

example, a panegyric pronounced in Constantinople before the Senate in the
presence of Valens to celebrate the emperor's successful conclusion of the
Gothic war, Themistius, while for the most part lauding. the end of the hostilities of war and the beginning of the blessings of peace, took the occasion
to remind his audience that the cause of the present jubilation of the people
was the result of past military preparation by their prince.

The enemy has

been forced to submit to the imperial terms for peace, he argues,

118

because

Themistius," Serta Leodiensia, p. 11) thinks highly of this section of the
Risalat that offers specific instructions for the conduct of the imperial
office: "The programs for financial and military polity especially make of
this small theoretical treatise, which in the beginning the Ris~lat is, a
writing of topical interest and a document of history."
115

In or. XI (146d - 147a =· 174,25-33), for example, Themistius considers justice or righteousness (dikaiosyne) and discretion (sdphrosyn~)
more imperial than courage (andreia), a virtue which "is more fitting for a
soldier than a general or brigadier."
116
117

Or. XV 185c

= 228,29-31.

Aristotle Pol. 1329a 4ff.

118
Or. X 136a

= 162,7-15.

I

"""",__,_..~..-~--~-r~==------~~---.
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valens had reformed and refurbished the neglected front.ier defens es:

new

1

garrisons were founded and old ones repaired; both combat mati:rie'l and logistical support were improved and extended; and the martial capacity as well as
the numerical complement of military personnel along the limi tes w·ere res to red
to the peak of efficiency.
For before this {rehabilitation of the border defenses} the enemy, because of the negligence around our garrisons, had believed that both war
and peace depended completely on their own terms, since they saw not only
poorly armed soldiers, but also many soldiers who were thinly clad and
broken in spirit as well as body.
Seeing these things, therefore,
they not unreasonably thought themselves to be better than me·re skirmishers, even t~~~gh in fact it seems that previously they were openly timid
of war. • •
Active preparation for war, then, is at least as important as the actual prosecution

of war for the emperor in fulfilling his obligation to defend the
I

security of civilization from aggression.

By the same token also the only
I

genuine guarantee of peace after victory can be the continued maintenance of
military strength:

"And now, it is true, peace has been extended along nearly

all the frontiers, but the preparation for war has likewise been extended.
For the emperor knows that they especially prove peace true who have been especially preparing for war."

120

Consequently, concludes Themistius, "in this

119

Ibid., 136a-b = 162,16-21, 27-30; cf. Themistius' low opinion of
the military prowess of the Goths with that of Ammianus concerning the Sarmatians and Quadi: "Quibus ad latrocina magis quam aperto habilibus Marti • • •
(xvii. 12, 2).
·
120

Ibid., 138b = 164,28-32. In or. VIII (116a-b = 138,13-22), which
was delivered at Marcianopolis on the Lower Danube where Valens' camp was
quartered for the winter, Thernistius testified to the close attention which
he had personally seen given to the troops by the emperor. His ol er brother
and senior colleague likewise invested much effort in strengthenin the border
defenses and restoring military discipline and morale in the West (cf. Ammianus xxx. 5, 3 and 9, 1). Cf. Jones, The Later Roman Empire, I, pp. 148-149J
for a summary of the Valentinians' military reform and preparednes programs.
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rnanner both without and within peace encompasses us -- the fear of arms restrai ing the enemy and the fear of the laws checking the soldiers.

11121

Themistius

.
.
. t h'is oration,
in
t h at " peace is the prize o f war. .. 122
had indeed note d ear 1 ier
Yet, as Ronald Syme has pointed out:
to the Roman, peace was not a vague emollient: The work 'pax' can seldom
be divorced from notions of conquest, or at least compulsion. It was
Rome's imperial destiny to compel the nations to live at peace, with clemency towards the subject and suppression of the 23st: rrpacisque imponere
1
rnorem, parcere subiectis et debellare superbos :1
Thernistius' persistent plea for a strong preparedness program reflected, of
course, a principle of traditional Roman foreign policy.

On the other hand,

he demurred from endorsing wholeheartedly the militaristic interpretation of
the Vergilian vision.

He preferred the power of persuasion to the persuasion

of power in recommending the most efficacious and equitable means to the emperor in his capacity as war-lord.

Thus, in the presence of the Roman Senate

he declared that "'protector of the city' (poliouchos) seems to be a title more
imperial for Gratian and more proper for Zeus tha~ 'gainer of trophies' (trapaiouchos).
121
122

For Ares is not a god who should be chosen, but one who is

Ibid., 138d

165,12-14.

Ibid., 13la

156,21.

123

Ronald Syme, The Roman Revolution (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1956), p. 304. The quoted couplet, of course, is Virgil's (Aeneidos vi. 852853).
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forced upon a good emperor."

124

The traditional identification of royal.virtue with prowess in battle
Themistius found unacceptable and unbecoming.

He particularly faulted Homer

for the prevalence of this common misconception of royalty.

"Although we

praise many expressions of Homer," he complained, "this one, however, we will
not comwend, when he says in praise of Agamemnon, 'at the same time a good
king and a strong spearfighter.'

For there is still no need of the spear for
12:>

a good king, but sufficient for him is aret@ in conquering the fiercest

tribes~

Rejecting the primitive, aristocratic denotation of arete as military valor
for its more developed significance as moral excellence, Themistius urged that
right, not might, must ultimately prevail in foreign policy; for victory without virtue is impossible, inconceivable, and inadmissable.

126

Peace achieved

any other way would be vicious rather than valiant, recriminating rather than
rewarding, enervating rather than ennobling.

In sharp contrast to the British

chieftain Calgacus' damning indictment of the Carthaginian character of Caesar's conquests, as reported by Tacitus ("raptores orbis •
faciunt, pacem appellant.")

127

• ubi solitudinem

stands Themistius' picture of Theodosius' set-

tlement with the Goths:
124

or. XIII 176a-b = 216,3-4, 8-9. Harduin (Dindorf, Themistii Orationes,p. 612) tenns the alliterative phrasing of the second sentence omnino
eleganter. In contrast to the Roman notion of pax, Themistius' concept of
eirene was more Platonist, for Plato (~ 626a, 2-5) had disdained the popular opinion that war rather than peace is the natural condition of human
society.
125

Ibid., 176c = 216,19-25. The Homeric verse is from the Iliad iii~
179, as trans. R. Lattimore, The Iliad of Homer, p. 105.
126

Cf. or. XV 197

= 242,6-7.

127 T .
. 1 a 30 . 5 , 6 •
acitus Agrico
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But your counsel and will, with which you gained a victory that was nobler
than if you had appeared mightier with your troops, alone proved unconuerable. For you did not destroy those who were unjust, but you took
qossession of them; nor did you ravage the land, but instead you have
~ained those who farm; nor did you slaughter them like wild animals, but
rather you have charmed the most savage of them -- just as if someone does
not butcher a lion or a leopard by enclosing it in hunting nets, but
uses them to transport it. And now those who breathe fire, who were more
difficult to the Romans than Hannibal, come forward tamely and submissively
commit themselves to thr28 troops; and the emperor will employ them either
as farmers or soldiers.
While Themistius can hardly be accused of pacifism, still his persistent
promotion of the peace-making over the aggressive function of the prince-warrior remains quite pronounced in the substance of his political orations.
"The eulogies {of Themistius}, as comparison with the Latin panegyrics shows,
worked entirely according to the school-patterns, only that Themistius everywhere placed the martial virtues and achievements -- in contrast to the Roman
eulogists -- behind the peaceful ones."

129

The reason for this order of pre-

cedence lay in his belief that the emperor exercised much more control in the
keeping of the peace than in the making of war.

Peace is contingent on the

will of the circumspect ruler; war on the whim of random circumstance.

For,

as he told Valens, "two principles govern, so to speak, human life: one of
them depends upon our judgment and desire, while the other relies on forces
outside our control.

And we are the lords and masters of the first principle,

and what is right or wrong in it is because of us; but greater powers control

128

or. XXXIV ch. xxii = 465,2-13. Mai (Dindorf, Themistii Orationes,
p. 465) cites Pacatus in support of Themistius' characterization of the Theodosian settlement. However, the accuracy of Themistius' account is not so
much in doubt as the advisability of Theodosius' action.

129

schmid-StMhlin, p. 1012.
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. 1

the second princip e.

,,130

His meaning is clarified when he adds that "of the

two opportunities into which our actions are divided -- I mean war and peace -we see that the latter to a greater extent depends on us and that fortune
lays claims to war.

(tych~)

11131

Following his distinction between the aggressive and the peace-making
function of the warrior-prince, Themistius promoted the latter by psychological

and political considerations.

In the first place, Themistius, unlike

his Roman counterparts especially, did not extol physical prowess as one of
the major qualifications for the imperial office.

His aversion for the canon-

ization of valor in war as a cardinal imperial virtue most likely arose from
his association with the Greek academy rather than the Roman arena.

132

But in

his distaste for militarism he proved a true disciple of Plato, who maintained
that "there neither is, nor has been, nor ever will be, either amusement or
instruction {oute paidia oute paideia} in any degree worth speaking of in war,
13 3
• h is
• nevert h e 1 ess d eeme d b y us to b e t h e most serious
•
•
II
wh ic
o f our pursuits.
130

or. VII 84d - 85a

131

Ibid., 85c

=

=

101,17-22.

102,17-20.

132

The instinctive and, worse, institutionalized crudelitas of Roman
society so evident in the arena and amphitheatre maintained itself down into
the fourth century. Thus Symmachus, the elegant and sensitive aristocrat,
grieved when his hired Saxon gladiators strangled themselves rather than fulfilling their contract to participate in his spectacle for the Roman populace
(Ep. vi. 42). On this vicious aspect of Latin life, cf. the trenchant, if
somewhat tendentious, remarks of Lewis Mumford -- who caustically calls Roman
sport "death in the afternoon" -- in his The City in History: Its Origins, its
Transformations, and its Prospects (New York: Harcourt, Brace, & World, 1961),
pp. 227-235. As Marrou (A History of Education, p. 322) has suggested, "Perhaps Commodus was not such an exceptional fellow after all • • • "
133

Plato Laws 803d 4-7, quoted from The Dialogues of Plato, trans.
B. Jowett (3d ed~ew York: Random House, n.d.), II, p. 558.
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By the same token, too, Themistius likewise proved unorthodox in his views
on the traditional Roman virtues.

It had been Augustus himself who had fixed

the canon of cardinal imperial virtues attributed to him and inscribed for
him on the golden shield hung in the Senate-house:
.£}-etas.

134

virtus, clementia, iustitia

Yet in Themistius' catalogue virtus was conspicuously absent;

whereas eusebeia, dikaiosyne, and praotes (the Greek equivalents for the latter
three Latin terms) remained in force.

Although not denying the value of cour-

age and physical prowess, he nonetheless considered andreia (the Greek equivalent for the Latin virtus) a virtue "more fitting for a soldier than a general
. d.ier. 11135
or a b riga

Since "andreia belongs to the passionate or spirited

element (to thymoeides),

11136

it can hardly be characteristic of emperor, who

.
137
is intellectually and institutionally likened to the logos,

An inordinate

interest and involvement in warfare, ·therefore, would be unbecoming and undeserving of the true emperor.
is a war-monger

Rather, as Aristotle had declared, "the tyrant

,.138

13

4Res Gestae divi Augusti, c. 34, in Documents Illustrating the Reigns
of Augustus and Tiberius, ed. Victor Ehrenberg and A.H. M. Jones (2d ed.;
Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1955), pp. 28 (Latin text) and 29 (Greek text).
135
136

or. XI 146d

= 174,27-28.

or. XXXII 360a

= 435,3.

137

In or. VII (87d - 88a = 105,8-14) Themistius claims that the Latin
language and custom as well as the teachings of Plato support the pacific
character of kingship. Cf. the notes of Petau and Harduin (Dindorf, Themistii Orationes, pp. 561-562) in which the use of such standard epithets as
pius, clemens, etc. is pointed out.
138A .
28 •
ristot 1 e P o 1 • 1313b
.

(The writer's translation~
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This psychological consideration led Themistius to corresponding
political recommendations.

He agreed with Aristotle that "while one must

assume that all war measures are good, those should not be counted as the
highest end of all, but as the means to that end.

11139

Force of arms alone,

he strongly believed, was an unreliable and insufficient means for securing
the safety of the Empire.

Themistius declared in his penultimate oration

that the barbarians in fact "were emboldened by our phalanx, whereas

they

were conquered by the virtue of the emperor, and now they who had up to now
relied on the sword willingly turn themselves over as prisoners of war."

140

And the virtue that turned Roman despair into Gothic defeat was "the mildness
(praot~s)

of the emperor {which} has been able to achieve what all the arms

of the Roman Empire could not achieve

Only virtue, therefore, and

not violence, generates and maintains true victory.
Themistius was convinced that military power did not and could not
constitute the permanent basis of imperial polity.

Compulsion can conquer,

I

I

but it cannot consolidate a commonwealth.

This conviction was rooted not

so much in any pacifistic renunciation of the legitimate use of force as in a
philosophical recognition of the limits of its efficacy.

Such caution recalls

less a Caesarian than a Ciceronian conception of Rome's universal domination:
"i"llud patrocinium
· ·
·
·
·
.poterat nominari.
·
· 1114 2
or b"is terrae verius
quam imperium
139

Ibid., 1325a 6-8.

140
Or. XXXIV ch. xxi = 464,10-13.
141
142

rbid., ch. xx= 463,17-18.
cicero De Officiis ii. 8, 27.
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The principle of rationality and restraint became the premise of his policy

for the prince as war-lord no less than as cult-lord and law-lord.
In his tenth oration, delivered to congratulate Valens' victory over
the Goths, Thernistius emphasized the moral rather than the military superiorit
of Rome as the fundamental cause of victory over the barbarians.

In develop-

ing his theme on that occasion he employed what might be termed a psychological rather than a political approach to establish the distinction between
Roman civility and barbarian churlishness.

In a remarkable paragraph whose

logical legerdemain rivals its cultural chauvinism, Themistius explained the
causes of the superiority of the victor and the supineness of the vanquished.
Positing the doctrine of Plato that "the seeds of war and peace are above all
in each soul, and whoever can establish peace with himself is able to establis
peace with external enemies," he concludes that, since "he who could not have
a truce with himself would scarcely ever welcome a cessation of hostilities
with others, 11 the Romans must exercise self-control, whereas the Germans enjoy
self-indulgence.

"For there is something of the barbarian race (barbaron

-----

phylon) in each and every one of us, exceedingly surly and self-willed -- I
mean the appetite (thymes) and the insatiate passions (epithymiai), elements
which are opposed to the reasoning power (logismos), just as the Scythians and
Germans are to the Romans."

In the political sphere, as in the individual so

of man, in order to ensure the natural predominance of the rational element
over the inferior, irascible elements, "it is the function of virtue to rende
them subject and obedient to the precepts of the mind (nous). 11

But the

rational element must only control, not destroy, the inferior powers.

Hence

in the corporate soul of mankind that is the Empire "it is also the function
of em erors who genuinely deserve the title, whenever they seize trouble-

174
making barbarians, not to eradicate absolutely a complement of human nature
root and branch, but, in checking their surliness, to save and protect them,
on the ground that they are part of the Empire. 111,43
On a similar occasion twelve years later Themistius thought he finally
saw the policy which he envisioned most proper for the war-lord enacted in
the Theodosian program of foreign relations.

In Oration XVI, pronounced after

the conclusion of the Gothic war which had thrust Theodosius into prominence
and power, Themistius, styling himself "a lover of peace and of peaceful and
tranquil words,"

144

described that convergence of principle and practice which

had achieved peace, and which assured its permanency even after the disaster
at Adrianople:
When {Theodosius} took possession of the reins and, like the wisest of
charioteers, first tested the hor.ses as to how much strength and readiness they have for him, he dared for the first time to believe that now at
present Roman power does not lie in the sword, the breastplate, or in
innumerable bodies, but that there is need of another power, a means which
is at hand immediately and without complaint for those who rule according
to the mind of God. And this subdues all the nations, makes civilized
people out of barbarians; and to this alone do weapons, bows, horses,
Scythian daring, the recklessness of the Alans, and the folly of the Massageti ·yield. And the poets who long ago treated this very same theme
teach us from. childhood that "One wise counsel conquers many ranks" and
"Reason (logos) can straighten out as much as enemy steel can do" and
"The woodcutter is far better for skill than he is for brute strength"'
and "The wise mind (nous) leads everyone out of distresses, and beguiles
everyone, even in someone is averse to it." The struggle of Persuasion
(Peith6) and Violence (Bia) has also been described by Aesop the storyteller; ·and Persuasion accomplishes quite a bit more than Violence in the
story, .
So also the poets say that the giants in their battle with
the gods held out against Are1 5or the whole while, but they were put to
4
sleep by Hermes and his wand.
143or. X 13lb-d = 156,26 - 157,13; cf. Plato Laws 626e 2-5 and 627-628
for a definition and elaboration of what Plato termedthe sourcs of "victory"
and "defeat" (not "peace" and "war") in the individual specifically and
society generally.
144
or. XVI 206c
145

L

~

= 251,32-33.
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Themistius' political thought, described in this chapter, conceives
the prince as the providential personification of power.

Incorporating an-

cient principles and contemporary practices in his Herrscherideal, he achieved
an intellectual synthesis of personality and power that accurately reflected
the reality of fourth-century politics without actually rejecting the rational
of traditional philosophy.

Such a conception of the ruler as Themistius el ab-

orated rested on a sure perception of the rights and responsibilities which
the emperor exercised.

Consequently, the portrait of the prince which The-

mistius paints in his panegyrics is really two-dimensional; . it combines and
consolidates the private person of the emperor and the public power of the
Empire into a single, integrated unity of imperial decision and execution.
Sent by God, the sovereign lives on for service to mankind.

Invested

with the full and ultimate authority to act in governing the major areas of
life, the imperial office as conceived by Themistius is

exp~cted

to direct

and expand its powerful energies in preserving the unity, protecting the
continuity and promoting the security of the commonweal th.

,To this end king-

ship has traditionally possessed primary lordship over cult, law, and war in
the direction of human affairs.

But the discharge of these duties -- however

necessary and natural they may be -- is not the principal purpose of monarchy.
For Themistius' prince, no less than Aristotle's polis, "while coming into
being for the sake of life, exists for the sake of the good life. "

146

This

spectively from Euripides' Antiopa (fr. 200), his The Pheonician Woman (516517, Homer's Iliad (xxiii. 315, trans. Lattimore, The Iliad of Homer, p.
458), and possibly Euripides (cf. relevant note in the Dindorf text).
146
Aristotle Pol. 1252b 8.

l
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involves not so much a separation of spheres of activity as their correlation.
And the efficacy of political vigor proportionately depends upon the possessio
of moral virtue.

Thus, according to Themistius' view, the measure of true

kingship is excellence rather than the mere exercise of the traditional royal
functions.

Piety, righteousness, and mildness become, then, the signs of

success in the fulfillment of the imperial office.

Yet Themistius considers

virtue not only the proof of accomplishment but the basis for action.

CHAPTER FOUR
PHILANTHRCPIA AND THE PRINCE:

1RE PERSONALITY OF POWER

Statecraft, if it is to be sound in principle and successful in practice,
Themistius believed, must utilize political power to realize its moral purpose.

That purpose, which was so often voiced as the keynote theme in his

logoi politikoi and which constituted for him the real and significant difference between the profession of philosophy and the practice of politics,
Themistius expressed when he allowed that while the philosopher pronounces
what is good, the king produces what is good. 1

To this single end the im-

perial office was equipped with its triple functions in"the respective public
areas of cult, law, and war.

External activity for the sake of the general

welfare was the primary end of imperial government.
Themistius was quite fond of quoting the favorite expression of Titus,
the second member of the Flavian dynasty:
I did not do good to anyone today. 112

"I was not an emperor today, for

To do good (eu poiein) represented not

only the fixed function of kingship, but even more its final fulfillment.
This activity achieved the highest aspiration that Themistius attributed to

1or. VI 72a

= 85,19-23.

2or. XIII 174c = 214,11-12; also quoted in Or. X 139a = 165,27-28
(though paraphrased), Or. XV 193a = 237,1-4 (also paraphrased), and Or. XVIII
225a = 274,13-14. Though the maxim is attributed to Titus by Suetonius
(Divus Titus viii. 1), it seems to have been first articulated by Aristotle
for Alexander in his Peri basileias (cf. Aristotelis Fragmenta Selecta, ed.
W. D. Ross (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1955] , p. 62).
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the imperial office, nazne.ly, the assi:nilation to divinity. 3
Although there s.re three properties in which God is divine because
of his superlativeness--the eternity of his life, the wealth of
his power, and the fact that he is unceasing in doing good (~Eoi
ein) to mankind--assimilation to God (-oros ton theon he hornoiosf~T
i;-possible for the E:mperor in only on";(); th'e'se maS: nameiY"';"the
last of those mentioned •••• Are not excellence, mildness, and
goodwill toward mankind--indeed I hesitate, and hesitate exceedingly, to speak but the truth agrees--are these not much more akin
to hL~ who participates in the [divine) nature? This activity
makes him divine of form. In this way the emperor becomes Zeuscherishc;:d; in this manner he becomes Zeus-born
Thus we will not
speak falsely when we ascribe divinity to him. 4
In an earlier oration Themistius, citing Plato

(Tim~eus

30a) on what con-

stitutes the peculiarly divine activity, said that "since God prefers
thing to be good and nothing to be bad,
h~

~nsofar

every~

as it lies in his power, •••

ha.s brought this universe into order out of disorder, having believed

the former condition to be by all means better than the latter state."5
This clarification of the objective of divine activity, namely, the estab-

3cr. Or. VI 78c = 93,24r., 79a = 94,9r., and Or. XV 188b = 231,27f.
As J~rgen Kabiersch (gntersuchun~~ Beg;iff der ~hilanthrol?,ia bei dem
Kaiser Julian ["Klassisch-Philologische Studien,i' Heft 21; Wiecbaden: Otto
Harrassowitz, 1960), p. 7) has pointed out: "The thought that the ruler
ought to imitate God is indeed in no way new; only the central position
seems to me to be new, which the imitation of God receives in the Herrscherj._deal of Themistius. It is the concluding link of the golden and unbreaki°ble
chain which extends from earth to the heights of heaven." (The idea of the
~tena aurea, first expressed by Homer [cf. I~ viii. 18-26), is twice referred to by Themistius: Or. II 32d = 39,1-4 and Or. XXXIV ch. xxx = 471,
18-19.) However, as Kabiersch (ibid., p. 10) correctly insists, what
Themistius means by the phrase hom,,S>j.§siJ!_ ~ theon is its exact denotation,
that is, Gottahnlichkeit rather than Gottlichkeit.

-----

4 rbid. 78d - 79b = 94,6-10 and 13-19. Concerning the three properties
of divinity, cf. Plato Timaeus 37c a.~d 40b; with respect to the sharing in
divinity beca~se of the activities of excellence, mildness, and goodwill
toward mankind, cf. Plato Republic 50lb.
50r.

I

rr-:r

33a-b = 39,15··17 and 19-20.

Iii
111,j

111
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lish."llent and maintenance of cosmos OYer chaos, Themistius repeated verbatim
in the next paragraph (substituting only basileus for thees) as the specific
objective of royal activity.

6

The equivalence of the divine and imperial activities, to be sure, is
but the functional expression of the formal rels.tionship between heaven and
earth.

Philosophy, especially in the schools of Plato and Aristotle, demon-

strates that the cosmic order is the axchetypal model of the terrestrial order. 7

"The empire on earth," Themistius could confidently state therefore,

"is the sacred offspring and image [of Zeus]. 118

For the genuine emperor

is a. "heavenly creature, 119 whose soul aspires toward heaven for inspiration
.
t"ion. 10
and d irec

Yet, in the final analysis, the emperor achieves godlike-

ness not because of passive emanation frCin the
active benefaction toward the microcosm.

macrocO$~,

but because of

And the beneficial services which

he renders mankind and for which he deservedly earns divine epithets are

not of an ordinary kind.

6

~.,

33c-d

As Themistius told Theodosius in his final

= 40,9-13.

7or. IX 126d - 127a

= 151,9-22.

Bor. XI 143a = 170,22-23. Cf. Or. XIII 178b = 219,3-5, where Themistius defines the Empire as "the a.11-halloYed and sacred car.mom:ealth" which
the emperor gove:i.·ns in favored co:mnunion vi th God.
9or. I 3b = 3,13: zoon ouranion; Or. XIII 170b = 208,29: .Ehno!!.
our2nion. Cf. Plato T!;naeu~ 9oa;-'~
100r. XVIII 219a

= 267,5-8.

I

I

'I

,[I,
, 'I
,1111,

r;----~·

'
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address,

Verily, 0 emperor, the commonwealth has of old attributed to you
[men who honorably occupy the throne] the title of divinity: not
because there is much gold in your power, nor because you possess
crowns and purple robes in abundance, nor because you have a facility
for r.iaking straightway wealth frcm poverty--for all these things
are inferior to the heavenly one and his image--but bicause it is
possible for only God and the emperor to grant life.l
Lycurgus stands as the prototype of the ruler who, owing to his good
deeds, merits a divine rather than a human designation:
For when he took possession of Sparta, which was in a state of extreme lawlessness and quite full of war, he filled every place with
peace and good order (eunomia). And he was so mild and gracious
that he even saved from death and released him who had knocked out
his eye in the assembly, although the Lacedaemonians were eager to
kill him. And when he took the man into his own home, he so trained
and t&~ed him that he declared him a useful man instead of a bad
citizen. For, it seems. this king realized that it is necessary
that the good king not ha..-m in return, but that it is necessary
that the good king, by doing good, appear greater than those who
have done wrong. For the one course of action is the victory of
virtue, but the other is the retribution of power.12
Translated into specific virtues, the causes of Lycurgus' universal recognition as the embodiment of

11

~

poiein and, consequently, of his historical

=

or. XIX 229a-b
279 1 4-10. A few years earlier Themistius made the
correlation between the beneficence of God and that of the emperor:
"And since you [Theodosius] have filled these cities with happiness, we
should confer on you this golden title of divinity--not in a flattering or
seduciilg manner, but in a manner that is true and without fawning. For the
gods are the givers of good things, and since you share with them in this
Srlll'.e task you should be enrolled in the same chorus and have all the same
cognomens: 'savior,' 'guardian of the city,' 'the patron of strangers 1 ' 'the
patron of suppliants'--titles that are loftier than 'Gerrnanicus' and 'Sarmaticus. '" (Or. XV 193d - 194a.
237,28 - 238,2)
s~me

=

12

Ibid., 227a-b = 276,21-32. (Cf. Plutarch ~~ 45) In the following paragraph (227b-c = 276,33 - 277,13) Themistius, drawing a contrast between Lycurgus and Theodosius, asks how one can justly and accurately describe the emperor whose guardianship encompasses "almost the whole earth and
sea," especially "if the king of a single polis or of a small part of the
Peloponnesus ••• furnishes doubt about what name he should be called."

~
1

..
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veneration as a godlike king are his "mildness (Eri!J.£t~), righteousness
(~,J;;~2.£ZE!), and piety (eusebe~.~)--and the leader (~arch<?.:!) of these virtues

is vl!iJ~pt~, according to which only the emperor can become like God." 13
"For the characteristic feature of £hilanthrcSpi!:_," a.s Themistius insisted in

his first no less than his last oration, "is to do good rather than to do
·1 1114

evi •

This definition of Ehila~hr~£.!1:. neatly dovetails with Themistius' interpretation of the purpose of ~thik~ a.ret~, namely, "that its end is not
knowledge (snc3'sis), but action (£._raxis). " 15

Any rendering of .E.,hilanthr~ia,

therefore, must, if it is to be attentive to nuance as well as accurate in
meaning, make equal allowance for its pragmatic no less than its postural
character.

For PEi+e.n~hr~pia, as Themistius constantly contended, is an

activity as much as an attitude of the emperor.

Modern translations of this·

word generally fail to express this dual aspect; both "love of mankind" and
"benevolence" (which are the usual renditions of

l3~•• 226d - 227a
140r. I 13b

philanthr~pia) 16 suffer on

-

_,,..,

= 276,17-21.

= 14,22-23.

=

l50r. II 3lc
37,13. Cf. Aristotle .fill. ll03b 26-29, where his investigations are described as aimed not so much at knowing what virtue is as at
making men virtuous.
16

cr. Glanville Downey, "Themistius' First Oration," G&BSt, I (1958),
pp. 51-69 for both terms. This same failure marks what is otherwise the
soundly succinct definition of royal .E12.P!Dthr~;J,a of J. Bayet: "une bienveilla.nce quasi surnaturelle qui etend ses bier•fa.its
l 'oikoumene tout enti~re, exigeant par la mti~e la reconnaissance et la pietai" ~nvers l'~tre exceptionnel qui en est le dispensateur." (cited by c:-spicq, "La Philanthropie hellenistique, vertu divine et royale (~ propos de Tit. III,4),"
~!£..c1.i.Llh£~~-ic~ XII• 2 [ 1959] • p. 188. • n. 6)

a
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this account, since neither quite captures the active as completely as the
attitudinal quality.

For this reason, it seems more expedient that a trans-

literation rather than a translation of this key concept in Themistius'
thought be used, on the understanding that phile,_nthr~ com.manly means, in
A. J. Festugi~re's phrase, "a general disposition of benevolence and of benef~

icence toward mankind. nl7
The difficulty in arriving at a final and precise definition of
~-

Eh~J~

lies in "the antiquity of the concept of .I?Eilan.thropia, which in the

classical Greek period was used first of the loYe of the gods for men, then,
later, of the love of men for each other." 18
B.C. that the use

of

It was in the fourth century

phi:\.~mthropia began to shift from its originally divine

17A. J. Festugi~re, La Revelation d'Hen~es Trismegiste, II: Le Dieu
cosmig,~ (Paris: Gabalda, i"§49} ,- p;=3Q1. (Thi*p'ha;t:f'.Saaa;a:}

18G1a.nville Downey, "Phila.nthropia in Religion and Statecraft in the
Fourth Century after Christ71'1iTSt~rTa 1 IV { 1955), p. 199. Other major literature on the history of the etymology and evolution of philanthr~Pia: R.
Reitzenstein, Werden und Wesen der Humanitat im Altertu_'!l Thede Zu'r Feier des
Geburtsta.ges Sr. ~Iajest~g.r-aes Kaisers ~6. January f907; Strassburg: Heitz
& Mundel, 1907); Siegfried Lorenz, pe ~)OFi£'1,S.sE,..E2tl.onis "E!:J.lanthr~ia.s"
(Disserta.tio inauguralis; Leipzig, 191 ; S. Tromp de Ruiter, "De vocis quae
est l?EJ.lant.hropia. signi:ficatione et usu," Ml}.eino_s~, LIX (1932), pp. 271306; Marie=Therese Lenger, "La notion de 'bienfait' (philanthrCpon) royal et
les ordonnances des rois Lagides," Studi in onore di V. Aranr.;io-Ruiz nel XLV
ann2.}'31 s~inse~,,n.E,E'~E_t£ (Napoli: JOVene, 1953), r, pp. 483~1r99;- c. Spicq;"La Philanthropie hellenistique, vertu divine et royale {a propos de Tit. ·rrr.
4), " Studia Theolo.~, XII, 2 (1959), pp. 169-191.
The adjective £hila.nthrSpos appeared first; it was introduced by Aeschylus (Promet~ 8 and 28; cf. U:>renz, p. 9, e.nd Trcmp de Ruiter, p. 272).
The ncun ;e}}..i_lanthzo~ first occurred in the vorks of Plato and Xenophon
(~'ii1fXJ>hr_2. 3d, 7, and !1,e~.2.rJ.bjJJ,!:, iv. 3, 7; cf. Tromp de Ruiter, p. 275).
Although !.orenz (p. 9) stated unequivocally that it is in Aeschylus "we first
find in literature the notion of £h.U.~nth_ci~," Tromp de Ruiter (pp. 272274) believes that the notion (though not the name) is present in Homer.
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context to a hurnan one, as is evident in the works of contemporary philosophers a.!id orators.

19

In :Xenophon and Isocrates particularly it became a
20
!llajor qua.lity of ideal kingship.
During the Hellenistic period it came to
be included regularly and prominently in the catalogue of royal virtues,
e$pecially in Ptolemaic Egypt.
thr~pia,

-

21

--

Yet, despite this humanization of nhilan-

the word was normally used as the attribute of the superior, extra-

ordinary person or office.

"Phila:ithropH:_ cace to be the compreher:sive term

for this new concept of humanity or huraanitas.

But since the ancient

vie~

of

man as a frail and miserable creature was never completely given up, the 'love
of men' retained a strong

a~~ixture

of condescension; in the end the neuter

adjective £hila.nthr_o;gon ca'ne to mean: a tip. n22

Not surprisingly either, this condescending connotation carried with it

a sense of cultural superiority as well as the certainty cf political supremacy.

Superciliousness became symptomatic of success in philology and philcs-

ophy no less than in politics.

By the time of the early Empire in Plu-

tarch's usage "Greek J;?hi_lanthropia does not seem to differ much from the

19 Cf. Lorenz. De

p1:~res~,

pp. 19-30, and Tromp de Ruiter,

~~11os;yne,

LIX, PP• 283-292.
20 torenz. pp. ll~-19. and Tromp de Ruiter, pp. 278-281.

larly employed £hilantj.i£2£la
l; 4, l; iv. 2, 10; viii. 2,
.Agesilaus (Ar~esilaus i. 22).
~~agoras (or*': II, 11 and 15)

Xenophon reguto describe Cyrus the Great (SY:£.9J?!tideia i. 2,
l; 4, 7, inter~} and, to a lesser degree,
Isocrates o..pplied this same virtue to
and urged it upon Philip (or. v, 114 and 116).

cf. Spicq, Stu~~,a.Jh~~ica, XII, 2, pp. 181-187, and
~-,J'..rs.np;io~Ruiz, I, pp. 483-499.
21

22

Lenger,~

Bruno Snell,~ Di~ov~&~l':.e fili:id :~..'£.l1e G~rcek Orit}._iBJ of ?t:!.2,~ll Tho_~, trans. from the German by T. G. Rosenmeyer 1 &:'11bridge: Harvard
U~iversity Press, 1953), p. 252.
Cf. H. I. Bell, nPhileJ1thropia. in the Papyri of the Roman Period," !1~1;1.§~~Ll~~~h Bide~ ~~-franz Cur::J?].?~ ("Collection Latomus," II; Brussels: Brut,'lliann, ~9), p. 35, for pa.vryological
evidence of this technical use of !£....~l:.:;,t_~:,iP,gp"""'~·----_,,.....,,...=,,.""""------a

Ro;:r.a.n b\•n:mitas ••• ,
and compassion.

24
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a disposition characterized equally by cultivation

Indeed, Aultts Gellius, a younger contemporary of Plutarch,

co711plained that the Latin ht)~~ was used incorrectly to signify the

k
Gree.

"d .
~~~~~

. ·~ th e Gree k
as we 11 as co:rrec tly t o sigm..1.y

·
~ ·
l?111};.~r~tht'oJ?~·

25

Yet the papyri of Roman Egypt show that in the East fhilanthrc~~. like

hur.Hmitas in the West, was popularly conceived to embrace both learning and

_...~3U-

graciousness.

Learning, of course, stood for the civility or urbanity

associated with the acquisition of Greek culture, as the letter of a certain
.Am.~onius

in the third century makes clear.

Writing to his colleagues

Julian and Hilarus to notify them of his sudden departure, he allowed that

"perhaps you consider me, my dear friends, to be scme barbarian or an in-

23Tromp de Ruiter, !:!n.emp~;t,.,ne, LIX, pp. 296-297. R. Hirzel (Plutarch'["Das Erbe der Alten," IV; Leipzig: Dieterich, 1912], p. 25) has -o.u~
Plutarch "the apostle of philanthropy."
24

"In any case, fro.'ll Cicero onward htunani tas combines the hUJJiane with
the huir.anistic; a special blend of unselfconscious ea.se and gracious affability with a study of the classical authors who tea.ch the art of speech."
(Bruno Snell, The D~ove!.Y. of .~EeJi!.~, PP• 254-255)
25 Aulus Gellius Hoctes Atticae xiii. 17• 1, in ~~Attic
Au.lus Gellius • ed. wi~gTi";h-trans. "by John c. Rolfe 3
LO;bCI;;sical Library"; Ca'Ubridge: Harvard University Press,
p. 457: "Those who have spoken Latin and ha·:e used the languag
do not give to the word -hurMini
tas the meaning which
it is canm
, .....,._<_:¥__
"'
to have, n1". .mely, what the Greeks call phil::i.Jl~~. signifyin
friendly spirit and good-feeling towards all men without dit>ti
they gave to ~manitas about the force of the Greek ~ia; t
we call erudit ionei:1 insti tutionemoue in bonas art es• or 'educ a.
traininsintlieli~rerts;""• Those wh"Q"'€;,..11estTY' desire and
these are most highly h«.m1anized. For the pursuit of that kind
and the training given by it, have been granted to man alone o
animals, and for that reason it is termed hU£:~ll,,f!.A;.~• or 'human

Nirt,hts of
of~7, 11 The
Q

960), II,
correctly

nly thought
a kind of
ction; but
at is, what
ion and
seek after
of knowledge,
all the

hum<m Egyptit:rn

(~n

tir;a

~ Aie;_x.~ ans.nthr2:e.9E). 1126

'l'he p::-1.py:ri simi-

iarlY give eviden=e that J2Elb,,mth::opia also expressed the idea.l of morality
as well as the criterion of manners recognized by society in Late
and expected of its most prcminent and powerful me.11bers.

Anti~uity

"But vhat does all

this talk of .E.h,ilanthrooia amount to?" asks Professor Bell in his study of
that term's use in the public documents and private letters of Roman Egypt.
Is it any more than verbiage, atte.~pts of the governed to ingratiate
themselves with their rulers in order to obtain concessions, attempts
of.:tLe government to win popularity or to cover up by fair-~ounding
words measures unwelcome to its subjects? The question is easier
to esk than to answer. Human motives are sadly mixed, and if it
is foolish to take official phrases at their face value there may
be a risk in concluding that because a particular measure was aimed
at re~edying an economic problem growing intolerable or at conciliating popular favour for a new Emperor there vas in it no touch of
sympathy with the beneficiaries. There is evidence... Moreover,
just as hypocrisy has been called "the homage which vice pays to
virtue," so we may fairly take the frequent references to nhilant1B:.~ia a~ some evidence that it was acknowledged as an ideal to be
aimed at. 7

~he Oxyrhynchus P,.fil)][!,.!,. 1681,4-7, ed. B. P. Grenfell, A. s. Hunt, and
others, XIV (London: Egypt Exploration Fund, 1920), p. 142. Professor H. I.
Bell (.!iS;.~~~es Bidez~Cumo&, p. 33) conclusively proves that ana.ntJ:~ is
the antonym of ;ehil~"lthr8,p~: "In fact ~!l.S~!!.• the mark of the imperfectly civilized man, characteristic of the 'barbarous' Egyptian, consists in
an indifference to the feelings, to the reasonable rights of others, a harshness and inhumanity in one's dealings with one's fellow men. It is the opposite of that ~~nita~ which distinguishes the civilized Greek or Roman."
26

27Bell, ~£~~:.CJ~.i· p. 36. The rest of the paragraph(~.,
pp. 36-37) concludes that R~nan rule in Egypt was, if not less totalitarian,
surely more tolerant than generally assl.k'lled: "The general impression the papyrus evidence makes on us is on the whole rather that of bureaucratic rigidity and lack of imc:.gination than of mere ruthlessness oi· even q,uite uncompromising harshness. Rome certainly sinned grievously in the management
of her Egyptian estate, but perhaps we may so far mitigate our sentence as to
substitute for the concluding clause of Rostovtzeff's indictment the words
'in which the voice of sympathy is heard all too rarely.' This may seem a
'lar~~e and impotent conclusion' to an article all too slight, I feel, to be an
adequate tribute to the memory of two distinguished scholars ••• ; but it may
serve as a modest correction of vhat seems to me a too sweeping judge1nent."

L
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f!::jlentl:l~•

idea in the

then, can scarcely be said to have been only

~~~ist

of Ls.te Antiquity.

~n

abstract

Moreover, the people's expectation

of civility and cle:nency from their leaders also found philosophic;e.l articula.tion.

And. none of the intellectuals of this period of imperial history

fonnulated the principle of ~J.?il3pthr..fu?ia 1nore precisely and advocated
its practice more visorously than did Themistius.

ular virtue, while containing the
E!:ll:.~E-f!;.

co~Jrion

His version of this partic-

consensus of public opinion that

meant being both socially agreeable and culturally refined,

clarified its conception within the context of philosophical orthodoxy.

above all, Thenistius consistently regarded and continually
~~nthrd.E..!!.

as an imperial monopoly.

But

ch~~pioned

Glanville Downey has noted that

Themistius' development of th.e term in this fashion see.11s to have
been his own; at least there does not appear to be any comparable
emphasis on it in contemporary pagan writers like Libanius, Julian
and Sallustius, and Synesius in his pagan period. These writers all
e!!lploy the word ~E.!:hr2J2J.!. occasionally, but th~y do not make it
into a doctrine and an ideal 1 as Themistius does.2~
As he unequivocally stated in both the first and the last of his

logo\

££.lijj.koi, Eb,_t._1~11thr~p!!:_ is ~cardinal virtue of the imperial office,
"peculiar to the emperor and imperial before all other virtues; and in this
even the rest are united, as though fastened to a. single peak. 11 29

28
Glanville Downey, "Themistius and the Defense of Hellenism in the
Fourth Century," HarvP.rd The~~· L (1957}, p. 272.
29

0r. I 5c = 5,2·r-29; cf. Or. XIX 226d - 227a = 276,17rf. Although
in Or. I (6c = 6,30~21) Themistius declared that it would be "ridiculous to
ascribe .E..1:11:.~Plhr~Pi,!, to a weaver or a carpenter," later on he qualified
sc:newhat this restriction when he admitted {Or. XI 146c
174,21-22} that
"r'.81-1,a~hr<Spia is a noble possession anywhere, even for the private person •••

=

L

Po.:;se:osion of P,;32-J~.lu·~J?J,! by the er.iperor i::roGuces an "ii:1perial beauty"
which surpasses mere external comeliness, an internal beauty that "is r:iuch
more remarkable and incredible, which one must see by looking closely at hov

much concern and goodwill he is full of."

For the sympathy and compassion

that attract notice without flamboyance is

0

love of men (E~ ~),

a love which is neither deceitful nor treacherous, but rather a love which is

godlike and undefiled, whose a,sreed on name is

Ehl~~·"

As such, it

really represents the convergence and culmination of the four virtues which
constitute the ccmplete human being, namely, temperance, truth, mildness, and
righteousness. 30

But the practice of Ehilanthropia, moreover, is not only

the ccnpletion of the personal development of man, but stands also as the

conclusion of the social evolution of mankind, since it is a love that transcends brotherhood, family, and fatherland to touch ali men.31
Yet this universal, unselfish, and unstinting love of mankind, so becoming to the ruler and so beneficial to the ruled, is an acquired• not an innate, disposition.

Its acquisition and maturation depend solely upon the

emperor's duty and devotion to the traditions of po.i.dl~ia.

30

0r. IV 51c-d

31 0r. VI 76c-d

"The ~l1!§J?ia

= 62,11-21.

= 91,18-25. Themistius goes on (78a = 93,3-8) to quote
Pindar's verse--"'l'here is one race of men, one race of gods, but we are both
sprung frc:n a single mother" (Nemea.n vi. 1)--to prove that there should be no
diff~rence betl;'een 12;':.:_i.l!.::£.~!.l?.b}a ~nd "J2Jlilanth~. Cicero had similarly
spoken of "ipsa. caritas generis hun'ani 1 quae nata a primo natu, quod a procreatoribus nati dilignntur et tota domus coniugio et sth•pe coniungitur,
serpit sensim foras, cognationibus primu.>n, "tum afl'initatibus, deinde runicitiis, post vicinitatibus, tum civibus et iis, qui publice socii atque e~iici
sunt, deinde totius co:nplexu gentis htL11anae." (M. TulHi Ciceronis de finib,t_;L..,~~TI et !'<e.l"sn·11x.1_.J:l£!i_~!L,~ v. 65, ed. wrt1=··ffot~sb'YT."N. MadYigTus
T:rep:.-int of3dlT8%) ed.; Hildesheim: Georg OL'lls Verlagsbuchhandlung 1
1965], pp. 721-722.)
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of the emperor," Themistius informed Valens, "simply co:r,plies with his love
·
( l'zh'l
1. . ) • 1132
of learning
2:. 0:!:.2.fi}~

H'is compass i onate feeling for the concerns

the citizenry stems fran and is
the canons of civility.

stL~ulated

by his cultivated

fa~iliarity

o~.p

with

EQ:J.l~_nthrjR,!.!_, in short, is impossible and incon-

ceive.ble without p]D;lologia.,

This reciprocal relationship between learning

and loving Themistius delineated further in the oration that celebrated
Valens' decennial:
And I have often concluded that there is no other cause of your
much-celebrated nhils.ntrri.··onia. than both the love of learning and the
love of listening-'""(Elilioko!Ff. For he who loves literature must also love men, just as if so~eone admires swiftness, he of necessity
a&~ires horses ••••
And, therefore, it is evident that he who has
honored wisdom and always exalts it highly and takes it to himself
as a companion, that this man reasonably loves and holds in the
highest regard this creature in whom God has instilled the seeds of
wisdcm.33
The uhila.nthronos basileus constitutes, in effect, the melding together of
humaneness and humanism in the person charged with directing the destiny of
man and his society.
Ehilap_th!_~!_a

Themistius, of course, conceived of
active rather than a passive capacity.

as operating in an

It is a catalyst of, not a curb on,

action; a quickening instead of a quieting of the energies of the imperial
office.

The true philosopher, he declared,

he exercises itl

32or. XI 146c

34

does not explain £!1ilantb£2gia--

Its practice is so much more significant and productive

= 174,20-21.

33
L_bi·a., i44d - 145a

= 172 t 24 - 28 t 1~2 t 30
I

-

173 s-•
2

34 0r'. II 30d =

I,,

('I

than its principle.

189
For ~~~~unites and activates all the virtues,

a.nd without it they remain ineffective. 35

In Themistius' scheme of the syn-

thesis of personality and power achieved in the unperial office Ell.ilaE~hr9.Eia
is ve.lued nas the nucleus of the governmental activity of an emperor."

36

It

constitutes the principal and paramount point of convergence of policy and
progn-ln.

To this extent• therefore• the true emperor is the true philosopher•

because, as Themistius said in explaining the distinguishing character of
Valens •
he is a philosopher in his deeds rather than in his words, •••
even as also the king of all heaven is worshipped a~ong men not
because he speaks most excellently, but because he is most phi~~
thr~;:>os--since he is most powerful--and because he is the patron
of life, the lord of happiness, and the steward or 7ealth, and
because we confidently look to hL-n when in danger. 3
.

-

And, as the above quoted passage explicitly states, the source of philanthro""

p~

is power (dynamis), its sequel service.

Philanthreoia~-which

~

the em-

peror alone shares with God and without which he cannot be called godlike38 __
produces and promotes the providence and provision expected of the prince by
his people.

"Except for that virtue the emperor considers the remaining

chorus of virtues [that converge on him in philant]:r~J?l.a] to be the province
of man, and he does not yet deem them worthy of himself, 11 39 all the more so

35 0r. XI 146c-d

= 174,21-25.

36 Richard La.queur, "Das Kaisertum und die Gesellschaft des Reiches,"
Er..?~~J:.!:~~~e auf dem ~.1- deltt~~~~S..• gehalten van Richard Laqueur, Herbert Koch, Wilhelm W~ber (Stuttgart: Verlag
W. Kohlha.rmner, 1930), p. 14.

37or. IX 126b-c
38 or. I 8a-c
39or. XI

= 150,28

- 151,2.

= 8,13 - 9,10, and
147a = 174,33 - 175,2.

Or. VI 78d

= 94,2-5.
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r;:.since even "all the.surnemes (of God which proclaim and prove his benevolence
and b•2neficence]--'protector of propitiators,' 'god of friendship,' 'pro-

tector of guests,' 'patron of suppliants,' 'guardian of the city,' 'savior'-a.re derived from his PhilanthrDnia.

1140

Thus 1 too, it is in

;ehila,!lthro£.i...~:.•

the possession and practice of both heavenly and earthly kingship, that the

form and function of the imperial office merge to find meaning and merit.
f.t~!E£.8pia,

as construed by The.mistius, not only constitutes the

purpose of the polity but also facilitates its
vated by

~hilanthreoia,

purs~it.

Educated and acti-

the powers of the prince in the areas of cult, law,

and war take on a higher dimension.

Accordingly, in Themistius' scheme of

political science, it has been soundly suggested, "all the duties of the
imperial office are derived from the general idea of love of mankind. 11 41

This observation on the central position of

~hila~repia

in his thought,

furthermore, holds true for the operation as well as the origin of the emperor's triple tasks.
of power.

It functions as a centripetal force in the exercise

The morality of phil_snthr~pia assumes the principal focus of

orientation and acts as the predominant factor of motivation in the politics
of monarchy.

The formulation of policies and the implementation of programs

follow the determination of purpose and the disposition of power dictated by

40 or. VI 79d

= 95,11-13.

41 Laq,ueur Probleme der Snat
.. ant 1.k.e, p. l 4 • The same judement was ex1
pressed in almost-the=yer~~rd~--''by WilheL11 Ensslin ("The Emperor and
the Dnp~rial Administration," chap. x of !\rzsnti~~: An Introduction to East
Ro:::an Civilization, ed. Norman H. Baynes a!~~t=:L:"B-:-""Mo7STo'iTord:'""The
Clarendon WPre-ss, 1961], p. 278: "In the next generation (after Eusebeius]
the orator The:nistius derived all the duties of the imperial office from
this general conception of f:'iilanthroili•"
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Its de<:1o.nds decide the direction and drive of the three imperia.l ftmctions in prc:;,,'.)ting more energetically as well as p1·otecting more
effectively piety, probity, and peace &'"llong men.

For the efficacy of the

energies which achieve these conditions in mankind turn on the excellence of
their ex<'~rcise.

In the s.bsence of EJ:l]..;~~, then, the royal capacities

of cult-lord, law-lord, and war-lord only exhibit virtuosity, but with it

they effect virtue in addition.

The presence of .E,._12,i.1!.:.D.thr~nia, in other

words, distinguishes the extraordinary from the ordinary kingship, since the
former is equipped with "the divine defenses--piety, righteousness, mildness,
and

~l.anthrd'pia. 1142

Because of the virtues of the emperor that character-

ized the exercise of his powers the Empire can

c~nfidently

expect divine in-

tervention in behalf of its interests, for, as Themistius told Theodosius
after his defeat of the Gothic nation, "your prayer consists not in expressions and words, but in piety, righteousness, and mildness, by which it is
clear that you are always winning. over God. 1143

The value of ,Ehila.nthr8;eia 9

therefore, is that it makes political virtues viable, which, in turn, produce
victory in all areas of

L~perial

endeavor.
I'

In the oration delivered at Rome in the spring of 357 to celebrate the
twentieth anniversary of Constantius' reign Themistius touched on the qualities he found most characteristic of that emperor and which he later expected
to find in his successors.

42 or. XXXIV ch. xxiv
43

o:r-. XVI 212c

Dispatched to the ancient capital of Elipire by

= 466,

= 258,18-21.

10-11.

the senate of

Con~tantinople
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as its official representative in the presenta-

tion of a golden crown to the eldest and sole surviving son of the City's
founder, the philosopher-senator took the occasion of his ambassadorial address to cite the moral merits which had motivated this memorial to the mon-

arch.

Adopting the third-person form, he announced the reascns warranting

the hearldts grant of the august award:
Wnerefore it is necessary that [the he~ald v.ho is Themistius] give
evidi.::nce of only those things which he adr:1ires a~1d which he knows
perfectly well ••• What, therefore, is he privy to and what does he
honor? Not the magnitude of sovereignty--for even !foro did not rule
fewer men. Nor because you have a golden throne and soldiers--for
he would thus have admired Midas or Cainbyses. Nor because you
strike successfully end mortally, nor because the slaughtering ot
lions and leopards is a delight to you. But why has he come to
honor you? What decree f.;:om philosophy does he bring with him?
That you conquer by mildness, that you lead a more moderate life
than the most temperate private person, that you value r;,a_tdeia most
highly, that you pursue closely philosophy.· Th~~ is your power,
your army, your guards, and your body-guards •••
Yet, while paying due respect to the imperial virtues of mildness and temperance (whose citation was all the more convenient as well as commendable
since Constantius had just recently disposed of the usurpers Magnentius and
Vetranio )_45, Themistius especially accentuated the emperor's devotion to
~

and his dependence upon philosophy.

prized possessions of kingship.

These represented the most

As the court orator had put it several

months earlier in the same year, Constantius thought less of a "crown beaten

1~4

Or. III 45a-b

= 54,13-26.

45eoncerning the rebels Magn..::ntius and Vetranio and Constantius' victory over them, see infra~, PP• 219ff. Ahlmianus Marcellinus (xvi. 10,1)
reports that Constantius came to Rome to celebrate a tri~~ph for his defeat
of the usurpers.

I

front the gold of many talents" than "the crown I braided, having gathered
.
1 e... 1146
d f ram th e mea dows of Pl a t o an d Ar istot
fresh gar 1 ans

suc h

evi'd ence

of the imperial estimation for the value of civility, Themistius contended,
constituted irrefutable proof that the sovereign "considers the friendly
gifts of the Muses no less honorable than those of Hephaistus." 47
The stress which Themistius insistently placed upon the emperor as the
patron of naideia reflects his own conviction of the primacy of the cult-lord
aspect of kingship.

Themistius' conceptualization of monarchy, it has been

remarked, is that "royalty can be characterized as the government where
reason exercises power. 1148

And the prevalence of this conception in his

panegyrics testifies to the perseverance of his conviction.

Conforming to

the Platonic tradition, Themistius accorded royalty in the political structure
the rank equivalent to that of reason in the psycholoeica1. 49 As a result,
the difference between the

na~es

E2-sileus and

~y,Iannos

9 he maintained, is as

real and relevant as that expressed between reason (!!_ous) and· revelry
(!&ion~),

virtue (arete) a.nd vice (~J.~)--"and becattse of this difference

men consider the one godlike and blessed, but the other they used to dread
and still fear. " 50

The essential dissimilarity between tyranny and monarchy,

therefore, is no more nominal than the actual contre.riety between beastiality

46

Or. IV 54b

= 65,11-12

and 14-16.

Evidence of Constantius~ high reeard for Th0~istius'
speech washis granting of a bronze statue to the philosopher-statesman.

47 rbid., 65, 9-10.

48
· Jeanne Croissant, "Un nouveau Discours de Themistius,"
~· p. 12.
49 cf. Or. II.35a-c = 42,4-23.

50ibi.£:_., 35c-d

= 42,24

- 43,44.

~~e_2dien-
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an d rationality, morality e.nd im.'1'.orality.

Thus, The:nistius cnn confidently

declare "the emperor to be above all a philosopher, because he, whc.m his
subjects do not fear but for
g·ui d 9.nce of reason."

51

who~n

they fear, turns his deeds toward the

For it is philosophy, which alone makes one man bet-

ter and greater than ordinary humanity, that is the true test and testimony
•
k":i.ngs h"ip. 52
of genuine

This truth history confirmed when "the mad Ca.'llbyses

and the braggart Xerxes," though crowned with the tiara, collared with gold,
and conducted by the !11".mortals, failed in their foolish adventures.53

Neither

the paraphernalia of awesome position nor the panoply of awful poYer can
make the modern Mediterranean monarch--any more than they had the previous
Persian prototypes--superior to his subjects.

"But reason, instead of

weaponry and soldiery, is often sufficient for [the true emperor] 11 54
Philosophy, of course, wa.s a synonym in Themistius' rhetorical vocabulary for the complete corpus of the classical tradition, the cumulative a.rticulation of rationalism and humanism in inherited ideas and institutions.

As such, it constituted not only the peculiar means of a sovereign's education, but conversely the proper object of his veneration.

Three centuries

earlier Seneca he,d sounded the alarm that "quae philosophia fuit facta philologia est." 55

To some extent his fear had been realized in Late Antiquity.
I

51rbid., 36a.
52Ibid., 36c

-

53.l!?li.•• 36c
54

.!Ei1··

= 43,6-9.
= 43,26-28.
- 37a = 43,28

I

- 44,18.

= 44,18~19.

55seneca. Epistulae Morales cv111. 23-24, in L. Annaei Senecae ad Lucilium Enistulo.e Mo sales, ea::-L. D. Reynolds ( Oxford"'i The -Clarendo;-= Press,
0

1965) t

I!, ;Po 108,i3-i4'7

..

~--~"""""'--=-~--""""'~---~~™'~"·('Zy-~:X.~~-=~~=--~~--
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Althout;h The.11istius himself constantly inveighed against those who "destroy
the language on account of wisdom" and insisted instead that "11hilosophy must

p:cefer not the vord but the deed, 11 56 still the heavy indebtedness to the
classical authorities so evident in all his work points up how much "he
lived on the filld,Bp.,,f:~~ transmitted in their writings. n57

Yet, on the other

hand 1 his purpose in tapping so liberal2y that tradition was not so much
philological as political.

"For the study

or

the classical texts," Piganiol

has observed in his !1istory of the fourth-century Einpire, "was also a form of
. t•.
pat rio
ism. 1158

This cultural patriotism was fundamentally religious, too, in essence
and expression.

As early as the fifth century B.C. when Pericles in his

Funeral Oration consciously identified the legacy of
the J;'.._Olis what Marrou has termed "the religion of

~jdeia

with loyalty to

cult~re 11 59 ha.d already ap-

peared, and it reached its apogee in the fourth century A.D. when Christianity sundered the historic bond of unity linking the ideology of the palace
and the theology of the pantheon.

Themisti.us 1 on his pert 1 moved to mend the

breach by substituting the canon of the school for the creed of the sanctua:ry.

This effort to put forward secular culture as a viable alternative to

sectarian cult is most evident in Oi:ation XX, the

560r. XXVIII 342b

= 413,12

1

and OR. XX 239d

~~ ~

deliYered

= 294,5-6.

57
Jobannes A. Straub, Vom Herrscherideal in der Soata.ntike (Stuttgart:
Ve1·lag W. Kohlh&'mner 1 1939) 1 p. i6ll. -~ ~-

58A. Piganiol, L'~npJ!e chretien (325~395) 1 p. 239.
5 9H. Marrou A History of Educ~n Antj.~!l_, pp. 144-146.
1
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the occasion of his father's death.

In paying particular tribute to

Eucenius' devotion to philosophy, his bereaved son liberally applied the
imagery of cult to the

wo1~ship

Acknowledging that his o•.m entry

of culture.

__

-

in "the register of the attendants in the temple" (ka.taloR:os
___,,.,_ ton

----

zakol~iSn)

of

philosophy was due to his father's efforts, The..'!1.istius praised Eugenius as
the l?.:£.S£J:et~s of philosophy, whose uniqueness lay in his unusual and invaluable ability to introduce initiands into "the mysteries" of Aristotle pa1•ticuli:irly and of the other wise men generally.

60 Such a passage is indeed ex-

tre:nely metaphorical, as Meridier has indicated. 61

But the observance, if

not obsequiousness, which Themistius invariably rendered the classical tradition strongly suggests a literal rather than a literary metaphor on his
part.

Nor, in fact, were statesmen any less willing the.n school-men to offer

similar homage to culture.

Constantius, for

exa~ple•

in his letter appoint-

ing Themistius to the Senate of Constantinople, declared him to be "the
1?.E~ of the ancient and wise men and the hierophant of the innermost

shrines and temples of philosophy."

62

Little wonder, then, that Them:i.stius,

in an oration especially laudatory of Constantius' cultural patronage,
che..racterized those who had attended the emperor's
ship at Milan as men "driven forward out of piety

ass~~ption

of the consul-

{~l:;;l:~ • 1163

For the

60

0r. XX 234a = 286,5-6, and 234d - 236b = 288,8 - 299,14. Cf. L
Me'ridier, l~- Phj];g_s~h~~!temistios, pp. 75-76, for a. paraphrasing of these
passages.
6

1r4eridier, fe Philos2J>.Ee Themistfo1!.• p. 75.

62

con~tantii

Oratio 20a

= 23,2-4.

63 or. IV 49c
59,20-21. The writer, following G. Downey {Themistii
Orationes, I [Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1965], p. 70,18), accepts e"'use'beia~
r"at'her Than eul~beia. (the reading preferred by Dind.orf).

=
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emperor was himself the high priest of "the religion of culture."
It was in this context, therefore, that Themistius on several occasions
referred to the emperor as the philosopher-king. 64

This Platonic appella-

tion was deserved because he had realized in his attitude and actions Themistius' conception of philosophy as being "nothing more than the performance of
virtue." 6 5

Insofar as the sovereign in his function as cult-lord exercised

piety 1•ith respect to the canons of civility, he earned this title frcm his
subjects.

As the patron of

~i,dej~

decrees and deeds its role in the

the king was expected to promote through

af~airs

of society.

Constantius, Themis-

tius believed, practiced as well as preached piety toward

~·

Not only

was there the verbal testimony of the f..c?E._?tap_q_!_ .Qratio ("a formal confession
of faith in the higher culture 11 )

66 to support this claLTi, but there was such

actual evidence of C·:>nstantius' concern for culture as his founding of the
library of Constantinople. 67

Thus Themistius announced to his assembled

peers in the Senate chamber:
For I do not feel ashamed to declare that [philosophy] is dear to
the emperor [ Constantius], since he has kept it from abru:idoning
mankind (as it was already doing) and has set it up among you. And
he has made it precious and famous to such an extent that there are
many now who respect and desire it, and who are ready to embrace it
and serve it. For in l·eality, I believe, this is a natural dispo..:.
sition, ~iz., to honor what is valued and to neglect what is disdai.tt:l5d. 6

64 The philosopher-king epithet is applied by Themistius :in the following
instances: Or. II 32b-c; Or. III 46c; Or. IV 61c, 62a, 62c; Or. XVII 214a-b,
215b-c; Or. XXXIv ch. viii.

65

66

Or. II 3ld

= 37,28-29.

A. Alfoldi, A Conflict of Ideas in the Late Roman Empire, p. 115.
-.~=-r:r.=-..~e::-~~~~...,..,.,.e.~-..-~

67

Or. IV 6lb

. 6 8~•• 54d

= 73,4-7 •
==

65,28 - 66,2.
[I
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ccnsta.ntius' success in regaining for philosophy its justly deserted
position of popularity among the citizenry and of power within the State did
nott

ho·.:~veri

stem merely from his own love of learning.

. quite clear elsewhere when he was upbraiding his

As

colle~..gues

Themistius ntade
in philosophy for

their smug and self-serving seclusion fro::n the masses. love of 1earning 1 if
it is to be real, relevant. and rewarding, must be characterized by love of
mankind.

Modern philosophy, he had charged, w&.s failing to equal the envi-

able exploits effected by ancient philosophy precisely because the former did
not emulate and exercise the latter's
prompted initially by

J2!.1ilanthrdpi~. 69

For

£h_il~E£.fu:iia. 1

~ilolo.zia, 70 consists in promoting the prcgress and

prosperity of philosophia

the people.

a~ong

This virtue. since it is so

peculiarly and properly Lmperial, stands ready 1 then 1 to activate and accelerate contemporary princes in promulgating philosophy as it had in the case

Now as then,

of the classical philosophers.

phil~hrep~a

makes all the

difference, because it alone merges humaneness with humanism.·
Furthermore 1 the service which the emperor renders the co::mnuni ty through
his

pro~otion

of philosophy under the stimulation and supervision of

~-

ih_r§;?J.!, represents the fulfillment of the cult-lord capacity of the imperial
office.

For what Themistius really meant by philosophy was, as Downey has

indicated, "an eclectic synthesis of the classical tradition 1 11 71 that is to

69

.
18 - 413, 12. Unlike contempora.l'y philosophers who remain ensconced in the privacy of their schools 1 the ancients,
"because of .r1li1.2E!l~!.~J?ia 1 frequented the Olympic o.nd Isth.mian Gnrnes 1 regularly went to Aegina and Eleusis 1 and they themselves even initiated the majority of mankind to the mother of the god. 11 (342a
413 1 6-9}
Or. XXVIII 34ld - 3l.i2b

= 412

1

=

70
or. XI 144d - 145a

= 172

1

24 - 173,2.

7la. Downey 1 "Education and Public Problems a.s Seen by Themistius,"

'LA_.'If.:~! LXXXVI (1955}, P• 306.

.I
1

f

ss.y, ~a.

As such, it constituted for him the 2.ts_he.ia tax.1.J!. of the

'l{orld state--indeed, _the covenn.nt of classical society.
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Therefore, inasmuch

as the prince is a. philosopher bec£'-1.l.Se he puts into practice as well as professes the principles of classicism which the philosopher perceives, he may
be styled the p.dest of ~~dei.<;_, particularly since "philosophy is nothing

else than ass:ilnila.tion to God to the extent that it is possible for man. 11 72
But the constw.;rnation of the sacral character of ~ can be enacted only

according to Themistius, is the activity "by which alone the e1nperor can become like God.

1173

There was no other aYenue available for apotheosis which

Thenistius found acceptable.

The religious connotation of I?]:;j.1apthr~.l?l!:.. which Themistius evoked by
emphasizing the indispensability of that virtue in the proper exercise of
the king's priestly office was not without ~arrant and precedent.

Aside from

the original identification of £,tilan.!J:lroJ2.!2: as a divine characteristic mentioned earlier in this chapter, it is evident that the use of this noun in a
religious context continued even among Themistius' contemporaries.

The em-

peror Julian, for example, vigorously co~.mended to the pagan priesthood the
exercise of Ehilanth..ti!r.f.!., "for from it result many other blessine;s 1 and
mo~eover

gods.

1174

that choicest and greatest blessing of all, the good will of the

Nor was it any longer a pagan monopoly:

720r. II 32d
3

"When we turn to the

= 39,6-7.

7 or. XIX 226a - 227a = 276,20-21.
74
Julian, ttLetter to a Priest" 289a-b (Wrir:;ht, II, p. 299). Cf. J.
~;.~sc,hl-Q!}ter.:'22h1:1!!8.£.tLZlli11 B,;;zL1.ff_4.~,!.b.ll.~i:1.1?-?:~~-b.<:J._dem Kaiser
Julian, pp. 22-23.
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Christian sources of the fourth century we find fUnple testimony, in both the

literary texts and the liturgies• to the prominent position which £11iJi=>.nth1"._£-

~ occupied in the theology and the ~.rorship of the Church. tt75

Hence• al-

though the obviously different religious contexts of paganism and Christianity

ce 1·tainly colored their :respective concepts of ,l)pilanthrqiia in a very significant though subtle

1.. ashion 1

76 both systems of belief recognized the theo-

logkal validity (!,11.d. teleologtcal value of this activity.

Neither position

denied ~hilanthropia the rank of a caxdinal virtue or its relevance to true
piety.
Yet 1 while Julian feverishly strove to re-invigorate the

75

flag~ing

faith

G. Downey, Historia, IV, p. 204.

76Julian grounds the ~2!!'.hr8pia which he urges the reform pagan
priesthood to practice in the notion of Zeus Xenios, "God of Strangers": "I
mean that we call· Zeus by the title 'God of Strangers,' while we show ourselves more inhospitable to strangers than e.i·e the very Scythia.ns. How, I
ask, can one who wishes to sacrifice to Zeus, the God of Strangers, even approach his temple? With what conscience can he do so, when he has forgotten
the saying 'From Zeus come all beggars and strangers; and a gift is precious
though small'?" (MLetter to a Priest" 29lb [Wright, II, p. 305]). J. Kabiersch--who has tellingly demonstrated the effects and elaborated upon the
implications of this basis for I:lli~JlF·$pia (Untersuslt~· pp. 66-81)-pinpoints the funda.'ilenta.l difference between the Julian and Christian notions
of ;phila~,9~ (~., p. 67): "One difference with Christianity certainly
appears in the fact that Julian principally means by philanthropy pliJ1..2~~nia,
which, to be sure, was also preached and practiced by the Christians, but
which nevertheless encompassed only a sector of their activity pf love
(l1~ati¥eit). A further circumstance like-wise separates Julian from
Christianity and places him on the side of the Stoic moralists: he claims it
to be a favor rendered in virtue of moral qualities. For he emphasized
several times that they who are ;:.pieike~ ["of good character"] in a more
particular way are worthy of philanth.ropy. Thus the poor should not be ignored 'especially when they happen to be of good character' (Ep. 89b, 290a
["Letter to a Priest," (Wright, II, p. 301)])." Christian nhilanthronia, on
the other hand, was directed to the poor simply because they'7er'"e po~7'""and
without any moral qualification test--that is, "charity," as the modern
~onnotation of philanthropy implies.

I

of' the ancients by mea.11s of a priesthood rejuvenated by _EEila.nthr~J?~t

tr.:Jllpore.ry paganism was ha.::-dly unanimous in its response to his lead.

201
conSecu-

la.rism rather than sect>lrfanism characterized the thought of many of the
non-Christian thinkers of Late Antiquity.

Both Libanius and Themistius, no

less than Julian, tried "to develop ;philanthrop_l~ as a principle of conduct~both public and private--which they [could] offer as a counterpart to the
Christian teachings 1 1177 but they, unlike their mutual friend, follo;;ed an
entirely different tack.
ture than cult.
~~~was

civility.

Philanthrepia, in their view, hinged more on cul-

~-

Underlying their aversion toward Julian's pronouncedly pagan
a preference for the more mode:rate mode of traditional

The cool and polite style of reason they found more attractive and

acceptable than the heated and harsh insistence of revelation.

Their loyalty

and love were reserved for "the religion of culture," and consequently they
lool:ed to the prince rather than the priest as its spokesman and champion.
In this neutral context, then, ;ehiL_~nt.h~ rightly belongs primarily in the
political and not the sacerdotal order.

Julian, therefore, deserved to be

called .E_hilanthr~oos, Libanius concluded, principally because he was himself

a Hellene and ruled Hellenes.7 8

Although this interpretation clearly does

not rule out allegiance to the ancient religious order, it does stress the
general morality instead of the pG.rticula.r theology of the classical tradition.

Of course, the pagan thinker no less than the Christian recognized

that behavior to a very great extent depends upon belief, but, whereas

77 G. Downey, Historia, IV, P• 199.
7 8Libanius Or. Y:v, 25 (II, p. 128,23 - 129,2).

cepted religion as a convention of life.

The canonization of culture car-

ried out by the literati validated its values.

Accordingly, the Hellenism of

a. Lib'.lnius, which was so much more pl:onounced in its secularism and therefore

more genuinely representative of contemporary paganism than even Julian's,
postulated a conception of P...1!it~l1!..1!.:r9z.i:::_ more responsive to and ~eflective
of the social conformity dictated by the conservc:.tive canons of

.P.aidei~.

However, neither Julian's cultic nor Libanius' culturaLconception of
nhil11.nllir.~pia quite corresponded to Themistius' definition of the cardinal

imperial virtue.
had:

As the two stood, the one lacked a quality which the other

Julian's ;philanthrcSpil!., for all its human•:ness, was less th:fi.n htlln:?..nis-

tic, while, conversely, Libanius', for all its humanism, was less than humane.

The notion of phil~.n:thr$2ia which Themistius articulated and advocated

incorporated both the humane and the hUTnanistic, for his king. whose special
virtue J?llj_le.nthr<Sg.£!i:. was expected to perform as well as promote the ideals of
ancient civilization.

Correlatively, inasmuch as Julian and Libanius re-

stricted philantl1J,.2Pia within the circuit of classical cult and culture respectively, they fell under the sa11e indictment which Thcmistius delivered
aeainst contemporary philosophers. viz., the failure to adopt an open ap•
prp<i.ch and to seek out a universal audience, a manner of life motivated and
made possible only by means of .E..h~~ia.7 9

Thus, their limited, re-

strictive interpretations of .EJli1!-ni!J!2E~~ were contradictory in principle no
less than constraining in practice.

Themistius, on the contrary, entertained

a conception of nhilanthr~nia which not only escaped the parochialism of
~~~-

7 9or. XXVIII 34ld - 342b ·- 412,18 - 413,12.

cultic fe.r:.aticism and cultural fastidiousness, but ri.l~;o •?::.:pressed the univer:3o.li::m of an i:'ilperial State and ec1t"':enical society.

?ealizing that the
~oseneous

civili~ation

of Antiquity vaz no lcnger entirely ho-

in cult and culture, Thenistius cauticusly cscheved the religious

radico.Usm oi' a Julitm and the cultural chauvinism of a. Lib<»:r.ius in
Throt~gh

elabo:.~-

it, he sought to bring

aboat a consensus of Christian crovn and classical cultu:..•e witho'.lt challenging the tempora.l validity of the .forner or compromising the eterna.l value of
the latter.
rooted in J.t:.~~
nri.ilol_opi,a and resulted in homoiSsis &.;;..~~~~
nros ton the on, Themistius

effected thereby a virtual if vague convergence of the profane and the sacred
in the person of the monarch that would neither offend the particular creed
of' the prince nor outrage the perpetual canons of paidt.:12..•

Thus, the pagan

panegyrist could conscientiously call their most Christian majesties Constantius, Va.lens, and Theodosius Ehi lspJ-b.r.f.;J?..9.1. ~ill!:JJ?.., convinced that each
deserved the epithet because of his patronage and practice of philosophy.
Educated in a philosophy whose essential eclecticism could be embraced by

both Hellenist and Christian, the emperor acquired the excellence
rl1.i1~p~hr8pi~.

of

Within the neutral context of the emperor as cult-lord which

Themistius proposed, the J?l:.i~!-hr8pos s~~~ was none other than the

philosopher-king.

If as cult-lord the emperor was expected to sustain devotion to the
canons of culture, as law-lord he was expected to maintain discipline in the
constitution of the community.

Both imperial functions were, according to

':l'hemistius' scheme of kingships mutual in principle and complementary in

l

,,.;::::::::

r
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prJ.ctice.

On the one hand, culture is the articul~.t:ion of a. pe<::ple's ethos,

a.nd, on the othei:- hand, la>: is the iNpler:tentation of its ethic.
s.s ru1 evident expression in either idea or institution on the

le'rel of the ir:i::ia.nent and irr~·i1utable world-order, the ~o~. BO

Each exists

huriL~..n

social

Thus law,

Bo"The gods are the measure of all things: this dictmn signalizes to
the Greeks that the w·orld is a cosmos <i..nd that everything is controlled by a
stable order. It is a concept of natm·e upon which the Greeks pinned their
fai.th; but more than believing in it, they e.lso atte~r.pted to comprehend its
principles. The more deeply they prob'?d into the mystery, the clearer it beCf'-~·.e to the'll that l1ehind these gods there existed an even more uni-.rersal
plan which controlled the life of ms.n and gave it its meaning. Our European
culture may well be said to rest on the discove:ty of the Greeks that this
plt:>.n takes different manifestations: to the intellect it appears in the shape
of law, to the senses it is beauty, to the active spirit it is justice. T'ne
persuasion that truth, beauty and justice exist in the world, even though
their appearance is largely hidden, is our ever-present heirloom fro:n the
Greeks, and even to-day the power of this conviction is unimpaired."
( B:~-uno Snell, ~Di scove£l...2LlE~ MiB.2., PP• 258-259; _given the nature of
modern theories in the scien·~es and ti.~ends in the arts, Prof. Snell's assumption that "The power of this conviction [of a universal order] is unimpaired"
in the twentieth century is, it see.ins, presumptuous.)
Millennia earlier EgYPt had conceived a so:newhat similar basis of order
for the Pharaonic State: "That concept lies in the Egy:ptie.:1 word r:1'..c<l'.t,
Vf'-riously translated as 'truth,' 'justice,' 'righteousness•' 'order"";"•·~~nd so
on.... It was the cosmic force of harmony, order, stability, and security,
co:7ting down from the first creation as the organizing quality of created
pheno~ena and reaffirmed at the accession of each god~king of EGypt....
If
we render it 'order,' it was the order of created thinc;s, physical ti.nd
spiritual, established at the beginning and valid for all tine. If we rend·~r
it 'Justice,' it was not simply justice in term3 of legal administration; it
wa.s the just and proper relationship of cosmic phencmena. including the reh.tior.ship of the rulers and the ruled. If we rende1· it 't1·uth•' we must remc~ber that, to the an~ient, things were true not because they ~ere susceptible of testine and verification but because they vere r..::coe;nized as being
in their true and proper places in the order created and nnintained by the
E;Ods. Ms.<at, then, vas a created and inherited rightness, which tradition
built uPTnt"o a concept of orderly stability, in order to confirm and consolidate tbe st,,.tus ouo. particularly the continuing rule of the pharaoh."
(JC1hn A. Wilson, The "culture of Ancient Er:v1't (Chica.;;o: The University of
Chicago Press, 1951T:I):48)~ Unlike the ~Egyptian mc,Ct-:.t, however, the Greek
kossos va.s a univers<tl principle, as were the parallel-concepts of the Hebrew
·--~
,.
s;;dek, the Persinn asha, the Indian dharma, and the Chinese Tao which, curiou'sly enough,, all app~red during vharl(ai:l Jaspers has termed-"the Axial
Period." (The O.:.·i1dn <md Goal of History (Ifow Haven: The Yale University
Press, 1953T"}?l):~-~
-~
-
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by

.

God in conjunction with the State for the salvation of mankind,

81
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accc:nplishes its purpose as an instru:nent of culture for the civilizing of
man.

"For the sake of this education [of man's reason]•" The.111istius de-

clared, "law was required •••

1182

Accordingly, inasmuch as the terrestrial

monarch is the representation of the celestial archetype and so is responsible for guaranteeing c·::mformity on the part of the cc1mnonwealth to the normative patterns of the cosmos• "justice• the virtue much-praised in song, is
the noblest possession for an emperor."

83

Themistius' conception of the true king as the incarnation of reason
and law stood, of course, in the mainstre8l11 of Hellenistic political thought.
Ideologically at least, his monarch was

a

lineal descendt>.nt of the late

Platonist Plutarch's "Animate Nosmos-!iogos.

1184

Yet although "he himself is

the law and is above the laws," 85 Themistius' emperor tempers his legal·
absolutism in the actual conduct of the juridical function by means of
.l?]2,_i~~nthrenia.

Just as the practice of this virtue by the cult-lord tried

to reconcile sectarianism and secularism within the

fra.~ework

of a common

civilization. so, too, its exercise by the law-lord strikes an equitable
balance between legalism and leniency within the context of cosmic justice.
Consequently, not only does one not expect the man who is J2hi1ant,Dr~;eos "to

810r. XV 187a-b = 230,19-22.
82
Or. XXXIV ch. ii = 446,1-2.
8 30r. I 6a = 6,9-10.
84
Erwin H. Goodenough, "The Political Philosophy of Hellenistic Kingship," YCSt., I (1928), p. 97, with respect to Ph.itarch's A Dlscourse to an
U!1lee.rn;dfii.ince.

85 or. I 15b

-

= 17,3.

..

~~..---~~---~--~~~--
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do what is unjust, to injure man, to be treacherous, and to perform the same
kind of thing as

1

:~110ugh

he hated them," 86 but, on the more positive side,

"the E.l!Jlf!-I~E-~11.9~ ~~makes allowance for the letter [of the law] be-

cause of its ·.:eakness in resard to precision, and he himself adds as rr.uch as
it is unable to...

1187

~
E:{cept for the possession of E]1Hanth:.·ogja, then, the

emperor as the Law Animate would remain an abstract principle, rather than
beco~ing

a

co~passionate

person whose a&ninistration of justice would allow

for pardon and reprieve due to the extenus.ting circumstances of various human

conditions.
11

.He vho beyond the rest of mankind has both the paver and the purpose to

bring about what is good, this man is a pure s.nd perfect image of God ••• 1188

This characterization, as Themistius makes quite clear, 89 belongs fittingly
and exclusively to the ph:i.lanthr.~po2._ ~~, particularly since phil~I!,

!l:~, the proper and peculiar practice of both celestial and terrestrial
kingship, is the virtue of one who possesses the power and purpose for doing

For not only is the king, like God, "the most

good.

~.

since he

is the most powerful, n90 but also he has learned fro'll ph:tlosophy why "the

86

= 4,22-23.
87
~., 15b = 16,31 88
Ibid., 9b = 10,1-3.
~·• 4c

17.2.

=

"In the second sentence preceding this [9b
9,
30], Th~tius uses the ph?ase eikona theou.in speG._king of the king's soul.
See also 0-.c'ation XI 143 A [ = 170 ,25J. ''TI1es-;- "phrases concerning the 'image of
God' are
co"inon in pagan literature that they do not ;:;.ecezsarily show
that Themistius had in mind the Christian teaching {c:f. II Cor. lv:4)."
(G. Dowr.ey, G&BSt, I, p. 60, n. 12)

so

89

.

~.,

9a-b

90o-~. IX 126c

= 9,23

- 10,1.

= 150,32.

I

'
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characteristic featm·e of l?.hll~ is to do good rather th<:tn to do evil"
in the exercise of that pover.

91

Provided with the means of polity and

prompted by the motive-tion of philosophy, this kind of king, therefore,

can, unlike the ordinary

h~~an

being, afford to introduce

hQ~anita.rian

measttres into the business of maintaining law and order without fear of
jeopardizing either the authority or the aura of his office.

Indeed, on the

contrary, the practice of E!!.lb:nthrnpia strengthens the power and prestige
of monarchy, since the l2,_hilanthrfu:i2JL b~.§!.;_i.le1~ is by definition the legitimate
likeness of God himself.92
"For what is more di-..rine than the man who, though he can commit much inAnd I say that moderation (~hrosyn~) at all events is

justice, is just?

moreover nearly the same. n9 3

What Themistius means in these words e.ddressed

to Constantius is that the considerable range of power available to the
Emperor must be characterized by a considerate

re:E:tl~aint

il1 praetice.

And

1

this is especially applicable to the administration of justice 9 a condition
which, according to Themistius' definition thereof on a political level at
least, involves a series of contractual relationships among men.9 4 Within
this context of reciprocal rights and responsibilities the juridical function
of the emperor--"who is above any contract," 95 since he is the Law Animate--

91
92

Or. I 13b

cf.

= 14,22-24.

Or. VI 78c - 79b

= 93,24

17""'21.

93
94

Or. I 6a

= 6,10-12.

l}?.ig_•• 8a-b

95 I~.•
.
8b

= 8,19-21.

= 8 ,22.

- 94,28, and

or.

XIX 226d

~

227a

= 276

1
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to act like a balance wheel, effecting through his disc1•imina.ting decisions the equilibrium of "what is just and what is fair.

equitable as vell as effective exercise of his
the

e~peror

should apply

te~perance

legal system in its operation.

la~-lord

1196

For the most

capacity, therefore,

and compassion to the severity of the

Accordingly, Themistius finds most admirable

the rule1· who "has tempered the passion of his soul, just like iron, and has

rendered it useful instead of useless, much more beneficial than harmfu1. 097
This quality of mercy, which represents the rule of reason over rashness,9 8
expresses itself especially in the activity of the £h_:iJ:..anthrenos ba.sileus
when he, following not the letter of the law but its spirit, seeks "to subtract severity from the law." 99
The formal· task of the emperor in his capacity a.s law-lord 9 unlike that
of a regular judicial officer, is principally appellative:

to correct any

inequity of adjudication or penalization which, consciously or unconsciously,
may have been committed in the ad.ministration of the law or occurred in its
operation. 100

The verdict reached by the regular court is subject to an-

nul.rnent, revision, or vindication by the royal crown.

Although, to be sure,

the 1:1.uthority to act so derives from the emperor's position as Law Animate,
the activity itself is actually determined by philanthr8pia.

----·----

96Aristotle E:1!, 1129a. 34.
97 or. I 7c

= 7,30-32.
98
.!..12J:i.., 7c-d = 7,32 99J_bid., 15b = 17,4.
lOOOr. XIX 227d - 228a

8,12.

= 270,22-31.

But the right--

responsibility-~to

indeed, the

209
render redress or reprieve in a royal review

rests on a recognition of humanistic principles and a regard for hlZls.r.e practices on the part of the J?Eila!!~ht~~ basileus.

As a principle operative in

the imperial lesal function as defined by Themistius • then, J?J:1J~thr6~

was rendered as ~~to him who was indeed g11ilty, but who
nevertheless was worthy of pardon, while it showed itself as ae.92~ to him who, according to the formal interpretation of the
legal text, had to be conde:mned in truth to a fixed punishment,
y~t who, according to the interpretation of con~on sense !Bit considers the particular case• deserves a milder punish."Uent.
In Oration I, whose topic is ,P.]'lilanthr~pia and its relation to and

relevance for the powers of the prince, Themistius devotes a not inconsiderable part of the exposition of this theme to the matter of leniency in the

law.

His

argu.~ent

that the law-lord should be disposed tovard an indulgent

interpretation and implementation of the precepts and penalties of the legal

system in order to protect the innocent and prevent inequity rests on the
positive proposition that

•

t1 • • •

just as re't>1a.rd (tim~) impels one toward what

is good and retribution (timoria) deters one from what is bad, it is more

..

~~-·~·--·-~· ::o-----~

101Kabiersch, ~~~~· p. 12. He (J.EJ._2.., n. 27) cites in s~p
port "the definition of clerii.entia in L. Wickert, RE [XXII, 2 (1954)] s. v.
-"Princeps," p. 2234:
'clern~ti;-is mildness, mercy, pardoning indulgence:
it can only take ~ part ~"ii" aTinjustice has happened on the other side.' t1
Furthermore, Kabiersch states (:tili•, p. 12), "The definition of eni~il;~
[i.e., the Latin aeouitas] in the Peripatetic l·~r--~na MoX'alia. 1198b 21.;ff. indi cat es that these ideas of equity, taken in the whole, are Aristotelian
(n. 29: Cf, also Preisker under ~i~~·...£J?~"'!. in G. Kittel, ~·
.li_~~erbus.h.,..,~~2h..1.· p. 586 1 who interprets ~J;::,.ieikel!_ according to Ps. Plato
Def. 4T2b arid Arist. E.N. V 14 p. 1137a 31 ff, as the 'mitigation of theselegal claim under consideration of the peculiar circumstances of the
particular case.') 11 "That both Latin notions could have been contained in
the notion of :eh_ila~~u·o.Jl.i.a.. and that this nearly corresponds to the Latin
ae.:mitas, nearly to clem,:!ntia can be explained in my opinion from the fact
t'Eit.-;ng the Greeks juridical thinking had been less pronounced the.n e.mong
the Romans ••• " (.!Ei§_. 1 p. 11)
~·--==:..~.,_,~
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confo~1a

,_

bl e t o th e

na~ure

o f th e emperor to d o good than ev1· 1 • 11102

Accord-

ingly, cle11ency on the part of the Law Animate is often quite in order, not
onlY if genuine justice is to prevail, but also if the king is to remain true
to the principal purpose of his office.

For the fact

or the matter

is that

the stringency of the written law often involves inequity in its application ·

to e.n individual case, and so its severity must be tt?mpered occasionally by

some sort of adjustment or amnesty.

As Themistius, notes:

"Since most

chastisements do not take place in order to aid those who do ·wrong (for they

.

remove the soul, they do not benefit it), they appear to be an advantage to
those who survive. 11103

But such a situation, however legal, smacks of

physical retaliation by the cormnunity rather than moral i·ehabilitation of
the criminal, and to that extent the law becomes

inh~~ane.

Yet this complaint

is not an unequivocal indictment of the system of public justice so much as an

urgent invitation for sympathy in its enforcement; it is not at all a question
of the guilt or innocence of the party involved, but rather whether harshness
or

h~maneness

should be shown to him who has been convicted.

It is in this

vein, therefore, that Themistius specifically congratulates Constantius for
his clement conduct as law-lord:

"• •• you have removed death from the in-

stru.'11ents of correction, since you believe it to be a ridiculous remedy which
professes not to be of use to the one who is sick but to those who are
104
healthy."
Despite the exaggeration of this claim, it nevertheless points

102

or.

I 13c-d

~••

103

14b

= 15,7-10.

= 15.28-31.

=

l04Ibid., 14b-c
15,31 - 16,2. See Appendix IV concerning the accuracy
of Themi'3tTU's' assessment of Constantius e,s law-lord.
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up the philosopher's precept that the power of pardoning, and not that of
prosecutin~,

is the proper province of the prince.

Implicitly acknowledging

tha.t the king is the Lr.:.w Animate and. therefore empowered to reverse decisions
a.nd 1·.;:;mit punis'P.ments, Thsaistius explicitly advocates the exercise of

clemency rather than the execution of the convicted, when and if the law-lord
so desires.

If the law must be terrible in the prosecution a.nd punishment of

crime for the collective security, its lord may be therapeutic in providing
pardon to the criminal for his own individual salvation.
must be paid for.

Crime, to be sure,

The question is by what means and to what purpose.

There-

fore Themistius concludes:
But as far as I a~ concerned, let every cure (therapeia) assist hL~
who happens to obtain it rather than the rest. It will be of service not by destroying, but by ma.~ing him better. Even the more
experienced physician is not the one who 8mputates the leg, but the
one who tries to heal it and restore it.105
-~·==-

Consequently, the £hilanthrQpos

£:'1-.~!1~1s

attempts to mollify the severity of

the law by modifying the scale of its penalties:
confiscation instead of banishment. 106

exile instead of execution,

In this way, it becomes possible to

supplement, if not substitute, the impersonal harshness of' the code with the
personal

hu..~aneness

of the crown.

The interpenetration of humanistic principles and humane practices
which Themistius prescribed for the proper performance of the imperial juridical function applies to the definition of the degrees of guilt no less than
to the pardoning of the penalties of the guilty.

Indeed, whereas the grant-

ing of cle:r.ency is adr-nittedly exceptional, the guaranteeing of equity is

105

lbid.,

106

lEia.,

14c
15c

= 16,4-8.
= 17,1-11.

~~q-------~"""""'------=----~··w= --~-~-...,_..-2.-12--.,
But the need for the intervention of the emperor into this

actually expected.

area arises f1·c".n the inherent inability of the legal process itself to determine accurately the ratio of culpability a.nd condemnation, and, as a result,
the law, in the exaction of penalty, often exceeds the limit of vhat is just
and fair, " threatening equal death for crimes that a.re sometimes unequal. nl07
In such a situation, therefore, the role of £hilanthr~pia is to ensure ~~92,ttas for the accused rather than to extend

~

£.±~!:.!;;;nt11:,

to the convicted.

For

unlike clemency, which depends solely upon the discretion of the emperor,
equity in law is dictated by the formal imperative of justice itself:

-

"suum cuique tribuere." 108

It becomes, in short, a matter not of gratuity

but of probity on the prince's part.
As Themistius saw the problem of inequity, the cause of the condition
which initially provokes royal attention is ". • • the fact that the law
would never be able to exist if it undertook to indulge in quibbles about
crimes"; and its consequence which finally

pr~~pts

royal action is that

neither the character of the code nor the competence of the court is such as
to discriminate precisely and positively among the infinite "dissimilaritie9
of htunan affairs. "

109

The normal, if not inevitable, result of that incapac-

ity and inability on the part of the regular organs and offices of the law to
meet each contingency and every circumstance of crime is, as Themistius
:1.·cP.dily and realistically conceded, a rather perfunctory delineation of

107

1.P~·· 14d

= 16,11-12.

108
Gaius _!E_s~_itutio!}~ i. 1, 3, in Cor-e_us I~J:i!! .C_f'vilis, I, ed., P.
Kruger and T. Momrnsen (15th ed.; Berlin: Verlag lieid:11ann, 1928).
109

Or. I 14d - 15a

= 16,13-17.
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punishments "concerning everything and for every time," ;o that

2l3

" • • • the

ia.·w, just like some peevish and stubborn man, often issues the s&me answers

to those who are not inquiring ab.:rnt the same things. 11110

Therefore, Just

as "the .EEJJ:!:2ttrbp~ basileus frequently soothes the wrath of the law" by
mitigating the sentences of those whose 13uilt does not autcmatically foreclose his clemency, "it is equally the function of a Justice that is civiUzed and sympathetic toward its o;.rn kind to fix hereafter what is the average

of c:d.nes and to distinguish between mistttke, misconduct, &.nd mishap (hamm·Only in this manner is the balance of
¥hat is lawful and fair that constitutes justice achieved and maintained.
For genuine justice, particularly on the appellative level

llOibid., 15a

112

demands that

= 16,13-17.

111!bid.,
.
.
l 5c = 17,7-1 4 • Themist1us
goes on ( 15c ~ 1 6a= 17al 4 -27 ) to
define ina.IV'idually the three deeds which constitute in law the general
range of criminal activity and according to which the fixing of the degrees
of guilt must in equity be determined. (This definition, of course, is but
a re~stateme11t of Aristotle's categories of crime: Nicomachean Ethics ll35b
llff., Rhetoric 1374b l-9.) Both adik~ma and h<"~mart~ma a~ conscious hu.inan
acts and""as such are subject to th~diction en-d penalization of the law;
but whereas the former is a rational and the latter an irrational commission
of injustice and/or injury, the culpability of the one is less tha.n that of
the other (in terms of hc:nicide, for example, adik0ma would be murder, ha.mar~ manslaughter). ~ycM::na., on the other hand.71sneither a ratione.1nor=an irrational act; it is simply a circumstantial accident for which the individual is not at all responsible either ethically or legally (Themistius
cites as an instance of misfortune the death of Croesus' son Atys at the
hands of Adrastus: cf. Herodotus i. 32-45).

112

Appellative justice had become sinc:e the time of Constantine the
Great the exclusive province of imperial decision and action. Cf. ££ll i. 2,
3 (Pharr, p. 13): "When We are persuaded by entreaty to temper or to mitigate the rigor of the law in a special case, the regulation shall be observed that rescripts that were impetratcd before the posting of the edict
shall have their own validity, and a prior r•::script shall not be derogated by
a la.ter one. But rescripts which were elicited thereafter shall ha.Ye no
force unless they are in conformity with the public laws, especially since
it,~~5.E£:!~_J?er'!"d~~-iL4 th~J'.le a.~;;__sh~.P i;}}Y![~}..S.f~ an_ i1:!!~;LE;.Tu-

L<.:.v Aninate consider the merit of any case u.nck:r l'tVie:w in terms of
eq,ui ty for the defcmdant rather ths.n of expediency for the p:r:osecutor.
Apart from the co:;;pelling claim of justice itself for conscientious and
discri~inating

exactness in the judicial processes, a moral as well as a

legal imperative CC•:l'tmands the attention and directs the action of the impe"It is characteristic of .PEilant1J!~.Pi!::.," declared Themistius

rial le.w-lord.

at the beginning of his concluding remarks on the relationship between jus-

tice and the most imperial of virtues, " • • • to seek after an occasion for
reasonableness (epieikei!_) • 111 13
(~tz!2~)

not only coddles

Dismissing the common charge that mildness

crimin~ls but

cultivates crime (the burden of

proof he sardonically lays upon the complainants).

senator argues for the positive effect .of
abiding climate.

114 the philosopher-

.EEJ..l:En1h_r~pi!_ in promoting a law-

The career of Constantius is proof "that evil is not

watered but withered by

£..,~J.,2;~.!.~r..£p~.

and that instead it yields and sub-

mits more meekly to a justice which comes into immediate contact with it. 11115

'ro put it briefly, leniency is not license.
of

cle~ency

Rather• the voluntary extension

and the vigorous enforcement of equity not only represent

respectively restraint and reasonableness on the part of the law-lord 9 but

!!~J_£.lJ....tl}5t_t:.a.s__ll!?$n _!pt~!Rosed_ bet.:.:ee~~j.tz_~,Jlle lew. (n.10: The
words in italics are supplied frcm CJ. The Emperor thus assurr.es for himself

and the imperial consistory the exclusive ri5ht to all legal interpretation 9
thus finally abolishing the long line of' independent jurisconsults)".

113 Or. I 16a
114

~••

115

= 17,28-30.

16a-b

Jpi,£,•• 16b

= 17

9

30 - 18,2.

= 18,3-5.

al"o r"'flect the

..t•1~Cdo..
~-..... ~-

ht~n.aneness

e.nd

htu:i~inism

inl1erent in the concE:pt of

l~Ll.£E..-

Ecc:.'!.use of this virtue, then, the prince in piloting the sh5_p of

5ta.te possesses a wisdom compounded of mod.<:1•ation as

w(~ll

as intelligence. 116

I
I

I
Fl_ii.1:?.nt,b._r.§~

I

played no less a part in determining "n"ht>.t Themistius con-

ceived to be the role of the emperor a.s war-lord than it did in forming his
thoue;ht on the monarch's duties in cult and law.

Indeed, the role of this

virtue in the ruler's discharge of his responsibility to secure the defense
of the ccmmonwealth represented a convergence and cuL'11ination of the humanistic and hu.rnane qualities dEmanded in the exercise of his cult-lord and
lav-lord capacities.

For Themistius

~,.!l!:]Jr~nJ.!!.

connoted both civility and

c1e:nency, correlative attributes of private and public conduct identified as
the hallmarks of the ideal ruler.

Thus the king's patronage of culture and

his observance of justice were to be motivated and marked by a piety and
probity not expected of ethers.

But this dual aspect of rll?:J.,~a.nthr~pia in

terms of learning (paidej~) and leniency,., (p..rf-.=!-..?t~s)-:..evident in Themistius'
urging of reason and restraint upon the emperor in the areas of cult and law
r-=spectively--was rendered more pronounced in his directions regarding the

task of protecting the empire from foreign threats ru1d attacks.
Although Themistius i-.'as fully aware of the nature of and. necessity for
the military role of the prince, he did insist that war itself was only a

rbid., 17a = 19,1-5. The specific context of this co~tlpliment to
Constant~is the effort of Themistius to prove thP-t the emperor, despite
his relative youth (he was thirty-three years old in 350), h0.s demonstrated
a power of restraint as well as sharpness of' inteller~t usually characteristic of older men (16c - 17a
18,11 - 19,1).

116

=

;nea.ns and not the end of foreign policy. 11 7

What fic;11red more pro:ninently

in his view of the conduct of foreie;n affairs. however. w<.::re the questions of

why e.nd how the Empire• once engaged in belligerency. should win.

The rea-

son w':ly the Empire naturally deserved victory over any foe Themistius attri-

bllted to the inherent superiority of civilization over barbarism.

Assuming

without question the probity of the n,1pire' s intentions e.nd the priority of
her interests in any conflict with alien powers, he casually (if not callously) ascribed the hostility toward the Empire of the barbarian nations-the Genr.ans on the northeast frontier and the Persians on the southeast
frontier--to the irrationality an.d perfidy of their natural character:

"The

former is passionate and unreasonable (thymodes _
te, .....kai __,,.,.,._
anoeton), the latter
~~~

is tre2.cherous and deceitful

(~~

!;;.

~

k~4_ dolerc1l,)."

Therefore, coun-

seled the philosopher-senator, as in psychology so too in politics, the only

satisfactory conclusion fo:r a .conflict between the rational and irrational
must be the submission of the one to the other. 118

The success of this kind

of foreign policy on the part of an emperor who "considers the friendly gifts
of the Muses no less honorable than those of Hephaistus" 11 9 Themistius
recounted

to the Roman Senate in his enccmium on Gratian:

And happy is the man who can make the barbarians obedient not only
to the sword, but also to the bee.uty and elegance of the soul. Not
only the philosophers, it appears, but even· the barbarians now desire passione.tely the splendor of Gra.tian, and willingly give way a.'1d
submit, haYing been defeated by his purpose (~ne::;~). Aud neither the

11 7cr. supra, chap. iii, pp.l,'1~171>.
-~

118Or. XI 1 48 d -

I

1·~9a

= 177,2-8•

•
Cf. similar
identification in Or. X

13lc-d = 156,32 - 157 ,13 (quoted in trans • .£:!~• chr!.p. iii, pp. /'13-l'llf.).

119or. IV 54b

= 65,9-10.

I

I

I

rr

din of shields. nor the shouting of hoplites, nor the horse clothed
in a.r.:nor together with the horseman was strong enow;h, then, for
the Rc~ans against the barbarian so much a.s the beauty of Gratian
e.nd the synrnv:try of his soul. And those who n 9v fa:tnl. cross over
the Rhine more than those vho used to plunder.i20
.

'

However muddled and myopic this interpretation may seem in retrospect
(if not even then to the more thoughtful

p~

in his audience), it certainly

stands as an accurate and typical reflection of Themistius' mandarin mentality.

Conditioned intellectually by the canons of a culture that considered

the barbarian inferior in moral as well as material proficiency. he instinctively felt confident that Mediterranean civilization, when challenged, would
emerge ultimately as the champion from the contest.

But without I'.hilanthr6-

J?i.:!.• the root virtue of classicism. whose re.J1l.ifica.tions a.re hu.,1Hmism and
hwi>aneness, he cautioned that the emper-0r, upon whom devolved the full responsibility for defending the cosmos of civilization from the chaos of barbarism,
cannot expect to stand, much less succeed• as the champion of civility.

It

was in the light of this conviction, then, that Themistius fonnulated his
conception of philanthr9~~ as the key condition for successful fulfillment
of the imperial war-lord capacity.
As early as the reign of Constantius the general substance and shape of
The:nistius' position concerning the purpose and practice of the emperor's
military function had already developed.
!Ji::~P.i!!.

Although the doctrine of

J2l:Jd!E~

had been essentially evinced and elabo~ated in the first of his po-

litical orations, its only application to a specific foreign policy question
in

O~ation

I was made in a psrenthetical paragraph.

Interrupting his dis-

course on the need for moral pulchritude as well o.s political power on the

218
part of the ruler, Themist ius took advantage of the cir<:tmstm1ce of Constantius' presence before him in A11cyra (the emperor was then en route from the

Mesopota:nie.n frontier to the Western :provinces) to congratulate him on his
recent victory at Singara over the Sassanid Sapor.

This mili tsx'y success--

all the more significant because any clear-cut victory (particularly for the
Romans) was rare in the centuries-long conflict betveen the super-powers of
East and West--he attributed to "the emperor's virtue" (that is• ~BJ2l1cinie.) • which he adduced as positiYe proof that Persia should subject herself
,,....__

willingly to the status of a satellite state by attaching her "ship to the
great ship" of the Roman Empire. 121

121

=

13,11-23. The openin~ iine of the next paragraph
indicates quite clearly that the foregoing vas an aside.
Harduin (373-374
499) rightly sees this as a reference to the battle
of Singara, the date of which, hOi:ever, is contested: Otto Seeck (Gesc}lict~
§2!} Untergaqz.._s der antiken Welt 1 IV [Berlin: Franz Siemenroth, 1911], pp. 9395, 424-426) and Piganiol (~nire_£pr~t5.e~ 1 p. 76) maintain the traditional
date of 348, while Ernest Stein~(Histoire.,nftu B~s-~2Eire, I, PP• 138, 488-489)
argues strongly for moving the date back t0'3174; the vagueness of Themistius'
co:mnents on the Persian situation suggests that he was unfamiliar with the
details of the victory and that, correlatively, it was not a recent event-an indication perhaps that Stein's is the stronger case.
Piganiol (p. 76) dismisses the battle as "a bloody reverse" for the
Romans, contradicting thereby both ancient and mode?n accounts. However,
although he probably considers Singara more in terms of a "Pyrrhic victory,"
the fact remains ths.t in 356 Persia sought what Amrnianus (xvi. 9, 3) termed a
P.~21 ErecativE~ from Constantius, although the emperor had been absent, together with a large part of his forces, fro:n the East for six yet>-l"s. Thern.istius, who ~as in Antioch at the time, describes the peace: "And thus I speak
the truth, and the emperor is not only there where he is seen, but even ;.;hen
he is enca~ped in the land of the Celts he forces the Persians to desire
peace eagerly. And I lately saw in the city of Antioch men sent from Susa ~
and Ecbatana with he~alds' wands, and I saw ancient doc~~ents wrapped up in
fine white linen. The documents entreated earnestly the prefect to make a
treaty vith the Acha.ernenids [a sophistic synonym for the Sassanids] and to
give assurance on the part of the ~nperor. I consider, therefore, this victory more powerful than if just now they were conquered in battle and their
country were laid waste and we took their castles and prisoners of war. For
indeed then they would blame fate [for losing] and would threaten to renew
(12c

0~. I 12a-c

Yet, ironically, it was not the threat

= 13,24-25)

=

of

~

forei5n inYasion so much as the trial of internal usurpation which

ffrst provided Ther.iistius with the opportunity to define and test vithin a
pe.rticular context his ideas on the conduct of the war-lo:rd function 'by the
emperor.
Constantius was mo-ving from the East to the West• when Themistius met
him at Ancyra. 9 in the surmner of 350 in response to the revolt raised at the
beginf1ing of that year against the Constantinian house by the provincial

general Magnentius.

Having murdered

Constans 9 the

AU~J;l~ ~jdenti~

and

the youngest son of Constantine the Great 9 with the conr.ent e.nd connivance of
the military leadership. Magnentius, the connander of the Jlite Joviani and
Herculeani legions (the latter-day Praetorians)• seized power in the West and
sought recognition from the East.

A few weeks later Vetranio, the aged gen-

eral of the Pannonian legions, cclnpounded the crisis with his claim to the
crown.

Doubly threatened• Constantius was forced to quit the campaign

against the Persians and to return to face t.he rebellion in his rear.

In his

march as;ainst the usurpers he first checkmated Vetranio, contriving a reconciliation and then compelling his retirement from the ::;ervice.

The cashier-

ing of Vetranio and the cori:r.1andeering of his troops--both accomplished without violence--not only

re~'lloved

a major rival force, but also, in secu:dng the

critically strategic Illyricum 9 put Magnentius on the defensive.

The rebel

captain, however, rejected Consts.ntius' offer to co;nprcmise (no doubt as
much influenced by the recent deception played upon

Vet~anio

as emboldened by

his own i.JTu-nediate successes in the Western provinces), and in late September

the struegle, but now, having cowered from fear. they willingly make known by
this very token that they hav·e been beaten." (Or. IV 57 a-c = 68, 19-31)

L

'1

220

of 351 the contest between usurper and incumbent
allY bloody battle of Mursa.

cui~inated

in the exception-

Reeling from the myriad losses suffered in this

engagement so critical for the t.mp12ror and so catastrophic for the Empire,
;.fagnentius retreated to the North with Constantius in do3ged pursuit.

A year

and a. half later victory and vindication were achieved when a defeated a.nd

desperate Magnentius cor,;mitted suicide in Lyons • 122

122

This sketch of the revolt of Magnentius, as well as the dissembling
role of Vetranio therein• is drawn principally from the account of Zosimus
(~h}JL,t,c:da ii. 42-55) and, to a lesser extent 1 from the accounts of Socrates {Historia. ecclesiastica ii. 25, 32) and Julian (Or. I, nassim). Cf.
also Pig;;ror-(L~;,pfre chr"?.tien, PP• 85-89), Stein (]1-;J;,,~i.ll.'I," PP• 138141), and Norman H. Baynes ("Constantine's Successors to Jovian: and the
Struggle with Persia," chap. iii, ~. C.ambrid.~!;, Me'3J.e1{._al.lil?~tc,n:, Vol. I:
~?£.istia11_~an Empir~ and~the~unds:U£E-2f-~:.c;-~.tc~i.~_g~, ed.
H. M. Gwatkin and J. P. Whitney TNev York: The Macmillan Ccr.1:pany, 1911] • pp.
58-62). Professor Baynes (ibid., p. 62) has lucidly.and penetratingly ccmmented upon the long-term mesnI:'1g of this rebellion: 11 The importance and
significance of this unsuccessful bid for e~pire may easily be overlooked. A
Roma.n civil official (Marcellinus, the ccmeli £tl p1·\«.rate.e] at the head of
some discontented spirits at the Court hatches a plot against his sovereign,
and in order to win the suppo~t of the army alienated by the contempt of Constans induces a barbA.rian general to declare himself fuperor. But though the
Roman world was willing enough··; that Germans should fight the Empire's battles in their defense, they were not prepared to see another Maximin upon the
throne; they refused to be reconciled to Magnentius even by the admitted jiJ.stke of his rule. The lesson of his failure was well learned: the barbarian
Arbogast caused not himself but the Roman civilian Eugenius to be elected
&ipe:ror. Further, while in this struggle the eastern and wee tern halves of
the Empire are seen falling natm.·ally and almost unconsciously asunder, the
most powerful force working for unity is the dyn~stic sentiment: Constantius
claims support as the legitL~ate successor of the house of Constantine and as
the avenger of the death of his son. His claim is not me:rely as the chosen
of the senate or army but far more as the rightful heir to the throne. This
strusgle throws into prominence the growth of the hereditary principle and
the wurmth of the response ~hich it could evoke from the sympathies of the
subjects of the Empire. No student of the history of the fourth century can
indeed afford to neglect the battle of Mursa; contempci,·a.:des were staggered
at the appalling loss of life, for while it is said that the Roman dead munbered 40,000 at Hadrianopl~ (A.D. 378), at Mursa 54,ooo are reported to have
been slain. It is hardly too much to say that the defence of the Empire in
the East was crippled by this blow, and it must have been largely through the
slaughter at Mursa that Constantius was forced to make his fatal dema.11d that
the troops of Gaul should march against Persia [thus provokit\g the revolt or

It was• then, in the aftermath of I.fa.gnentius' igr:oble challenge e.nd his
:tgnc:ninious collapse that Themistius pictured Constantius, victorious by unreJ.enting force of arms• as defender cf civilization and dispenser of elem-;-:>
ency.

T:t"D_ically 1 his interpretation of the victory was 1..::ss c<·nce:rned with

corr. municating the actual course of events than with construing the cause of
the e:nperor's success.

Anticipating implicitly the later explicit claim of

Zosimus' account that Constantius had invoked God and Justice to justify his
war of vengeance against the murderers of Constans, 12 3 Themistius inter-

preted the war-lord role of the emperor in the context of the recent campaign
as an extension

of his double role as the lord of cult and law.

fore, was presented as the triumph of

paidei~

and

~raiot~s.

Peace, there-

For, according

to the reckoning of the pa.negyrist, it was by reason of Constantius' identifica.tion with the principles of humanism that his cause was unquestionably
right and by means of his insistence upon the practice of

ultimately won out.

h~~aneness

that it

This emphasis on culture and clemency as characteristic

of the emperor in this

ca~paign

is especially evident in Themistius' treat-

ment of Magnent:ius and Vetra.nio respectively.
Four years after the suppression of Magnentius' revolt Themistius, while
in Rome as the representative of "New Rome" to celebrate Constantius' twen-

Julian against his uncle].

Neither must the military significance of the
battle be forgotten: it lies in the fact that this wcs the first victory of
the newly formed heavy cavalry• and the result of the impact of their charge,
vhich carried all before it, showed that it was no lon_ser the legionary who
was to play the most important part in the campaigns in the future. 11
123

L

zosim~s

Historia nova ii.

49.

tieth year :ln gove1.·mnent,

c~q.)ite.lized

npon the occasion to co-:r.:aent upon the

emperor's victory in terms of his virtues.

A reference to the ancient a.lli-

ance between Rcme and Byzs.ntium provided the runbassaclc;,r with a.n opportunity
.
th e d anger common t o b oth ca.pi't a 1 s as a result of the renc
. i1·ion. 1 2 4
to discuss
This ti·.:::eat Themistius likened to a barbarian insm·rection endangering "the

ancient hearth of the Aenea.doi" throt1gh the counterfeit claims of "a barbarian and abominable wretch" who was finally turned back by the legitL'1late
heir of the founder of the second Rome:
m~~orial

"Having set out from that city 1 the

among us cf his father [i.e. 1 Constantinople), this noble man [Con-

stantius) exacted fitting justice on him who tried to maltreat this people 1
destroy its Senate 1 and fill the undefiled streams of the Tiber with slaughter and pollution." 12 5

Dy highlighting M&.gnentius' barbarian origins 126

and treasonous actions

Thelliistius 1 of course, succeeded in representing his prince and patron as the
champion of civility, the avenger of arro,gance. and the savior of society.
The emperor's success over savagery deserved, therefore 1 an encomium more
pertinent. and precious than the ordinary conferral of the empty titles of
office.

For if"men of that time considered Ca.rnillus a second founder

(~ist~s)

124

because he rescued the survivors of the attack by the Celts 1 will

=

0r. III 42d - 43a
51,27 - 52,4. Concerning the panic that struck
even Constantinople at the news of the uprisings in the Western provinces 1
see Or. IV 55d - 56b = 67,4-16.
125
Ibid. 1 43a-c = 52,5-23 (cf. 4l~a.-b = 53,16ff. 1 where Themistius directly dra;$ a parallel between the struggle between Constantine and Ma.xentius and that between Constantius and Mae;nentius).

126The barbarian background of Maenentius is e:r:ph!lsized by both Zosimus
(Nova historia. ii. 54) and Julian (Or. I 34d; Or. II 95c); concerning the
Germ"'8.nic o:i.·igfns of Magnentius 1 see Piganiol (L'Emnire ch:retien, p. 85 1 n.82).
~

...

-

~~
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not the present generation," asked Ther'listius with more rhetoric than res.sen,

"resa::.-d you as a leader

(£,~J:&-;;et~s) even superior to Rcmulus? 11127

In this

passage the panegyrist remarked en the rejoicing of R·:i:-:1e th::i.t royal rule had
been rescued from cultu:ral no less than political ruin.
of order and disorder was set:
represented riot.

the prince personified

Thus the e.ntithesis
Ea.id,_~j~

and the rebel

Victory, in other words, reflected the superiority of

virtue to vice. the inferiority of rashness to reason. 12 8
127

or.

III

43c

= 52,24-27.

128
This kind of propa.ganda, however unprincipled, was hardly unprecedented; it recalls, though it does not rival, the cariacture of Antony as a
renegade Roman and of Cleopatra as a fer1cme fatale in the myth which represented Actium as the ancient Armaseddon~betw"e'"e"Tlthe ~egiments of decency and
virtue and the rabble of degeneracy and viciousness. One of the three triwnphs which Augustus celebrated in 29 B.C. was for his victory at Actium (Res
~sta.e c. 4). Suetonius (Augustus 22) says the triple trim"!.ph celebrated ~
Octavian's victories in Dalmatia, at Actium, and Alexandria, though previously (~., 9) he expressly puts Actiurn emong Octavian's five civil wars.
Vergil (~eneidos viii. 67lff.) corrunemorated the battle in apocalyptic verse.
1fodern historians, however, have not been so moved: "Neither of tr.e rivals in
the contest for power had intended that there should be a serious battle if
they could help it. So it turned out. Actium was a shabby affair, the worthy
climax to the ignoble propaganda a.gainst Cleopatra, to the sworn and sacred
union of all Italy. But the young Caesar required the glory of a victory
that would surpass the greatest in all history, Roman or Hellenic. In the
official version of the victor, Actiu.111 took on august dimensions s.nd an intense emotional colouring, being transformed into a great naval battle, with
lavish wealth of convincing and artistic detail. More than that, Actium beCG.:ne the contest of East and West personified, the birth~legend in the mythology of the Principate. On the one side stood Cc.esar's heir with the Senate
and People of Re.me, the staJ.. of the Julian house blazing on his head; in the
air above, the gods of' Rome, contending s.gainst the bestial divinities of
!l'ile. Against Rcme were arrayed the motley levies of all the eastern lands,
Fgyptia.ns, Arabs and Bactrians, led by a renegade in un-Roman a,ttire, 'variis
Antonius a:nnis.' Worst of all, the foreign voman--'seq,uitur, nefas, Aegytia
conimL.x. '" (Ron:_>.B. Syme, Tl~na.n Re~ion, pp. 297-298). Yet Actium becarte, according to Charles Nor:ds Cochrane rci~ristit.mitv and Classica.1 Cul4

!~ [nGala.xy Bc·ok" ed.; Nev York: Oxford Univ~P;~ss, 195ff,

'P:-15f;"

"in fa.ct, the Roman Sala"1is, a victory for the classical idea of the com:1onwealth over the subversive forces of Orientalism." Dio Cassius (liii. 16, 7)
has repoi... ted that Octf-1.vian, after th~ settlement of 27 B.C., was anxious to
e..sstt.'1le :the neJ:>e of Romulus, but was dissuaded by h:ts nore cautious and circu:::.spect counselors (also cf. Suetonius k.:s·ustus 7).
~~-=-

By the· sm::c

to1~en

also, as the humanis:n of Constantius

motiv~_-.ted

the

ca.r;;paie;n against one usu:t':per, his hu..'llaneness resolved the conflict with the

other.

For not only was the heir of Constantine acknowled3ed, in The:nistius'

resolution acco:npanying the golden cJ.~ow-n of vict•)ry, 1 2 9 a.s the devoted patron

of f_:J..}§eia and diligent pupil of

pJl.L:l£.1.;1?1?hi!::.• but in addition his actions in

war and peace, respectively, were characterized by unusual mildness (uraiotes)
~""*".nr~-~

and extraordinary temperance (~,2~,~;Ql~).

As a result, success was sure and

cel'tain:
This constitutes your pc.:er, your suards, nnd your spearmen--by
which you alone of your b:::-oth.-:=rs have been kept inviolate and with
which you ha·il'e exacted justice on those who have played drunken
tricks. By using this very equipment you have stood prepared for
the old man, and because cf this you have won a bloodless victory. 130
The reference to the "bloodless victory" over "the old man" concerns
Constantius' adroit disposal of Vetranio, and was intended to serve as proof
of the efficacy of the imperial moral virtues coalesced in Ehilantp.r~p};..~
in. concluding the hostilities.

Obviously more in flattery than in fairness

to history, Themistius reconstructed in his mind's eye Constantius' performance in ridding himself of an adversary and reconciling his anny before the
assembled legions of both contestants:
I see, my lord, even the tribunal upon vhich you, by haranguing
the crowd, seized as captive the man who raved against the purple.
I see the trophy which is absolutely yours--a trophy which P.either
hoplite, nor horseman, nor archer set up and for vhich the soldiers
were witnesses, not fellow-combatants. Yet, while not praising you
otherwise, they did ad~ire your words, and they r&nge about the
p~rt~col§l the temple and are unwilling to look at the statues
within.

129

0r. III 45b

130I .

..Eli.··

I

s~.25

= 54,22-25.
and 30.

131

Jlli., 45c-d:: 54~3! - 55,4. Cf. the description of the "confrontation" between Constantius and Vetre.nlo at Mursa in Aurelius Victor, Liber de
··c

- -.• ~_,n,.:>c:a.z: .. n
aOW""""""ecanne..i·:-~

T'.ne:·Jistius then concluded his encc:-:1Lll,1 vith the c<.mfidcnt

c1,~.i:n

that Con-

stent ius conformed to the credentials of Plato's philosopher-king.

point is made briefly in nn earlier oration:
[Vet:nrnio] a prisoner of war?

132

'The

"And how ce.n a::lyone call

For he ..-as not caputred by the spear, but was

wo.s reduced to slavery by logo.~

• • •

,,133

Ca<?sadbu3, ed. F. Pichlmayr (Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1911), xlii. 1-4:
'ffQ'~=gt~ria. post natum im.perium soli processit eloquio clementiaeque. Nam
cum n1!?.gna pa.rte utrimque exercitus convenissent, habita ad speciem iudicii

cont ion~, quo fere vix !'.Ut multo sar:.guine obtinendum erat, eloquentia patravit. Quae res satis edocuit non modo do~i, verum militiae quoQue dicendi
.

cop1a~

praes t are. It

Intent to show that the imperial victory over Vetranio was the result of
the po~er of persuasion, Themistius conveniently omits Constantius' duplicity.
According to the more reliable and complete account of Zosimus (Novo.. historia.
ii. 44), the emperor, having dissuaded a vacillating Vetranio from joining up
with !•fo.gnentius by a. plea for a co:n.111on ,ci:>mpai5n s.ga.inst the Western rebel,
l·endezvoused with the aged ~~J.,,sJer £!9\!:Jl!.n.. at Mursa 'in Pe.nnonia. In the
joint rr.eeting before their legions, however, shrewd Constantius outwitted the
unsuspecting general by turning the army of Illyricum in an inflrumnatory
speech against its ow-n commander as well as Magnentius. Rebuked and repudiated, Vetranio retired. Professor Baynes (£.:lli. 1 I, p. 60), however, finds the
standard version, varying in details runong contemporary accounts, completely
suspect, and offers a not implc-"usible, ttough hardly incontrovertible, interpretation of his O'*Il: "Such is the story, but it can hardly fail to arouse
suspicion. The greatest blot on the character of Constantius is his ferocity
vhen once.he fancied his superiority threatened, and here was both treason and
treachery, for power had been stolen from him by a trick. All difficulties
are removed if Vetranio throughout never ceased to support Constantius, even
though the Emperor may have doubted his loyalty for a tirr.e when he heard that
the prudent general had Emticipated any action on the part of Magnentius by
himself seizing the key-position, the pass of Succi. It is obvious that their
secret was worth keeping: it is ill to play with armies as Constantius and
Vetranio had done; while the clemency of an outraged sovereign offered a fair
theme to the panegyrists of the Emperor."

~., 46a = 55,14-22.
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0r. IV 56b = 67,17-19. This s~ne theme (the role of reason and restraint in routing the rebel) prevailed in Or. II (37c.-c
44,18 - 45,9):
"But ~is sufficient for hirn [the true kine;], instead of weapons and
soldiers. And indeed the hoplites leaning a~ainst their shields, the horsenen holding their horses in check, the archers unstringing their bows, the
~lin~e113slac~ening their slings stand by, while the e~,eror, alone and un133

=

I

~"'ed,

without spear and dagger, fights single-handedly on the rostrum.

And

In Themistius' consideration of Constantius' career as

>;il:t·~lord,

there-

fo1·e, wh:=?.t cro•.m.ed the imperial car11paign against the rnilita.ry rebels vi th

success were the virtues of' the emperor in w;:;.ging war and winning pea·::e.

His

ac<!ount of Constantius' victory over Ma,:;nentius and Vetri.mio accentuated
pm•posely the moral rather than the martial characteristics of the e:mperor in

cUscha.rging his duties to both dynasty and dominion.
manism of the victor and his

hQ~aneness to~ard

By emphasizing the hu-

the vanQuished the philoso-

pher-senator sought to demonstre.te convincingly the real relevance of civility and clemency--the essential qualities of pEJ~~~~--for even the
efficacious exercise of the war-lord capacity.

rable and invincible.

The ccmbina.t ion was insepa-

Congratulating Consta.ntius on his contributions to

culture in founding the library of Constantinople, ThE:mistius obse1·ved that

imperial

patrcna,~e

of the arts was a likelier and more legitimate cause of'

military success than proYess in arms:

"Does it seem

U:ll"et~:Jonable

to you,

without applying his two hands he re~ovcs the purple robe [frcm Vetranio],
and declares him who made sport of the Empire a private citizen. Whenever
tragedy says something "ise, she even utters words worthy of Melpomene [the
Huse of Tragedy]: '~accomplishes very much, as much as what even the
sword of enemies would do' (Euripides Phoenician Wo:nen 516-517]. Yet even
Pericles, the son of Xanthippus, on who$;'1.ip$-s~tho (the goddess of
persuasion], often cel!le down f'rc~ the rostrum of the Athenians, in order to
bring an end what he did not want. But whoever stands aloft, u~~oved and
undaunted, a~o:ng so m;;ny thousands of men who have comzdtted the first wrong
and who bee,r a.rm.s--whose nature, mind, and langus.ge are dissimilc.r--and whoF~ver has relied upon only his ~os- against the host, shs.11 we, by Zeus
Philios, fear to say that. this sort of man is the fore:1ost philosopher?"
Themistius could even take pride in the fact that Me$nentius, because of
his suicide, saved Constantius fro:n having the blood of a tyre.nt on his hands:
"Accordingly, the daimonion of the emperor takes care beforehand to keep his
hands clean from ev-en just homicide • • • , so that he forced the other of the
tyrants [i.e.) Magnentius] ... -for whom death was necess~iry from those whom he
had maltreated and a.bused--to become a ty:r:·ant-slo.yer (i.e., to kill h:Lrnself],
vhile const:r·aining himself at the sa"!'.e time frc:n becoming a ty1•ant-slayer."

(or. II 38a-b

= 46,6-11)

·'

r

then, that the Muses join in cnmpaign ....,ith the e.;;iperor and gre.nt him extraordinary victories s in which Ares takes no po.rt 7111 34

Furthe1·inore, the appli-

cation of mildness co:nplernents association with the Muses.

As pointed out in

Or"'-tion I, the J?.lli?l2!bE§;o~ E,,;~sj,1~ does not render retributive so much as
rehabilitative justice, and therefore he is more inclined to employ the pove1•

of pardoning than the rie;ht of revenge. 135
of

~·1

th ~ '

~'....!OP~

valid in

w~,r

"For the characteristic feature

1 s t o do goo d ra. th er ~h
· no 1.ess
,, ,:;,,n t o d o ev1'1" 136--a maxl.m

than in peace.

Themistius once observed that "Peace is the prize of war • • • 11137

Yet

peace is a condition that does not stand alone; rather it arises from conformity to the concord of world order.

For peace, as Hesiod had asserted in

h:i.s apotheosis of' the moral order, is but one of a trio of daughters of Zeus

and Themis--"the Horae~Eunomia (Good Order), Dike (Justice), and thriving
Eirene (Peace)--who attend to the works of mortal men. 11138

Nor did Themistius

gainsay the Boeotian poet and prophet; indeed, he expressed a preference for

the pacific themes of Hesiod over the war-like topics of Homer:

"For the one

sang of .,.ars and battles and the fighting at close qus.rters of the sons of
Ajax, whereas the other sang of the works and d~ys of the earth, on which days

--·-----=134

~••

l350r. I

= 73,7-10.
14a-c = 15,25 -

l361~£§..•

13b

I

6lb

a

137Or. X 13la

I

16,8.

14 1 22-23.

= 156,21.

Hesiod Theo1~ 901-903, in
Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1913).
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~i£fti ~r~i~,

ed. A. Rzach

(3d ed.;

r

the 'tlo:-ks

c:dtics.

beco~-:e

11139

'better.

And because of this [Hesiod] prevails over all the

The co:rrele.tion and application of these three

Hesiodic vision to the governance of his

OWTl

ide~ls

of the

state and society constitute,

then, the respective functions of the sovereign in cult, J.aw 1 and ua:r.

Un-

less the cultural, juridical, and military roles of the imperial office mesh
one with the other both in purpose and pl· act ice, the emperor will have failed

in his over-all responsibility for the unity, continuity, and security of
civilization.
The key to the successful rendering of these vital :;ervices, in Thernis. .
. 'l an throp1~,
II. •
ius ' op1n1on,
was pni

Under Theodosius as well as Constantius

(whose reign has been used almost exclusively in this chapter to illustrate
a.11d explain 'What Theraistius envisioned 'to be the role of philanthr§pia in

determining the policy a.nd directing the prcgra.i11 of the three functions of

kinsship) he ma.inta.ined that without the poseession and practice of this the
nest imperic.1 and indispensable of virtues real success was impossible.

As

he indicated insistently in the last no less than the fir&t of his 19goi
.P.@tik.2.!_, piety (~.§$,.beia). justice {dikaiosyn~). and mildness (praiot~s)--

the respective virtues of the emperor in cult• le.w, and war--al~e co1mnanded in
concert by philanth.!§~. and through its agency converge in communion with

the divine,

140

This is why, then, Lycurgus, who especially exhibited mildness

in the exercise of justice, deserves "a divine more than a human designation,"

90r. XXX 348d
421,16-19. Cf, also the exordiQ~ of Or, XV (184b~d ~
227,3 - 228,5), in which Themistius announces his closer affinity for Hesiod.
13

=

140

Or. XIX 226d - 227a

= 276,18-21,

of Sp2.rta, which was then in a state of extreme lavlessness nnd quite full of
w"'r, he filled eve:..-yplace with peace ( eir~l:.~) and good order

(~~2::1ia). 11141

T}le s.chieve.."T.ent of Lycurgus, insofc:;r as he effected the interp.:met:cat ion of
£1;}};.§pthr~uia in the instructions and instru~ents of royal rule, stood as the

mod.el to be emulated by latter-day

pJliJ_2:nth!hi.£i .!?._asile~.

rbid., 227a = 276,21-23. According to Ehrhardt (Studi txan~io-Ruiz,
p. 472) ,"l:'rlthe fourth century of the Christian era" •• ~{~~ fik"e"-ti1'e
r:iores m"!.iorum in the West, was a synonym for pa.;; an religion." As employed by
Ti1emistiusrt, however, this "code-word" of contemporary paganis:n possessed a
generally cultural rather than specifically cultic connotation.
141

CHAPTER FIVE
THE MANDARIN AND THE BARBARIAN
Themistius sta.nds as a typical l·epresentative of what Chester Starr has
termed "The Old World of the Fourth Century."

1

In his several careers span-

ning imperial regimes from Ccnstantius to Theodosius he continually championed
tte cause of classical culture for the contemporary cc·ndition.
considered the

com,~on

Its ce,nons he

and current capital of civilization, an inheritance to

be invested wisely and not enctunbered wistfully, an inccme to be spent intelligently for the public welfare and not squandered intellectually on speculative indulgence.

As the prophet of

pai<!!:_i~

to the prince, Themistius con-

sequently looked consistently to the past for the patterns of the present;
hindsight rather than foresight was his forte.

Thus his citation of Lycurgus

in Oration XIX as the pre-eminent prototype of the ~i!.£-!.l:lH!Spo;?_ ~
vhich was quoted in the conclusion of the preceding chapter is as revealing
cf his general archaism e.s i t was relevant to his specific argument.

The

projection of the Lycu:rgan paradigm on fourth-century monarchy was in Themistius' view a valid means simply because it was a normative mensure; the traditional canonization of Lycurgus had rendered his life a compelling and convincing model for contemporary emulation •. In this reliance on an ancient
model to ma.rk the value and measure the validity of latter-day ideas and
institutions Themistius, of course, we.s hardly unique.

Regular reference to

The title of chap. xvi in Chester G. Starr, Civiliz~tion ani t~.£,
_§a?s.:,._Th~~l P~':oluti2E.. :LI.L!-Jle Ro:'1"'-12...JT..::.J?Jr·~ Cith"aca: Cornell University Press, 195~1.
1
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the pa.st as a. p1·2cedent for the :present ve.s cha:::-acte:ristic of such
porG.ries of late

fourth~century

Antioch, and Ausonius of Trier.

<~ontem-

thought as Symmachus of Rcrne, Libaniu.s of
A.s Rufius Albinus re:n~rked to the cc-nserva-

tive cil·cle in the ~nali!:, 1 "Vetustas quidern nobis sem:per, si sapimus,

adoranda est.

.. 2

Admiration of antiquity, howeYer, can easily degenerate into addiction
to antiqu~rianism, and the purported PE}~ of paideia (a metaphor occasionally employed by Themistius with particular reference to the practice.lity
of philosophy ) 3 ·'frequently became in Late Antiquity a sedative rather than a
stimular1t for the supposed seers of society.

As a result, the pronouncements

of many of the savants of the fourth century concerning the chronic crises of
the age more often than not were
than an incisive wisdom.

appar~ntly

This attitude especially prevailed among the pagan

intelligentsia, as is evident from the

2

~fa.crobius Saturnal;~

3cr. Ors. XX! (25ld
(32la

= 3$7~14ff.).

inspired by an insipid wistfulness

dialoguc~s

in Macrobius'

~rutllA· 4

iii. 14 • 2.

= 306,lOff.),

XX:VIV (303b

= 364,3ff.),

and XXVI

·

4

ttrr Arirnianus gives a rather unfavourable picture of what ·,;e may term
the rank and file of the Roman aristocracy, its leaders have received glowing
portrayals in a work vhich is perhaps the most outsto..!ding document of the
p&"gan reYi•tal: the Saturnalia. of Macro bi us, a book rarely studied for its
own sake. True, theS;t~a is a mine of antiquarian information wherever
its autho1· 'L\sed sourc~served to us. But both the setting of the
dialogue a.'1d its major aims are also highly significa.nt. The men who some
time before 385 assemble on the eve of the Saturnalia and on the two days of
the festival itself in the houses of Pre.eteXtat~i"s".-!iTcomachus Flavianus, and
SJJ.r:nachus are the acknowledged leaders of the pagan opposition •••• What
strikes the reader immediately is the urbB.nitas ·.:ith ""hich these grandees conve1·se with each other, an urbanitas f@-;.Tiiarfro;n Cicero's dialogues. If we
l'('.Jilt:l!lber that at least two
theprincipal char3.cters were dead when the work
was w-ritten, Praetextatus and his successor Fla.via.nus 1 the desire on the part
of Macrobius to re-evoke in his dialogue an S:.cb1ired eroup of leading men becomes obvious as is the work which inspired hL-n--the co;'~nenta.tor of the §2.a-

of

Yet the insistence of the literati upon the eternally lnvigoi·i;:..ting injunctions

of the classical heritage, while generally hostile to ir:.nove.tio,
was at least
•.-... ---...3:,...,...,,_
~

hospitable to

!£._,n_~ati~.

If the archaic mentality stood in terror of the

prospect of revolution• it did not always shy away
iution.

fro~

the process of eve-

To a mandarin like Themistius who was as well versed in the political

as the philosophical movements of the time, therefore• history, instead of

posing a conundru.'11, presented a cont inuti.:.11 of meaningful experiences.
The~istius'

panegyrics provide sufficient proof that he was not bound

to what Barbara Ward has cogently called "the melancholy wheel of fate" that
enervated the energies and expectations of ancient man.5

Though fe.stidious

in style, his logQ.i_ £2.l.illkoi were not fatuous in substance.

Unlike many of

his peers, Themistius airoided the primitivism so endemic to the archaic mind
and so indicative of its exhaustion.

His political thought, since it centered

on the monarchy, escaped that enervation of traditional theory engendered by

I.

isolation fro:n contemporary reality,
rule of Lycurgus.

Aside

fro~

A case in point is his reference to the

the ironic identification of the author of the

El~--Cicero's

pe re _£Ublic!_. Just as Cicero had summoned from the
past Scipio and his circle, so Macrobius brought to life the last pagans of
Rome. To charge his work with a more dramatic meaning, Cicero makes it take
pl~ce shortly before his hero's violent death, and in the S~~~}vs Scipion~
the inm1inent death and transfigur.ation of Scipio and the trasic destiny of
the great statesman and of the Roman state will leave no reader t1.rm1oved, The
contempora.ry sympathizers of Macrobius' pagans must have been equally conscious of the docm which had overtaken the two n:ain leaders and their cause."
(Herbert Bloch, "The Pagan Revival in the West at the End of the Fourth Century," The Con~].js_t between_PA~~_rn an?:_ 91J!i,2,.ti~E..~.:t;;L il}..,..th~. Fourth Centu:rv •
ed. Arnaldo Ifomigliano (Oxford: The CJ.a:.~e::·idon Press, 19o3r, pp. 207-20~

5Barbe.ra Ward, Feith and Freedc:n. ("Im.~se Books" ed.; Garden City: Double-

day & Co:npP.ny, 1958)7'"p-. 30. "For~a. p-~nct:.t~e.ting exposition of this ci.spect of
the archaic mind see Mil"cea Eliade, C()_~;n.2.,;» ar~~.Jli21~n-y: The I.f;dh of tJ'!..V.Jernal Return, trans. from the French Willard R. Trask (new York: Harper & Row,

19591:---

S1:-.:.~·t2.n

be.rra.ck$-state vith the autocrat of the Ro:nan monolithic system,

'l'tcdstius ree..lized that the citation of Lycurgus did not cc::ipl.::tely corre5 pond

to his ov.-n contemporary situation.

Lycur~s

f1·rnn a. Theodosius.

11

!fore than just a milleniwn ser)arated

For if the king of a single city or a. small

part of the Pelopormesus" deserved a more than htunan designation because of

his E.,hilanthre1)fa • "what would you say r...bout him who rules almost the whole

earth and sea?"

6

Although, to be sure 5 the purpose of political po·.rer as

exerdsed and exe."1plified by Lycw·gus still remained the same, its province

Ifad radically changed in the course of centuries.

As Themistius :perceptively

poin"ts out to Theodosius, "For Lycw·gus, even if Lace daemon was exceedingly
vast, united but one city from a disorderly life into good order (eun.£.mia),
whereas you have more subject cities t'han Laceda~mon had men."7
Themistius, then, was hardly ignorant of historical change, nor did he

prove indifferent to its challenge when formulating his conception of the

121.!J lP-n.!_hrSpos basl,.L~·
theme of his

~i

Phila.nthre-nia, of course, constituted the central

politikoi whose elucidation in ccnte,"'!',pora.ry terms of the

ancient archetypes of the truly royal science he considered his major contri-

.

bution to crown :md commonwealth.

8

This doctrine emphatically enjoined the

:profession of hw..-ia.nism and the pra.ct ice of htL"naneness by the emperor in the

exercise of his sovereign powers, and to the extent that this ideal was realized, the £.h.ilant,hr~J?.OS basileu~ embodied what Themistius believed to be the

natural and necessary union of philosophy and polity.

Accordingly, he never

6
Or. XIX 227b

7er. X:V

= 276,34 - 277,5.
193c-d = 237 25-29.

8Or. XI 143a-b

5

= 170,23

- 171,2.
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I

L

I~

intended that the articulation of this philosophical principle should be
divorced from application to political policy.
ti us conceiYed it, vas both a moral ideal to be emulated and a practical instru.111ent to be employed by the monarchy of the :t"curth century in the discharge of its duties.
No'llhere was the currency and relevancy of this conviction more obvious
or opportune for Themistius than in his response to the barbarian challenge.
On the one hand, the nature of the barbarian presence posed a direct threat

to the integrity of the cultural traditfons which p.EJJ-anthr8pii:, typified;
on the other hand, the extent of the barbarian pressure provided a. definite

test of the capacity of the political functions which the
.'5~

pe:rnonified.

J2:~ilanthrSpo,.e_.1?.!:,

Consequently. the" traditional philosophical content of

his thought found in the continuing contest betveen barbarism and civilization a contemporary historical context.

The substance of Themistius' recc:;-:nendations to successive imperial
goverrnnents for dealing with the barbarian tribes on the frontiers of the
Mediterranean world state was the advocacy of a liberal policy of accomodation and assimilation.

This policy was premised on the concept of I?._hilan-

t~~. and its conclusion that the E]:l_JJa~
h~~anity

suit.

fH!Sil!:EE.. must embrace all

without exception in his compassion and clemency dictated its pur-

The universal character of the imperial office which .E£ilanth£~

granted represented, as Johannes Straub has recognized, "a departure from
the traditional idea of the Roman
tinction d_gii-in

L

proYincjj~,

emp~1·or;

for it not only abolishes the dis-

but it· also extends the equality of law of all

• t ~~~ore
t'1e
e·"-P"-•ror +heo·
su b Jec·s
... ~.
i
~
... e ~·
... ica 11y t o th.e ~L>ili~ b s.r1a.ns
•• • » 9

The

significance of Themistius' notion that the scope of the e:n.peror 's ph~l~-

gs-S2.fa

extends beyond the circuit of civilization to include the na.tfons

tr~·:«en.tening B.~~;ll.t!:-:~

can be even better ge.uged• as Pavan has sug3ested•

10

by contrasting it with the cosmopolit~m ideal voiced by Aelius Aristides
so~ll•?

two hundred years earlier.

preted the

b:J:?.~..ti-~2!.

In his renowned Roman Oration which inter-

B.st1ax1u.2 at the time of Hadrian as the climactic conver-

gence of City and Cosmos 11 Aelius Aristides (whose very name testifies to
the synthesis of Greco-Roman civilization then) maintained that the traditiona.l categorization of mankind into Hellene and barbarian had now been

9Johimnes Straub• "Die Wirkung der Niederlaee bei Adrie.nopel a.uf die
Diskussion uber das Ge:rinanenproblem in der spl:'.tr5mischen Literatur,"_ ~
los._~, XCL (1943), pp. 263-264.
10Massimiliano Pavan, La Politica Gotic~,2_i_ Teodo~1}a Pub.£.._~:Ll:..<:~d:7l suo Tempo, PP•

ia-rsr:F-

11

-·

"The culminating passage in sect:i.ons 103-105 compares the creation

of the ROT!lan World with the creation of an orderly universe o.nd represents

the Roman World as the perfect state in which the gods can ta.lee delight,
because it is dedicated to them (like the state which Plato wished to create
in the Laws). The Roman Oration begins like an ordinary encomium of a city,
but after the first few sections Aristides departs entirely from the traditional themes such as the city's past history. In their place he develops,
throughout, the two themes in which the oration culminates; it becomes thus
at the same time a cosmological hymn and a hy,nn of praise for the ideal
state." (James H. Oliver, The J3.~~1i£~LE'.91!;'.'.c:!~~..J?ti.~- of the ~~11"'~.re__Lrl
the Second Century after Christ throu.~~h the Ro>:'.'.n Ord.tion of A~lius .A.l·isrfdes, with Intro:, Trans7';Co;.~"try*;~ana_
o"f"the h11erican-Philosophical Society," N.s. XLIII. 4; Philadelphia: The knerican Philosophical Society, 1953], p. 874).

Text-T',-Transa·-;,;t:'ioos

rendered obsolete.
non-Rcm<.m. 12

However, he still retained a

divi~ion bat~een

Ra~nn

and

This interpretn.tion of the fupire of the second century es a

system fully integ:rated internally but rigidly segregated frun the external
world, as Pava.."l has obserted, 1'served to show the satisfied conte;r,pla.tion of
a. world that thinks itself pe-rfect and therefore complete, excluding what is
dee:n~d not assimilable bec!mse it does not wish to conquer an;yinore. 11 13

By

the fourth century, howeYer, this convenient and comfortable chauvinism was
no longer compatible with the current condition of chronic crises imperiling

the ancient order of civilization.

The serenity and security of the Antonine

Principate had long since yielded to the severity and servility of the Constantinian Dominate.

Nonetheless, Themistius himself did not really consider the extension of
J2l;~"'1thr~p~ to the barbarians as a radical departure from either past policy

or principle.

Rather, he viewed it as a natural ra.-nification of principle and

Aelius Aristides .'I'he Roma!L2ra~.f2£.• 63 (in Oliver, !El! Rulin5_f9,;::_~,
p. 902): "Let this passing comment, which the subject suggested, suffice.
As we wer.e saying, you who are 'gre9.t greatly' distributed your citizenship.
It vas not because you stood off and refused a share 5.n it to any of the
others that you made your citizenship an object of wonder. On the contrary,
you soueht its expansion as a worthy aim, e-nd you have caused the word Roman
to be the label, not of membership in a city, but of scme cc;mmon nationality,
and this not just one among all, but one balancing all the rest. For the
c:?.tq;o::ries into \.rhich you nov divide the •,rnrld are not Hellenes and Ba.rbari:>..ns, and it is not absurd, the distinction which you m::;.de, because you show
thr,·m a. citizen:t'y more numerous,
to speak, th?.n the entire Hellenic race.
The division which you substituted is one into Romans and non-Roi!lans. To
such a. degree you expanded the neme of your city." Aelius Aristides is
speaking, of course, as a Greek in the Rc.:":i.an state. \..'hat he is really saying,
therefore, is that Ro:ne has been assimilated into and accepted by Hellenistic
civilization {note that the criteria a.nd context of his definition of the
Rcmnn world state a:re decidedly Greek). In short, the Romans, he declares,
are no longer barbarians, dist in ct :fro:n the Hellenes.
12

so

I
1,:,

I
1
'!

~

'

~I

a.

nc-~e.ssary

sition from

8.mplification of policy.
city~state

Insofar as he Wd.S conce:.:ned, the trc.n-

to world state had only altered the extent, not the

essence of !1:JJ.,:i.~-:§.,~.

The establisbment of peace and good order which

Lycurgus had effected i.n ancient Sparta by means of this vhtue was no less
expected of the modern monarch.

This end could be achieved, as the career

of Lycurgus had proved, by ernploying in the exercise of the royal responsibili t. ies in the areas of cult, law• and wa1· "mildness, righteousness, and
piety--and the leader of these virtues is l?.._l}L~nt:JE-.f~, according to which
only the emperor can become like God. 1114

And, as Themistius specifically

states, the proof of ~lE§_pia in action which earned Lycureus a divine
designation from posterity was his tolerant treatment of an enemy:
And he was so mild and graciops that he even saved fro:n death and
released the man who had knocked out his eye in the asse:mbly,_a.1though the Lacedaemonians were eager to kill him. Pnd when he took
the man into his own home• he so trained and tamet;i him that he declared him a useful instead of a bad citizen.15 '
The qualities of humanism and humaneness which Lycurgus had. relied on to re-

solve internal violence were, Themistius believed, just as appropriate and

I
t

avail.able. for finding a final solution to the external violence afflicting
contemporary society.

Just as Lycurgus had educated rathe:r than executed

his opposition, so too the prince of more recent times who would wish to be
known as a ;el>-....ilnnthr~p~ 1'asileus ir..ust seek to integrate and not eradicate
the non-Roman threat.

The fact that the individual whose lawlessness had

~\...._-----

been corrected clemently by the reason and restraint of Lycurgus was at least
a fellow citizen was beside the point for the ;eh_ilen!-preJlS?!~ basileus of a

14

Or. XIX 226d - 227a

= 276,17-21.

l5Illi•, 227a :: 276,23-28 (cf. Plutarch LJ:s....Uf'r:~ 45).

r
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more P.CU..'1tenical era.

i

5 :r;,;;;e

"If• therefore•

'\<te

a.re all by the same father and the

rr:other and are fro:n holier bec;etters, love of one's brother (ib.Ll.:;dtl-

l?.12..b;) does not

diffe~,

it see..-ns, frc:n love of mankind

(p}iiJ!'-nthr.fu?l.~). 1116

A'1.y outlav 1 vhether he possessed citizenship or not, could claim, tec::mse of

his kinship in the hum.an co--r. .munity, the

b~nevolence

and beneficence of the

universal kingship.
Themistius took the occasion of Valens' success in establishing peace
with the Gothic chief Athana.ric in 369 to elaborate upon the implications of
practicing ;p_hile.nth;-..fu'.!.!!. in foreign policy.

This settlement 1 which was for-

ma.lly ratified by the Roman emperor and the barbarian prince aboard e. raft
midstream in the Danube, 17 thte philosopher-senator considered particularly
significant because "it was an unbeliev.eable sight and a. chance event after a
long time to behold the Ro:nans bestowing, not buying, peace. nl8

His pride in

this kind of peace, moreover, vas strengthened by the fact that he had participated in 9 as well as being present at, the conclusion of hostilities.
For not only had Themistius been an eyewitness to the peace,19 but, according
to his own account at letist, 2 0 he had been a. member of the embassy which
Athanaric 1 who had turned a.way earlier delegations, finally accepted for
negotiation of the terms of

16

0r. VI 78a

17 Or. X 132d

p~ace.

The success of the mission to which he

= 93,6-8.
=

158 1 17-21, in which Themisti1is contrasts the peace-making
raft of Constantius on the Lcr.•er Danube with the b:tidge which Xerxes threw
across the Hellespont in order to make var on th~ Greeks. Themistius' account
of the causes and circumstances of the peace $Ubstantially corresponds with
that of Arnmianus (xxvii. 51 7-9).
lBibid., 135•

= 161

19

= 158,16-17.

Ibid., 132d
20rb'id. 132a

= 158

1

10-12.

30-32.
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"celon5ed

T:-ie~istius

.
po.1 i.'"... 1cs:

"And.

i· t

interp:t·eted as proof of the effic{\cy of philosophy in
see-:ns, you h ave

of the Sc;ythians, since

. t d
<>.ppo1n~e

' · 1 osopny
'
tl''~ repres2n t a t.ive
pn1

it alor.e is divine and can justly tame their

wra th • 1121
As the philosopher advising the emperor in the deliberations for peace
with the Goths, "it was then my function," reports Themistius, "to teach
ca.:t'efully the basic principles concerning .P.E.il!~ <>nd to prove to the

empe1 or that those who preserve are much more nearly like God the.n those ;.;ho
4

destroy.

1122

Although Vla<lrnir Valdenberg has observed that "it is curious

that this should be said in the discourse on the conclusion of peace, 112 3

Themistius did not think such counsel either inappropriate for the occasion
of victory

or inadvisable for the office of the victor.

PhilanthrSnia
dic~..tlw

~---=-

tated that a..riy enemy, internal or external, should not be exempted from im-

On the one hand, the exercise of civility and clemency was

perial clemency.

expected of the emperor.

As Thenistius explained in the final lines of this

oration congratulating Valens on the termination of the Gothic war, military
mastery is not the mark of monarchy:

"While the reduction of the enemy is

the reco,nrM::ndation of generalship, the h9.ppiness of his subjects is the com-

mendation of kingship. 1124

The extension of this course of action to the bar-

ba.rians was, on the other hand, expedient for the ~npire, especially since

21

= 158,30-32.
22
1J2i1., 133a-b = 159,1-4.
lE1i••

132a

2

3Vladmir Vald·:-nberg, "Discourse poli tiques de The'mistius dans leur
rapport avec t..ntiquite," Byz., I (1924), p. 565.
24

0r. X 141c

= 168,11-12.

the

£21.i l~;,nth1·e,:;.2.§..

b:::\sil!.!us, who by definition was responsible for a'1 .:ell as

representative of the world state, could not exclude any mcin frc:n his conFor• just as

cern.

it is the function of virtu,~ to render [the irrational elc:lent of
the soul] subject &.nd obedi•::nt to the :precepts of the mind (!1ous),
it is also the function of en:pcror:s who genuinely deserve th·c-tftle,
vhenever they seize trouble~making barbarians, not to eradicate absolutely a. complement of hu.'lle.n nature root and branch, but, in checking their surliness, to save gnd protect the.m, on the ground that
they a.re part of the Empire. 2
Accordingly, Themistius argued that the Empire must adopt a :policy that
sought not the immediate armihile..tion but the eventual assimilation of the
barbarian.

Stridency only provokes recurrent

prc:nises permnnent concord.

com~lict

• whereas clemency

"For peace is the prize of war, and they who

take the field out of necessity do so not in order that they might serve as
soldiers forever, but in order that they may be at rest securely." 26
that prize, as Themistius recognized, is expensive.

Yet

The encouragement of

clemency did not, in his mind, entail the disparagement of security.

The

present defeat of the Goths did not destroy their future danger, and so it
renains incumbent for even the most responsible emperor to see to it that
the defense of the

cv.~monwealth

is not neglected in the euphoria of victory.

For [the victorious emperor] knows, I think that, although he who
holds the barbarians in his power saves them, he cannot change their
nature. Consequently, he has deprived them of their natural facility
for treachery. For this reason he has built sc~e of the garrisons
anew, while he refurbished others that were worn out. To these he
added what was ·.lacking in height where it "as lover, what wa.s lacking in thickness where there was need for it, abundance of water
where it was pressed for it. He has expanded storehouses of pro-

25

~., 13lc-d ~ 157,5-13.

26

rbi~., 13la-b

= 156,21-23.

11

i

,1

111

visions eYeryvhere and harbors on the borderin.:; sea.; he has added
soldiers to the rolls of service, increased gs:rrisons "hose nu:nber
is not fa.lsifi:d• ;-nd multiplied the o.rms, ar1·ows J. ~nd engines of.
\Jar--all of which nave been tested to the utmost. <:'.7
As a rtsult of these preventive Diea.sures, not only would the etH:r:-.y no lc>nger
foolishly believe that "wril°

D..nd

peace depended on the;nsP.lves • 11 28 but, per-

haps more importantly, the Empire vould realize that the triumph of peace

need not be dependent on the tre.gedy of war.

"The ei1tperor raised up this

trophy," declared Themistius about the treaty which ended three years of
hostilities a.long the Danubian frontier• "neither by means of a mass of gore
and wounds nor with heaps of indescribable corpses, but because of his assiduity and patience alone. 112 9

On a more fundamental level, however, common decency no less than current strategy demanded a barbarian policy based on reason and restraint.

In

waging wz.r, the pursuit of victory should not countenance pandering to viciousness.

Thus, after a successful battle, "the net result for us is not

to count the dead • • • but to count the living. 11 30

Indeed, even the code of

the hunt compels clemency after the catch:
And yet• \..:'hen we hunt• we leave behind the offspring of those [ animals caught), and he who completely destroys is considered as offending against hunting. And so then we spare the most savage beasts
which nature itself--and not the Ister or the Rhine--separates from
us, so that they might be preserved and continue in their race; and
we are displeased because elephants ha-ve been removed from Libya,
because lions have disappeared from Thessaly, because hippopot&~oi

2

7~., 135d - 136a

28

---

rbid.,136a-b

= 162,4-15.

= 162,17-18.

2 9.fbid., 139a = 165,21-24.

30 rbid., 139c

L

= lq6,15-16.
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hs::e 'oeen gotten rid of fro:n the miu:shes of tte Nile. Ent will '1-."e
not regard with vonde1· the man .,.ho has not ccnpletely dd:>trr,yed but
has pi:es2rved and spa.red a species c:;f mankind (even tho~.ig'h s«_,:;1eone
m2y sr:..y it is a ra.•:.:e of b~:rbarians, yet it is also a species of
hu..'Tie.ni ty )--a race that h3.s cowered for fear, that has be,;n r:tade sub~
missive, that agrees to be subject to us?31

On this account, therefore, Themistius frow-ned on the Roman custom of applying
sm·na.mes to victors whose pn.rticula.r achievements were characterized mcire by
c1'uelty than clemency, such as L. Mun·.11dus .•,;ho "was called Acha.icus because he
:made

Greece a :ravaged land," Aemilius Paulus who "•.;as called Macedonicus be-

cause he made Macedonia deserted and uninhabited, and the great Scipio• the
grandson of the well.,,kno·.."11 Scipio, who gained the surnat"ne Africanus from the
people Gnd the Senate because he razed to the ground and obliterated a dis01.:ned and utterly exhr,usted Carthage.

1132

Such a practice tended only to con-

fer respectability en the utterly di c:.<:eputltble and dl'<>i:>ice.ble policy of reprisal by terror.

Hore befitting a J2J:iJ~th:r.€P.?.§. basileus, Themistius be-

lieved, was the Greek custom of taking as a surname the ne.;11e of the place
p1·otected rather than destroyed.

"For it is in this manner, I think, that we

speak of the gods--Zeus Pelasgicus, Apollo 1'\myclaius, Hermes Cyllenius--from
the particular places they especially love iomd which they most of all_ preserve. "

33

It is in this sense,, then, that he interpreted the conferment of

the surna~e Gothicus on Valens after the peace of 369.

For by that firm but

fa.:ir settlement the emperor proved that he preferred the IJl'eservation of life
to the pursuit of death.

31

~••
~••

32

331J?lj_.,
34

r~li•,

34

Thus the restraint \:"hich he placed on his actions

139d - 166,19-31.

= 166,33 - 167,6.
140b-c = 167,9-12.
l40b

140c

= 167 ,12-ll~.

;"'nrl io~:r1blt.i0Ds as a. var-lo1·d stands in ma.rked contrast to the compulsion for

br-.ttle th:'tt chHacterized the career of ths.t Hellenistic condottiere, Pyrrhus
~-;:-..·.:;o..~..:-~-=-~-

of Epr:l.us.
'I'his men, a.ltho'.lfjh many times he conquered many peopl(=s, was neV'er
contented with the present ste.te of affairs, but he saw only those
things which he did not yet have powe1 over. Therefore, it b<.ppcned
tr.at thM man ;;ho trafficked in wars destroyed himself in vic;tory
i tselr".
1

In the long nm at least, peace preserves the victor as well as the victim•
·..rhereas var deYours both without distinction.

Yet in the final analysis the only epithet that is both expressive and
expected of imperia..l excellence is 121'0.1!'.!~·

As Themistius said in an

earlier oration,36 since eYen all of the usual surn&.mes of God are derived
from his p_lli).~teh!..~~. no less is exp~cted of a king vho would emulate the

bene-volence and bE":neficence of the divine.ruler.

And the test of an emperor's

pJ:>~l~t£_r~p1_.!,, as Themistius made quite clear in Oration X, was the testimony

of his foreign policy.

Thus, the doctrine of .£llila~~ served not only to

ensure the integrity of the Empire, but also to secure the identity of the
emperor.

It was in this vein, then, that he defined the nature of the

l'lt.U..i::r~-

t1n·inos =basileus:
::zi:The man who savaeely attacks the barbarians who s,ct defiantly only
makes himself the emperor of the Romans• but he who not only ·subdues
but also spares them knows himself to be the emperor of all men~
and espec~ia.lly of those whom he has protected E.nd preserved, since
he could have destroyed them ccmpletely. Thus I would not be likely
to spee.k of the elegant !-.gL111e:rmon as a king• since he reproved his
brother who had been softened by entreaties towo.rd the suppliant•
and prayed a monstrous curse that none of the Trojans escape • • •

3519.ii·•
36'

Or.

140c-d

= 167,17-20.

VI 79d - 80a

= 95,11-20.

. I

He was not, it sc•111s • a truly for-ruling kin:;, bu.t kin;:; only of Ar!".r)t of men.
And yet R<:;;';1.t::r 1 11henE:ver he
hfr,1self calls Zeus father• does not sp<:ca.k of hir:1 as ff.ther of the
Hellenes and p2.ss over the barbarians, but he Expl.:i.ci tly says that
he is the father of god.s end men. Therefore, ;;hoever of the kings
on ee:rth hG.s dealt with not only the Ro.'.lie.ns but also the Sr.:ythians
as a fa.tb""r• t:-.is mG.n is re::>.lly the emulator of Zeus e.nd the lover
of mankind (£.bj.J2n.tQ.rC_r1 0,!~). As for the others, I do indeed call
Cyrus a. lover of Persians• but not a. lover of mrtnkind, Alexander a
lover of Macedonie.ns, but not a lover of Hellenes, Augustus a lover
of Ro:nans, and n.ny other man a lover of any other race or nation
whose ki.ng he was co:<lside1·ed. But the man who is likewise nhi.la.n~
"
~,,_:~.b.~:£.PO.!_ a~d bas~~ is, frankl~• he who considers no man entirely
estranged from his provicence.31

give;:; and Viycenaeens • a.r1d

Themistius' exposition in Oration X of a foreign policy premised on the

principle of l?E.t.~:.rc.nthr~pi.9-:. shows him to have been a traditionalist thinker
who nonetheless was neither impassive to nor unaffected by contemporary conditions.

Though deeply rooted in the canons of classical philosophy, his

thought still proved responsive to current needs.

Thi;; was so, he thought,

because he had chosen the political rather than the theoretical branch of
philosophy 5 a.dmi ttedly modeling his career after nsocrates, Aristotle, and

the famous Seven Sages, who, by mixing deeds with words, proved that philosophy is neither unprofitable nor useless for the public. 11 38

Consequently,

in explaining his i.nterest and involvement in political activity despite his

academic background, Themistius took recourse in Aristotle's definition of
the purpose of practical philosophy:

"For we are not engaeed in this inquiry

in order to discover what is excellence (aret~). but. in order tha.t we become

gocd (~hoi) through action. "39

It was for precisely this reason, too, that

370r. X 13ld ~ 132c = 157,14 - 158,9.
38 or. XXXI 352b-c = 426,11-19.
390r. II 3lc = 37,14-15 (cf. P...ristotle Nicc:~aclv:an Ethics ll03b 27~28).
-~·~··~:.~.-~~,=-~~--~-

Co~lSta.ntius

f'rnperor
the Senate.

de<:?:.i.ed the philosopher most vorthy for JT.e:nl:ership in

For, in the wo:..·d.s of the err:.p<:ror, the care.:;.r of Themistius as a

professor had positively proved that
he is not identified with a philosophy that is unconcerned with society, 'but he corDbines the good with woi·k, a.nd he in1pa.rts this vith
greater effort to those who want it. He is the spc-kes1nrcn (1;,r.~1,~s) of the ~indent and wise men as well as the hie:i.·ophant of the
ch~pels and temples of philosophy.
Re does not let the ancient

teachings die a·way t but makes then flourish !"..:."1d become fresh. And
his own life is a model of living E..ccording to reason e.nd of paying
attention to education {E£..~£.~ia). 40
The attempt to reconciliate philosophy and polity in a productive partnership
which Tl:wnistius a.vowed and Constantius acknowledged was most fully realized
in his application of

~hilanthr$nia

~

to the conduct of foreign affairs.

The

interpretation of this concept which he developed for that context rested on
a more current connotation of the term, but one that was no less consistent
with its customary denotation.

!!utsti..!!,

~.

a Constantius or Theodosius

could be ghilanthrSoos basileus as much as Lycurgus had been.

In advocating

that the doctrine of philanthr~pia should describe the purpose and direct the
power of the

L~perial

office with respect to this particular problem Themis-

tius, therefore, proved himself to be neither entirely original nor excessively inflexible.

For inasmuch as the grounding of foreign policy in

~-

--

thrSo:ta had reference to the past it represented a nctural resort to the inherited tradition of philosophy, and insofar as it wa,s relevant to the pres-

ent it did not represent a nervous retreat from the irr.rr.ediate situation of
politics.

40

If, then, "his philosophy can hardly be called origina1 1141 (some-

eo~a~iii Orn~}.?..

20a-b

= 22.32

- 23,7.

41Johannes Straub• Ven H~~.f~id_£8J. .i.t:L der SJ?_~·!-!l.ntik~, P• 163.

thin:c; 'i'hemistius ne\"er claimed .sn;-r'. ui.y), it cannot, on the other hand, be
terHed phle&na.tic.

Too much e:npha.sis, perhaps, he.s been centered on the intel lectu3.l con..1
tent of Themistius• l:2L?oi fOlitiko.!_ ril.th•2r than their institutional context.
Themistius himself was much more concerned about the technique than the theory of gov·ern:Tient.

Action (~~~.§), not cognition (.eri8sj_~), was the prin-

cipal purpose of his philosophy.

42

Yet his admitted preference for the role

of a publicist to that of a theorist has cost him credibility a.":l.ong rr.any modern critics.

"He calls himself a philosopher, it is true, but in reality he

was no more than a rhetorician, -with a taste for moralizing. n43

A less se-

vere and more prevalent judgment accuses The:nistius of adroitness and adaptability rather than speciousness and SU"perficiality:
Themistios was not a. politician of great style, but rather an
educated, prudent, fa.:i.r-thinkine man who used his :presence at court
and his rhetorical versatility to orate for goodness, to restrain
harshness, to establish pea.ce, s.nd to prc:i~ote insofar as he was able
his second home, Constantinople. The impulse and ability for public
service was innate to him, and so in practice he in1P.lediately affinned, as soon as the opportunity offered itself, the old schoolproblem, !=i goliteu~tha.i h9_ ~~ ("Should the wise man enter public life?'if. His philoso~Uical principles by no means made this
course difficult for him.
The current consensus of criticism, ;.:hether hostile or sympathetic, charges
Themistius, then, with at least dilettantism.
Yet pliancy is not banality.

!for is it proof of intellectual bankruptcy.

Indeed, Willy Stegemann counters the criticism of Themistius• versatility

42

0r. II 3lc

43 An
• d rew
44

L

= 37,13.

A,f"ld'
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,

schrnid-St~hlin,

II, 2 1 P• 1011.

L

~;ith the sound areu.ir;erit that "the origin of this ad!1.ptability wn.s his intel-

lect".1al m:my-sidedn.ess, ·,.-hi ch did not, however, allow him to lose the uniform
line of his aspiration.

114 5 As a result, in philosophy Thexnistius was cer-

tainly ecl,2ctic, but hardly eccentric; f:,nd in politics he Yas beyond a. doubt
strongly conservative, but not at all supi:-iely conventional.

His political

thought, if not original in its roots, was nevertheless flexible in its ramifica.tions • and in "the old l;orld cf the fourth century" especially thi:> fadlity to accc,mmodate the traditional with the topical often proved to be a

virtue rather than a vice.

It is in this sense that Glanville Downey, com-

menting on the significance of

Th~mistius'

contribution to fourth-century

political thought, correctly cautions e.g:dnst underestimating

• • • the importance of ~~r~pja as a symbol of the change in
the attitude toward the barbarians which was beine; so eloquently
urged by The.mi st i us, among others. · The experience of the Roman
State, beginning at least as early as the third century, had as we
know been that it would no longer be possible for the Romans to hold
aloof, in their traditional role of masters and conquerors, from the
barbarians who were pressing the E:npire on every side. A new vay
for dealing with them must be found; and here the application of
pjlil,a:1thr.Si?Ja, as urged by Themistius, is one sign that "modern"
thinkers were beginning to see the Roman state as a world state,
and the Roman ciageror, in the pagan no less that the Christian view,
as world ruler.

45stegemann,

RE, p. 1647. A few p?~es later, however, Stegemann (p.
1672), in admittingthat "Themistius claimed originality of thought just as
little &s his sreat prototype Dion Chrysostom" (a. juoc;.ruent similarly expressed
eP.rlier by Schnid-Stlthlin, II, 2, :\?• 1012), cites in support the testimony of
H. Schenkl ("Die handschriftliche Uberlieferun.g de:i Reden des Th€.t11istius,"
Wiener Stu.dien, XXIII (1901], p. 17) who :spoke of Themistius' "poverty of
t~ht;'11-ret", as a closer reading of Schenkl reveals, the term Qsda~
arrnuth refers only to the immediate sense of Themistius' thought as expressed
X 132d (= 158,23), and is in no ~ay a general deprecation by Schenkl
of Themistius' intellectual capadty o:i.· literary clarity.
4

in-or:-

46a. D::i-.;ney, "Ph:tlan~ in Religion and Statecraft in the Fourth
Century after Christ," ~·ifl,, IV (1955), p. 207.

248
A3 a. principle and. a policy, then, nhilr<nth1·onie. as conceived e.nd ch'.~;1pioned
~--

o:'il•·-~

by The:uistius was far f'rc:n being an ant'>~hronistic ideal ap:plie:d to 11.n atro-

phied inf:;titution.

On the

contra1~y,

its pro:notion by him as the cove:rning

factor for foreign policy suggests the resourcefulness of the a•::tivism of his

philosophical coirnnitment as well as substa.ntiating the relevancy of the humanism of his cultural tradition.

Although the intellectual solvency of the ,LoJ;2J_ £2litikoi can no longer
be peremptorily denied, the p1•obity of their purpose remains suspect.

Polit-

ical expediency rather than philosophical integrity, in the opinion of seve:ral modern critics, dictated the themes of Themistius' panegyrics.

The very

success which Themistius enjoyed under .a succession of various governments
h2.s prompted this charge of connivance on his part.

As one critical study

he.s put it, "the fact that he knew how to maintain his influence among the

various emperors [after Constantius] to the boorish Theodosius reminds one of
the pliancy of a Michael Psellos. 114 7

There is no doubt, of course, that

Themistiu:; occasionally a.cco'.n:.11odated his CF>,.reer to the circu_rnstances of the

moment.

This was especially evident during the reign of Julian.

It is curi-

ous that in the BlJ~la=t• the only surviving oration of those delivered while
his former pupil and fellow pa3an occupied the imperial or"fice, he mentions

47schmid-Stahlin, II, 2, p. 1008. A much more d1i:1ming indictment of
Themistius is that entered by Johannes Geffcken (Dr.~iechisch!..~!Eli schen Heic.entu111s (Heidelberg: c. Winter
, 1920J, :p. 108 )': !lrfh:[";-;;n
of letters• whose deeply concealed run bi ticn ;·epels us much more strongly than
the naive vanity of Libanius 1 had, supported by the need of the emperors to be
c~leb~ated by an adroit tongue, born patiently every change of syste~ with
comparative calm, and hs.d, even to"-'~.rd Julian, not shown much greater warr,1th
of feeling than he showed toward Christian e!llperors."
lj[

II
I

ttn0~hing

about the theocretic concepticn of power, the divine oricin of the

kfr.e, th'.: virtue of philanthrcpy • • • • [or] the sup-::ric~Hy of th0 king ever

the law. 1148
r~pres•~nts

Yet the conspicuous absence of these fa-niliar ar:d key notions

not so

r:~uc.:h

a violation of his intellectual integrity as a resig-

nation to political reality.

As tvornik has perceptively pointed out,

These beliefs are not d"-!nied, they are simply omitted, possibly as

a concession to the new fashion. The author must have realized that
Julian meant what he had vritten [in his "Letter to Themistius" when
he expressed critical ski.=pticism concerning the philosopher's conception of kingship], ~nd, being an actual witness of the change of
policy, considered it discreet to ignc1·e the differences. Themistius was not above flattery and he 1':ncw when to hold his tongue, so
•ie need not nssun1e that he e.ltered his own pplitical creed and the
desire to help Julian was certainly gcnuine.49
Proof that his discreet silence was motivated by a sincere runbivalence tovard
"the new fashion" re.th.er than by a subsei·vient Gjlibition is his refusal to ac-

cept the urban prefect ship fi.·c:n Julian. 50

The allegation of Piga.niol that "the whole object of Themistius is to
flatter the inertia of the prince"5l seems, therefore, umrarranted.
charge appenrs especially
evident consistency

01'

unfou.~ded

in fact vhen tested vith respect to the

Themistius' advocacy of

of enemies of the State.

Such a.

£h.H.r:>.nth1·~pia

in the treatment

As early as the reign of Constantius he had argued

that a policy of' elem.ency to·crP.rd the defeated was consistent with the nature

48

Je~nne Croissant 1 "Un nouveau di scours de Themistius," ~ L~'1_i_en,-

~.

p. 20.

ship,

11

49Francis D'"vornik, "The Emperor Julian's 'Reactionary' Ideas on King~_flas~i~~.1.,d !:1;-~~~e 1ra} Studie~, p.

50

78.

= 457 ,12 - 459,10 (q_noted- in trans. chap. 1,
explained w11y he had turned clov.r-n the very office which
he later accepted under Theodosius.
cr.

Or. XXXIV ch. xiv

§~E1:~ p. 43), where he

51
Andre' Piganiol,

L'E2:tJ25ze.....£1!1:1:~.

p. 213, n. 82.

of the -nhilrml·hr~noc;
1x.sileus,5 2
-- -==
.;9!,-~~-

and it was this sc,j;;c conviction that colorec

his interpretation of Valens' victory over the Goths in Ora.tion X.
this i=xplanation nerely ~ .l'93l f..;'lc!o

rationalization on his part.

Nor -wcs

Prior to

the actual a.chieve;nent of peace in 369. for example, Themistius had already
proposed in the oration celebrating the victory of Valens over Procopius

th8.t this success necessarily entailed the extension of leniency to the surviving partisans of the defeated rebel.

Prominent e...rnong those supporters of

that lost cause had been the Goths, vhose active military participation

therein had provoked the hostilities in which the emperor was then engagea.53
Yet instead of retaliation, Thenlistius u1·ged restraint, recognizing that a
victory unaccompanied by mildness for the vanquished may prove in
run deceptive and dangerous:

the .J.o!:_lg

"For there is not a single advantage of victory

for those who do not c~rry it through thoroughly, but, on the contrary, it

often turns to their ha.rm for those who obtain it."5 4 Thus, it is necessary
that the emperor follow the example of Ep&uinondas, who, when asked why he
was the only Thebe.n looking sullen after the battle at Leuctra (where the
Spartan p.ha.lanx, for the first time in its history, tasted total defeat),
replied, "Now, when the others must be drunk with wine, is the opportune time
for me to be wary and sober. 11 55

The leader who would be a true statesman

2
5 see ~· chap. iv, pp. 215-227.

3

cr. A'Yllllianus xxvi. 10, 3; :;;xvii. 4, land 5, l; xxxi. 3, 4. Zosimus
(iv. 7) reports that the Goths contributed a complement of ten thousand men
to the cause of Procopius, although P..mmianus (xxvi. 10, 3) puts it at only
three thouse.nd warriors.
5

540r. VI 8Sb

= 105,23-25.

55Ibid.,
88c
......

= 105

.

L

~-

1

32 - 106,4 •

r
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"For
plrn. s:i.zed in the p:rec::edi.t!g par<reraph, "but of the will alcne of the t:is.n who
hciS

t,he

';)~.;·.:,~~·

to put e-we.y his tiI:ger. " 56

p:rinciple ln policy that
Indeed~

T!i,::~m.istius

And it v.as the

~·ealization

of that

so ViGorously applr,,,uded in 01·ation X.

not only could The..'ilistius as lC>.te as 377 speak of Ro:r.e rec.:!iving

her 'V"ictorious euperors "bringing not only bloody spoils but also the more
hallo"'ed trophies of mildness and .ElU1£;:::!!..Jfr~t~." f1·o:n ca:11paigns on the fron-

.
57
tie~e,

b u t even " after the

indesc~ibable

I liad
.
of evils on the Ister and

the flOW of its foul fire" (to use his own phrase concerning the disaster at

Adri8-pople in 378)5 8 he wc.s still able to insist that "it is rare if virtue
and V'ictory ever eucrD:lp apart. 11 59

Hence, thciigh quite aware that Theodosius

"has :received [from Gratlan] comme.nd of the ship when the third wa.ve is rising

56~., 8Td 105,6-8. Re continues (87d - 88a. 105,814): "And
Plato was not the first, it seems, who likened kings to reason ( locI:;£sJ and
soldiers to wrath (~os), but both the langue.gie of the Ronans and the form
of their constitution proves that they anticipated him in surnames with respect to the proper ~i:rt:1e for each. ~f the tw~ rol;s l. s~nc~ they. address you
(emperors) as ~~~ [in Latin, ll,L!;.] and £}l_:1·J:?:P~E.SP22-.. [ln Latin, ~·1- ,,,.~]
whereas as they ordain by law for genc1•als su1~n2nes related to cour~
.. . a ) • "
~
!:'."' (' g.nare1
c.u,._

=

57or. XIII 180a

=

= 22,2-3.

58or. A°VI 206d = 252,2-4.

=

59or. Y:f 197c 242,6-7. This oration has been a subject of much controve:t"SY because of its dichotomous structure. Rich&.rd Laqueur ("Uber die
BeinfJ.ussung dr:r Reden des Ther:iistios durch die Kaiser•" f!£E~le ~;~;.L§J.?Ji1.
''l'b ike, PP• 27-31) convincingly ari:;t1es frcm interne.l evidence that Or. '.l:'I is
<.,·~~
"COr1 p ~ed of two separate parts, a hypothesis h.t•:?r refined more precisely by
0
H. F. Bouche:r:y ('tC.ont:dbuticn a 1' etud.e de la chronologie des discou:rs de
The'rn.i='tius," ~}..~ eJr~?~is',,:;t,..'7.,• V [1936}, p. 200)• who coutends that the
first part of this Ol"ation was delivered on 19 January 381, the second in
SepteD1bel4 380.
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everywhere and the sea seethes on this side and that e.nd its sides e.re at
this ve1-y mo~nent worn out;• and that therefore "it is not yet the time for
. d o ..., ence, song, or d :nn
. k.ing, 1160 th e
1
:Leep,
in

philosopher-s-=n~.tor

entz·i:-ated the

Augusti not only to beco,;.e of' "one mind and purpose" in their efforts to roll
back the barbarian tide in the East and West; but also "to vie with each
•
t es o f l',fh•l
tL ~ • " 61
o thier as th e aavoca
1 .ap._~r2g1a.
The confidence in a policy of .r..1£..bl.n.th'!'S_ria which The:nistius stubborningly clung to in the dark days following Adrianople he proudly saw as
vindicated in the per1.ce of 382 which his old friend s.nd pat:.on Saturninv.s.::.Md
contracted with the Goths before his very eyes. 62

Although Piganiol be-

lieves that "not without reason the date of this scandalous treaty has sometimes been considered a.s marking the end of the Roman Empire" becf:>..iJ.se of its

incorpo~ation of the Germ.ans into the Empire as fonnal ~,63 Themistius

60

rbid. 195a

61l£.i£.., 198b

= 239,11-13;

195b

~

239,17-18.

= 243,1-6.

62 Themistius aclnits tha~ "it happened that I was a.n eyewitness on that
famous day when [Satu:minus] concluded the :pec,ce, just as though I ..-ere at
the celebration of the mysteries without uproar and troubles." (Or. }.'VI 199c =
2l~4,9-ll) As its title indic&.tes, this oration celebrates the appointment of
Saturninus to the co~sulship, Theodosius' reward to the veteran general for
his successful service.

63

Piganiol, L'Th•Eire chr.5tien, p. 214. Piganiol's hostility toward
Theodosius ('I.those policy t"O;ard the b2rbn.rians, he believes, was sy::J.ptomatic
of his "defeatism" [p. 213]) is, of course, greatly det·~r:mined by his ov."ll conviction that Rome f'ell for one reason only• nr;.mely, the barbarian invasions.
As he simply put it a.t the cc·nclusion of his re:nr.rk'3.ble >Jork {p. 422), "Roman
civilization ••• was assassinated." Quite understandable, then, though hm·dly
nnimpe~cha.ble, is Piganiol' s severity toward The1nistius.
Without coing into
any criticism hei:·e of Piganiol ts interpr~te,tion of "the decline and fall of
the Ftct..n Dnpire," it does not seem irreleYant or im.!:tat~rial to point cut that
his work W<>.s published in 1947, three yer;.1·s e.fter the end of the co.rbaric r:azi
oc:cup:::.tion of France. Though too nmch, perhaps, can b·:: made of env:tror'..':nental
facto::s conditioning the controlling assu:nptions of E.n historie.n • one cannot,

I

•

~

i:-,t~1·preted

the result otr.erwi:::e,

The action of Theoclcs:i.us in achieving this

peace he acclaimed as the initiative for assimilation, not as en invitation
for assassination,

i
l
I'

I
'

I

Conseq1..:ently, the enperor was lauded for the insight of

his liberal policy:
The most wise 1::,1peror, discoverin~ that this po"er a.lone [i.e.,
rational persuasion ([sj tho) rather than irrational force (Bia)]
was left to the Rom?.ns intact <>-nd incontrovertible by the barbarians
and knowing that the more they [i.e., the Romans] would com.'!li t injustice, so much the more would they decree it happening to themselv~s, realized that the better thing to do was to grant pardon
(~215n$m~) to t~~se who had been mistaken rather than contentious
up to the last,

Accordingly, Theodosius, "just like the son of Peleus, dispatched [Saturninus], having equipped him with his
mild..11ess, and

.EJ:i.t!:.~:~3hr<Spie;,. u65

Ow'n

truly heavenly wea.pons--forebearance,

And the tactic of clemency for the Goths

.

did not prove disappointing, for "we saw their chiefs and leaders not .yield-

ing the tattered flag with dissinmlation, but instead we beheld them bereft
of the iron and swords 'Nith which they had prevailed until now and clinging
fast to the knees of the er!lperor. 11 66

Ed~ard Gibbon was a leading figure
of the Enlightenment, that Michael Rostovtzeff was an e'migr~ frcm Bolshevik
Russia, or that F. W. Wa.lbank vas a Socialist in evaluating their respective
interpretations of the collapse of Rome,
For a concise account of circumstances and conditions of the peace of
382 and for references to sources, see Ernest Stein, Histoire du Bas-Dnpire,
I, PP• 292 ,299. Contemporaries 1 too, had misgivines later-about the"' te:rms-of
this treaty: cf, Zosimus Historia nova iv, 30 and Syn.esius of Cyrene ~
Rei;B.2., 1 especially 1097a-d (delivered to the Emperor Arcadius).

on the other hand, gainsay the fact that

6~0r.

XVI 208a-b

= 253,21-27.

65.:9?.ii•• 208c-d

= 254,9-11,

6~!£.:Ld., 210b-c

= 256~6-10,

ifo:r was Thernistius unavare of opposition to the c;c-nerosity of the terms
e1·r,nted the b.;aten barbarians, pm·t icularly their ad1nission into the Enpire,

and so he tried to dc~fend Theodosian policy in terms of its current practicr..lity and historical precedents.

I
I

I

to

demonst'l.~2.te

His first line of defense, therefore, was

the h!.ruediate ad-.rantages accruing to the Empire no less than

the enemy because of the emperor's hrur.aniterianism,

"If the Scythians have

not been eliminated, there is no need to take off<=mse; for victories such as
the8e are victories of lo~~~ and ~hilanthr6ria, consisting not in annihi-

le.ting those who have brought us calamities but·in making them better."

This

is not to say that the exercise of these qualities constitutes an admission
of' vulnerability and impotency--in fs.ct, Themistius explicitly stated, "let

it be granted that dt:struction would r.e.ve been an easy course for us and that
ve could h!!.Ve accomplished it in every way."

Rather, it mez.ns that civility

and clemency not only reflect superiority but result in utility, too.

This

effect of a p1·ogram that sought the incorporation rather than the extermination of the barbarian Themistius tried to show wc,s already evident in regions
ravaged by and weary of war:

Which, then, is better: to fill Thrace with corpses or farmers? to
make it full of erav-es or humans? to travel through '1-'ilderness or
cultivated lend? to count those who h~ve perished or those vho are
plowing? to resettle the Phrygians and Bithynisns, perhaps, or to
make them li•re with those whom we have subdued? I beer from those
who return fro:n. there [i.e., Thrace] th<>,t tl:ey are now re.~naking the
iron from their swm. ds and breastplates into hces nnd sickles, and
that they who previou~ly we:re levers of AJ.·es arc now worshiping
De:-aeter and Dionysus. 0 7
4

67

211~.-b =

J..£1.2:,
256,25 - 257 ,9. '1'112::11.stius' report is· seconded by his
L'.3.t in conte:n.porary ~.nd colleague Fa.cat us Drepa.ni us ( P.:lr:.[".,:;.s.,Y_;:J;~tt!":., .Th.:od_os.1£.

S;J?·st,o,Dictus 22 [W. Baeh1·ens, ;5,LLPz-£:J~S.E,;':~i-f;?·t_i& (Ldpo;:;i~: B. G. Teubr:e:r, 18~ 291]):
"Dicam.ne ego receptcs servitu.m Gothos cnstris tuis
L='>ilitem, terrie sufficere cultorem? • • • quaectc,,~ue Mtio barbrom~ robore
1

I
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frv:i the reports which he heard about ·,;hat was occurins in T'in·a=::•: confirmed
in his minds then, the morality as well as the expediency of tha Theodosian

pz·escntly being done in Thrace W'ould not prove illusory.

Assb.ilation of a

forei:;n, trncivilized people w2.s not r.ltogether uncommon to classical civili-

iation:

"It did not first happen in our time that those '1."ho ha.d inflicted

injury, having obtained pe.rdon from those who hail been
very useful.

injured~

But consid..::r those Galatians who live in Pontus."

have become
For that

nation, originally a part of the great Celtic invasion that raveeed the Medite:r:ranean world se·1en centuries e o.rlier, was now- entirely integrated in the

ve·.:y civilizs.tion it had invaded.

As

ii

natbre of Pa.phla.gonia, the province

vh:ich lay to the north of Galatia, 'rhemistii.is could personally testify to the
success of that previous experiment in assimilation:

"And now no longer

\,•ould anyone call the Galatians be.rbe..rians, but instead would say that they
are by all means Romans.

For although their name has survived their past,

th·::ir mode of life is cocnate to the Ro:~an."

Because of the Galatian experi-

ence in Asia Minor, therefore, Themistius was confident that "within a short
while we will also see the Scythians in this manner."

Ccrn:pleil'lenting the tes-

t:lnony of the Greek East, moreover, ve.s the Rocr;im experience with Massinissa

of' Africa in the

L~.tin

West.· If contemporary dvilizetion heeds these lessons

of history, contended Themistius, "the whole Fhpire (~,£.;.1£) will be animated
by one spirit and a common affection just like a single living being, and no

feroci?~

numero gra.vis tt>nqus.In nobis fuit, aut boni consulit ut quies<:!at a.ut
].,;,etatur quasi amica, si serviat."

r
J.onz;e::.· to:rn

i."rl(i

rent in m~r.y places. 11 68

ThEmistius' emphasis in Oration XVI on the pcace-mt>.king role of Theodosius as indicative of the efficacy of the ~].anthr~l)<?,!!. ~.'.?...:!J.~us was, according to Pavan, not only "simply sue::;ested to him ••• by the solution eiven for
the Gothic proble:l •" but also is significative of "that state of mind that

looks u:pon him whom he fears as a.n enemy because he feels him br;."1ver in terms
of ltlate:dal strength, but despises him in terms of civilized culture. 11 69

I
1l1l

11:

This

that Themistius wss guilty of opportunism end defeatism, however,

ch~rge

111

11

As demonstrated above, the advocacy cf .rJlilanthreuia, p~ticu-

is bt".seless.

larly in foreign policy, vas a. consistent characteristic of his career, not e.

corw i ct ion subject merely to the convenience of circv.'i'lst:::.nce.
po:i.nt 1 the incorporation of the Goths
ran5ed and

~nto

More to the

the Empire which Theodosius ar-

Them.istius applauded vindicn.ted rather than vitiated his basic

belief that the funda.mental task of the imperial office "is to save its subjects. just as also it is the task of every government to save who:never it
Nor was his promotion of :E.!15.l!;~tl).r:.~J.~a:, predicated upon a fa.ilm•e

rules. u70

of confidence in the

stre~gth

and security of the Empire.

Indeed, not only is it the stronger alone who can

affo1~d

On the contrary.
to extend clemency

to the weaker (hence Thc-r..istius never speaks of the humaneness, nuch less the
h1J.:-nanism, of the barbarians), but, as the philosopher-s·::nc.tor e.d!nitted with

respect to God, "he is the most phi.J::~i1J.br~pos because he is the most power-

ful."71

Thus, toward the end of Oration XVI, Themistius wa.s able to declare

68

1J?li..,

6

9Pave.n.

2llb - 212b

or.

= 257,10

- 258.13.

~~~oj.=J~gssio,

70or. XIII 17lc
71

I·:

IX 126c

= 210.18-20.

= 150,32.

pp. 20, 35.

'I
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th?.t the safety of civilization had been sec'.lred by the e:npc:ror because Tf.eoO.osius' "prayer consists not in expressions and words, but in p:iety, right-

cousness, and mildness, by which it is clear that [he] is e,lwa.ys winning over
God. 1172

In a review of Pa.van's book Deno Gee.nakoplos concludes that

I
I
I

J

the author is to be ccti:.mended for making something interesting out
of these prolix orations of The.rdst:ius, which, a.side from their rhetorical signific.<1.nce, are by eeneral consensus today considered to
be of far less histo:dcs.l value and interest than Themistius' commentaries on Aristotle.73
This conclusion concerning the historical relevancy of Themistius, though
generally current, is not entirely correct.

In this particular case, how-

ever, the blame for perpetuating the cor;ur,on misconception of the role and

sienificance of Themistius in the history of the fourth century falls more to
the author than his reviewer.

It is not at all inm1aterial or

irrelev~nt

to

indicate that Pavan, in his study of The:mistius as a publicist for the policies of Theodosius, fails, first, to mention even eny of Themistius' thought

'

'

I
t

J

prior to _Jovian and, secondly and correlatively, to delve into, even cursor-

ily, the philosophical premises of his political proposals.

As a result of

this incomplete procedure, r.ot only is Pa.van's critique of The:nistius' conception and application of l'.}:i lal}thr~J~ under Theodosius inadequate and
therefore somewhat inaccurate, but, in many ways, it led to the inevitable
conclusion of his subject's irrelevancy.

72or. XVI 212c

= 258,18-21.

73Deno J. Geanakonlos, Re'fiew of La Politica Gotica di Teodosio nella.

r~~c£:!}}~·;2-21- SU.2.,j~.E.£.· by Massimiliano Pa.v;;n·,-)°BR7LXXI, 1 (October,

258
':'i1<0mistius himself, of cm~rse, would have been surprised at Pav~• 5 divorcing his political c~;rn.::ntaries fro:n their philosophical context and, perha:?S even more so. shocked by Geaneirnplos' depreciation of his __!,2.<;0i ~-

li:2i

to the advanta;_:;e of his P_a.ra-rll]l,'.~':.;~·

Still he might have been a.ble to

find some irenic consolation frc::n the fact his modern critics are to a great.

ex.tent reiterating the criticisms which his o-w-n colleagues in the schools
had voiced throughout his public career.

That censure from his peers in con-

temporary academic circles, though it constantly bedeviled him, did not intL~idate

or inhibit him.

Their attacks he

a~svered

in two separate series of

apologetic orations, the first under Constantius end the second under Theodo-

sius. 74

And since the last defense he delivered in the twilieht of his life

wv.s his most eloquent

it into

se:..~vice

and ef::"ective, it does not seem inappropriate to press

once a.gain.

Oration XXXIV is really Themistius' 2.,D,PlOEiJ::. ~ro !lt,.!; ~·
penultimate discourse the veteran

~ nhiloso~~

In this his

sought to refute

fh"mly and finally the charges (current then as now) of intellc-:~~uO\l banal-

ity, political expediency,

~1d

(implicitly at least) historical irrelevancy.

Although Me"ridier's critical survey of this oration is Vel·y thorough and often
prmrocative, 75 it concentrates its consideration more on Themistius' response

to the accusations questioning his personal integrity eni honesty as a philosopher and

politician.

Pa.van's treatment of

O:i.~ation

XXXIv,7 6 on the other

74The first set includ·~s Ors. XXIII, Y"'XIX • and XXVI (see :::unra, chap. i,
pp. 36-41) ; the second Ors. XXXI and XXXIV (see E~t..U;!~• chap. i • pp. 48-50).
Inte::;·estini;ly and not coincidentally, the n•::ed for each defense was provoked
by appointment to a ms.gistracy.

75 Louis Mi:.!ridier, ~J1lil'?~ili.? 'l'b/~j.s,:p£E_, pp. 100-112.
76Pavan, La Politi.ca Got5.ca di T-:;odosfo, pp. 31-50.
-..-=.~~---,........,~~~..,,~
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11s.o.d., considers it f'or the most pa1~t only in te11·:is of its doCU-rnentation of
Th~'Jistius' reaction to Theodosian foreign policy.

While neither of these

interpretations is incorrect, each is inco:npl>.:!te insofar as their ai.tthors,
·,rith their respective interests limited to philosophy or polity, igno 1·e the

logical u:iity of the oration itself.

Structurally, Ore.tion XXXIV compdses

two independent but related li11es of ergur:1entation.
i-xix

= 444,3 - 463,12)

constitutes

The first section (chs.

Th<':,n:Lstius' t.':::stin:.tmy of the philosophi-

cal principles which got him interested zmd involYed in political pursuits.
The second major section {chs. xx-xxvii ""'

463,13 - 469,14) consists in his

ti?sting the value and validity of his philcsophica.l convictions and political
cc):r1mitments according to their i"11pact on imperial policy toward the barbarian.
riot

surp!.~isingly,

then, this part of O:lilation XXXIV is co11spicuously centered

on the role cf phila.ntl"i£§ui~ 1 the key link betKeen philosophy e.nd polity.
The substance of Themistius' a.!'gu.inent in this second section is that
Theodosius reduced the barbarian to sutmission and restored peace to the commonwealth because he practiced what Themistius proposed,
of .EbJ;la~._77

I'

na~ely

1 the doctrine

Yet the tolere~nt and liberal policy which Theodosius fol-

lowed not only won the favor and respect of the barbarians,7 8 but furthermore
his use of "the divine defenses" of piety, justice, mildness, Rnd nhilanthr!. . . .:le

- -

R}J!. peacefully incorporated the Goths into an E7npire that now at last could

j

f
1

resu:ne normal industry and commerce without fear. 79

Consequently• the emperor

h;:.s proved himself a truly 1?.hi1£~~,.0~ ~~ileus, particularly in contrast

i

770r. XXXIV chs. xx-xxi

= 463,13

- 464,16 •

78
. ,nil§_., chs. xxii-xxiii = 1+65,1 - 466 9 2.

79]b1d., ch. xxiv

= 466,3

- !•67 ,10.
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to earlier and n:ore parochial ki.ngs (Age:aeimon• Cyrus. Alexa!l.G.er, Agesilaus,

r~nd Ai:.gustus), be·::au::;e his deff:nse of civility P.nd dispensation of cleinency
(~"'uld
only result fro:,1 a ~.:•enuinely \:lniversal ki·n.ri..80
-~
_

r n cone l us i on. l1owever,

one must not forget that the excellence of t,he E,mperor 's perfo);'ffi?.nce anfl. the
.::xto::nt of his power represent the fin~d cu.J.J!'.ina.tion of the ethical imi:;erative
of Socrates ("ma...J.:e friends of one's en<'.:mies") and Ph.to's vision of the reconciliation of philosophy and politics. 8l

In sum, what Themistius is argu-

:ing is that the success of J2blliil..12J1.r~ has vindicated his dual career as a

As Themistius admitted in the conclusion of Oration XXXIV, he stood "in

, l an d• n82
a ,_,1An.aer

A.lthm1eh he was speakine specifically of his philoso1)hical

position that permitted him to participate -without

sc::.~uples

in the business

of government, the phrase is likewise suz(;estive of his transitional times
as vell as indicative of his

tr~.ditional

eclecticism.

The cc:r:pl:..rison he ms.de

of the Empire's battle against the barbaric.ns with the mythological struggle
of the Titans 83 suggests that he was possibly a.ware of the critical character
of his century, a condition ;:hich modern historians, blessed with hindsieht,

ever perspective one a.dopts with r.:spect to this ern.--whether that of the

801.E.,t?,;.•. ch. xxv
BlTb•d

chs.

82-b.d

ch. xxx

.;:;..2;_· •

l..2:._·.

= 467,ll

xxvi~x;:vii =

- 468,11.
468,12 - 469,14 •

= 471,16-17.
xxiii = 465,19 -

83 roid., ch.
466,1. In Cr. XIII (176d = 217,1-3)
'rh2:.~ist~says th<\t "there is in the city of Constantine in front of the
foundation of the Senate-house a representa..ticn wrought in brass of the battle between the Giants and the gods."

c}t'3sii.·ist who c~:ir:rally sees it c.s a civiliv~tion spi::nt or that of the medi....
'
1 1
.
"t as a. civi
. ·1·
.
evs ,~l.S
1. wno usue..... y vic>rs 1
_1zn.t1cn
sown--Th('-.:nistius

his tiJ!ies • caveht up :i.n the thro~:s of tr;:.,ns:i'orm8.tion.
1;0.s

~.ppeaJ;"s,

like

On the one hand, he

cert,-\.inly a t!'aditionalist, as his :philosophy makes quite clear; on the

other h"lnd. thoush, he proved himself rcspcnshre and responsible in trying to

ccnc to terms with the present, as his ).g;,ri£1..
5trate.

The synthesis of old

his thought was,

ho~;ever,

i:l;;".ld

r.£1..ill!..91.

particularly demon-

new that effected his times a.nd affected

most singulcrly r-nd signHicantly expressed in his

ideal and doctrine of .E_hil?nt11,!~·

For in th:i. s concept converged the hu.'llan-

istic traditions of civil:i.ty a.nd the htu11s.nitarian injunctions of clemency.

"Every synthesis costs sc:>:nething. 1184

This principle of physicc-chemical

change seems no less true when applied }o the politico-cultural change which

the century of Themistius undervent.

The course '.rhich he had proposed that

civilization should follo·..; in order to ss.ve itself did not surviv·a his death.
IIo·1•ever, this failure wa.s not his re.ult.
as they certainly did after Theodosius.

Conditions and circumstances change,
To the plaintive query of St. Jerome

in Bethlehem, "Si Roma perit, q_uid salvtrm erit?, 118 5 another gerwration found
n diffe1·ent reply from that proposeod by Themistius.

In the end, at any rate,

the question proved foolish and its answers futile.

As Edward Gibbon cyni-

cally but perceptively put it, " • • • instead of inquil:ing vh.J: the Roman Einpire was destro;;ted, we should rather be surprised that it had subsisted so

84Pierre Teilhard de Cha.rdin, The PhEno:ri.encn of M:>.n • trans. from the
French by B~rnard Wall with an Intr~cti7:inb'YJ;.iTian"Huxley (2d Harper
Tcrchbook 12d.; New York: Harper & Row, 1965), p. 51

85 st. Jero:ne, Epistle cxxiii. 16, !+, in J. P. :.figne, !_'a~~e cursus
.,S.S:.~..oletus: SE:rj_:;~ J:.~.tina, XXII (Paris: Vrayet, 1845), p. 1059.

I:'
'I

,

.

\~Cf 1186

.i-'»'o•

In conclt:.sion, the juC.vnc:nt which Ernest Barker h:>.s r·endered on the
career of Isocrates in the tnmsi tional fourth-century B. c. scE:rr.s no less
r~propos

to that of The1iistius in the fourth-century A. n.:
The truth is that Isocrates can hardly be said to h~vc a political
theory, or to be a political theorist. He has a political policy,
and he is a political journalist. • •• Living in the G.ubious borderland between theory and action, he f$.iled to attain the glories
of either. He was neither a D.zmosthencs nor an Aristotle. • • • Yet,
when all is said, he had an insight into the trend of contemporary
history which was denied to Dmnosthene.> and Aristotle. He transcended the inner politics of the city-state as they failed to do:
he realize'$ the problems of the foreign policy of Greece as they
never did. 7

Perhaps, after all, Ba:ret was right when he suggested, though sardonically 1
that The11istius should he.Ye lived in the free republic of Athens. 88

86 Edward Gibbon, The

Hi ,;tory of the Decline r.nd Fall of the Roman F.mnire,
ed. vi th Intro., Net es ~~;,;di.ces ;~~;:r;a. =rnd.~;:by~J := B. ~i.Sr~r, iV (London: =
Methuen & Co., 1898), p. 161.

87Ernest Barker, Q.,reek,_J'Q.~~!:l.• p. 120.
88 E. B;3.ret, De The:nist.io Soohista et a:rmd Inmer~tores Oratc,re (Paris:
Didot, 1853), P• i8. ~-~~~-~~
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APPENDIX I
Wilhelm Dindorf's edition of the text of Themistius' orations, with
the exception of Oration XXXIV as edited and commentated upon by Angelo Mai
(pp. 444-472) and the theoria of Oration

XX

(233a = 285,2-21), follows that

established by Jean Harduin, S.J. (Themistii orationes XXXIII e quibus tredecim nunc in lucem editae, Dionysius Petavius e Societate Jesu plerasque
reddidit, ac fere vicenas notis illustravit; accesserunt ad easdem XX orationes notae alternae, ad reliquas tredecim perpetuae observationes Joannis
Harduini ex eadem Societate {Parisiis in Typographia Regia, M.DC.LXXXIV}).
The text of Oration XXXIV was discovered in the Codex Ambrosiana and published with notes by Angelo Mai:

Themistii philosophi Oratio in eos a quibus

ob praefecturam susceptam fuerat vituperatus, inventore et interprete Angelo
Maio (Mediolanum: Regiis typis, 1816); it was reprinted in Classici auctores
e Vaticani codicibus editi, ed. A. Mai, IV (Roma: 1831).

The the6ria of

Oration XX also comes from the Codex Ambrosiana.
Since the publication in 1832 of Dindorf's edition other works of
Themistius have come to light:

(1) the oration Peri aretes, a sixth-century

Syrian version of the now lost Greek text published in Inedita syriaca (Wien,
1870) pp. 17-47, by E. Sachau, and translated into German by J. Gildermeister
and F. BUcheler, "Themistios Peri aretes," Rhein.Mus., XXVII (1872), pp. 438462; (2) the theoria of the lost oration Philopolis to the Emperor Julian,
published with translation and commentary by Otto Seeck and Heinrich Schenkl,
"Eine verlorene Rede des Themistius," Rhej.n,Mus., LXI (1906), pp. 554-566;
(3) an epistle addressed to the Emperor Julian that has survived only in
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Arabic translation, published by Louis Cheikho, "Risalat de Damistiyos, vizir
d 'Elyan, c' est-a-dire le roi Youliyanos, sur la Politique, traduite du syriaque par Ibn Zour 'at," Al-Machriq, XIX (Beyrouth, 1920), pp. 881-889 (see M.
Bouyges, S.J., "Notes sur des traductions arabes: Epitre de Themistius

a

Julien sur la Politique," Archives de Philosophie, II, 3 {1924}, pp. 15-23,
for a resume etendu of the Arabic translation together with an extensive summary and introduction).

According to Bouyges (Archives de Phil., II, 3, p.

17), Risalat means a "letter," an "epistle"; Jeanne Croissant ("Un nouveau
discours de Themistius," Serta Leodiensia {"Bibliotheque de la Faculte de
philosophie et lettres de l'Universite de Liege," fasc. xliv; Liege: Imp. H.
Vaillant-Carmanne, n.d.; Paris: E. Champion, 1930}, p. 7) renders it as "a
written treatise, under the form of a ,.letter."
Bouyges (Archives de PhiL, II, 3, p. 16) reported finding "an
identical Risalat" in number 1608 manuscript collection of the Kuprula Library at Istanbul, entitled "Risalat de Thamaistiyos le Philosophe au roi
A-L-L-N

-AN, sur la Politique et l'administration du royaume" and

translated by a certain Abou Othman Sa'id ibn Ya'quob ad-Dimichqiy.
Despite the doubts of Joseph Bidez (La Tradition manuscrite et les
'Editions des Discours de l 'Empereur Julien {"Universite de Gand: Recueil de
Travaux publies par la Faculte de philosophie et lettres," fasc. 61e; Paris:
Edouard Champion, 1929}, pp. 146-147), Croissant maintains the authenticity
of the Risalat, arguing forcefully from the internal evidence as well as from
the strength of the manuscript tradition itself.

Francis Dvornik ("The Em-

peror Julian's 'Reactionary' Ideas on Kingship," Late Classical and Mediaeval
Studies in Honor of Albert Mathias Friend, Jr., ed. Kurt

Weitzmann~

Princeton

Princeton University Press, 1955 , pp. 77-79) likewise agrees that the Risala

r
I

should be assigned to Themistius.

Bouyges and Croissant argue convincingly

that the date of the Risalat must be late 361 or early 362 -- certainly after
Julian's "Letter to Themistius."

It might also be noted, with respect to

whether the Risalat is prior to or later than the "Letter to Themistius,"
that what Julian disagreed with in his extant communication with Themistius
is conspicuously absent from the Risalat (cf. supra, chap. i, p. 59, n. 187).
Dvornik (Late Classical and Medieval Studies, p. 78, n. 44) says
that there is an "English translation made by the late Prof. A. A. Vasiliev
for the benefit of the scholars at Dumbarton Oaks."

The writer has been un-

able so far to secure this translation.
The first volume of a modern, critical edition of the extant orations of Themistius, begun by H. Schenfl and completed by Glanville Downey,
has recently appeared: Themistii Orationes Quae Supersunt, I (Leipzig: B.G.
Teubner, 1965).

This initial volume of a projected three-volume series in-

eludes orations I through XIX.

Hubert Kesters has published his own edition

of Themistius' Oration XXVI: Plaidoyer d'un socratique contre le Phedre de
Platon: ·XXVIe discours de Themistius,Introduction, texte etabli et traduit
(Louvain-Paris:

Nauwelaerts, 1959).

The history of the text and its manuscript codices for Themistius'
orations has been investigated most thoroughly by Heinrich Schenkl:

"Die

handschriftliche Uberlieferung der Reden des Themistius," Wiener Studien,
XX (1898), pp. 205-243; XXI (1899), pp. 80-115, 225-263; XXIII (1901), pp.
14-25; and "Beitdige zur Textgeschichte der Reden des Themistios," Akademie
der Wissenschaften in Wien: Sitzungsberichte der philcisoph.-hist. Klasse,
CXCII. Band, 1 Abhandlung (1919), pp. 1-89.

G. Downey provides a succinct

summary with selected bibliography of the manuscript tradition in his "Prae-

fatio," Themistii Orationes, pp. vii-xxv.
The biographical literature on Themistius is small and of uneven
quality.

The earliest and most incomplete biography is that of E. Baret, De

Themistio, Sophista et apud Imperatores Oratore (Paris: Didot, 1853), a dissertation.

A sound and concise history of the life and career of Themistius,

drawing heavily on the evidence in the letters of Libanius, is in Otto Seeck,
Die Briefe des Libanios zeitlich geordnet (Hildesheim: Georg Olms Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1966; a reprint from Texte und Untersuchungen zur Geschichte
der altchristlicher Literatur, N. F. XV {Leipzig, 1906}), pp. 291-307.

A

sober study of Themistius' teaching career as representative of fourth-century pedagogy is included in Fritz Schemmel, "Die Hochschule von Konstantinopel im IV Jahrhundert P. Ch. N.," NJbb., XXII (1908), pp. 147-168.

Inval-

uable for dating the orations of Themistius and therefore for establishing
the circumstances of their delivery is Henricus Scholze, De temporibus librorum Themistii (G8ttingen: Academica Dieterichiana, 1911).

A comprehensive

survey of the life and work of Themistius with rich documentation appears in
Wilhelm Schmid and Otto StMhlin, Geschichte der griechischen Literatur, 2.
Teil, 2. Band: Die nachklassische Periode der griechischen Literatur von 100
bis 530 n. Chr. (6th ed.; "Handbuch der Altertumswissenschaft," VII.
ung, 2. Teil, 2.
pp. 1004-1014.

Abteil-

Band; Mlinchen: C. H. Beck'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1924),
Friedrich Wilhelm, "Zu Themistios Or. 27 (p. 400 Dindorf),"

Byz.-neugr.Jahrb., VI (1927-1928), pp. 451-489, a very detailed commentary
with simultaneous translation, offers some insights into the educational
development of Themistius.

The most thorough and complete secondary source

for the life, career, and works of Themistius is the article of Willy Stegemann, "Themistios (2)," in Real-EncyklopMdie der klassischen Altertumswissen-

L
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schaft, ed. A. Pauly, G. Wissowa, and W, Kroll, VA, 2 (1934), pp. 1642'--1680.
Its crabbed conciseness and stilted style are more than compensated for by
excellence in breadth and depth of treatment.
in Libanius' Brieven: Critische

Ui~ave

Herman F. Bouchery, Themistius

van 52 Brieven, voorzien van een

historisch Commentaar en tekstverklarende Nota's, with an introduction by J.·
Bidez (Antwerp: "De Sikkel", 1936)} clarifies the chronology and circumstances
of Libanius' correspondence with Themis ti us.

·Bouchery 's "Contribution

a

retude de la chronologie des discours de Themistius, Antiquite classique, V
(1936), pp. 191-208, complements the work of Scholze.

APPENDIX II

Lucian, who rose from a stonemason's apprentice to become a master
literary figure of the cosmopolitan culture of the second century A.D., produced a damning yet discerning diagnosis of contemporary philosophy:
"Shall I tell you {Lycinus asks Hermotimus} what I heard the other
day?

A man was defending philosophy

a very old man, whose company is in

great demand among young men on account of his philosophical standing.
he was demanding

~ayment

Well,

from one of his students and growing very angry abou

it; it was overdue, he said, long past time for payment -- it had been due a
fortnight ago, on the first of the month, by the terms of their agreement.
There he was, fuming away; and the

~ad's

uncle happened to be there, a coun-

tryman, quite unsophisticated in comparison with your crowd.

'My dear man,'

he said, 'stop going on about the dreadful way you've been treated!

We've

bought words from you and haven't yet settled the account, that's all; what
you sold us you still have yourself -- your learning hasn't diminished at
all.

But the boy's not a whit better for your attentions in what I most

wanted when I sent him to you in the first place.
Echecrates' innocent daughter

He's seduced my neighbor

raped her, in fact; he was very nearly pro-

secuted for criminal assault, only I bought him off for a talent -- Echecrates is a poor man.

And the other day he hit his mother when she caught him

smuggling the wine jar out under his cloak -- a contribution to a party, I
suppose.

While in temper and willfulness and impudence and cheek and men-

daciousness he was far better last year than he is now; though that's just
where I'd have liked him to get some good of you, instead of learning the
stuff he reels off to us at table every day -- we don't need it: all about
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a crocodile who caught a child and promised to give him back if the father
answered -- I don't know what; and how when it's day it can't be night.

Why,

sometimes his lordship even twists arguments somehow or other to prove we've
got horns on our heads.

We just laugh at him when he goes on like that, and

particularly when he stuffs up his ears and repeats "conditions" or something
to himself, and "states" and "conceptions" and "presentations," and a whole
list of words like that.

We hear him actually saying God isn't in heaven

but permeates everything, sticks and stones and animals, right down to the
meanest things; and when his mother asks him what all that nonsense is for,
he just laughs at her and says, "Well, if I can once get this 'nonsense'
down pat, there'll be nothing to stop me from being the only rich man and
the only king and considering everybody else as slaves and rubbish compared
to me."'
"That was what he said.

Now listen to the reply the philosopher

made, and how fitting it was for a man of his years.

'And don't you think

your boy would have behaved far worse,' he said, 'if he'd never come to me?
Heavens, ·he might have ended up in the hands of the public executioner.

As

it is, philosophy and his respect for philosophy have put a curb on him.
Because of this, you find him comparatively moderate, you can still put up
with him; he's ashamed to appear unworthy of the dress and name of him.

So

I'd be justified in taking my fees from you even for what out of respect for
philosophy he hasn't done, never mind any improvement I've brought about in
him.

Why, nannies will tell you children ought to go to school; even if

they're too young to learn anything useful, at least they're out of mischief
there.

So I think in general I've done my duty by him.

You bring anyone

you like here tomorrow, anyone who's familiar with the subject, and you'll

r
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see how the boy can ask questions and answer them, how much he's learned,
how many books he's read now about axioms, syllogisms, conceptions, properties, and other difficult subjects.
his mother or seduces innocent girls?

What has it to do with me if he hits
I wasn't asked to be his keeper.'

"A man of his years, and that's what he had to say for

philosophy~

You tell me, Hermotimus, do you think that's a sufficient reason for pursuing
philosophy

that it keeps us from worse things?

Or had we other expecta-

tions from it when we chose to enter on it to start with, other, that is,
than that we'd go about behaving better than Tom, Dick, or Harry?
answer?''

Still no

(Lucian, Hermotimus, 80-83, in Lucian: Selected Works, trans., with

an Introduction and Notes, by Bryan P. Reardon {"The Library of Liberal Arts";
Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1965}, pp. 160-162)

l

APPENDIX III
"The very size of the city-state, and the consequent intimacy of its
life, encouraged the rise of a local opinion of decency and propriety.
of these small cities had its 'tone' (ethos)

Each

Concentrated and intense;

that opinion bore upon each individual with a weight which we can hardly imagine: where each knew his neighbour (and this is one of the conditions which
Aristotle {12,1. 1326b 16-17} postulates for a proper city), and each was concerned about his neighbor's behaviour, it would be hard for any man to go against the tone and habit of his city's life.

The city formed a moral being,

with a set character of its own; and its members, as the funeral speech of
Pericles shows, were conscious of the individuality of their city, and could
contrast its character with that of others.
thus developed in the Greek States.

A political consciousness had

Each was aware of itself as a rounded

whole, possessed of a moral life created and sustained by itself; and it expressed this sense in the conception of 'self-sufficingness' or autarkeia
of each political unit.

Because it was self-sufficing, each State claimed

to be self-governing: autonomia flowed inevitably from autarkeia.

'Home-Rule

and Self-Sufficiency are, in the traditional Greek view, almost convertible
terms."'

(Ernest Barker, Greek Political Theory: Plato and His Predecessors

{"University Paperbacks" ed.; New York: Barnes & Noble, 1960}, pp. 5-6)

For

political philosophy the question was how best to achieve and preserve the
autarky and autonomy of the polis.

Plato, in Bk. y of the Republic where he

is urging a communistic pattern of life, insists upon (462a-3) an intense internal unity that would do away with such socially disruptive words as "mine"
and "not mine."

Aristotle, on the other hand, severely criticizes the Platen
271

ci~ncy

(Pol. 126la 1 - 1264b 25).

Although the Platonic principle of a centri-

petal social structure and the Aristotelian principle of a centrifugal social
structure could theoretically be applied (as indeed they have been) to a larger political organism, their authors did not.
allowed logical extension.

Historical experience dis-

Thus both philosophers conceived their politeiai

as operative only in a narrow geographical and limited demographic context:
Plato (Republic 459e - 460a; Laws 740b - 74la); Aristotle (Pol. 1326b 2 1327a 10).

r
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APPENDIX IV
The attribution to Constantius of the abolition of the death penalty has no basis in fact at all.

Yet Themistius seems guilty here not so

much of gross misrepresentation as of rhetorical hyperbole.

The characteristi

overstatement of the panegyrist in all likelihood is a reference (however
overdrawn) to the ameliorating amendment made by Constantius (CTh ix. 24,2)
to the earlier law promulgated by Constantine concerning the punishment of
rapists (CTh ix. 24, 1: "De raptu virginum vel viduarum"):

he annulled such

vicious and barbaric practices as fatal torture for the parties willingly
involved in the ravishment, the denial of their right of appeal, and the swallowing of molten lead by any accessories to the fact, judicial procedures
which his more puritanical father had countenanced; but for those convicted
of the crime of rape capital punishment ("capitalis poena might mean either
death or loss of citizenship" {Pharr, p. 245, n. 11}) remained for free men,
as did the penalty of death by fire for slaves.
Constantius' performance as law-lord was marked by an admixture of
cruelty and clemency, harshness and honesty, that led his most critical observer to note: "While in administrative affairs he was comparable to other
emperors of medium quality, if he found any indication, however slight or
groundless, of an aspiration to the supreme power, by endless investigations,
in which he made no distinction between right and wrong, he easily surpassed
the savagery of Caligula, Domitian, and Commodus,

For it was in rivalry of

the cruelty of those emperors that at the beginning of his reign he destroyed root and branch all who were related to him by blood and race.
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To add

to the sufferings of the wretches who were reported to him for impairment of,
or insult to, his majesty, his bitterness and angry suspicions were stretched
to the uttermost in all such cases.

As a matter of fact, he was the

object of many genuine plots of traitors, • • • yet he often showed leniency
in punishing crimes which would bring death to the victim; but he also tried
to make false or doubtful cases appear
tortures.

well~founded

by excessively violent

And in such affairs he showed deadly enmity to justice, although

he made a special effort to be considered just and merciful.

And, as

some right-thinking men believed, it would have been a striking indication of
true worth in Constantius, if he had renounced his power without bloodshed,
rather than defended it so mercilessly."
pp. 177-181}).

(Arnmianus xxi. 16, 8-12 {Rolfe, II,

Yet no matter how much he might have wished otherwise, even

Ammianus cannot disguise the fuct that whatever injustice Constantius committed, it was done in defense of his dominion and dynasty (whose difference
was sometimes difficult to fix).

Modern authorities, despite their generally

low estimate of Constantius, are much more favorable than their ancient
counterpart in assessing the emperor's juridical function; consider the judgment of Andre Piganiol, hardly an enthusiast for Constantius:
is very faithful to the maxims of his father.
justice:

"Constantius

He has the same care for

he punishes the judge who keeps the accused more than a month in

prison without a hearing (C.Th. ix. 1, 7).

He has the same care for morality

he fixes the list of the five capital crimes (homicide, poisoning, rape,
adultery, magic), for which he accords neither the right of appeal nor amnest
(C.Th. ix. 38, 7); he pY.onounces the penalty of death against the husband of
his niece (C.Th. iii. 12, 1); he orders that the sexes be separated in the
prisons (C.Th. ix. 3, 3).

He has the same tendency to prefer equity to

strict law: he suppresses i.CJ. 342 the formulary procedure (C.J. ii, 57, l)."
(L' Empire chretien, p. 77)
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